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PREFACE.

The Supreme Court of the United States, on July 25, 1974, ruled- against busing schoolchil-
dren between city and suburban school' districts. In the 5-4 (or, as some lawyers see it, the 4-1-
4) decision in Milliken v. Bradley, the Court held that the plaintiffs in the "Detroit" case had
not established sufficient grounds of discrimination or segregation based on State action to war-
rant the .imposition of a proposed metropolitan desegregation .plan. In doing so, it overturned
the -doltilon of the Federal district court, which had, agreed with plaintiffs, and the appeals court
otiinion upholding the lower court. .

This was the first major setback on a desegregation case before the Supreme Coyrt since
before its historic ruling in the 1954 case of Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka. The first
reaction of civil rights lawyers was predictable. the Court was restricting, retreating from, or
abandoning its leadership role in desegregating the Nation's schools. Others saw it not so much
as the loss of a victory already won as an opportunity not realized. 'Many who oppose
desegregation, saw it wit a victory.

Some civil rights lawyers thought that Mr. Justice Potter Stewart, in his .concurring
opinion, had left the door ajar to future metropolitan desegregation. To them, he seemed to say
that, while he agreed with the majority in the Detroit case, he (and perhaps the Court) might
find otherwise in different factual situations in other communities.

The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, which is committed to the constitutional *right_of
American schoolchildren to receive unsegregated and nondiscriminatory education, recognized
the need for further, clarity on the basic issues involved in Milliken v, Bradley. The Commission
invited a group of scholars and authorities, from a variety of related disciplines,. to develdp
papers and attend a conferenCe to discuss them.

Papers were prepared in six areati: legal implications, political science perspectiN;ts, educe-
tiorial implications, housing implications, economic impliCations, and implications -for deseireg-.
tion centers. Other scholars and authorities way asked to comment on each of the papers.

On Saturdfiy, November 9, 1974, they came together at the Commission - sponsored 'con-
ference, "Milliken v. Bradley. The Implications` for Metropolitan Desegregation." This con-
ference report is divided into six major sections, one for each of the subjects covered. Each sec.
*tion contains the pertinent paper, prepared and circulated in advance,.folltiwed by the portion of
the transcript. dealing with the subject matter, including the author's summary, the remarks of
the reactors, and an Interchange among them and the Commissioners,

The.views stated in the papers and in the commentaries do not necessarily reflect the pd3i
tion or the policy of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. There was not agreement on all
points among the partie ants. What follovirs is published to help claiify the issues involved in
the Supreme Court's rule gin Millikein V. Bradley.
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These conference proceedings were prepared by Frederick B. Routh, Director, and Everett
A.'Waldo, Assistant Director, of the Special Projects Unit, Office of the Staff Director, and
Carol-Lee Hurley, Office of Information and Publications, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.
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MILLIKEN v. BRADLEY:
THE IMPLICATIONS FOR

METROPOLITAN DESEGREGATION

Conference Before the United States

Commission on Civil Rights

. November 9, 1974

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Will the meeting coineto order, please? First, on behalf of the
Commission; I am happy to wlecome all who are participating in this meeting today.

N.

The purpose of the meeting is clear. We all recognize the importance of the decision of the
Supreme Court in Milliken v. Bradley. The Commission felt that it could be assisted in a sig.
nifican/ way in evaluating the implications of this decision if it invited some outstanding experts
in the area to prepare papers and to be with us and discuss those papers briefly. Then we will
participate in a discussion of the papers with reactors who have been invited participate in
the program.

We are going to proceed in an informal way. At the same time, we are going to keep in
mind time limitations. For the benefit of all here, each presenter has been asked to summarize
his or her paper in 10 minutes. Each reactor has been asked to confine his or her reactions to 7
minutes.

I think most of the persons here know that it is the intent of the- Commission, at some
point in the future, to draw up a report based on Milliken v. Bradley and to make recommenda
tions to the President an to the Congress. It is possible that, prior to drawing up such a report,
the Commission will hold a public hearing on some .of the issues that will be identified for us
today. I don't think that it is necessary to make use of any further time in terms. of preliminary
remarks.

I don't think that it is necessary to introduce the members of the Commission. You see
their names that appear. Many of you know the members of the Commission.

__I think that it is logical for us to start with a discussion of the legal implications of Milliken
v. Bradley. We are certainly indebted to Norman Amaker, professor of law at Rutgers Univer-
sity for The paper which he has developed.
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LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

.?

Milliken v. Bradley:

The Meaning of the Constitution

in School Desegregation Cases

Norman C. Amaker
Professor of Law

RutgeKs Law School
,Newark, New Jersey
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L -*Overview

With Milliken v. Bradley' decided by the
United.' States Supreme Court July 25, 1974, 4.
the Court has apparently come full circle in
its consideration and decision ef public school
desegregation cases begun 20 years ago with
Brbwn,v. Board of Education of Topeka.2 If
Brown was, as itc'has properly been called, a
watershed, Milliken lnay well mark the
water's edge. At least a slim majority of the
Court has signaled its unwillingnesswith
some limited exceptions which I discuss
laterto test the water beyond the shores of
political-geographical subdivisions of a State
that mark the boundaries between the white
suburbs-and black cities of the Nation.'

In holding that, as general matter, approval
-of so-called "metropolitan" school desegrega-
tion plans that include suburban school dis-
tricts adjacent to or nearby inner-city school
districts are beyond the remedial powers of
Federal district courts except in restricted
circumstances, the Court may well have been
acting on its perception, circa 1974, of the
tolerable limits of judicial intermeddling with
life patterns evolved during the, past- few
decades which serve, for the most part, td in-
sulate white suburban communities from the
country's black population and its social de-

'418 US. 717 (1974).
'347 U.B. 483 (1964).
'Statements from the dissenting opinion of Mr. Justice Marshall
are vivid in their description ot"the consequences of this
phenomenon for our public schools: "an expanding core of vir-
tually all-Negro schools immediately surrounded by a receding
band of ellwhite schools." 94 S.Ct. 3147, "a growing core of
Negro schools surrounded by a receding ring of white schools", 94
S.Ct. 3163. Compare language in the brief filed on behalf of the
black parents who initiated suit in the distract court. "the walling-
off of blacks in a state-imposed core of overwhelmingly black
schools separated from a ring of overwhelmingly whiti
sehooLsm." (Brief for Respondents, Bradley et at. Nos, 73- 434.73-
436, Oct. Term 1972. p. 9).

4

mands. That the4Court's position might be so
read may have prompted Justice Stewart,
whose "swing vote" was crucial in forming
the five-man malority, in separately explain-

views to reply to what he charac-
terized as "some of the extravagant language
of the dissenting opiniOns***.".4

But, presumably, the Court was acting on
its view of what the Constitution requires
(and what . it does not). In past school
desegregation cases, the Court has stated
forthrightly that the governing constitutional
principles- announced in Broton cannot "yield
simply because of disagreement with them."5

Thus, though preservation of what many
consider as the appropriate social configura-
tion of American society is certainly one
result of Milliken, the Court was acting in its
role as the final arbiter in constitutional. deci-
sionmalcing; so the central question of the
meaning of Milliken must be addressed in
these terms. Since it purports to be a legally
supportable exposition of constitutional doc-
trine, perspective on this latest (and perhaps
last) pronouncement of major significance
from the Supreme Court on this subject can
only be achieved if it is assessed from that
standpoint.

To apprdciate the significance of Milliken-
one must go back' farther than Brown v.
Board of Education (Brcnyn, 1). However, the
opinion of the Chief Justice writing for the
Court in the case (after reviewing
preliminarily some of the facts and the
procedural posture of the case) begins as does
practically all exposition of doctrine in this

.area, with Brown jl (Part II of the opinion)

'94 Sup.Ct. 3131.
'Brown v. Board of edeation, 349 U.S. 294, 300 (1966). Cooper v.
Aaron, 368 U.S. 1 (1968).
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and significantly, quotes Brown's language to
the effect that:

[I]n the field of public education the doctrine'
of "separate but equal" has no place. Separate,.
educational facilities are inherently unequal.
3471.J.S.,-at 495, 74 S. Ct., at 692. r--

He then states, "[t]his has been reaffirmed
time and again as the meaning of the Con-
stitution and the controlling rule of law."6
Thus; purporting to reaffirm this language
from Brown as "the meaning, of the Constitu-
tion and the controlling rule of law," he dt-
cides with the Court's majority that the Con-
stitution does not mean that school
desegregation measures can be made effec-
tive (absent some limited special circum-
stances) beyond a school district's boundaries
as set by a State; "the controlling rule of law"
perinits separate educational facilities that
may well be unequal to exist side by side in a
city and its surrounding suburbs. Clearly
then, the overriding legal question posed
Milliken is whether what the Court has done
(or not done) can be squared with what It has
said.

Ever since Brown v. Board of Education
(Brown II),7 courts considering the problem
of school desegregation- have addressed it in
terms of what remedial steps were necessary
in a given situation to comply with the
governing rule of law announced in Brown I.
And in that mold the Milliken decision was
cast; so, on the face of it, the disagreement
between thb majority and the dissenters goes
to the matter of remedy. Justice Stewart in
his concurrence makes this explicit:

In the present posture of the case, therefore,
the Court does not deal with questions-of sub-
stantive constitutional law. The basic issue.
now before the Court concerns, rather, the ap-
propriate exercise of federal equity
jurisdiction.*

Ostensibly, the Justices, in the majority and
the dissent, seem to be talking about remedy
(with the possible exception of Mr. Justice

Sup.Ct. 3123.
'349 US. 294 (1965).
'94 S-CL.3131.
"The nghts at. issue in this case are too fundamental to be
abridged on grounds as superficial as those relied on by the
majority today. We deal here with the right of all of our children,
whatever their race, to an equal start in life and to an equal op-

- portunity to reach their full potential as citizens." 94-S.Ct. 3146 n.
(emphasis added).

Marshall).9 But I have said that to understand
Milliken one needs to go much Either back
than both Brawn decisions because what
clearly emerges from a close reading of the
case is that the quarrel between the Court's
majority and minority, despite Mr. Justice
Stewiirt, despite the uniform assumption
made since Blown II, is not over the question
of remedy at all but really exposes a funda-
mental difference in the view taken of the na-
ture of the constitutional right of the present-
daYiblack descendants of slaves who attend
the Nation's public schools. How one views
the necessary remedy dependsand it is
graphically illustrated in this caseon show
one views the nature of the right said by Mil-
liken to be "the meaning of the Constitution
and the controlling rule of law." It's ap-
propriate then, before ,undertaking detailed
examination of several subquestions raised by
the decision, chief among them the question
of whether the Court has jettisoned or ad-
hered to the "practical flexibility" standard of
Brown 11,10 to address what I conceive as the
main area of disagreement; i.e., a perception
of the nature of the constitutional right in-
volved.

ti

II. The Nature of the Right
Before the adoptiop of the Reconstruction

amendments" it was, of course, unthinkable
to suggest that there were any rights that
American blacks could insist upon under the
Constitution. As is well known, blacks were
slaves, a species of property and, as such,
were not a part of the "People of the United

%tates" 12 who had any hand in framing the
Constitution or structuring government under
it. As the Dred Scott decision" with its

.devastatingly accurate reading of history
makes clear, blacks derivekno benefit from
the Constitution; since not considered as part
of "the people of the United States," they
were not citizens -and, therefore, neither the
national government, any of its citizens, nor
any of the State governments owed any duty

"349 US. at " Traditionally, equity has bedn characterized by
a practical flexibility in shaping its remedies."
"'U.S. Constitution, Amendments XIII (1865), XIV (1868), XV
(1870).
"See Preamble to Z.S Coistitution.
"S:0/1 v. Sandford, 60 US (19 How.) 893 (1857).

5



to accord them any of the rights and
privileges 'normally associated with citizen-
ship. Of inimediate Importance to our con-
sideration, this meant that, as a practical
matter, none of the States of the Union prior
to the Reconstruction amendments could have
been required under the Constitution to af-
ford access of black children to what limited
provisions had been made for public education
at that time.

Of course, before blacks could become'
citizens' they first had to cease being slaves.
That Was the principal work of the 13th
amendment which, for some, was alone suffi-
cient to change the status of blacks and make
then citizens in every regard with all the at-
tendant rights and privileges. However, the
matter became academic after adoption of the
14th amendment, whose first section was
quite clearly designed, with its definition for
the first time in the Constitution of what
United States citizenship meant, to include all
those who had been formerly slaves and their
descendants. Withdut dispute, this has been
the consistent reading of the meaning of the
opening words of that amendment. Pausing
here then, without considering any of the ad-
ditional language of the amendment, it is clear
that to the extent that blacks were now
recognized as "citizens" uhder the Constitu-
tion that7recognition implied, in an absolute
sense, the right to be accorded the full range
of treatment normally given to such persons.
Since one of the inescapable facets of citizen-
ship rights is the opportunity, for jiccess to
whatever public services are provided by
government: on whatever terms they are pro-
vided, then black people surely, at least as a
matter 'of constitutional' doctrine, w ere enti-
tled to these advantages.

But beyond the grant of United States
citizenship, the 14th amendment also decreed
that thereafter black people were to' be con-
sidered citizens of the state in which they
happened to reside.'s Similarly then, to the
extent that the States create and define for
all their citizens certain rights and privileges
(and concomitantly case upon them certain

""All persons born or naturalised in the United Stater, and sub-
ject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United Sutes
and of the States Aerein they reside."
"Si. note 14 supra.

6
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necessary burdens) then surely blacks, now
citizens of the States, had to be included.
Again, what this meant in practical terms as
it relates to the problem exposed in Milliken
is thatState systems for educating children
at public expense, to the extent that they ex-
isted or were being formed, were to be made
available to blacks not as a matter ofgift but,
because they were, now citizens, as a matter
of right.

But, of course, the 14th amendment went
even, further. The equal protection clause of
the amendment forbids the States from deny-
ing "to any person within its jurisdiaiOn the
equal protection of the laws." As that clause
was consistently interpreted by the Supreme
Court in the' period from the adoption of the
amendment to Plessy v. Ferguson,"' its pur-
pose went beyond the grant of Citizen-
shipwhich ought to have been enoughto a,
requirement that States must in all areas of
their interaction giza states with their citizens
treat black citizens the same as white citizens
were treated.'! Of significance to an un-
derstanding of the dabate in Milliken, is the

'observation that, the equal- protection clause
speaks to the States, not their subdivisions
whether county, parish, city, town, or
village."

If then the nature of the constitutional
right of black citizens- is not to be treated
unequally with respect to whatever public

r benefits a given State bestows on all its
citizens, then application of this principle to
public schools operated by the States is clear.
blaCk students should have the same opportu-
nity as whhe students ,(and all others) to
receive whatever benefits may thought to be
flowing from an educational systain conducted
at the State's expense and managed by per-
sons employed by or operating under State
authority. Put another way$he nature of the

12'

!S103 U.S. 637(1896).
''The Slaughter House Cases 83 US. (16 Wall) 36 (1873);
Strauder v. West Virginia, 100 U.S. 303 (1880); Ex Parte Vir-
ginia, 100 U.S. 339 (1880); Neal v. Delavarg, 103 U.S.386 (1881);
Civil Rights dtses, 109, U.S. 3 (1883).
"Continued emphasis of this point occurs in the dissent filed by
Mr Justice-White: "the State of Michigan, the entity at which
the Fourteenth Amendment is directed" 94 S.Ct. at 3136;
"'wit is the State that must respond to. the comniand of the
Fourteenth Amendment." Id. at 3139, "No 'state may deny an in-
dividual thkequal protection of the laws" Id. at 3140, 'The obliga-
tion to rectify the unlawful condition nevertheless rests on the
state" Id. at 3141.



constitutional right goes beyondand this im-
plicates the question of .remedy the mere

-4flermission of attendance at .schools but
requires State effort to assure "equal protec-
tion of the laws", meaning surely that what-
ever benefits are derived from the 'State's
system of laws as it relates to public educa-
tion must be made available to all upon whom
the State can exert its power and froin whom
it can require obedience. In this view, to use
the phrase from Swann' that constantly
recurs throughout the opinioni, "the condition
that offends the Constitution"20 is afy condi-
tion for which the State is responsible that
prevents according black public schoolchildren
throughout the State who are its citizens
vIliatever,positive educational advantages the
State is in a position to bestow. This would
seem to include the entire range of matters
normally thought deibrable from ess to
public education.

Thus it can be seen that a basic point of
difference betWeen those in the majority and
those in the dissent in Milliken is the percep-
tion of the constitutional right and from that
quite naturally enough, there is a differing
appreciation of when the right is violated and
what is needed to remedy such violation. This
is quite clear from the Chief Justice's state-
ment in the majority opinion that, "Mlle con-
stitutional right of the Negro respondents
residing in DetrOit is to attend a unitary
school system in that district" even though
the 14th amendment refers only to the State.
The question quite naturally arises whether
this judgment as to the nature of the right in-
volved is consistent with what, he earlier
describes quoting Brown 1 ("Separate educa-kw

.

tional facilities are inherently unequal") as
"the meaning of the Constitution and the con-

.. trolling rule of law." It is difficult to know,
how the Court's majority can purport to ad-
here to this statement from grown if the na-
ture of the right is only as described by the
Chief Justice. If the nature of the right is
only to prevent racially biased school assign-
ments in the city of Detroit, then it would ap-
pear to he a refutation of the historical con-

"Swann v, Charlolte-Mecklenburg Board of Education. 402 US.
1 (1971).
"402 HA: at 16.
"94.S.Ct. 3128.

cerns, highlighted above, from which the con
statutIonal amendment flowed., Naturally
enough, however, if that is the nature of the
tight, then a more restricted view of the
inquiry necessary to determine when the
right flas been violated and to conclude what
re.tnedy is needed is justified. Given the histo-
ry ,1 the questions of what is the, right and
what is the, remedy for its violation are inex-
tki, bly interwoven.22 Certainly in Milliken,.

iFli, one: comes out on the question of an in-
istrict remedy affords a complete state-

nient of -one's view of what black children are
entitled.to under the Constitution. *

III. The Course of Remedy
Indeed, what the Court has done in bhe

cases since Brown I and prior to Milliken has
been constantly to define and redefine the Ma-
ture of the constitutional right of black chil-
dren to.public education during the course of
the now imposing number of presumptively
remedial decisions in which varying factual
patterns called- forth a definition. This exer-
icise was undertaken, to be sure, to decide
concrete cases, and to resolve the conflicting
claims of partiesblack children and their
parents, on the one hand as to their, rights and
school authorities on the other as to their im-
munitiesunder Brown, but it also wad` un-
dertaken againi the ,backdrop of increasing
national concern cive$r,wWif
the Cowl, would eventuff4 impose on the
Browiidoctiinet-*

Brown, of course, was a precise 'application
of the 14th amendment, clearly mandated in
the context of the cases 'undenconsideration.23
The Court's description in Milliken of the
meaning of Brown is consistent with what,
I've described as the nature of- the constitu-

,

"Justice MarshallMarshall in dissent reveals the essential relatedneu of
the right-remedy question. "wthe Court confuses the inquiry
required to determine whether there has been a substantive con
stItutional violation with that necesury to formulate an, ap-
propriate remedy once a constitutional violation has been shown.
While a finding of state action is, of course. a prerequisite to find
ing a, violation, we have never held that after unconstitutional+
state action has been shown, the District Court at the remedial
stage mug engage in a second inquiry to determine whether ad
ditional state action exists to Justify a particular remedy." 94
S.Ct. 8164n. Of course. the comment also throws in bold relief the
nature of the disagreement between the Court and the dissenters.

"See Amaker, "Public School Desegregation: Legal Perspex .
fives ", Georgia State Bar Journal, Vol. '1. No. 1, p. 102 (Aug.
1970); Negro History Bulletin; Vol. 33, No. 7, p. 174 (Nov. 1970).
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tional right. But Brown was limited by its
facts: it needef go no further than it did to

reach its result dealing as it was' with school
Systems that historically had maintained
school systems that unmistakenly violated the
14th "amendment; "the condition that offends
the Constitution", was clear in thosse cases.

It ivas then s relatively simple step
beginning with Brown II tolaunch the case-
by-case development seen in the past two
decades: l''ederal district court consideration
to determine initially whether a rase...was

_like" the Brown I -cases;ti.e., whether there
was so-called de jure segregation;" if so, a
factfinding process at that level to determine
how to remedy the situation and where sig-
nificant, questions were 'raised in the litiga-
tion, appeal to the courts of appeals And
finally to the Supreme Court which, in
passing on the question of remedy raised in
the case, revealed increasingly more about the
nature of the constitutional right involved.
Thus, for example, the Court declared that
black children initially assigned to school on a
racial basis could not be-required to transfer
from a school where their race was in a
minority to a school where their race con-
stituted the majority," that black children
had a right to attend nonracially segregated
schools without having to resort to State ad-
ministrative remedies," that there was a
right to have the public schools kept open in a
given county so that desegregation could go
forward if a State kept public schools open
elsewhere," that there is a constitutional
right to a racially desegregated public school
faculty," that there is a right to have that
plan of desegregation adopted that will affir-
matively undo the effects of prior

"Cues found not to'be "like" Divan; Le., so-called de facto cues;
have not prompted plenary consideration by the Supreme Court;
see e.g.,' Bell v. School City of Gary Indiana, 324 F2d 209 (7th
Cir. 1963). cert. den. 377 U.S. 924 (1964); Downs v. Board of Edu-
cation of Kansas City, 336 F2d 988 (10th Cir.. 1064), cert. den. 380
US. 914 (1965); Deal v. Cinetnnatl Board of Education, 369 F2d
66 (6th Cir. 1966); cert. den.' 389 U.S. 847 (1967). Of celfile,
whether a cue is "de jure" or "de facto" is itself a matter of
definition, see Keyes v. School.District No. I, Denver Colorado,
413 U.S. 189 (1Q73), ultimately a matter of defining the scope of
the equal protection clause u it bears on the right of Negro
schoolchildren to public education.

,"Goss v. Boaid of Education, 373 U.S. 683 (1963).
"McNees v. Board of Education, 373 U.S. 668 (1963).
°'Grtflin v. Prince Edward County Board of Education. 377 U.S.
218 (1064).
"Rogers v. Paul, 382 US. 198 (1965).
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discrimination,"- that desegregation pursuant
to such a plan must occur as soon as
possible," and.lhat such a plan may include
the use of schoolbuses within reasonable
limits of Wile and distance."

These things, up to Milliken, the Court has
told us are within theolltitendment of Brown
and constitute the "meaning of the Constitu-
tion." ,

The issues that brought - Milliken v.
Bradley, a case ultimately found to be "like".
the Brown I cases, 32 to, the Court from this
process of case-by-case definition of the na-
ture of the constitutional right, were fairly
predictable. Eventually, the social movement
of the Nation in the post-Brown decades
(much of it no doubt, caused by Brown) would
pose for the Court yet another choice of com-
peting interests. Theoretically, choice of asp-
called metropolitan plan of school desegrega-
tion was a logical next step based on the
historical analysis outlined above.

The argument, ably,made by the dissents
in Milliken," is straightforward enough. since
the 14th amendment speaks to the States, not
its subdivisions; since the Constitution recog-
nizes the equal protection right of blacks but
does not similarly recognize a State's right to
Maintain political-geographical subdivisions,
since these subdivisions are at most no more
than a convenient administrative apparatus,
and since in other contexts, specifically the
reapportionment cases, the Court' has
required restructuring of a State's political
subdivisions for equal. pro%ection purposes,'"
it follows that school district boundaries may
give way also if that is required to prevent
State denial of equal educational opportunity
to black children.

Notwithstanding the strength of the argu-
ment, a majority of the Court declined to ac-
cept it. In so doing, we are left with the
majority's view of the ,limits of Brown.as "the
meaning of the Constitution." 4

A

"Green v. County $chool Board of New Kent County. 391 U.S;,
430 (1968).
*Alexander v. Holmes County Board of Educationt 396 U.S. 19
(1969).
!'Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of Education, 402 U.S.

(1971).
"See 94 S.Ct. 3124. n. 18.
*See particularly Mr. Justice White's dissent, 94 S.Ct. at 3136 ff.
"94 S.Ct. 3143 (Mr. Justice White); 94 S.Ct. 3167-68 (Mr. Justice
Marshall).



IV. The Court's Opinion
That view is reflected throughout the

Court's opinion. Note, for instance, how the
Chief Justice poses the question presented at
the opening of the opinion:

We granted certiorari in these consolidated
cases to determine whether a federal court
may ,imppse a multidistrict, areawide remedy
to a, single district de jure seiregatign
problem absent any finding that the other in-
cluded school districts have failed to operate
unitary school systems within their districts,
absent' any claim or finding that the boundary
lines of any affected school district were
established with the purpose of fostering ra-
cial segregation in public schools, absent any
finding that the included districts committed
acts which effected segregation within the
other districts, and absent a meaningful op-
portunity for the included neighboring school
districts to present -evidence or be herd on
the propriety of a multidistrict remedy or on
the question of constitutional violations by
those neighboring districts.33

This statement of the question for decision
nowhere mentions the State of Michigan as
does the question presented by counsel for
the black parents (quoted in note 35 below)
but rather emphasizes a concern with school
district lines the State-has drawn. The initial
inquiry for Chief Justice Burger then is not
with Michigan's responsibility as a State for
alleged denial of equal protectiorkto the plain-
tiffs and their class, but rather with the cul-
pability (or lack of it) of the outlying school
districts. The pToi:olem is 'described not in
terms of State responsibility but rather as "a
single district de jure segregation problem"
thus confining. the inquiry to whether the
other districts have done anything to account
for the .problem in Detroit; if the State is to
be held. accountable in any way, it can only be
if "the boundary lines of any affected school

"51 Sup.Ct. 3116 (Court's footnote omitted). One ;an% help but
` be impressed with the Chief,Justice's advocacy skrlla As every

lawyer knows, how one frames the question(s) to be decided is
critical to the decision ultimately made. See e.g., the alternate
way counsel for the black plaintiffs- respondents in thOupreme
Courtfumed the question. "May the.State of Michigan continue
the intenuonal confinement of black children to an expanding core
of state-imposed black schools within s line, fi s way no less of
feeds,' than intentionally drawing a line around them, merely
because petitioners seek to interpose an existing school district
boundary u the latest line of containmentr ABrief for Respon-
dents, Ronald G. Bradley et alcenos. 73434-73-436 Oct. 'Term,
1973, pp. 14). It is of warns, -atetit endous aid to advocacy when
the advocate is a Justice get alone Chief Justice) of the Nation's
highest court.

district were established with the purpose of
fostering racial Segregation***" '(emphasis
supplied) irrespective of whatever else the
State has dorie or failed to do. Such a con-
tained view of where the inquiry ought to
begin and end is. understandable only in terms
of a simiThrly --telescoped view of what the
Constitution permits plaintiffs to complain of;
i.e., racially 5discriminatory conduct affecting
their attendance in the, Detroit school system
rather than whether the State of Michigan is
affording them, as citizens, the same kind of.,
educational opportunity it makes available to

-"1,:vhite citizen- schoolcliildren.36-,
Similarly expressive of the Court's

restricted view of the nature of the constitu-
tional right is tho' ;emphasis in the majority
opinion on the district court's apparent failure
to respect what is seen as the due proce4 .

right of the suburban districts to notice and
an opportunity to be heard on the question of
the feasibility of a metropolitan plan. The
opinion mentions, for example, the fact that
the district court deferred a ruling on a mo-
tion, by parents of Detroit schoolchildren who
had intervened as defendants, to join as addi-
tional defendants school districts in the sur-
rounding counties. tintil after it had ordered .

the defendant State officials (includingin ad-
dition to the Gbvernor and attorney general,
the State boarsrof education and its superin-
tendent):

to submit desegregation plans encompassing
the three-county metropolitan area despite
the fact that the school districts of these
three counties, were not parties***and despite
the fact that there had been no claim that
these outlying counties encompassing some 85
separate school districts had committed con-
stitutionalviolations.37

"A similar divergence of views occurred lut term with respect
to a State's-Les opposed to an individual district'sresponsibility
for financing public education. See San Antonio Independent
School District v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 1 (1973). Mr. Justice
Douglas who also, dissented in Rodriguez makes essentially the
same- point in his dissent here as in that cue, i.e., that the cases -

taken together mean that the Court, by not requiring the States
as a part of their constitutional duty under the equal protection
clause to do whatever they,ean to assurelhat public educational
benefits are, in fact, made avallattie to all children throughout the

. State on terms as nearly equal as human ingenuity can make
them, hes itself defaulted In its duty under the Constitution. See
below.
"94

notes
3T20 (Court's footnotes omitted). The Court however,

also notes in note 9 it 94 S,Ct. 3119 that the Plaintif Parents op
posed intervention because they felt "the presence of the state
defendants was sufficient." Their view of the nature of the right,
of its violation, and of where responsibility lay for correcting such
violation obviously differed from that of Court's majority.

1



De Scribed as "significant factors"" were
that the district court eventually permitted
intervention by the suburban districts on the
second day of the hearings scheduled on the-
desegregation plans submitted by the Detroit
School officials and the State officials (notice
of the hearing having been given only a week
before), but the intervenors' roles were
limited to that of filing a brief within 1 week

. thereafter on the legal propriety of the
metroplan and counsel for the 'intervenors
was limited in oral argumentto' how the plan
would 'operate rather than whether it was ap-
propriate. Perhaps weightiest of all in this
aspect -of the Court's consideration, was .the
district court's admission that it had not taken
proof "with respect to the establishment of
the boundaries of the 86 public school dis-

' ricts***nor °tithe issue of whether***sucli.
school districtp have committed acts of de
jure segregation"39

No one, of course, contends that the dis-
tricts surrounding Detroit, whose educational
facilities and personnel and whose parents
and children were ultimately to be involved in
a metropolitan plan - should not have had some

. opportunity -to become involved in the details
of .how, such a plan would be implemented.
But the question of whether such a plan
should be implemented was.ultimately for. the
Court to decide, with the. overarching cqn-
sideration being the constitutional commands.
The legal process would be divorced froin
reality if the Supreme Court did not consider
how the district court performed its function
in arriving at its decision, but in the delicate

r;process of drawing the line between apparent
due process deprivations of the rights of
school districts and, the obvious deprivations
of the rights of the plaintiffs under the equal
protection clause, the line was apparently
drawn by the Court in this case to embrace

. concerns which in the context of the litigation
were of relatively less moment. '

Similarly, the Court, in disagreeing with the
court of appeals' affirmance of the district
court's requirement of a metropolitan plan,

"UM:
494 S.Ct. 3120, n.11. The Court at a later pohit mentions that the
'panel appointed by the district court le prepare a plan for the,
rnetropolitarNrea included only one member representing the in-
tervening suburban districts (94 S.Ct. 3122, n. This too. ap-
parently, was not viewed favorably bythe Court's majority.

10
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commented on 'the court of appeals' failure to
discuss in its opinion- claims that the outlying ,

suburban districts had not themselves com-
mitted any Constitutional violation and "th

- no evidence on that point had bee
allowd***."'° The Court Seemed particularly
troubled that the court of a jpeals: in remand-
ing the case to the district court, did not
require that court to receive evidence "on the
question of. whethei the affected districts had
committed any violation of the constitutional
rights of Detroit pupils or others***."4' Here
again, such concerns ate significant only
because of the view taken by the Court- of the
nattire of the basic constitutional right.

. After having taken the lower courts to task
as I've noted, the Court opened, Part H of its
opinion with the "quote' from Brown. that
"separate educational facilities are inherently
unequal." koving next to advert to Swaim's
admonition that courts are to correct "the
condition that offends the Constitution," the
Court relates both' standards to the same
frame of reference, that adumbrated by its
opening statement of the question presented.
The frame of 'reference ,is the city of Detroit:
emphasis in the quote from-Brown, is laid on
"separate" and- thus "thg condition" that
"offends the Constitution" is the separateness
of black children within Detroit rather than
their lack of equality vis-a-vis other
schoolchildren in Michigan. From this stance,
the Court moved to criticism of the 'district
court for having "abriiptly rejected" the
Detroit-only school, desegregation plan and its,
further comments underline what clearly
emerged as a major 'stumbliia block for the
Court's majority, i.e., the (.1.1irase "racial

ance." The lower courts are accused of en-
dorsing a metroplan, because a Detroit-only
plan "would not produce .the ,racial balarice
which the perceived as desirable."4? Of
course, the Court at this point has moved as
far away from the central point respecting
the constitutional rights of black children as it
accused' thelower courts of doing in requiring
a metroplan.

1.6

094 Sup.Ct. 3123.
maid.
4194 S.Ct. 3124.
094 S.M., 3125.



Finally, the Court shifts the focus entirely
away from the constitutional right of black
schoolchildren and a remedy for its violation
to a concern with -Meal autonomy in the
management of school systems within a State.
This focus on school autonomy leads the
Court to speculate on the possible con-
sequences' of impleipentation of any
metropolitan .school remedy;" -the Court
seems horrified at the notion that the tradi-

,tion of local control of schools in its 'present
'form might he altered, thus choosing this
value rather thin the constitutionally man
dated requireritentS of actual equality of
resort to educational opportunities. This .
emphasis on local autonomy quite naturally
'wile-to its clearest statment that, "Wile con,
stitutional right of the Negro respondents
residing in betroit is, to attend d unitary
school system in that district.""s Thus, ,sthe
constitutional right is the right of attendance
in a giVen district no matter what deficiencies
of educational opportunity may exist;
anything else is a ,"drastic expansion of thy-
constitutional right itself***. 046

Mr. Justice Stewart in his concurrence
shows a similar refractory approach to the
problem.. One might agree in the abstract that
"the mere fag of different racial compositions
in contiguous districts does not itself imply or-
constitute a violation of the Equal Protection
Clause * * *: f7 But the problem-. is hardly ab-
stract. His conclusion that the Court is not
dealing with- substantive constitutional law
questions is, as I've previously indicated,
simply' not right. In seeking to confine the
scope of the majority opinion to the matter of
remedy, he, of course, joined the view that
prevailed as to the remedy thought ap-
propriate by the district court. In sum, there
must be some kind of factual showing involv-
ing a relationship between where children go
to school and the use of State power to that
end. -Hence, it is diapositive for him that
evidence of the drawing or redrawing of
school district -lines, or the transfer of school

absent. Becaus of th's* abse ce he finds the
interdistrict re edy " in of responsive to
the factual re rd.""

But, of cou , *hat leaclehim to this con-
clusion, thou: h he talcfs

and
td fratne his

opinion in mddial guise and specifically dis-
allows its i pact on "questions of substantive
constitutio I law," is precisely, a 'reading of

, the Consti ution and a rendering of Brown 1
-that ollvia s for him the necessity of looking
at the im i act of what the State has failed to
do to ass re maximum' access to educational
benefits t bestows rather than whether the
State ma be said to be "innocent" of the kind
of condu t that for him might prompt a -dif-
ferent c i nclusion. Clearly, a more searching
light th wn on Ile seeming historical pur-
pose of the equal protection clause might
'alter his notion of the remedial excesses of
-the distfict court.

V. The Impact of the Decision
With Milliken, we have -now been afforded

what many lave sougfit from the Supreme
Court in the years since Brown a definitive
answer to-t116- questions of what that decision
means and what it requires of State authori-
ties, local school officials, the lower Federal
courts, and finally the lawyers who by taking
school desegregation cases to court on ihehalf
of Negro parents and their children have
sought to give living reality to the break with
the past that Brown represented. Milliken in
quoting Brown* I's exhortation that: "[l]n-the
field of public education the doctrine of
:separate but equal' has no place. Separate
educational 'facilities are inherently

. unequal:" and equating it with "the meaning
of the Constitution"54 has determined the
scope of constitutional doctrine and descn'bed .
for us the practical limits of Brown I, thus
stilling, at least for the moment, the ,debate
that 'has occurred during the last two decades
of 'What the quoted languaolneans.

As to the scope of constitutiqnaldOcti:ine:

units by the districts, or the discriminatory .
the "meaning of the Constitution," despite its
grAht of citizenship to blacks and proscriptionuse of housing and zoning laws by the, State Is.

;of State denial of equal protection of the laws,
4'94 &Ct. at 3126.
491 S.Ct. 2138.
"Mid.
"194 S.Ct. 3133.

.

577.192 04T 75 - 2

494 S.Ct. 3133.
"44 S.Ct, d123.



. .
is that State authorities have At affirmative
duty to expend any effort toward guarantee-
ing that the yield from its educational harvest
is actually shared with its black citizens as
well as with its white. Their duty _at most is
to remain innocent of any, conduct that may
be seen as causing..racial separation within a
distrig As to the practical limits of Brown L
there is, no lieeial quality to the quoted text;
separate educational facilities rib matter how
"inherently unequal" may coexist within a
State if the'mode of their:coexistence is a set
of lines labeled 'a "school system" or "school
district," even though one or more of the lines
touches immediately a similarly labeled school
system or district in which the fruits of edu- .

cation are richer, and more flourishing. Thus,
doctrine of "separate but equal" continuesth
have a place in the field of boundaries
and school districts drawn with no purpose.

of racial containment irrespective of whether
actual equality of educational opportunity
results. Local schopl authorities, to. be sure,
must continue to do' what they can to prevent
public schools in their charge from being ra-
cially identifiable with respect to students,
teachers, administrators, and staff, must still
justify obvious inequalities regarding sharing
of facilities and'Ixpenditiire of monies at
their disposal, must be careful about where
schools are Wit and bow their school trans-
poitatioa.systems operate; but they will not
be held responsible, if, ip the end, racial
identifiability does ,result and the children at-
tending their sctiools are not being educated
as well ils the children who.go to school in the
neighboring district; their "local autonomy"
will assure that they will not be called to ac-
count. Given the Court's definitive interpreta-

, tion in Milliken of Brown 1, the fears of
school agthorities at State and local levels
that Brown may indeed have meant they
would be required to pay strict attention to
how effectively their educational system was
educating Black -children are quieted and the
de jure-de facto distinction has been
reemphagized.st , .

In terms of whit Milliken means for the
lower courts, there is clearly a jettisoning of

.,.

"The record before uscontains evidence of de jure
segregated conditions only in the Detroit schools "' 94 S.Ct.
8127. .
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the "practical flexibility" standard of Broil&
This standards as reinterpreted in Swann.52

does not permit district courts to require or
approve plans for school desegregation that
involve school districts other than the one in
suit except in what will be relatively rare in-
stances in which parties successfully un-
dertake a major burden of prbof not hereto-
fOre thought necessary. The instances men-
tioned in a general way in the opinion-in-chief
are "where the racially,(discriminatory acts of
one or more school districts cause[d] . racial
segregation in an adjacent district, or where
district lines have been deliberately thlaw71 on
the basis of race."53 The former. presumably .

might include cases where it could be shown
that school officials in one district had located
a school or a number of them in such a
wayeither by construction or change of at-
tendance areasto 'encourage white flight
from a district to a neighboring district," The
latter might involve a showing of territorial
annexations or detachments arid/or the shift.
ing of boundary lines such as occurred in one
case.53 Not only will the occasions be rare
when such a showing can be made, but in
order to make such a.showing even on these
rare occasions, it seems clear that one would
have to prove purposeful conduct which,
given the sophistication of ,the deceptivevart
in race cases, is increasingly harder to do.
Beyond' this, the rarity of the instances makes
this particular gazne,noi worth the candle; the
vast majority of intrastate school diktrict ar-
rangements will be' seen under the Milliken
standard as innocently , arrived at.56 Once
school officials showas they can in Rracti-
cally all Casesthat the boundaries of their
district weren't drawn (as least not so

"402 US. 1 (1971).
"94 S.Ct., 3127.
"But note that Mr Justice Marshall's criticism of the State of
Michigan's ultimate responsibility for the "white Mgr
phenomenon went unheeded. Apparently, it is the individual dis-
trict that must be shown responsible.
"United States v. Times, 321 FSupp. 1063 (S.D. Texas 1971),
Old 447 F24 441 (6th Cir. 19711. Both the Chief Justice and

a example of a situation ip.
apprOpriate. 94 S.Ct. 3127;

Justice Stewart cite this .cue
which an interdistrict remedy m
3132.
"Note for instance, that, according to Chief Justice Burger, the
constitutional violation within one district, whether that of tho
local dittrict or ee the State, must have "a significant segregative
effect in another district." 94 S.Ct. 3127. But he failed to construe,
sidid the dissenters, what the record ihowed the State had done
here u sufficiently "significant" to warrant im .interdistriet
remedy,So much for the problem of proof.

,



. . .

recently as to be noticed), deliberately with
racial segregation in mind, that with be the
end of the matter and the hand of the courts
will be stayed. . .

Much has been, made of Mr.'i-Justice
,Stewart's rendering of the majority \ holding

A with his emphasis on what factual 4owing
I. ; would be necessary to sustain a cross- 'strict

decree as a possibility for lessening t int"-

pact of the majority decision:;,/lowever, yon
analysis his statement of what the CO 's
opinion means is spb'stantially the same,': as
that of the opinion Of.the Court. With one tx-
ception, a district. ethirt ca.** involving :a
legislative effort in North Carolina to carve
out of an existing county two racially,
separate school districts," he cites the same',

. cases as Chief Justice Burger cited earlier."None
of these casts are 'particularly helpful in ,

blunting the essential thrust of the Milliken'
holding. All involved some demonstrable ef-
fort by local school authorities or State offi-

ik xials to arrange or rearrange, school district
boundaries to maintain segregation and in 11

the purposefulness of what was attempt cl .,

could be readily seen. Thus the compelling n -
ture of the proof burden as I've described it
(totally dispositive for Mr. Justice SteWart)
seemi,the same whether one reads the main
opinion or the concurrence. This is so'even if
one seizes-upon Justice Stewait's advertence
to the use of State housing or zoning laws by
State authorities to maintain segregation as
one means of demkstrating the need for, a.,,
metropolitan remedy." Thre is no question
at least since Buchanan v. Warley" that use,
of such laws by State or local school authori-
ties to maintain racial segregation (as, e.g., by
placing schools to serve black and white re-
sidential Communities created'by such laws) is
'proscribed, but there' is still under Justice'

W

Z

2

"Turner v. Warren .County Jord of Education, 313, F.Supp. 380
(E.D.N4. 1970).
"94 S.Ct. 3127.

. -
"94 S.Ct. .3132. See however, the recent decision on rehearing of
the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals in. Gaittreala v. Chicago
Housing Authority. 603 F2d 930 (1974) rendered after the deci-

vsion in Milliken endorsing the principle of metropdliten relief to
remedy housing discrimittation in Chicago on the ground that dis-
enmination in Chicago Way have affected housing patterns
throughout the Chicago metropolitan region. How the Supreme
Court might respond tf the metropolitan remedy problem were
presented in a housing rather than a schqol context is a matter Of
oiecuistion but, given. Milliken. this avenue must be explored.
'245 U.S. 60 (1917). ' .

Stewart's formulation the twin necessity for
showjg that their use by a district is

"purposeful" not adventitious, and moreover
that the communities created across school
district boundaries, are a direct result of such
use.

In sum, notwithstanding Mr. Justice
Stewa*,'s interpolation, litigants who argue
the ne6essity of a metropolitan plan id school
cases must be prepared to carry the burden
of proving purposeful discrimination with
respect to the creation of school district,boun-
daries; they will no longer be permittedin
the absence of a suit against the State as a
whole in 'Which all of a State's districts are
nailed as defendants or, more modestly,, suits
against several but fewer than all districts
within a State"--7-to rest solely on a showing
of racial isolation within a district.' and in-

,equality with respect to a neighboring dis-
`trict. That avenue is closed.

Perhaps the greatest impact of the decision,
b eyond these nice,lawyers' quedtions relating
to proof burdens, is whatit augurs for the-Tu-
tuTe. with respect to efforts to fulfill the
_historic purpose of the 11th amendment. In
that light, Mr. Justice Douglas' comment
referring to last .term's 5-4 decision on the
res nsibility of Stregovernments with
resp ct to school financing" takes on added
signi cance:

= To ay's decision given Rodriguez means th4
the is no violation of the Equal Protection

e though the Black schools are nit only
"sepa te" but "inferior.""

Focusin ,,on the equal protection, aspect of
the 14th endment as it applies to public
education, Jpstice Douglas concludes, con-
sidering the observable social facts described
in his dissent; 1:e., that the Detroit inner city
is almost solidly black./ that_blacks attending
school there "areLlikely to be poorer"; that the
,black schools in Detroit are inftrior to those
ii neighboring dietricts;" that given both
Rodriguez and Milliken the Court as
ignored State responsibility for doing it

"The enormity of t root burtly under these circumstances
evident. ,4
"San Antony:, indepe dent School 'District v. Rodrwites. 411 S.
1 (1973).
"94 S.Ct, 3136. .

"94 Set. 3136. n. 10.
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can to guarantee all its citizens (including
those who,are black and poorand in Detroit
as elsewhere they amount to the same people)
that educational opportunity will be the same
throughout the State, In hii view, a view ap-
parently ,supported, as I've attempted to
show, y the hietoriO framework in which the
14th amendment was' adopted, the decisions
taken ogether signal an abandonment of the

endment's central purpose and focus in-
adequately on the question, on the one hand,
of whether schools in a given district of 'the
State are racially 'segregated and, on the
other, whether the amount of expenditures
for Iducation made by the State are
minimally nondiscriminatory from district to
district; but the continued racial separateness
of schools which are also poorer is condoned'.
His comment accurately takes into account
the 'prevalence of the same approximate set
of social conditions that it was the work of
the 14th amendment to change, he has.essen,-
tially said to the,. Court's 'majority, and to us,
that it simply will not do to say to the States
to whom the 14th ainendment speaks directly,
that you may continue to do nothing about
the underlying social facts of racially separate
and inferior public education. The issues for
him, then, are not as they apparently were for
thd majority of the coart whether the 14th
amendment's equal protection clause requires
racial balance or whether local autonomy is
sacrificed but rather whether: given the ex-
isting social conditions, the State .as a whole
must do everything in its power to change
them since only in this way will equal protec-
tion of the laws not be denied,

VI. Conclusion
A final set of, observations by-way of con-

clusion. kt, of course, understates the truth, by
a great deal to say that questions relating to
public sc .desegregation are "often
strongly en angled in popular feeling."" One
need only reflect on the history of these past
years, from Clinton, Tennessee, to Boston to
confirm this. This, quite aside from the im-
portance and relevancy of constitutional anal-
ysis.that I've attempted to put forth here, ul-

"Mr. Justice Frankfurter dlssTiting in Raker v, Carr, 369 U.S.
186; 267 (1962)"
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, .
timately the Court's,,4iion in Milliken will
be judgeddespite anft:iirotestations to the
contraryon the bars "of the majority's con-
sidered choice_of what in these times ap-
peared to ethe greater evil: a judgment
upholding, with some restrictions, the power
of communities, to deal with their educational
systems locally, cif a judgment that more
nearly reflects what the 14th amendment
would seem to be .all about. In successive
terms now, the' Court has opted for the
former in the gee of historically supportable
compting.elaims,as to what the 14th amend- .
ment reeldies Of, the States,.,qua states. Its
ju'dgment no 'doubt has inescapably been
formed with 1,knOwledge of the pressures
generated not only from those who would
deny black rights altogether, but also from
those of whom it can be fairly said that their
primary interest is in having as much to do as
possible with where and how their children
are educated. Thus the question of busing, for
example, is important not because of the 14th
amendment but because .existing social ar-
rangements including the fact of residential
segregation and city-suburban separation
make it so. And itIvoold be naive to think
that the Court does not recognize this."
Hence Milliken can be seen as a response to
the play of forces.that overlays the continuing

. debate surrounding complex questions of race,
poverty, and education.

Having said this much and given the need
to know the" nature of things in which our
feelings are involved, one ought candidly to
recognize that the goalimportant to
someof mixing the races in the public
schools for its own sake or because, as Mr.'
Justice Marshall says in dissent, this may be
the only way "that our people will ever learn
to live together"' is not central to the mean-
ing of the 14th amendment. There.is no hard
evidence that this is or ever was a condition
precedent for learning to live together. But
what there is hard evidence ofand that
evidence still existsis that "separate but
'equal" has not achieved in American society
the goals that the 14th amendment was in-
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tended to accomplish; i.e., full accordance to
blacks of the rights of citiienship on equal
terms. Given our history and our ex nee
as a nation, we know that those who ulti ate-
ly control benefits at the State level are em-
bers of the white majority who to date av e

not shown, without compulsion, any desire to
bestow these benefits on children of the black
minority to the same degree as they do on
their own children. Thus, Brouin v. Board of
Education was a necessary way to begin the
achievement-of true educational equality !for
the-simple reason that those who control edu-
cational policy aid :6dueational finance ;
presumably would,he compelled therebk to
provide the same educat0,4p blacks as to;
whites. This remains tritAday and so the:
point of Brown is still valid and will be for,
generation's to come given the extent of the
pre-exiiting historical conditions.

But if Brown. is limitedasapparently Mil -
lijcen appears to doto a constitutional right
only .of attendance on more, or less nondis-
criminatory', terms within a school district,
then what remains of the rest of the 14th
amendment, given the compelling nature,. of
the fact of largely affluent white suburban
communities surrounding largely poor black
cities? Surely, the controllers of State policy
and finance who have historically paid little or
no attention to the educational needs of their
black citizen-schoolchildren will continue to do
so. So it is .not a question at all of whether
schools are "majority black" or "racially
balanced"that colloquy misses the point of

equal protection of the laws. The prime
reason for desegregation of public schools is
to assure, light of our history and ex-
perience, that conduct by officials not be ra-
cially discriminatory insofar as the permissL
ble exertions of State power or the valid ob-
jectivesof State conduct are concerned. Thus,
where education is the function involved, the
equal protection clause says that the States
must assure, as an affirmative matter, that
benefits and burdens are equally shared and
imposed to the extent that human. ingenuity

.can assure that result.
This is the failure of Milliken. Of course,

practical limits must. always be observed with
respect- to the realization ofany constitutional
right:" It would, for examike, be extreme to
suggest that any parent,' black or white,
whose. children in New York City send
them to school in Buffalo; or that children liv-
ing in St. Louis must attend school in Kansas
City, or those living in Tallahasee Must attend:
school in Miami. But such extreme results
were neither sought. nor interided in Detroit.
Rather, plaintiffs there were asking only that
the Court require the State of Michigan to-do
what it could in fact do with relatively little
expenditure of human capacity. it would seem
that given the nature of the constitutional

, right this was not asking too much and the
real tragedy of Milliken consists in the
Court's view that these parent's, under our
Constitution, had no right to ask at ieast-this
much.

"Everyone knows one can't falsely shout "fir'" in a crowded
theater.
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CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. At this time I recognize Professor Amaker. I will ask him to
giye us a 10-Minute summary of a very helpful paper.

DR. AMAKER. Thank you, Commissioner Flemming. The inisaion,sas I recall, is to sum-
marize and highlight the -paper4within 10 minutes.. , .

I reflect that there is both an advantage and disadvantage in being the first. person to
speak ina program that has as many speakers throughout the day. The obvious disadvantage is
that everyone who follows will be in a position to say What you said whs wrong, or parts of it.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. If yip request it, we will give you a chance to defend Yourself.
DR. AMAKER. They may seize the advantage perhaps by saying some things that many

other people.iney say. I will try to put myself in a position of a man in the back of the church.
When the preacher tired after an hour or so, he extended his remarks and said, "What more can
I say?" A voice from the back of the church said, "Say amen, Reverend, and sit down."

I want to begin by describing the way in which I approached the subject. On the assump-
tion many of you have not had the opportunity to read the paper, r will begin with what I call
an overview of the problem. It Is a description of what the apparent effect of the Milliken deci-

,,
sion is. t,/ . .

In my judgment, it is one hi which the Court has come full circle since Brown v.-Nard' of
Education 20 years ago. The decision may mark boundary that I see as the Court approaching
the water's edge. Is Brazen properly considered to have been the watershed decision as it was?

A comment at the outset on the 'social effectreferring particularly to the dissenting
opinion of Justice Marshall and others as'far as the public schools are concerned that describes
the impact of the decision. One is this. There will be a grOwing core of all-black schools sur-
rounded by a receding ring of all-white schools. - - ,

It is easy to see, Apparently, some of the dissenters say what the' Court was doing w.. a act
ing o4 the perception of what now the Nation is willing to permit with respect to any further
interference in this matter. questions of the social impact and questions of the political respon
siveness that may have been involved in the ecision are put aside to address the legal sigi
nifioance. 'She lbgal significance is in two senses. , , . .

I put the question of whether the decision can be considered to be legally right based upon
411 the relevant material that we have. Down the line, I address the impact of the decision. Tak-
ing.it from that standpoint, that leads to a consideration Of the United States4Constitution, ,on
the assumption we must say the Court wiii,acting iii its role as the. final arbiter of constitutional....

i
. ...

decisionmaking. -

The Court began by quoting the statement from Brawn v. Board of Education' that
separate but equal has no place ir; the field of public education. "Separate educational facilities
are inherently unequal." In a sentence, following that, it, says. that quote has been reaffirmed
time and time again as the meaning of th'e Constitution and the Controlling rule of laW.



'The first step in the analysis is to take a look at the.meaning of the Constitution and to ask
the overriding question of whether what the Court has done'in Milliken. is _consistent yvith what
it has said it has been doing in quoting the language from Brown. The Court wants to begin
with the Brown decision. e.

That is where the analysis usually begins in term of school, desegregation cases. In my
judgffierit, one needs to go farther back than the Brown, case itself. The-Court is talking about
the question of whether a metropolitan remedy .is usable to enforce the rights described in
Brown. .

The thesis I have developed rests on a basic principle, a person has a remedy, then he has. .
no right. It is the thesis that what the Court has, in fact, been doing and what the Court has, in
fact, done in Milliken particularly when it describes the language of Brown as the meaning of
the Constitution and the controlling,rule of lawis to enter a decision in 1974c.of what the Con-
stitutioemeans as far as the right of equal education and opportunity in school desegregation
cases.

So, I began, not where.the Court began, I thought it appropriate to begin .a: century or
more earlier than'the Brown case, itselfindeed, before the,.Reconstruction amendments.-. I
have said earlier, that is always appropriate in trying to determine what the Constitution
means. A page of history is worth a volume of logic, as Holmes reminds us. That is how I began
part. two of the paper. It was an analysis of the nature of the constitutional right clesyibed by
the Milliken court as the meaning of the Constitution and the Conteolling rule of law.

There is a certain bit of trepidation at this point. One shies away from reminding people of
things which we all know about which are so obvious. Sometimes, it is important to recall things
we know, to have a bit of education in the obvious to understand what we are about.

So, I began by recalling the Dred Scott decision,-the impact it had occasionedand the
RecOnstruction amendments. In a random reflection which does not amount to what could be
called a scientific principle, I was thinking the other day on the amount of ink expended in the
Supreme Court decisions and their social value that we might describe, it is interesting to put
the, cases in that perspective.rspective.

The opinions of Dred Scott consume 241 pages. Brown v. Board of Education consumes 14.
Milliken is 50. So, that gives you some sense in a nonscientific but a rough gauge as to Where.
Mipiken standssomewhere fairly removed from Dred Scott but not close enough to Brown.

Let's talk about them in turn. The position of pit two of the paper is that, before the
adoption of the Reconstruction amendments, it was unthinkable to suggest that there were .any
rights that American blacks could insist upon under the Constitution. As the Dred Scott deci-
sion with its devastatingly accurate reading of history makes clear, blacks derived no benefit
from the Constitution, since they were not considered as part of the people of the United
States, they were not citizens. Nor did any of the State governments owe any duty to accord
them any of the rights and privileges normally associated with citizenship.

The Dred Scott:case reminds us that the people of the United States. and citizens were
synonymous. It was unthinkible prior to the .Reconstruction amendments Ott blacks had any
right under any founding document to an education provided by the States to the extent. it was
prXvided to anybody else. .$

Moving from there, we get to the 'obvious point that it was the wi)A. of the AeconstruCtion
ainendments to change that. Principe*, beyond the 13th amendment, the opening clause, of the
14th amendment defined for the first time what .being a citizen of the United States was all
about. Without going any turther,,it is clear that, in the Dred Scott terms, after blacks became
citizens under the 14th amendment they were 'entitled to whatever benefits citizens could get,
from the national government and the States of which they were made citizens.
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But the equal protection clause of the amendment went beyond the granting of citizenship
to a requirement that the States now'treat their black citizens equally with respect to whatever
advantages, ights, privileges, and benefits they bestowed on citizens generally, that is, the
same way they treated their white citizens.

Some of the cases which I have cited in the paper bear this out. Just to pick at random,
"The true spirit and meaning of the amendments cannot be understood without keeping in vie
the history of the times in which they were adopted and the general objects they plainly sought
to accomplish.",

WhaAr follows is State responsibility for_ bestwOng benefits on citizens generally and par-
ticularly, because of that overriding purpose of the amendments, on blaclis.'The implication for
our discussion is the extent to which there were State systems coming into being of education
at public expense. Black people were now citizens with A equal protection right. They were to

be admitted to whatever benefits flowed from the system.
CHAIRMAN FLEMIIING. If I may interrupt, the 10 minutes is up. Some time has been

reserved for members of the Commission to ask questions. I will yield 5minutes of my time to
yOu.

DR. AMAKER. While the 14th amendment Ajoined no partif- klar model upon the .States,
the question of the Brown decision which I have described as a precise application of the corn
mands of the amendments as I described them in light-of the situation before the Brown court
of dual school systems operating in the Southern Stated which had histories of racial discrimina
tion, which meant inferiority in education.

The meaningjof the Constitution in the description in the Brown case as the meaning of the
Constitution is correct. What is incorrect is the Milliken meaning of the further extension of
that right as we have, it in the Milliken case.

The metropolitan plan that was involved in the terms I have described becomes a very logi
cal next step in the ,case development from Brown to Milliken. As I have indicated in the paper,
the argument put fprth is, the 14th, amendment speaks only to the State and not subdivisions.
The historical impact, if I am right, is. It ought not matter in terms of making sure the educa-
tional benefits are made available to the black schoolchildren that there is a political geographic
boundary which is an administrative apparatus.

The concern of the Court, however, is a concern for precisely something the 14th amend-
ment does not appear to involu. The 14th amendment speaks to the States. The,14th an4nd
ment deals with the question of equal protection of the laws rather than with any questions of
the sanctity of geographic boundaries and units the States have set up.

However, the Court in its slim majority apparently lees something that was not there. It
overlooks something which was plainly there. the larger qstion of the impact of what had oc
curred here on the blacks in Detroit.

The person who sees that problem in its present-day terms, in terms of social conditions
like those in Brown, ought to prompt a different decision, as Justice Douglas in combining what..
the. Court had done in the Rodriguez` case in respect to school financing with what it has donc
here. He tells us the 14th amendment's basic concern is whether the *te has done what it can
to,make sure all citizens, including blacks, share whatever advantages the Stites make available.
Where MIlliken leaves us is a situation in which we not only have separation by race bbt an in
equality of education as a consequence of the impact of unequal financing. Presumabli, these
matters could be changed if one were to adopt seriously a Stewart approach, which I have in-
dicated in the paper. It does not. substantially vary the kind of burden required to meet the
standaids.

The bottom line is we are left with a decision which does not effectively carry out the
dominant overriding purpose of the 14th amendment.



CHAIRMAN FLEMMING.< Thank you very much. I will introduce the reactors in
alphabetical order. Following that order, the first reactor is Nathaniel R. Jones, general counsel
of the NAACP. We areglad to have you With us. As I indiCated, after the presentation by the
person who prepared) the paper, we would ask each reactor to comment and utilize 7 minutes.for
that purpose, ,

MR. JONES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and the CoMmission. I read with considerable in-
terest Professor Amaker's paper. I think it precisely analyzes the present position that we are
in, in the wake of Milliken. I read with interest a few weeks ago a column by Torn Wicker in
the New York Times. He stated that he, did not see how the Court could continue to order
desegregation if 'Presidents, GoVernoirs, and Congressmen are going to persist in saying they
are opposed to busing. He was writii in the context of what was happening in Boston.

Thai kind of reservation by such an eminent writer pretty man brings us around to the
basis of the result in Milliken. I think we have to look at that decision'in the conte4 in which,,
the decision was handed down. It was a political decisiOn. Congress was in session considering
antibusing legislation at that time. Joint committees were in conference. There were all kinds of
statements being printed as to what, the Detroit case was and wa,s'hot.

In terms of the political climate in which that decision came down, we haVe to understand
some of the unspoken and unwrit n things that may have brought about the result, and
develop strategies accordingly. Before 'n expect a significant change in the posture of
metropolitan desegregation, we have to consider strategies that will bring about a change 1 the
political climate.

I think there are a nunitker of district courts that will continue to follow the Roth
precedent, or a similar record. In sorne,cases in which the geographical areas are substantially
smaller than* the Detroit area, and in which the number of students to be involved in the
desegregation problem is not as numerous, the Supreme Court may find that the standards set
forth in Justice Stewart:s opinion have been satisfied and might, therefore, order a metroplan
into effect.

If it should reach the upreme Court, the Court might back into an affirmation of such a 4.
plan. He that as it may, I think ifis important that steps be taken .to deal with the political
ramifications of school, desegregation.

I read with interest the background papers that were provided. I yote in one of them that
the majority 'Opinion in Milliken is a contradiction of the Court's previous position, particularly
as it elevated administrative problems involved in remedies to the level of constitutional con-
cents. It allowed its concern over the practicalities involved in a metropolitan plan to override
the concern,s,4 the, constitutional rights of the children, which were clearly demonstrated to
have been violated by the State of Michigan.

-5-

So, in summary, I think the question of .the hour is: HoW can this political climate be.al-
tered' so courts can do their job in;Alreyjrig the oaths that they have taken?

Such a need was clearly demonstraied,by the unfortunate statement made by the President
in the context t of tioston, in which he Stated that'he disagrees with the decision by Judge ,Garri-
ty. At_the same, he deplored violence. Obviously, he did. not realize he was doing two

IfiQs. He said to the inob, "I agree with you." He also,said to all district jUdges, irrespective of
the violations of the .Constitution,,"Yod should disavow your oath of office'and donothing,"

I feel that that was the message that went out. As pit of this process of altering the
politidal climate, I think persons in high office, Presidents, Governors, or _whoever, have to
watch their rhetoric.

.
That raises. a question.as to the role of the media., I think the meclill_bas become an un-

willing .partner or accomplice by continuing to use the term "forced busing" in,describing plans
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involving desegregation. The Millikenus*, dealt withthe narrow issue as to whether 'a c,ourt
had power to order pupils reassig", 'OAs district lines. For the media to continue to talk
about forced, busing, and politicians,A0,4.3o create a difficult climate for the judges and the
ourts to weigh these questions and to cio.their job.

These are the aspects of the probleth w e have to address. I compliment the Commission for
holding this 'conference. As Justice Mars:iall said, we took a giant step backward in Milliken.
Maybe this hearing is a giant step forward'.',

NY' :" CHAIRMAN FLAIMING. Thank you. :'.
The next rector is James Nabrit, associate counsel, Legal Defense and Educational Fund.
M. NABRIT. I appreciate very much thiS opportunity to share my thoughts about, school

segregation.law with the Civil Rights Commission and your distinguished guests, and I thank
you for the. invitation. Let me also say that I enjoyed Norman Amaker's paper and that,it has
stimulated me to think about how the Milliken Case affects tte Legal Defense Fund's program
of school desegregation-litigation. .

The other night I was in my office reading the opinions, of the lower courts and the briefs
of counsel in Milliken and, one of my, colleagues dropped by and asked what I was doing. I made
a wisecrack and said that I felt like ascoroner Aoing"an autopsy, and that I was trying to figure"
out why interdistrict school desegregation had died on the operating table. My young visitor im-
mediately challenged my assumption that the patient was dead by pointing out that the Mil-
liken opinion left hope for a future recovery. My first response was to brush this off as akin to
a belief in reincarnation. On second thought, I am willing to concede that perhaps interdistrict
relief is not completely dead, but only frozen like the hero of Woody Allen's movie, Sleeper, and
that it may be defrosted and revitalized in some distant future era when different ideas
pre-dominate.

I will listen eagerly to the views of my fellow panelists on whether our patient is, departed
or merely moribund. But I should say that in our litigation program at the Legal Defense Fund,
at least for the short run future, we have" no plans to pursue requests for interdistrict relief in
the courts. I 'take the Milliken case to send us a broad signal that such cases are unlikely to
succeed. TifeLlaw which the Congress enacted on the subject last summer is even more restric-
tive Elia& Supreme Court decision and adds a new dimension to the problem.

The fact that the-issue was twice argued to the Supreme Court in the Richmond and
Detroit cases makes it unlikely that the result of the case stems from any _peculiarity of the
Detroit situation. I believe that a vast change in the Federal'executive and legislative policy on
school integratir is needed to make interdistrict litigation fruitful.

.r.
I think tha is instructive to recall that, with a handful of exceptions the Supreme Court

has followed the recommendations of the Solicitor General in deciding school segregation issues
over the past 20 years. If you want to predict the outcome of such cases, read the Solicitor,

4 .General's brief. This certainly applied to the interdistrict issue. The cases 'where the Court did
not follow the Government's leadSwann, Alexander,' and Keyesare exceptions to the long
term pattern.

So that I say that, if this Commission is to wdrk4for school integration, your most important
mission is to affect the policy of Federal Government agencies.on school integration most par:
ticularly, the Department of Justice. The fact'is that in most of the major cases in the Supreme
Court since 1968 the Justice Department has aligied itself w ith school authorities defending the
status quo. Only when this pattern changes can we have strong hope for the courts to take bold
steps forward to attack the problem.

Let me briefly address another set Of issues. The first question that I astied about the Mil.
liken decision was this. Did the Court cut back on any of the recently deyeloped doctrine of
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school segregation law represented by the Charlotte or Denver cases or any earlier cases? What
are the implications of Milliken for other Northern school cases seeking, integration within a
single school unit?

To discuss the busing issue first, I find nothing in the holding of the Milliken case which
repudiales. the Charlotte deeiSiiin, In 1973, Justice Powell's partial dissent in the Denver case
stated a strong challenge to the* that courts should order- desegrkation plans which depend
on substantial transportation. find none Of that language adopted by the majority in the
Detroit decision.

Although there is overt repudiation of the Swann case in the Detroit decision,
there is a disttirbing element; The Court may have begun to create a theoretical framework to
restrict the remedial discretion of Federal, courts within single school systems. I refer to the
Court's iiitY of the principle that the "nature of the violation deteimines the scope of the
remedy" to limit the district court's remedial powers and discretion. I also disturbed by the
suggestion that part of the obligation of plaintiffs is to prove segregagie cause and effect. If
that ever came to apply within school districtsand the Keyes case gi'ves us hgpe that it does
notschool cases would be tried on an even slipperier slope.,

I guess my basic worry about the Detroit decision is that the Court has departed, from the
practical approach which has dominated school segregation decisions in the...recent past and
moved toward a more theoretical and doctrinal analysis of judicial powers. I' have always
thought that, school segregation cases depend on fine theoretical analysis and intellectual
subtlety, we will never get anywhere. To my mind the small success which the courts have had
in recent years in bringing about school integration has been the direct product of the Sup;eme
Court's practical approach. Only a rule of law which has, told the lower Federal courts to use
their common §ense to Work out solutions to school segregation problems, and that the way to
evaluate deregregation plans is to observe whether or not they really worked to bring about in-
tegration, has broken through the miasma of calculated analytical confusion which is used to de-
fend segregation laws and practices. '

I am convinced that the Supreme Court's unanimous decision in t*Iiarlotte case was*not
the product of unanimous thinking about the philosophical and analytical issues of school in-
tegration. It was the product of unanimous agreement that relatively short bus rides were a
part of American life to stay and don't do kids any harm. I think that this ammission's
published studies played an important role in bringing about the Court's understanding of that
fact of life, I think that it is your proper mission to undertake to bring te4ittle common Sense
about bus rides to the White House and the Congress.

Let me add an optimistic observation about the Detroit case. Although it has been 20 years
since BrtiA,"Only a little over 1 year has passed since the Supreme Court's first decision in a
fully argued Northern school case. Detroit is but the second such case, following the Denver
case a year' earlier. In both cases the Court did order that integration must proceed within a
school unit. That part of the Detroit case seems to be unanimous, unlike the Denver case where
Justice Rehnquist dissented, Justice Powell dissented in part, and Mr. Justice White did not
vote. Now all nine Justices/have upheld findings of constitutional violations in a Northern case.

How different this is than the treatment Northern cases received a few short years ago.
Not long ago Northern school litigation was totally frustrated in 'Gary, in Cincinnati, and in
Kansas City, cases where the Supreme Court refused review and allowed lower court decisions
upholding school segregation to stand unreviewed. At least now we have a theoretical basis
upon which to build a legal attack on school segregation the States of thelJnion. ,

There are,still many important legal issues to be won or lost. Notwithstanding the 'practical
difficulties imposed by Milliken, much can, still be done. The successful Northern cases require
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long and difficult trials. Proofof the Detroit violation required a 41-day trial. In the Denver,
case we passed a milestone recently when we placed in evidence Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 1,000.
And the Supreme Court record in that case cost over $30,000 inprinting costs.

The requirement that we prove. that Northern school segregation results from intentional
discriminatory conduct remains a substantial. barrier to widespread progress. Perhaps in the end
this will be a greater barrier than school district lines. But a handful of Northern Cases have*
shown the way. We have important work to do in the courts.

Let me conclude by showing you a' bit of demonstrative evidence. On the day-after the
Supreme Court decision, the headline of the New York Daily News said something like "High

.Court Kills Busing!' In my view, this obituary did not get the name of the deceased quite
straight. But we got the point. So that the Daily News and others will igut misunderstand our
position, one of our lawyers has designed a new LDF uniform that is cast in the Daily News'
own idiom. Here it is on public display.for the fikt time. Thank you.

[Laughter.]
CHAIRMAN FLEMMINg. If this were a formal hearing, I suspect we would receive that

as an exhibit. Thank you very much.
Next, we will hear from Cruz Reynoso, professor of law at the University of New Mexico.
MR. REYNOSO. Thank you, Mr. Chairinan and fellow reactors. I note first that we do have

a record. For purposes of the record, the previous speaker demonstrated to the audienbe a T
shirt, blue in color, with the words: "Support Massive Cross Town Busing."

.It appears as though I may ,turn out to be an optimist in a relatively pessimistic setting. I
agree with the basic notion in Professor Amaker's paper -AO try to distinguish the right and the
remedy in constitutional cases is to act 4.ut unlawyerlike manner. If there is no remedy, there
is nor kt"We do have to focus on what right the schoolchildren have, in the type of situation
we are discussing. .

Secondly, I suppose I don't share the notion expressed in two places in the paper that this
may be "perhaps the last" major decision in defining what Brown I and II meant Nor do I
agree, as is said in another part of the paper, that this is a definitive "answer." I suppose in
reviewing Supreme Court decisions,J never see it as the last word or definitive answer. I am
sure the Court would not be offended if I reminded it of an obscenity case. What was obscene
was a matte of local decision, the Court had held..

One year later, when a local.jury decided that the movie Carnal Knowledge was obscene,
the Supreme Court 'said it was a matter of law and that the factfinders were wrong. It does not
take too long sometimes to reach different decisions. -

I suppose I would be concerned about too careful a reading, from a lawyer's_ point of view,,
of what the case means. Invariably, we see.other cases with slightly different factual situations
coming before the Court and the Court's being able to sidestep previous decisions and find
great disparities in the backgrounds. of the different situations. I suggest that we look at the
reality of the case and what perhaps may lead the Court to think differently in the' uture.

The lawyers who handled the case entitled San Antolau Independent SchOol District ,v.

Rodriguez had a mdssively important case in the field of school financing and the rights of poor
and minorities to get the type of schooling that others received. Those lawyers indicated to me,,
the, very brief note in the case that, if the Court were to decide differently, it would affect 49
other Statesthat was the.,key. The Court seemed to be unwilling in Rodriguez to take a step
forward.

We really have not lost anything at this point in terms of the Court decisions. The Court
has refused to take a step forward. In San Antonio, it declined to take a step forward as it
viewed 'forcing States to review the financial education system.
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The Court has been rehictant to take a step forward to do what it would consider maksive
redistribtuioz and political reassessment of the school system as founded in most of the States
that happen to have within them large cities, mostly with a core of.minorities, blacks and
Chicanos. ,

When I Se'e a case and review it as a political decision, I have to ask myself questions like
this: What would happen if the Court got before it a case that had to do with cross-district
remedies but where the numbers of pupils were smaller in number and the geogratihic area was
less extended than is true in this case? What would happen in a case where there had been
more of a record showing more State control?

I suppose I am not persuaded by the lengthy discussions about this being an important cast
on the negative side of equal protectiOn. In this case, the State clearly was in control of the
tire educational school system.

If seems, necessarily, that the public educational, 00001 system will be under State control
even if the State's constitution says the State will have nothing to do with public education and
will leave it up to the local school districts. It is still the State's constitution that set that up. I
don't view State control in that relationship as very important. I do view the involvement of the
State in helping to set up districts that end up with such a disparity as important.

I suppose, in this case, I simply would not assume that in a future case, knowing what the
Supreme Court has said, there is a lot more evidence obtainable about setting up that type of
school district so that the Court would come out differently.

I think the same applies to the matter of other districts in involvement of segregated ef-
fect. It seems by a study, as indicated in a paper pertaining-to housing, that a sociological and
political study will invariably show that it is not just Detroit but surrounding districts that have
had a series of governmental activities pertaining to housing, financing, and education that "ties
led to the core city's being black and brown. Those things don't. happen by accident. I think
government is heavily involved. I think one of the messages of the, case is that lawyers have to
do a loemore building of records in terms of showing that.

Filially, I guess I would say this. The Courtieally is putting the burden on the lawyers and
too heavy a burden when, in its political response it says, "We will go this far, the district, but
no farther, not beyond the district."

Since I want to be an optimist, my reaction is we as lawyers have to take the Courtby
that I mean the majority opinion including the five Justicesat their, word. The next case
around, in a less dramatic case in terms 'of numbers, we wilt bring forth the type of evidence
that the.Court has called for. I don't view that as an impossible task

I have one final word. The Court has always followed the political atmosphete of the
country. I was rereading the,Cox / and II civil rights decisions where the Supreme Court was
seeking to protect the rights of blacks in the South to have massive demonstrations and how
the Cburt on some occasions strained to be sure that that first amendment right was going to
be protected.,

In one case, the Court said that even the law against demonstrating and picketing
courthouses could not stand in the face of groups concerning rights under the first amendment.
The Court went out of its way to stretch the constitutional' protection to make sure they were
protected. In the light'of history, the Court was convinced that that needed to be done.

I don't disagree with the previous speakers that one of our jobs, too, is to change the light
of history. This Commission has been important in that respect. I look forward to the drawing
up of the report by this Commission and adding a sense of reality rather than legality to what
Makes Vit. good educational common sense.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you very much,
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I am happy to recognize William Taylor, director of the Center for National Policy Review.
He is also a past Staff Direct Or of this Commission.

MR. TAYLOR. Thank YOu, Mr, Chairman and members of the Commission. It is nice to
come home for a visit. As usual, I find myself in a very laige measure of agreement with gor-
man Amaker in his. analysis, of the decision and his. basic conclusion of its inconsistency with the
equal protection clause and the principles enunciated in Brown. ,

I do think the relevant practical question, for all of us is, what is left open by the Court's
decision and what are we to do about it? In that respect, I would like to joiii Cruz Reynoso in
the ranks of the optimists.

It is' an oliective fact that the Court said that it was not closing the door to iriterdistrict
remedies for segregation under certainkindeof circumstances. It is an objective fact that one of
the five Justices in the majority took the time to write a separate opinion. It appeared that he
wanted to separate himself in some respects from his four colleagues and set out perhaps a
broader framework for possible relief in the future.

. I agree all of this, in a sense, is like tryilig to read tea leaves. All of us who have been in-
volved are searching for helpful clues, sir. Last week I was sitting in New Hayen listening to
one Yale law graduate, Justice White, introduce another one, Justice Stewart, at a Yale reunion.
In the course of the introduction Justice White described Justice Stewart as the flywheel of the
Supreme Court.

He went on to define a flywheel as a heavy wheel opposing or modifying by its inertia any
fluctuation of speed in the machinery with which it revolves. He said that Justice Stewart some-
times slows and sometimes speeds the machinery of the Court.

I will admit I was thinking in rather parochial terms, but I immediately applied that, to the
case we are concerned with here today. Maybe it is just a sophisticated application of Mr.
Dooley's principle that the Constitution may not follow the flag, but the Supreme Court follows
the election returns. Maybe it is a combination of things more complex than that.

Among the grounds that the Court said might g&e rise to interdistrictrelief are where the
action of 'One- district has a sighificant segreiative ,effect on another district. Second, in a
broader formulation than the majority opinion, Justice Stewart says that, where there has been
a redrawing of district lines in 4 way that contributes to segregation, this may justify, interdis-

_ trict relief. A third ground is if the State contributed to separatiqn of the races by purposeful,
racially discriminatory use of State housing or Zoning laws.

The first two are bf some importance, but it ie. the third we must concentrate heavily on.
Wilmington is one case that-may fit under. the second criteria because there has been a drawing
or redrawing of lines that may fit wAhin Justice Stewart's formula. In Wilmington logistics are
such that the case won't seem as massive as Detroit was.

The third case, the housing, raiseithe question more broadly for communities around thee
country. It may be interestineto take another Minute to see how Justice SteWart treats this.,in
-Detroit. I .

;

He. says that it is this essential fact of the predominantly Negro school population in
Detroit "caused by unknown and perhaps unknowable factors, birth rates, economic. changes or
cumulative acts of private racial fears that accounts for the growing core of Negro schools
which have grown to include virtually the entire city." The Constitution, he says, doesnot allow
courts to change that situation unless it is shown that the State has contributed to cause it to
exist. What comes, out of this opinion is a suggestion that we have large black populations in ci
ties because of immigration abd birthrates. Declining white population in central cities and in
creasing white population of suburbs have came about because of economic changes, preet:mably
the relocation of industry to the suburbs and the growing affluence of whites and cumulative
acts of racial fears which can be said to be white flight.
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But this leaves a gap as to why black people are not found in significant numbers in the
._suburbs. It is on this question that Justice Stewart, suggests bp has no knowledge and that it

has not,been proven to him that it is racial policies that have played the major role.
I think there is evidence of this view of the urban reality in' other cases. Some members of

the Court have constructed a rather hopeful view of the urbaigTality which may enable them
to avoid what is admittedly a difficult issue.

I have done a freehand translation of what I read into the Court's decision, which may sug-
gest a job that lies in front of us. This is my translation of where.the Court is. It would run as
follows:

links came to the cities because they were forced off farms and sought better-paying
jobs afi,d; in the view of some Justices, perhaps they were attracted by higher welfare pay-
ments. Unfortunately, they arrived just as whites became prosperoits enough to move to, the
sufulrbs.

"The racial fearp of whites probably accelerated after blacks arrived, but this was private
fear, not somethin that government stimulated. Blacks,. clustered in the cities because that is
where the low.s d jobs they qualified for were and that is where their friends and relatives
were. ,

."Racial discrimination played a role, but this has changed dramatically in the past. decade.
Now, we have fair housing laws that permit blacks to live where they choose to live provided
only they have. the means to do so. It is true a great deal of racial discrimination persist°, but it
could not have been expected to disappear overnight. The job situation of black people is im-
moving because of our decisionin the Griggs case and the social and employment programs of
the sixties.

"AS' they become better trained, black families will become more mobile and follow whites
to the suburbs. What we 'were being asked to 'do in Detroit, was very controversial. It would
have made the Court more vulnerable to political attack aii!dwould have further jeopardized the
public school system which is already in bad shape. AftetS there is only so much 'baggage'
the schools can be asked to bear.

"The drastic remedies sought should be granted onlY in the face of dire necessity. Blacks,
who along with Spanish-speaking groups may be viewed as the last immigrants to cities, are
making progress and in time large numbers of them will achieve :le mobility needed to escape
from the ghetto. All the time lost is preferable to a decision, that might arouse such adverse
reaction as to set things back even more."

That is a freehand rendering, but I truly believe .that is the purport of the Court's decision.
If so, that leaves the question for the Commission and all of us as'to whether we believe that is
aAbjective description of the urban reality. If we disagree, I think it is our job to put the issue
in a legal setting in which the Court will be impelled to address it and address it more x;onstruc-
tively. Part of the job is also to address ourselves to popular beliefs in the political area, and I
believe the Commission can play an'important leadership role in this task.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING.Thank you'. I will ask my colleagues if they have any questions.
I will recognize the like Chairman, Mr. Horn. ,

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Professor Amaker, moving to a broader territory, do you be-
lieve the Constitution provides a basis for the Court to authorize metropolitan busing across
State lines such as Chicago-Gary, New York CityNevi Jersey- Connecticut, District of Colum-
bia- Maryland- Virginia; and on what basis would you rationalize that?

DR, AMAKER. have problems with the District and Maryland. I will put that aside. I
think in'Sr answer would have to be, absent some kind of interstate compact, the Constitution' ,

does not authorize cross-busing across State lines.
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I think we get that reading fiom the fact the 14th amendment speak's to what is defined as
a-State. No State shall deny the equal protection of the laws. I assume the most that one could
expect absent an interstate compact would be a statement of whatever realization of the con-
stitutional rights would' end with the boupdaries.of the particular State.

VICE.CHAiRMAN' HORN. Do any 'reactors disagree?
. MR. NABP.IT. I, don't know.if I disagree. I would add, prior ro- Brown, the States _did work

together by interstate compacts, to prohibit desegregation. They had it at the second Gary level.
rdon't have difficulties with theoretical matters. Even in the framework of Milliken, if it could
be shown two States worked together to effect segregation, a remedy addressed to both of
them might work. There are a lot of difficult procedural matters that you have to address.
Where do you stand to get hold of it?

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN;It would not be enough for two States to work together ac-
,

cidentally in concert? Would not they have to work together consciousl
MR. NABRIT. I don't know.

AMAKER. That answer does not change the conditions. Instead of a State denying
protection ,of law, they would have two. The Supreme Court could hold States A and B. The fact
they joined in denial of the equal protection right would not change it. I did not take that to be
the basis' on which you asked the question.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. In defining discrimination, could the Court act on. a
/ socioeconomic' basis rather than simply on a racial basis?

DR. AMAKE. What do you mean by socioeconomic?
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Economically, you prove govelmments have acted to dis-

criminate against poor people regardless of their, race.
DR. AMAKER. As a theoretical matter, it could. There are certain things which cut, both

ways. The question of economic discrintinatiun is in the Rodriguez Case. There was an effort te
describe what had been going on there as an economic discrimination situation,and to get the
Court to recognize that fundamental right with respect to poverty as opposed to race.

One can read some of the decisions, suchits thoseln the welfare area. There are housing's
cases in the sixties that the Court will,in -circumstances recognize a right of equal treatment
between the rich and poor. Going further when what was involved was certain economic
protection with respect to corporations, the Court clearly indicated or applied equal protection
analysis economic matters.

The hesitancy creeps in .because of what the Court said in Rodriguez against the argument
that the Court ought to for all time recognize poverty as well as race. The possibility is cer-
tainly there.

MR. REYNOSO. I will add, in a 1971 housing case the COurt clearly said we could find

poverty to be or poor people to be those if we wished to do so. The Court has declined to go
that way in 1971. From the litigator's point of view, you would have to put poverty and race
together. If you did that, the-Court would protect you. It is not if you went only to poverty and
socioeconomic bases. The -policy is that they don't do that. .

DR. AMAKER.The purpoR`of the amendment is the area-
- MR. TAYLOR. On the questiok of economic discrimination, the Court,.I believe, is afraid to

extend the civil rights revdlution to deal with it. I would be constrained to add, when distin-
guishing what is appropriate in the COurt as against other kinds of forums, I think it is of the
greatest importance to deal with economic as well as racial discrimination. I was heartened that
the new Housing and Community Development Act takes into consideration the economic
separation and states a policy against it. There' are other arenas we have. to address ourselves

to.
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VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. I have one last question. I am more optimistic than most of
the Court's holding. What would you think of judicial behavior if in a case involving water in a
metropolitan area or in' the readjustment of electioD boundaries where the judge ordered the
suburbs to provide water for all or part of a city and whereA' harban-city electoral boundaries
were readjusted without a hearing being held on the factuoUftiation in the suburbs in relation
to what had occurred within the city? In.brief, a judicial cigOOn where the record. of evidence
was not sufficiently laid down?

DR. AMAKER. I think you are talking about two things. I don't think that is really central
to the opinion. I addressed that in my paper as one example cif Ole Court's telescoped view deal-
ing with details.

The fact is that there was the case. It could have been i-cmanded for hearing. The fact is, at
the time the case went on appeal, the district judge was on the verge of having a hearing. There
were criticisms about procedures antecedent to the appeal route. There was no objection at any
Point that the parties were not entitled to a hearing.

The hearing aside, you asked about the question on evidence. Giyen the-way I see the
Court to have looked at this situationand it may well bebecause of large piIiiical implica-
tionsit is very, very difficult to know what kind of evidence prior to this decision could have
been produced that would have occasioned a different result.

If you look at what the Court cites and even giving a few, the question of manipulation of
boundaries or the transferring of students between districts, it indicates the cases the. Court
talks about are cases o£ discrete political boundaries.

The questiontof the sewer from Justice Douglas' .opinion, I don't see a very big difference
in terms of what the hearing prospects were in this case as in these cases that you spoke of. I
don't thinkt what we are left with is simply a question of the parties whose suburban communi;
ties are going to be affected not to be given their day in.coOrt.

I think it entered into the Chief Juttice's judgmen6 overall but. that could have been
remedied'. The Court doei that time and time again. Ifp was concerned about that, ,it could
have remanded the case for`. appropriate- hearings.

VICE CHAIRMAN Holm. Certainly, the Chief Justice's language leaves, it open to lay
down that record.

DR. AMAKER. Let me tell you from a standpoint of alawyer how pessimistic one ought to
be about something like that. Justice Stewart was called the flywheel. He has a record of clari-
fying the decisions by the Separate concurring opin;wi. It is that thing that puts the situation
reasoning out there and invites you to the door,

I have a recollection of another situation. This was a situation where Justice White was the
concurrer in a case involving jury, discrimination. He wrote'the majoprity opinion. In the 'course
of that case, which involiied the prosecutor using his discretion to strike all blacks off the jury,
he said that, if you could show me that in case after case the prosecutor used the strikes to
knock off the jury, the 14th amendment claim might take on a different dimension.

So, yours truly decided to test that and got involved in a long trailin AlabaMa trying to go
back in 12 years of records to prove that the prosecutor in case after case had done what
Justice White said might give the 14th amendment a different. dimension. I have undertaken
that !Sind of burden that the burden holds out there. ram the kind who wants to know how he
votes 'when the case was before know how my man voted on this one.

What happened eventually was the jury situation was chanted, but not as a consequence of
anything that I or other lawyers wefe able to do. It was the consequence 'of factors, the vote,
political changes, and what,haveyou. That is ultimately what is going to change the Milliken
doctrine. I will keep the impression of the containment of Milliken until the Court gives q
another one.
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CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Commissioner Freeman?
\COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Professor Amaker, you .had a very exciting paper. You

made a perceptive analysis of the Supreme Court's perception of the 14th amendement. If you

take Bill Taylor's "tea leaf' reading and you read some tea leaves, give us your opinion of what

, the Supreme Court might* with respect to other areas of Supreme Court litigation other than

school desegregation.
DR. AMAKER. That seems to me more hopeful. I note in the paper that the Sdventh Cir-

cuit in the latest phase of the ihicago housing case against the Chicago housing authority opted '1
for a ,metropolitan remedy. They had reaffirmed its 'conclusion in light of the' Milliken case.
That leads me to the conclusion, and here I think we may have something in Justice Stewart's
offhand remark about showi..6 digcrimmatory application of housing and zoning laws.- But in a
housing case, as the Chicago case where the Court has now sent it back to the distihct court to
determine whether there could be a met6politan remedy in housing which would take in the
suburban communities surrounding Chicago, I think the Court would have far less trouble with
that.

Part of the problem that the Court apparently had with Milliken is something Bill Taylor
suggested. *e tried over these last few decades to ask school desegregationcases to carry too
much baggage in terms of social patterns and lifestyles. Maybe wlult We are seeing is the
Court's, marking the water's edge and saying to us, "We cannot put this kind of burden any
more on schoolchildren or district courts and school oases:, Maybe we ought to place it someplace

else."
The place to put it is in the housing area. I think a case like the Gautreaux case is hopeful.

Maybe other things can be suggested where the Court would be less reluctant, like employment
situations, where it seems.there is,the proof that we are talking about of discrimination.

The question is the extett to which that record can impact upon the schools. It those cases
-

were housing patterns and could demonstrate a concerted State action, which accounted,for the
residenal segregation, I think that yoii might well get a different response in that situation.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Using another`example, the port authorities, such as New
York and New Jersey, and the bistate 'regional plans that are becoming very effective with
respect Co medical services, transportation, and the sewer systems - -these are areas tbat seem

to bring into play the possibility of government services crogsing State lines. Can you comment

on'this area of litigation?
DR. AMAKER. I think I partially answered that. What you are talking about on the face of

it is an agreement. between .the States to cooperate in a particular area. Given that fact; I think
it is pqssibleto argue in a piece of app,ropriate litigation where there is a bistate compact that
that cqtir.1 protection clause takes hold and that any kind of action taken under the auspices of
the two States has to be measured against equal protection standards to determine whether or
not particular rights are being denied. I see that certainly as a passibility.

CHAIRMAN. FLEMMING. Mr: Ruiz?
COMMISSIONER RUIZ. Yes..Thiiquestion is directed to not only Dr., Amaker but to the

reactor,. Is it the opinion of any one of, you, from Milliken, that "culpability" is the Foverriding
consideration fOr a need to the violation of the 14th amendment in outlying districts?' 1s the
-finding of "discrimination" indispensable to the violation of the 14th amendment?"'

We know that,the question of outlying district culpability was not gone into. Was the unde-

cided issue of "culpability" simply a stalling or delaying tactic to give an opportuninty to exer-

cise options upon remand by the Supreme Court as suggeSted by William Taylor? Or does the

issue of lack of "culpability' close, the door to interdistrict desegregation unless the States are
shown to discriminate? I asked several questions in order to focus on "culpability."
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DR. AMAKER. Whether it is a false issue or not, my analysis answees that affirmatively
from the standpoint of what the. 14th amendment is all about. sClearly, beyond the legal analysis
is-a very intense array of practical concerns.

What the Court is saying, certainly as a practical political and social matter, is we will not
require or permit..certain kinds of remedies in school cases absent the kind of showing we say
must be made: For example, culpability with respect to outlying districts. There is a great deal
in our social life of the moment which the Court is willing to recognize awl permit, so that it
'will require that of litigants. As I have indicated before, you might get a different answer if
what you are talking about is not 6'6001 desegregation but some otliei problem.

MR. TAYLOR. In a narrow sense, the Cosrt did not say culpability on the part of suburban
jurisdictions was indispensable. If the was a violation in one area that affected .another area,
the other area could be included whether or not it committed culpable acts. In that sense, culpa-
bility is not required.

In a broader sense, the Court is saying in one way or another, showing us that government
is responsible and that this situation is not going to get remedied without the hand .of govern-
ment is required. in that sense, the question of causation in governmental involvement is very,
very important.

I would like. to share Norman's hove on the housing issues. I think the opinion of former
Justice Clark in the Gautreaux case is a hopeful sign. Following Jim Nabrit's suggestion that
the Supreme Court follows the Solicitor General, we ought to look at Genareaux case coming up.
The Government's position may to of the greatest importance and it may be reasonable for the
Commission to make this a matter for discussion with the Solicitor General.

I think a variety of approaches have to be tried. Nobody is suggesting there is one single
answer.

DR. AMAKER: On the culpability question and how it relates to the problem of showing
culpability, when a decision of this kind copes down, it affects not only people in Detroit but
other parties who might be in the position of the parties in the suburban districts around
Detroit. They also read the tea leaves.

The tea leaves are what the Supreme Colt has said with respect to the narrow set of cir-
cumstances under which they might be required to have or take part in an interdistrict remedy.
What makes the burden of proof so hard is precisely because they will read that. They will note
that there has to be a showing ;.,1 certain kinds of purposefulness. They will be in a position to
survey what they are doing to put themselves in a posture to make it very, very difficult for
any litigants to make that kind of showing. = .

COMMISSIONER RUIZ. In California, Pasadena, a' desegregation case, it is my un-
derstanding the Federal district court ordered desegregation without making culpability a
necessary ingredient to the case, given the social conditions of race, poverty, inferior schools,
and those areas where there is an expanding black core and a receding ring of white without
State faculty and-culpability. The Milliken case was,.nevertheless, making culpability a case.

MR. REY,NOSO. It don't believe the Supreme Court makes that requirement. My view is
that Milliken, as indicated, is only the second of those cases dealing with Northern desegrega-
tion. The Court is in a settling-down period. I don't know whether,the Court has decided which
way it is going to go on these cases. On this case, it decided to go one way. It has not said, so
that' we will haye interdistrict segregation we will

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. I hate to have ,to stop this, but I have permitted it to go
beyond the set period of time. A number of the reactors'Wffi not be able to be with us, but we
arealmost at the outer boundaries now.
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.. , ..
I think this has been extremely helpful. We are very indebted to Professor Amaker and all

members of the panel. This is The kind of discussion that we hoped would take place. I know it
will be helpful to us as we endeavor to determine what recommendations we should make to the
President and the Congress: I knOw we will return to some of these issues. I hope at many of
you as possible !:vill. be ,able to. stay. Ithink we have, carried on infOrmally enough so that we
may,corne back to some of these issues.

. I recognize the members. jf the next panel. Nex.' t is Marilyn Gittell, associate provost of
., .< ,

Brooklyn G011ege. --. ... .,.....1 7
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The Milliken decision adds a new dimen-
sion to the Context- of school segregation is-
sues. Although relating to the matter of de
facto segregation, the Court chose in this
decision to give priority to, the question of the
sanctity of local school district boundaries. In
contrast to the Richmond decision (Bradley, v.
School Board of Richmond, 462 F2d 1058.,;
412 U.S.92), the Court in Milliken relied on''
the practice of titgl autonomy, relieving the
State of its final al responsibility for all
local' governments, including school disttict.
It determined that enforced integration, as
xtescribed by the Brown decision, was not ap-
plicable outside' individual district boundaries,
unless proofcould be offered to the court that
such districts were guilty of de jtire segrega-
tion.

:Undoubtedly, cases will be developed to
suggest that the legal responsibility of the
State cannot be ignored, and its_ lack of affir-k
mative decisionmakingin regard to local hour=
ing and zoning regulations produced de facto

segregation throughout suburbia. _Certainly,
States were in a position to impose restric-
tions on local governments who are, after all,
legally creatures of the State. Such, State
guidelines,4uld have ROI:Need somewhat dif-
ferent gowth patters .*:' Local governments
will also be subject to re,View regarding, their.
zoning practices and then contribution to de

-facto segregation..
The Milliken decision, however, suggests

that the only possible solution for thoie, yiho
seek areawide integration of schools is some
form of regional consolidation of school dis-
tricts, either voluntary or involuntary. The
evidence is clear that the suburban growth of
the last three decades resulted in increased
concentration of working-class blacks in cen-
tral cities and almost exclusive-movement of
white middle-class population to the suburbs.
(See tables 1 and 2.)

Syed, Anwar, The Political Theory of American Lord
meat Random House, 1966, p, 68.

s TABLE 1

POPULATION BY LOCATION, INSIDE AND OUTSIDE METROPOLITAN
1950, 1960, AND 1969

Location , 1956
United States total ....... 15.0
Metropolitan areas 8.4

Centraj cities 6.5
Outside central cities 1.9.

Sinallei cities, towns, and rural- .., 6.7

34 .

38

To ,s .population
Negrol

s)

196Q ;,1999 195 t 1960 1.969

18.8 22.3 _135.2 158.1 175.3
12.2 ; 80.3 99.2 111,7
9.7

.15.6
1g.3 45.5 47.5 45.3

2. 3.3 : 34.8 51.7 66.4
6.7 6.7 54.8 58.9 63.6
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TABU 2
POPULATION, URBAN AND RURAL, BY RACEA950 TO 1970

In thouslinds. except percent. An urbanized area comprises at least 1 city bf 50.000 inhabitinta'icentral city) plus contiguous.
closely settled areas (urban fringe). Data for 1950 and 1960 accordant to urban definition used in the 1960 census. 1970 data
atcording to the 1970 definition. -

-Per`oent Distfibution
. NegroV.Negro

and -and ,

Year and Area . *Total White - other Total Whits other
1950,.total population 151,326 135,150 16,176 100.0 100.0 100.0

Urban 96,847 86,864 -9,983 - '64.0 64.3 61.7
Inside urbanized areas . ..... _ _. 69,249 61,925- 7,324 45.8 45.8_ 45.3

Central cities - _ 48,3.7 7 42;042 6 335 $2.0 ;41 -'39.2
Urban fthige: 20,872 19,853 .9 .13.8 14.7 - '6.1

Outside .urbanized areas . ___ 27,598 24,939 2,659 ,18.2' 18.5 16.4
Ruial 54,479 48,286 ' 6;193 , 36.0 '35.7 38:3

1960, total population ... 179,323 158,832 20,491 :10d.0 100.0 100.0
Urbin ....... 125,269 110,428:: 14,840 69.9 '69.5 72.4

Inside urbanized areas 95,848 83,770 12,079 . 53.5 52,7 58.9
Central cities 57,975 47,027 1'6,34.8, 32.3 30.0' 50.5
Urban fringe 37,873 36;143 ,1,731 21.1 '22.8 8.4

Outside urbaniied areas 29,420 26,658 2,762 16.4 16.8 13.5
Rural - 54,054 48,403 5,651 30.1 30.5 27.6F:-

1970, total population 203,212 177:749 25,463 100.0 100.0 JOU
Urban 149,325 128,773 20,552 73.5 72.4 '80.7

Inside .urbanized areas 118,447 100,952 17,495 58.3 56.8 68.7
Central cities 63,922 49,547 14,375 '31.5 27.9 56.5
Urban fringe 54,525 51,405 3,120 26.8 28.9 12.3

Outside urbanized areas ..... 30,878 27,822 3,05,7 15.2 15.7 12.0
Rural . 53,887 48,976 4,911 .26.5 27.6 19.3

ource: U.S. Bureau of the- Census, U.S. Census of Population: 19601and 1970, vol. I.
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In fact, it is this basic distinction that dif-
ferentiates 19th and early 20th century out-
ward population movement from post World
War II patterns. Adjustment of"governmental
boundaries also reflects and probably is a
product df that difference.

In-the earlier periods, State annexation and
consolidation laws were more flexible, allow-
ing for continued expansion of central city
'boundaries without too much difficulty." The
data show the general acceptance of such
practices throughout the country. Although
State legislatures historically protected rural
interests and resisted city independence, it
was not until this modern era of suburban
growth that new constraints were placed on
the expansion of city bouridaiies.71 Consolida-
tions in that early eras for instance, required
an areawide majority vote. The city popula-
tion could, therefore; determine the outcome
of such 'elections. Resistance in the suburban
areas of that era was easily eschewed.

More recently, State- law has, required that
any 'consolidation must be approved by
majorities wtthin each unit considering the
plan.". City interests under these arrange-
ments are readily undermined. Fol. those who
seek some form of voluntary consolidation,
the experience of the metropolitan govern-
ment movement of, the 1950's and 1960's is
particularly instructive. Almost the only suc-
cessful efforts were in transfers of functions
to a larger unit (i.e., a county), rather than the
creation of a metropolitan government or the
adoption of a consolidation plan. (See table 3.)

The, history of defeats of such plans sug-
gests the strong resistance Of suburban com-
munities to any association with central city
governments. Even voluntary cooperative ar-

"Handelker, Daniel, Managing our Urban Enrtronntent 2nd ed.;
Bobbs-Merrill Co., Inc., 1961, pp. 288-388.
" Ibid. pp. 350-388:
"BoUena, John C. and Henry J. Schmandt; Tke Metropolis
Harper and Row, 1965, p. 406.
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TABLE 3

VOTER DEFEATS OF CITY-COUNTY
CONSOLIDATION, SINCE 1950'

Year Area
1950 Newport NewsWarwick County.,

Elizabeth City County, Virginia
1953 MiamiDade County, 'Florida
1958 NashvilleDaVidson County,

Tennessee
1959 AlbuquerqueBernalillo County,

New Mexico
KnoxvilleKnox County, Tennessee

1960 Macon Bi'bb County, Georgia,.
1961 DurhamDurham County, North

Carolina.
'Richmond= Henrico County,

Virginia
1962 ColumbusMuscogee

'Georgia
MemphisShelby County,

Tennessee
St. LouisSt. Louis County,

Missouri
1964 ChattanoogaHamilton County,

Tennessee

ft Similar proposals were defeated earlieriin
two of these areas: in St, LouisSt. Louis
County and MaconBibb County in 19126
and 1933, respectively. - I

Source: John C. Bollens and Henry iJ:

Schinandt; The Metropolis (Harper & Row,
1965), p. 433.
rangements within the .metropolitan rets
have withered away. Although in the 19 O's
and 1960's opposition to regional j or
metropolitan government came largely from
the outlying areas that wanted to preserve
their autonomy, more recently some question
has been raised by` inner-city leaders and
populations regarding the feasibility of such

.arrangetnents.
Dyelonan,"in "Social Planning in the Amer-

ican Democracy" lists the following objections,

4"



First, it [metropolitan plans] stresses'efficien-
cy considerations at the expense f equity.
Seiond, It opts for a prOduct-mi different
from that which. would'be- chosen y the poor
or by minority groups $ It is an er-white
consumer package offered to the hole popu-
lation. -Third, it gives low pilo to the social
Programs favored by the poor. And fourth, it
diffuses the power of militant minorities."

Piven and Cloward. noted in 1967 that
"metropolitan government will dilute the
political, power of Negroes just at the time
that they are on the brink of political control
in several large cities." Mayor Hatcher of
Gary, Indiana, suggested that plea for
metropolitan government were an attempt to
undermine emerging black power in cities.

This feeling that metropolitanism is an at-
tempt by whites to maintain control of the
central cities cannot lightly be dismissed. In
Detroit, the NAACP spent a great deal of
time debating whether it should press the
Milliken case'. Detroit in 1969-70 saw much of
the black community abandon the demand for
integration and take up the cry for black con-
trol of black schools and that raised serious
questions regarding priorities."

In the Richmond case, CORE and other
black interest groups argued against the need
for regional school district consolidation to
achieve integration. Their emphasis was on
the need to maintain black control of black
schools."
/The lower court Milliken decision makes a
number of comments on the judicial view of
metropolitan reorganization and the court's
power to enforce such a reorganization. The
respondents argued that the segregation of
the Detroit public school system was a result
of actions of State and city officials. The dis-
trict. court concluded, "in that various acts by.
petitioner Detroit Board of Education had
created and perpetuated school segregation in

-- Detroit, and that acts of the Board, as a sub-
- Oidiniite entity of, the State, were attributable

to the State**78. It, therefore, found that a
Detroit-only desegregation plan ,was in-

. adequate and ruled that metropolitan plans

,7).71iyckman, ',SocisiPlannitig in. the AmerTesn 1)emocraCY," quoted
. .

In Mandelkar,ilmra, at an. : . , ,

"Ibid. p. 397. ,

'I "Grant, William; "Can Busing Save 'Detroitl" in Petroit 'free,-
Pretv'pee;10,197; ,., .. . t

"Mitliken v. Bradley, July,25, 1970 (Slip ()pillion) at f.. .

.

.1"

encompassing 85 school districts "in three
counties would have to be considered. The
district court concluded, "[s]chool district lines
are simply matters of political convenience
and may not be used to deny constitutional
rights."'

On appeal, the-major findings of the district
court were upheld. The court of appeals found
that constitutional violations were committed
by the Detroit board and by the State defen-
dants. The court of appeals went on to state
that, "any less comprehensive a solution than
a metropolitan area plan would result in an all
black school system immediately surrounded
by practically all white suburban school
systems, with an overwhelming white majori-
ty population. in the total metropolitan area."

Based on this position, the court of appeals
concluded that ,the only possible effective
desegregation plan would involve the crossing
of school district lines. It recognized that such
a plan was appropriate because of the State's
authority over local schoo` I, districts: "[T]he
State has committed de jure acts of segrega-
tion and***the State controls the instrumen-

t talities whose action is necessary'to remedy
the haiinful effects Of the State acts.""

The Supreme Court majority, hi contrast to
the lower court, relies on the principle that
constitutional violation occurred only in
Detroit, "***the remedy is necessarily
designed***to restore the victims of dis-
criminatory condUct. Disparate ,treatment of
White and Negro students occurred within
the Detroit school system, and not elsewhere,
and on thin record, .the remedy must be
limited to tbat system";" "***19; this, ease, the
Court of. Appeals approved the 'coil:apt of a
remedial' decree that would go beyond the
boundaries of the district where the constitu-
tional violation was found, and include schools
and school children in many other school dis-
tricts that have presumptively been ad-
ministered in complete record with the
Constitution."" Based on the majority posi-
tion, we cannot reasonably expect to see this
Court taking a position requiring urban-sub-
urban school district Consolidation.

at
"Milliken v. Bradley, 484 F.2nd at 245,

stipia at 16. 'f
Milliken, Ibid. at 27.

"Milliken, concurring opinion ofildr. Justice Stewart, at 3.
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Beyond the experience of the .metropolitan
or regional government movement, the histo-
ry of school consolidation might also prove in-
formative:. The consolidation of school dis-
tricts is an ongoing trend. The dissent by
Justice Marshall-in Milliken cites the data for

3

Michigan. the State had 7,362 local districts in
1912, 1,438 in 1964, 738 in 1968, and 608 in
1972.'2 The national trend following the same
pattern is clear from chart 1.

"Miltikvi, dissenting opinion of Mr. Justice Marshall, at 16.

CHART I.
NUMBER OF PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICTS: UNITED STATES, 1949-50 TO 1969-70

19491§0 195142 1953-54 1955-56 1957-5R 1959-60 1961162* 1963-64 1965-66 196748 1969-70_
School year

Source: U.S..Department of Health,Education, and Welfare, Office of Education, Digest of
Educational Statistics and Fall 1969 Statistics of Public Schools, figure 1.
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In the period from 19 -9-50 to 1969-70, the
number of school iiistrict decreased over .75
percent. It is, of course, true that such na-
tional, aggregate figures can serve to obscure..
certain variations, however, the trend toward
consolidation seems clear and it has ap-
parently carried over into the 1970's. The one
point that should be made is that the con-
solidations, for the roost part, do not
represent urbanfrural or, urban-suburban con-
solidations. The separation between urban and
suburban districts remains strong but is com-
ing under increasing prIssure.

Why has the schoolt district consolidation
r,

movement had a different. history from that
of the metropolitan consolidation movement?
The answer lies in the role of State govern-
ments. As has been indicated, State legislative
constraints made metropolitan consolidations
virtually . impossible. However, many States
have taken a more positive position with re-
gard to school district consolidation. One
reason has been the recognition by many
State legislatures of the need to foster such
reorganizations.

State legislatures have used two means to
prompt school district consolidations. They
have made major changes in the school reor-
ganization laws, which formerly had required
local initiation of a proposal-and often majori-
ty consent of the voters in each affected dis-
trict. Areawide votes are now more common
requirements. States have further, made
financial grants available to districts that
merge, thus supplying an incentive for action.'

The consolidation legislation has taken vari-
ous forms, some quite drastic. In a, number of
instances, existing county boards of education
or specially constituted county school reor-
ganization committees have been empowered
to order a merger without a local popular
vote. In ,others, the law has specified that on
a certain date all school districts (or all except
those in particular large municipalities or
those not operating schools or not containing
a specific 'number of students) would be com-

k. bined into one school district.83
According to a number of observers, the

school district consolidation movement
represents the first such consolidation move-

, .ment in United States history. It is one of the'

V

.

few instances in which States have asserted
their pOwer "decisively. No small part of the
incentive for Slate legislators was the finan-
cial savings to be achieved by such consolida-
tions. Early resistance to consolidation was
overcome by undermining voluntary action.
This is in direct contrast to the experience

;under' the general governinerit consolidation
efforts of the 1950'Sor 1960's.

The school district consolidation movement
to date has largely affected rural areas where
class, ethnic, and racial differences were not
primary factors of concern. It would be naive
to assume that expansion of this movement to
urban-suburban districts would not raise
major new issues. The experience is instruc-
tive, however, for those who would look to
State gotments as, the initiator of solu-
tions to gional school integration. Clearly, a
possible response to the Milliken decisfOn in-
volves an assertion of the role of State
government. ,

Throughout, American history, States have
abdicated a great deal of power to local
goVernments, and there was a revitalization
of the dependence on local governments in
the post World 'War II era of suburban
growth. However,legal authOrity still 'besides
in the States, and local governments are crea-
tures of the State. The status of local govern-
ment is definedby the so-called "Dillon Rule":

The true view is this: Municipal corporations
owe their origin to, and derive their dowers
and rights wholly` from the legislature. It
breathes into them the breath of life, without

_ which they cannot exist. As it creates, so it
,may destroy,, it may abridge and control. Un-
less there is some constitutional limitation on
the right, the legislature might, by a single
act, if we can suppose it capable of so great a
folly and so great a wrong, sweep from its ex-
istence all of the municipal corporations in the
State, and the corporations could not prevent
it. **.*They are, so to phrase it, the mere te-
nants at will of the legislature."

This notion of the powers of local govern-
ment has-been challenged. Judge Cooley in
People v. gurlburt (24v Mich. 44, 1871) noted
the historical roots of local .self-government
and concluded that there are limits to the con-
trol that the State can exercise over local

alliollens and Sehmandt, supra, P. 435.
,,Quoted in Syed, supra, p. 68.
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governments. However, the Dillon Ruleis
currently the widely accepted principle re-
garding the powers of local government and
has be affirmed several times by the
Supreme Court." se

Under, the State- supremacy rule, mu-
nicipalities have. two sources of power: home
rule legislation and specific enabling statutes.
Under this system, education is a State-func-
tionadministered by local districts.

The question of State control of education.
is an important issue in the Milliken decision.
The Douglas dissent particularly stresses the
State role. "The State controls the boundaries
of school districts. The State Supervised
school site selection. The construction' was
done through municipal bonds, approved by
several state agencies. Education, in"Michigan
is a state project***the school districts are by
state law agencies of the'State."87 The dissent
by Mr. Justice White makes the same point.
Given this legal justification, one should ex-
plore how, State governments can be en-
couragerto assume a more direct political
role in these matters.

Evaluations of the effectiveness and in-
novativeness of State government are
uniformly4Acouradng. Roscoe C. Martin, in
hiS unsparing critique of the failure of the
States to cope with urban problems, a-Scribes
what he calls the "state mind"compounded
of "rural orientation, provinCial outlook, com-
mitment to a strict moral code, a philosophy
of individualism"; characterized by a "spirit of
nostalgia";- and ,enjoying only "intermittent
and imperfect contact with the realities of the
modern.:world." The "state mind" is reflected
in "a hard bitten and almost uniform conser-
vatism," a distrust of big government and
especially the Federal Government, and a
dislike of cities and especially big cities. It ac-,
counts for the failure of the States to

-mode' rnize their constitutions and to rally the
leadership and find the revenues for the solu-
tion of urban problems." Many who have
risen to power in the States are those who
have succeededan this general environment,
and it is unlikely they will risk losing power

, p.10.
"Mandelker, supra, pp. 95-143.
"Milliken; dissenting opinion of Mr. Justice Douglas at Z
"Sundquist, James L,. and David W. Davis, Making Federal:tt
Work, The'Brookings Institution, 1969, p. 262.
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by this ldnd of approach. Reapportionment of
State legislatures in ,recent years has added
to the suburban orientation of many State
legislature,s, contributing to the pessimism ex-
pressed by Martin.

One strong impetus for change at the State
le-Vel, however, is the concept of the New
Federalism Taking into account the great
diversity of the States, the New Federalism
attempts to redefine the role of the States.
Sundquist and Davis present a plan which
would change the emphasis in State-Federal
relations from matching funds to competence
in State government administration. The key
to this approach is that understanding must
be arrived at with individual States rather
than establishing guidelines for all to follow.
If such an approach were to be adopted, it
could help revitalize the State machinery. If

'the Federal Government required the States
to update their administrative structures. and

..begin to exercise powers that they have as a
prerequisite for Federal funding, changes
might be forthcoming in at least several
States. It cannot be expected that even under
such arrangements all States would choose to
comply with the Federal requirements.

A more _recent controversy which will have
an important impact or s°194( State's role in
desegregation as well as general education, is
the question of school financing. The recent
Federal court decisions in Texas, California,
and Minnesota striking down the local proper-
ty tax' as the basis for school funding can
potentially have a considerable effect on re-
gional school deiegregation efforts and the
States' role in education.

Despite 'the fact that the. Supreme Court
overturned the Rodurguez decision,' there. are
increasing calls for action adjusting school
finances on a State, basis throughout the
country. Pressure for full State assumption of
school funding and/or statewide equalizing of
school funding will force /a new role and new
power in relation to, schools. on State govern-
ments.

The adoption of a statewide system of
financing would resolve one of the issues the
majority of the Court raises in Milliken.,
"Under such a system, there could no longer
be any question of education being a local
function and thus limiting,the Federal courts'
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interference. Court rulings or adoption of
such plans would clarify, that the State clearly
is responsible for school district boundaries,
and, if such districting resulted in a pattern of
segregation, the Federal courts could inter-
vene.

There are those who view the drive toward
statewide funding as another way to maintain
segregated schools, while giving the ap-
pearance of eqUal opportunity, "***the equal
financing effort is seen by some as a means of
compromising on the integration question.
They .argue that, if you give the black city
Schools the .money they need to operate them,
the blacks will no longer push for
integration." Clearly, if statewide funding
becomes a reality, .concerned observers will
have to insure that it is used to further school
integration and not to make segregation ac-
ceptable.

-\
State governments should be encouraged to

use the technique of aid incentives to achieve
consolidation of schools on a regional basis.
Such additional aid would not necessarily
mean total State control of the education
function. It is not true that whoever controls
the pur4 strings must necessarily control all
policy decisions. That certainly was not true
of_ Federal control under-,Title I, as we have
discovered.

It may appear to some that my comments
so far are in conflict_ with most of my work on
community control. Many observers of com-
munity.,control view it as an all-or-nothing
situation. Centralization can coexist with
decentralization. There is no reason why cer-
tain functions cannot-be assigned to the State,
some to the metropolitan school district; the
neighborhood district, and even --to -the in-
dividual school. Our Federal system of
government is an example of how such a
structure can function. I see no conflict in
Stating that the State would have the respon-
sibility for insuring desegregation and equital,
ble funding while at the same time arguing
that local communities should have control
over personnel practices, budget, and curricu-,
lum at the individual school or distfict level.

Beyond the political alternatives suggested

as possible means to achieving area integra-
tion, further court 'action is still possible. The
courts' decision in Bradley v. School Board of
Richmond required school district consolida-
tion. The difference between Milliken and
Bradley, according to the majority, lies in the
differences between the two State constitu-
tions and statutes. Education in Virginia is,
according to the majority, so clearly a State
function that urban-suburban consolidation
can be ordered.

Thd district court judge in the Richmond
case noted that school assignments cannot be
built on segregated housing patterns. He
noted, " ** *school authorities may not con-
stitutionally arrange an attendance system
which serves only to reproduce in school
facilities the prevalent pattern of housing
segregation, be it publicly , or privately en-
forced. To do so is only to endorse with offi-
cial approval the product of private
racism*"."" H:e further noted the parallel
between reapportionment cases and school
district boundaries, indicating that both are
political creations which must be altered to
meet the demands of the Constitution. The
judge concluded by noting that the State can-,
not escape its obligation to insure equal ac-
cess to schools by delegating or relinquishing
its authority to local governments.°'

This statement by the district: court judge
has wide implications for all government ser-
vices and can be applied to fire protection, po-,
lice, water supply, sanitation, etc. The decision
is broad enough to mandate State responsi-
bility for all services. The same impact is
evident in the implications of the Serrano
decision. Such a thrust would, of course,'
reverse the historical relationship between
State and local governments. The imposition

7ortfirrelnedy proposed in the Richmond case
could effectively dekroy. local autonomy and
would be forcefully resisted by local govern-
ments. Some readjustments in the division of
power and responsibility, however, might be

'forthcoming.
The lower courts in Michigan did not take

such a broad view, even though they recom-
mended metropolitan consolidation. The dis.%

. !'Grant, supra.

"Taylor,'"The Richmond Decision" in the Washington Post, Jan.
16, 1972.
"Ibid.
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senting opiniortt in Milliken made an impor-
tant _point regarding the States' role. It has
rot seen a decision of the States to segregate
the suburbs; rather it has been the nondeci-
sion of the States regarding issues such as
zoning which have produced the current, situa-
tion. This nondecision is a reflection of the,
geneial reluctance of State governments to
act on local issues.

Recognition of the past failure of States to
act, combined with an interest in making
them more viable governmental units, offers
some direction foi they future. Unfortunately,
the past history of attempts to reorganize and
enhance the role of State governments has

- not been promising: Local party structure and
local-interest groups hive benefited greatly
from constraining the sphere of operation of
State governments, particularly in relation to
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suburban governments. These local represen-
. tatives exercise the major power in State

governments and are unlikely to be receptive
to any movement which would find the States
asserting a new rote infringing on what they
perceive as matters of 'weal prerogative. The
current financial crisis for State and local
governments might offer the most effective
pressure for change. The need to review
funding arrangements offers the opportunity

_to review governance and structure.
It wouldbe naive, however, to assume that

the political circumstances which produced
the present distribution of power and func-
tions between States and localities can be
ignored. Federal pressure and incentives can
provide some of the stimulant necessary to

}foster rethinking these questions, but there
must be interest and concern within State
leadership to move in this direction.
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CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. We are deeply indebted to Dr. Gittell for the political science
perspective of this issue. We are happy that you are here to present a 10-minute summary of
the vei.y fine paper that you have made available to us.

DR. GITTELL. The perspective I took, given the Milliken decision, is what we know about
the political circumstances in the States and localities .that would indicate some direction to

. move in, notwithstanding the fact the Milliken decision itself might influence that behavior.
What I suggested was, there,are two general areas of experience that are particularly rele-,

want in terms of consolidation of local governmental units. One is our experience over the late
19th century and early 20th century. The second area is that of school district consolidation.

The paper points out a real ehanige in the terms of the politics of consolidation from the
latter part of the 19th century through the early part of the 20th century to the post World
War II era. In the earlier period, expansion of city boundaries, city-county consolidation, and
separation were more acceptable solutions. State regulations of that era were flexible. The earli-
er history shows expansion of city boundaries and a lack of concern for the autonomy of local
areas. The vote on consolidations was an, areawide vote. The citywide population represented a
majority of that vote; the individual units not part of the city were often overriden.

What we find in the period after World War II, not divorced from the kind of movement
that took place, its racial character was a reversal in State regulation on consolidation, which is
not very restrictive and requires individual units to vote in favor of consolidation to carry forth
a consolidation plan and any kind of metropolitan consolidation across the board. Obviously, that
is a negative indicator in terms of any movement towards consolidation within the metropolitan
area. The paper indicates some of the results cif voting during the post World War II period
around the country in large metropolitan areas, all of which are negative.

Our experience, except for an occasional number of instances, is that consolidation has
taken place within a county. We have generally negative results in terms of metropolitan con-
solidation.

The other experience is the school district consolida around the country, In that, yon
have the opposite result. Either through State legislation or grant-made arrangements, we have
successfully encouraged consolidation of school districts. The number of schooldistricts by State
and nationally has been reduced as a result of that movement, which is primarily a yost World
War II movement. Those districts are, however, largely rural and/or suburban. We have no ex-
perience with urban and suburban units. J

While there is a positive result, it is pretty obvious that population characteristics or. the
political issues that we facecin metropolitan consolidation are not evident.

The important factor is the role of the State. If you are not dealing with the legal techni-
calities of the problem as described by the first panel, much hinges on the output as a result of
Milliken and wIntetole State government plays in this arena.
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The record on that is quite negative, except in that rural school consolidation experience.
We had a whole series of efforts and tons of literature asking for revitalization of State govern-
ments over the last several generations and the movement on the part of the last administration
and the Johnson administration to encourage Federal action which would stimulate State leader-
ship so the States would assume their proper roles vis-a-vis efficient administration and dealing
with the problems of metropolitan areas.

The results have been minimal. However, the pressures have grown. It has been mentioned
that the Rodriguez decision brings pressure on the State level regarding school financing. Cer-
tainly, the New Jersey decision has the legislature concerned about what the State's new role
should be in New Jersey vis-a-vis State- financed education. A number of highly urban, particu-
larly Northern, States are dealing with equitable funding for education. Moving in that direction
might lead to restructuring in terms of metropolitan consolidations. The key issue is how much
initiative States Will take combining financing reform with revision of boundaries. The paper is
Skeptical about those possibilities because State policy is a product of local politics and interests.

State legislation is controlled by suburban legislators who are not likely to be encouraged
by this kind of plan. The qUestion is whether financial pressures can be used as a handle for en-
couraging consolidation.

Certainly, States have not been involved in urban as in rural school district consolidation
along metropolitan lines. The Were), Government has not taken a position either. Such commit-
ments and policies would hal to be developed.

The paper relates to another issue that is becoming more significant as a result of the Mil-
liken decision. That is the opposition within the black and Chicano and Puerto Rican community
to moving towards consolidation because of the fact it might undermine the power developed
within those communities. The movement towards community control and black-controlled
schdols has become more important to people, in those communities. Already we have strong ob-
jections raised. Mayor Hatcher was first to raise the question in terms of looking' at
metropolitan consolidation plans as a means for underrhining the power of the black community
in the city. A

The people in the Detroit NAACP struggled with that issue jn terms of whether they
should even bring the Milliken case to court. Community control and integration are received
by many as conflicting issues. These concepts are not in conflict. If you 'view community control
on a local school level; there is no reason that distribution of power in different areas of deci-
sionmaking cannot be made from the State to the metropolitan distriet to the local distracts to
the individual school level. ,

There is no reason to think you must choose one positions and not the other. It is also true
that State funding for education does not necessarily, mean destruction of local discretion in the
operation of schools. I suggest in my paper that our experience under Title I is proof of that.
The Federal Government under Title/. I did not control what happened to those funds. The no-
tion of who controls the purse strings controls the decisions is zioti necessarily true.

The general conclusion of the paper is rather negative. I think some of the discussion in the
first panel indicated moying away from the battle for integration in education and towards
housing. I would suggest any effort to move toward integrated housing will not be well received
in suburbia. Obviously, the environment is not conducive to talking about consolidation on any
level. It would seem to me, however,. that there is some wedge to 'have the States move in. Our
own commissioner of education has stated no school integration can happen except on a
metropolitan-area basis. There are others who feel that way. That offers the greatest hope.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING., One of the reactors in connection with this presentation is Mr.
Gary Orfield, research associate of, The Brookings Institution and a former Schorer-in.Residence
with this Commissio9. We are happy to have you with us.
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MR. ORFIELD. In reading the paper one thing that struck rnerriostly was the statement
that Professor Gittell sass no contradiction between a metropolitan remedy and substantial local
control. Dr. tittell has been one of the most influential academic commentators on the communi-
ty control Movement. I Chink his is a significant statement on an issue the Court was .clearly
troubled by in,the Milliken ecision. The Court was troubled ,by the prospects of becoming a
super-legislature and not h ving a structure temanage schools. I strongly urge Dr. Gittell to
develop a model of how s uol policyMal5ing in desegregated cities would be decentralized. I
agree decentralization to t e individual school level is by far the most important and by no
means incompatible with the metropolitan remedy.

Legally, I think any scholar of State and local government will agree that Dr..Gittell's con-
clusion is right that State governments excercise vast power on local agencies and school dis-
tricts. The Supreme Court did not choose to recognize that. It is almost universally accepted
among political scientists. The Court chose to give constitutional status to the idea of localism in
the country although local contrbl of the schools isan ideology not based on fact.

Many of the school systems were not constructed on the local levels but built as a result of
statewide movements, powerfully influenced by State departments of education. This, political
history makes it very difficult. for the Court to actually say the State governments don't have a
role in prOviding remedies of these violations. Constitutional law decisions in the Supreme
Court, however, often turn more on perceptions of general social conditions than on strictly
legal issues. The Supreme dourt was wrong on'these issues. The State does have a strong role.

What can political scientists say about the Milliken decision and how it will work out and
further cases? I think we can say a few brief things.

Metropolitan institutions work already in a few places. The few existing metropolitan
goveTnment consolidations seem to function reasonably well and come to terms with areawide
problems. We know we have a large number of school districts operating op a metropolitan.
basis. We have large'areas where schools are organized on a county basis. There are a number
of metro desegregation plaris in Florida and South. Carolina and North Carolina. Also, Nevada,
Tennessee, and other States. They seen to be working out well without any .substantial loss of
-white students.

We have had'experience with school consolidation. That experience is largely a rural ex-..
perience. We don't have a great deal to say about consolidating suburban systems. We have a
body of political literature analyzing the community consolidation movements that gives us abili
ty to predict with a high level of certainty that it is not going to happen voluntarily.- t happens
in a few circumstances in the United States. They have been special. The most recent is in Indi-
ana. The schools w ere excluded from the machinery established in the Indianapolis countywide
Unigov.

A

Another interesting political development is, that we are beginning to see a constituency
developing among institutions in the society for the metropolitan remedies, with movement of
central cities bitii this litigation. They now recognize they have a strong interest in this litiga-
tion. It may become apparent to the suburbs that they also have a strong interest in this litiga-
tion. We may begin to see a new political constituency for it. The recent elections were interest-

' ing, from a political scientist's perspective. As far as I know, the busing issue did not figure sub-
stantially in defeating any candidates such as Congresswoman Schroeder, who defended the
controversial Deriver integration plan. She survived,

What kind of data do. we have available? There is a lot of information on State powers, em-
pirical studies on decisionmaking running against the grain of the Court's decision, for whatever
worth that might have. I think it may be possible to draw on analogies from other forms of
metropol4an governments to provide structures of metropolitan governments of school system,.
that mighranswerssoxne of the Chief Justice's worries. I think they are legitimate wallies.
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The Supreme Court did not have models for how schools would be govenied. They did not
give the lower courts a chance to devise a remedy. There is a need to think about democratic
control and decentralization within the. system. I think that is,a profitable area of imestigation.

Another thint_that political scientists should be able to talk about concerns the cities as in--
stitutions, a major preoccupation of students of urban policy-What is-going to happen to the fu-
ture of the cities as institutions if we don't move in this direction? How can we prevent what is
going on now? When you look at Detroit and realize that they lost 20 percent of their job base
in the last 4 years of 1969 to 1973, or look at the differential in property tax and what it means
for education expenditures, you see the central city in very severe trouble. You can grossly re-,
late that to the fact, to the migration effect of getting increased minority-dominated school
systems. That is kproblem that ought to enter into this litigation.

Something that _probably seems true in the minds of the Justices is if you don't do
anything, somehow things will stay the same. That runs against exactly what we know. If we
don't do anything, things will get, worse. The inner suburbs will likely be more vulnerable to,
rapid ghettoization than the central city. They have smaller bases. Political. scientists could help
with housing violations. There was a good deal of evidence in. the Detroit case. More could be
produced on the role of HUD and a variety of other governmental forces.

What can be done within the Milliken decision.' There is a liberal tendency to say this is
the end of the line. If you look at the structure of the cities around the country, you realize this
decision, as Mr..-Nabrit said, gives us a clear path for litigating desegregation complaints within
any major city. There are many major cities that have a substantial minority of white students.

This is true of the majority of suburban communities. going through racial change now.
There is a substantial minority movement into some suburban areas. In Washington, more than
30 percent of the black students are in subtirban schools. In Baltimore County, there was in-
crease of 12, percentack enrollment in the county. Whether we get remedies`that wail ab-
sorb the new students is important. Otherwise segregated ghetto schools will spread into subur-
bia That can be done within the context of existing law. I guessl have overrun m9 time.

_

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you very, very much. We' will have further disctission
with you. I am happy to present now Professor Joe Feagin from the University of Texas, who
currently is with the U.S. Commission on Civil flights as the Scholar-in-Residence.

DR. FEAGIN. I think Dr. Gittell's paper strongly underlines the- political knportanceof,the
Milliken decision. What I would like to do is give emphasis to some thinks she said and perhaps
go beyond them a bit. Let me point out what, I consider to be two or three major and political
implications of the decision.

Ten years from now social and political historians will look back on the Milliken decision.
This decision will loom as large as the Brown decision in the ongoing racial, political, and legal
history of the United States. For the list two. decades tile Move has been to slowly give equal
educational opportunity to blatk pupils in the United States. This decision manhaa turning back
from that 20 years of advancement since 1954. I think the critical point is that the Supreme
Court, the higheit court in the United States, has now given official sanction to separate and
unequal education for black children and perhaps for other minority children in our larger
urban areas,

It is truly a separate and unequal decisiOn in regard to large metropolitan areas. In this
sense, the Milliken decision' has given a seal of approval to demographic and political trends
which have been occurring in our large metropolitan cities and areas for a number of years now.
Residential segregation, suburbanization, and the resulting decreiiing tax base of the central. ci-
ties have made an economic and political fact of life that is separate and unequal: The Supreme
Court has now sanctioned that. I thin there is no way out of that conclusion.
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Mr. Justice Stewart's concurring opinion notwithstanding, the problem of segregation in our
larger cities is a metropolitan problem. The solution to that problem has to be a metropolitan
solution. An example of what is going to happen comes clearly out, of the Milliken case. The dis
trict court in Detroit has been ordered by the Court to provide a desegregation plan that will
cover the city of Detroit only. It is a plan which will eventually increase the segregation, of
black and white schoolchildren in metropolitan Detroit. In the short run, the plan may decrease
segregation. In the long run, focusing on central cities themselves, it will increase the iegrega
tion of black and white schoolchildren in our larier metropolitan areas.

, The basic reason is the increasing suburbanization of whites that this kind of a plan will
foster together with the decreasing tax base that is available to central city school systems. So,
we have and will continue to have separate and unequal education in our larger metropolitan
areas.

Moreover, the _Milliken decision flies in the face of political realities that social `scientists
have recognized for years. Areas such as Efetroit are metropolitan areas if you look at them
economically, at their job distribution, at transportation systems, and at dozens of other social,
economic, and political aspects. Detroit is a metropolitan area. I think Justice Douglas in his dis-
sent was on target. "Metropolitan treatment of metropolitan problems is commonplace. If this
were a sewage problem or a water problem or an energy problem, there can be no doubt that
she [Detroit] would stay well within the constitutional boundaries if she sought a metropolitan
remedy."

The point is metropolitan areas have sought remedies for many, many other urban
problems. It is almost a must for the areas to look at problems in a. metropolitan perspective. "A
metropolitan: area is a political and economic unit. School 4istrict lines haye been drawn and
redrawn for, a variety of reasons already and are continuing,to be redrawn. They could easily be
:redrawn for black students' greater education. ,,..

The, second implication I see is one touched on already. That is that the Supreme Court is
increasingly as a result'of the Nixon strategy sensitive to public opinion and election returns. It
is sensitive to the immediate 'political conte The Milliken decision reflects Supreme court aciti
ceptance of public opposition to cross-dist ct upils. In recent surveys,. opinion runs seven to
one against interdistrict busing. It is a highly politicized decision. The Court has behaved like a
Congress reacting to fears in its white constituency. I think it is clearly a victory for the, Nixon
political strategy of packing the Court with Justices extremely sensitive to political opinions of
rank-and-file citizens.

'These are Justices who, in the matter of the.14th amendment rights, bow to the weight of
the public opinion, at least four of them. I think it stands in contrast to the Brown decision. If
you bad taken a poll at the time of the Brown decision, it would be that the Supreme Court was
flying in' the face of the majority of public opinion in this country. -

I will make one final point. The seriousness of what the Supreme Court has clone is under
lined. by the fact that the executive branch seems to be -doing the same thing. They, too, have
affirmed a separate and unequal approach to desegregation or segregationdon in our larger.
metropolitan areas.

I have here a Xeroxed copy of an article from the Baltimore Sun. In this story Mr. Peter
F. Holmes of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfarethe Federal official in charge
of overseeing the desegregation of Baltimore publiC schoolssays it is impos Ile to achieve full
integration of the urban, largely black, educational system. The fact of the tter is that in. a
school district 70 percent black like BaltiMore you are going to have allblack chools,.and there
is no getting around that. It is there. It is a reality. That comment is from Peter F. Holmes of
HEW.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you very much.
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Mr. Horn?
VICE CHAIRMAN MORN. Dr. Gittell, I will ask for clarification. You cite the flifference

in mood in law as far as consolidation. In the post SecsOnds World War period there was 4 rapid
annexation. Cities moved out tokrab territory in advance of the people's arrival as well as after
the people arrived.

Is there any evidence in either the political science or the legal literature as to the relation-
,'

ship betweeg race as a factor in* determining the outcome of elections on annexation or con-
solidation? 'don't peon the metropolitan government type. I am talking about the thousands of
annexations that took place in this country in the post world war period. Is there any literature
on that?

DR. GITTELL. > don't know of any. empirical study over a period of time. The only
-evidence is statistical. The tightening of requirements in State legislation came after the move-
ment of blacks to the inner cities. I don't think one can avoid the suggestion that the race factor
must have been a faCtor in the changes made. Specific_ votes in the context you are putting it, in
an analysis of those votes, I don't, know.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN: There was a great loss in land in the twenties before race
becamela consideration.

DR. GITTELL. That is the point of my paper. In that period, either,State legislation al, .

lowed for 'that to happen or there was no reaction against it. In post World War II, where
change in population movement is racial change in the composition of the population, that some-
how the laws get tightened up, I would, say it is afactor.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Do we have an analysis of the 50 States and the legislative
votes after the Second World War and the relationship of what happened in relation to race?

DR. GITTELL. No.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. I have heard some say for years that race caused the move to

the suburbs. There are few blacks in Minnesota. I wonder what is happening there.
DR. GITTELL. I would say race is not exclusively an issue._
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. I have one last question. This is to Dr. Feagin. Would you be-

lieve metropolitan solutions should come about throtigh metropolitan consent? Presumably,
political scientists have had a feeling that thepeople ought to decide the issues, or atbleast some
of them, for themselves. Do you feel "consent" on a Metropolitan basis is essential whether we
talk about edtteation, rapid transit, or whatever? We lost. a rapid transit issue in a southern
California election last week. How do you feel abbut it?

DR. GITTELL. I have already indicated in the paper and my statement that it seems'to be
the only way such plans are going to be acceptable, recognizing the, reality of State politics, is to
develop incentive arrangements for encouraging consolidation to take place. It is obvious that as
long aseach unit votes independently it will noresult in consolidation. It is my view you ate
not going to get State legislation to be mandaiory for an entire metropolitan area. IA would,
probably be in the courts 'for 100years on that issue.

From the perspective of thy paper in response to the request, what do You do, given the
Milliken decision? We have to look for a way to get some of those plans out of the way. There
is a plan that came out of Boston last week. It calls for metropolitan district consolidation with
local control. It seems what we are going to have to devise are means such as thOse. If In
argue the point you are raising now, we will get lost in the same jungle *e are in.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Is there a reaction? -
. .

DR. FEAGIN. The rights of the black children to ail equal educational oppOrtunity take
precedence over majority opinion. It is clear that probablY in every central city, that lias.had
desegregation plan imposed on it by a court, if you had taken a vote, theyeciple,,w*Ould have
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Noted against desegregation. I think expanding desegregation plans to the metropolitan area
's does not raise new issues as to whether the majority vote of the whites in central Cities should

take precedence over-che legal rights of the black child.
VICE CEAIRMAN HORN. Where there is a constitutional right involved, don't you be-

lieve that, if the procedure for securing consent in local electorate matters in an area result§ in,
discrimination and is not satisfactory, that in slich an instance the constitutional right- should
prevail over the consent process?

DR. FEAGLN. Yes. I think there is much more you could dojo ,improve the relations
between the suburban areas and the cities. I think Boston is a classic example. There has been a
tremendous failure of leadership, particularly in Boston itself. Many white leaders in Boston
told the people they would never desegregate in 'Boston. If you tell people that long enough, you
are going to have serious problems when you eventually have to desegregate the schools. .

If the courts And leaders, Presidents,, tell the people again, again, and again, the
metropolitan remedy will not happen. If it does happen, people will be unprepared. There is
probably something you can do to encourage the white population to accept these kinds of
records. So, I would go beyond. .,

VICE CHAIRMAN-HORN. You mentioned poll data. You are probably correct that, if you
sampled or held an election on the issue in any urban area, that the people there would not
favor desegregation of the public schools. Do you have data showing the growing ,"antibusing"
attitude in the black community which we read about occasionally and which seems to reflect at:
titudes perhaps similar to whites but held for different reasons because the burden has been
placed on the black rather than the white children to move to the educational opportunity%Do
you see changing attitudes in the black community as to that? Mr. orfield?

MR. ORFIELD. I think the poll the Commission did was informative in showing a substan'
dal niajoriti. of blacks in favor ofbusing when they were asked if that was the only was to
achieve the goal pf integrationEvery poll I have seen shows eight or nine to one black support
of integration.

. CHAIRMAt3 FLEMMING. In the interest of letting everyone participate in this discus-.
sion, I would like to recognife-Commissioner Freeman at this time.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. You .state that throughout history the States have aa-
vocated a great deal of power to local governments. In your reference about the funding of
schoo ls

:by
the State, you say, "pressure for full State financing." You assume statewide

equalization viii force a new rolefral power on State goYernme-nts in relation to Schools. Would.....

you clarify? It would seem it really may not. You say this is the power they had in the
beginning. It is not really a new power. Is it not the State resuming responsibilWt had in the

---beginnheg? -
DR. GrrgELL: Or taking on something it did not take on before. While it is true I paint a

picture that indicates A lack df State initiative in these areas, I suggest the present financial cri.
sis and inefrectivenesS of the property tax, which is a major source of revenue for school dis-

', tricts, is forcing reconsideration on the part of the States in terms of ways in which resources'-
can be allocated. for financing education that go beyond the'property tax, that would be state
wide in nature.

That may change from how it has been in the past. There is evidence that four, or five
States are seriously considering w hat kinds of programs and plans they can adopt to create
either some form of equalization or take on a full State funding. If they take on a full role, that
is entirely a new role. I suggest it might lead to questions of structure in governments and
other isses which the States had 'previously ignored.
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.COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. You cited the Rodriguez decision and said that there are
four .orfive States which are trying equalization programs. Would you comment bn the extent
to which the State has an affirmative duty without regard to whether it wants to it or not
and the extent to which pressure should be brought to get additional States involved?

DR. GITTELL. I have heard different attorneys interpeting the decisions of the C014.
Some say on Rodriguez that we really have a way to go. In the legal end of it, the constitutional
testing end, there are many people in the Country working on that issue of forcing the State to
take on that responsibility.

On the political end, there are other pressures forcing States to consider the issue. There
are several studies and a number of organizations making that a major issue in terms of their
effort. New York and California are two. They are forcing the issue of political equalization of
funding for igloo' districts: Whil? I have mentioned only four States seriously considering it;
there are movements afoot that are more widespread and meaningful on a political level.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Would you give examples of those pressures?
DR. GITTELL. Specifically, in New Jersey and California, there are statewide organiza-

tions developing data showing ineqUities as a result of the present condition of funding for
school districts. Quite extensive organization exists on the local level of community people to
back that kind of issue for forcing the State to take action.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Mr. Ruiz?
COMMISSIONER RUIZ. William Taylor reacted to the legal implications the panel spoke

about; that is, of an evolutionary process apparently taking Pace outside of court decisions.
Your paper focuses on the assertion of local autonomy and "the ..e slowdown of consolidation.

We know, as far as California goes, it never goes with the Nation. Are blacks in Los An-
geles County, generally speaking, desegregating themselves throughout the county?
. Ai you know, we have a black mayor. Our State superintendent of public schools is an
elected black We elected a black lieutenant governor. In East Los Angeles, Clicamos refused to
consolidate themselves into an, independent city in favor of dismemberment by members. froni
the surrounding communities. .

Would you say this is a voluntary desegregation by an ethnic group to better integrate it-
self with the surrounding community or do you simply think this is simay a California
phenomenon? .

._
.

. .
c
i

, \

DR. GITTELL. I would have to know more about it. I wouldsay there is a lack of gain in
ieparatio'n that was, a factor, not contradicting ,the other interest.. I don't really know enough

-

about the situation.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. I know I raised a question as to whether, the constitutional

. - . i

standard should be disposed of in local areas. In the dissertation it was brought out, insofar, as
that is, concerned, as long it is applied to race it should be decided that way. In the eas of
James v. Valtierra, where there was a vote held on public housing, it did not violate the in-
stitution, absent the shoWing a, requirement was aimed at a racial minority. So, there is a .
California case on that,

Thank you,'Mr. Chairman.,
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Mr. Buggs? ' i' .,

MR. BUGGS. Dr. Gittell, irokt indicate in your paper that the adoption of a statewide s stemIr

of financing will resolve one of the issues, and that under such a system there could no 'onger
be a question of funding. Why 'would such a system bring about any change, inasmuch as the
Mrs regulate the schools now? .

DR. GITTELL. That taken out of context. From a political scientist's point of vie , there .
is no question in any of our minds .that,the Court has made a 'mistake. My statement n that

.

precedes that statement.'
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claiR14/4 FLEMMINd. Thank you very, very much. This has been a very valuable con-
.

,6).1x next paPel will deal with the educational impliCations. Our speaker will be Dr. Thomas
9i:SociolOey and social psychology at Harvard University.
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I. Introduction
Iinagine _yourself as an amoral social

scientist who was called in as a consultant by
segregationists back in 1954. Imagine further
that you were requested to design an effec-
tive strategy of blunting the impact of the
U.S. Supreme Court's historic decision against
de jure public school segregation by race. In
retrospect, you might haVe recommended the
following procedures.

(1) Stall as long as possible; appeal every
lesegregation decision; plead for "time" and
use the gained time to bolster popular re-
sistance to the process; and deny in every
way any claims that desegregation is
morally "right" and historically inevitable.
(2) Encourage politicians and the mad
media to emphasize the immediate dangers
of the proce,ss to educational standards and
the welfare of White children. And utilize
these aroused racial fears in organized and
publicized resistance to school desegrega-
tion.
(3) Isolate the Federal .courtst' in their
desegregation initiative by making certain
that neither executive nor legislative, action
at the State or Federal levels supports the
judicial rulings. Presidents, for example, can
he persuaded to denounce violence but con-
tinually reiterate their personal opposition -
to the process.
(4) Try at first to contain the process in the
ex-tonfederate States as if segregation
were strictly a Southern ppoblem. 'If and
when this fails, exploit the growing
Northern and Western resistance to form a
national political base-for developing racial
segregation as a Presidential issue.
defense of racial segregation may be ma
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more respectable. and credible by packaging
it in such ostensibly nonracial labels as de-
rnanils for "neighborhood schools" and no
"busing."
(5) Further these trends by .ensuring the
failure of newly desegregated institutions
and making the costs of racial change ap-
pear excessive. Then secure the services of
one or more social scientists who will
authoritatively assert that "busing fails" on
the basis o carefully selected evidence.
(6) Be careful to prevent desegregated in-
stitutions evolving. into integrated
ones; this can bes t be done by continuing to

_apply traditional methods of placing -the
major burden for the change upon black
Americans. Thus, avoid efficient transporta-
tion planning and insist on one-way busing
for black students only Enlarge on Black
disenchantment wjth these arrang-ements-
by offering to increase black employment in
and .apparent "control" of segregated
schools. Then assert that "black, people
don't want desegregation either," thereby .

defusing the moral thrust of the movement.
(7) Expand private schools as rapidly as
possible, so as, to drain the public schools of
middle-class whites and to pave the way for
decreased expenditures to public schools.
(8) Remember that demography is on the
side of segregation. The last and most ef-
fective urban bastion of resistance is the
combination of intensive housing segrega-
tion with the impenetrability of the bounda-
ries between the central city and its sub-
urbs. Place the highest priority, on main-
taining these housing patterns and the
sanctity of municipal boundaries. Indeed,
use such Federal programs as urban

. renewal, concentrated public hotising, so-
_
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called "model cities," VA and FHA
mortgages, highway construction, sand
"revenue sharing" to enhance these
seemingly "natural" barriers to all forms of
racial desegregation. It can always be main-
tained later that this system of "dual cities"
instead of "dual systems" was "***caused
by unknown and perhaps unknowable fac-,
tors***."
It never occurred to segregationists, of

course, to seek such social science counsel
back in 1954. Nor, perhaps, was the state of
the art in 'social science at that point ad-
vanced enough to have been so foresighted.
No matter, however, for white America uner-
ringly evolved the strategy anyway over the
past two decades. The narrow 5-4 denial of
metropolitanism in Milliken v. Bradley by the
Supreme Court in July of 1974 marked the
culminating ;act in the scenario.

Remarkably enough, despite the operation
of these intense methods of resistance, con-
siderable racial desegregation has taken place
in the Nation's public schools.' The sharpest
gains came in the South dtiring theiate 1960's
and early 1970's. Black children in all-black
Southern schools declined from 40 percent in
1968 to 12 percent in 1971; and those in
predominantly white schools rose from 18
percent in 1968 to 44 percent by 1971. Indeed,
by the fall of 1970 a greater peregntage of
black children in the South attended majority -
white public 'schools than in the North (38
percent to 28-percent). A more sensitive in-
dicator, the racial segregation index (RSI),"
reveals the same trends. Farley (1974) has
demonstrated

scut

42 Southern urban dis-
tricts nearly cut their degree of student
segregation in half between 1967 and 1972
(from 88 to 48). This compares to drily modest
reductions during these same 5 years in 8
Border urban districts ,,(from 80 to '69), 62

"The racial segregation index is another application of the wide
ly-used dissimilarity index that determines how fir the distribu
irons of two populations are from a random pattern. The dis-
similarity index is best known to reader; of rare relations
research as an Indicator of housing segregation (Taeuber and
Taeuber, 1965). Here schools are substituted for neighborhoods u
the unit of analysis. And unlike the index employing majority
white school percentages, the RSI takes Into account the percent-
age of black children in the district as well ,as the degree of stu-,
dent separation across schools. The RSI xlin be read as indicating
the percentage of the smaller group (usually blacks) who would
have to shift schoolsto produce a racially random pattern across
schools.

68

Northern urban districts (from 68 to 61), and
16 Western urban districts (from 67 to 50).
Note that on this index, too, the South reveals
the lowest degree of racial school segregation
by 1972. .

Yet these significant gains should not be al-
lowed to blind us to the fact that all eight of
the resistance mechanisms are still in full
operation. In fact,-the last and most critical of
the eight was vastly strengthened by Mil-
liken. Perhaps, Justice Douglas was engaging
in "extravagant language," as. charged by
Justice Stewart, when he wrote "When we
rule against the metropolitan area remedy- vie
take a step that will likely put the problems
of the Blacks and our society back to the
period that antedated the 'separate but equal'
regime of Plessy v. Ferguson * * *." But a
sober social science assessment certainly leads
to the conclusion that Justice Marshall was
painfully accurate when he described Milliken
as "a 'giant step backward."

Within this perspective, this paper will con-
sider briefly four specific questions raised by
Milliken:

(a), How much public school desegregation
remains to be accomplished within city boun-
daries?

(b) How can we generate genuine racial in-
. tegration in those schools that are
desegregated?

(c) What are the broad demographic trends
that make metropolitan efforts in the future
essential?

(d) Could social science be of value in meet-
ing Justice Stewart's "metropolitan criteria"?

II. Further Public School
Desegregation Within Central
City Boundaries

Even the niajority opinion in Milliken
further confirmed the Alexander v. Holmes
principle that desegregation must take place
within a district where schools can be racially
identified. And there is still much to be ac-
complished within this framework.

Table 1, adapted from Farley (1974),
highlights this point with, elementary school
RSI's for a number of critjl cities over the
years from 1967 to 19721% first group illus-
trates what can be achie ed within a Central
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TABLE 1

URBAN INDICES OF RACIAL SEGREGATION IN
\

PUBLIC ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS, 1967-1972*

Cities ith Extensive Court Orders .,. 1907 1970 1972

_ ...... ______ 93 80 43

.-. . 90 67 16
.-

_______. .... .., ..... _ 97 88 25

67 63 20

,

95 84 '81

94 80 81

__ma. 93 89

93 91 72

92 86 80'

92 74 67
.,

86- 82 80

__________,...._ 88 81 78

78 72 69

/
89 87 87

74 74 74

92 92 93

77 74 76

........ .... ........ _ 90 91 92

79 80 78

89 88 87

88 87 ,, 84

.-- 74 72 71

52 53 54

7976 81

72 85 74

91 88 92

65 62 62

Fort La erdale _
i; ..

Norfolk .

Oklahom. City .. _ _ ......... ___ _______ .....................

San Fr. cisco ; -

II. Mildly Pressured Cities

Atlanta .. % ---.

Birmingham '
--i.ir Della% ,

-Fort Worth . )
Houston '

Miami

New Orleans

San Antonio _ ..... _ .................

San, Diego ...

III. Unchanged Cities

i Baltimore
44 -

Boston'
-)

Chicago , /
---4 .

Cincinnati

Cleveland

Detroit -I:
Los Angeles

- Milwaukee

Minneapolis ?

New York

Philadelphia '
Pittsburgh ,

St. Louis ..

Seattle
,1

*Adapted froni Farley (1974). See note 92 of text for an explanation of the racial segrega-
tion index ;-"n.a." means not available.
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city's boundaries by a sweeping court order.
The changes for Norfolk, and Oklahoma City
are particularly striking; both were among
the most thoroughly segregated of all major
urban districts in 1967 and 5 years later
ranked among the least segregated.

The second group of cities illustrate the
modest" gains recorded in this period by a
variety of piecemeal peasures, such as closing
one school, pairing a few others, and busing a
small number of pupils. These hesitant ac-
tions, usually inspired by Health, Education,
and Welfare Department pressures or threats
of court action, lowered the segregation in-
dices during this period considerably less than
the decisive court. orders in the first group.
Note, for example, the minor drops in such ci-
ties as Dallas and New Orleans.

The largest group of cities in table 1, 119,w-
ever, are those whose segregation indices
remained essentially constant or even in-
creased over the 5-year span. Significantly,
the largest of the Border and. Northern urban
districts' with vast numbers of black students
are conspicuous in this third New
York, Los Angeles, Chicago, P elphia,
Detroit, Cleveland; Cincinnati, and Bal impre.
A number of the Cities included, such as
Boston, Detroit, and Minneapolis, are now
operating their schOols under Federal court
orders and their indices will, have declined
sharply. Yet, obviously there is much f)irther
school desegregation to be accomplished
within these vast school, districts , which
together account for roughly a third of all
black Americans.

But the attention to the largest cities often
obscures the "tuuk.iing up" that remaips to be
done in the -"Smaller urban district of the
North with. limited black enrollments and no'
need whatsoever for metropolitan remedies.
The Nation is dotted with these cities from
Portland, Maine, to Eugene, Oregon, and
which cumulated constitute a significant por-
tion of the. North's school segregation. These
cities have tended to act as if the racial
desegi'egation of the public schools was
strictly a Sonthern and big city process that
is tiTelevant to them.

Consider the schools of Des Moines, Iowa.
Only 10 percent of the district's 42,000 pupils

are black. Yet this small percentage is highly
concentrated in five elementary schools and
one junior high which range, from about 52
percent to 80 percent black. Indeed, two of
these five elementary' schools were just
recently built adjacent to the city's tiny black
community. Efforts to improve this situation
have been modest. The two new predomi-
nantly-black schools were designated
"magnet" schools and intended to attract
whites to them. And a voluntary transfer plan .

was instituted in 1973. But these limited
remedies have failed as they have tended to
fail elsewhere. By June of 1974, only 17 white
students (1 in every 2,200') and 308 blacks (7.9
percent) were utilizing the transfer plan and
furthering racial mix. The Pei" Moines school
distr)ct. has-now-asked "a representative com-
mittee of citizens to study the problem of
school segregation, identify solution strate-
gies, interpret these as recommendations to
the Board of Education and the conimiinity,
and monitor program installation and program
outcomes."

There are many such situations requiring
attention today. The solutions are relatively
simple and do not require metropo 'tan par-
ticipation. In Des Moines, for inst ce, the
strategic transportation of less th 2,000 pu
pils (5 percent of the district) end ly within
the central city could fully eliminate racially
identifiable schools. Milliken should not deter .

intradistrict desegregation suits in the largest
cities from New York to Los Angeles, nor
should focus upon the largest metropolitan
centers deter action in the many areas such
as Des Moilies.

III. From Desegregation to
Integration

Defenders of racial segregation today often
claim that integrationists held prior to 1954
that school desegregation would always be a
dramatic success in terms of increased
achievement and improved interracial at-
titudes (Armor, 1972). But actually the
original integrationist assertion was not that
all desegregation would be effective, rather

6f)
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the assertion was simply that racial segrega-
tion of the public schools in the American con-
text was intrinsically inferior (Pettigrew et
al., 1973). Desegregation is a necessary but
not sufficient condition for equal eduCational
opportunity across the races. A sharp distinc-
tion must be made between more desegra-
lioninvolving simply the mixture of the
racesand integration involving positive in-
tergroup contact with cross-racial acceptance.
Now that there is widespread school
desegregation in many areas, an important
question for education becomes. HOW do we
achieve integration out of desegregation? Mil-
liken limits the ideal solution for some
metropolitan centers, but it should not delay
efforts at' making interracial schools more ef-
fective. Toward this end, eight conditions that
appear to maximize the probability that true
integration will evolve in a school can be ten-
tatively advanced on the basis of laboratory
and claisroom research, social psychological
theory, and observation."

(1) There must be equal racial access to the
school's resources. This critical condition
means far more than just equal group access
to the library and other physical facilities.
More important, it refers to equal access to
the school's sources of social status as well. It
is a compelling fact that the two most
frequently voiced ctiMplaints in desegregated
schools revolve around membership in the
cheerleading squad and the student govern-
mentboth sources of social status.

(2) Classroom not just schooldesegrega-
tion is essential if integration is to develop.

any so-called "desegregated" schools today
are esdentially internally segregated. This
internal segregation is achieved in many not-
soLs'ubtle sways, ability grouping and cur
riculum separation being ,prime examples.
However it is managed, segregation by crass
room doeseot and cannot provide the benefits
that generally attend integration.

(3) Strict ability grouping should be
avoided. The principal' means of separating
majority and minority pupils within schools is'

1

"The following section is drawn in part from chapter 15 of the
author's forthcoming volume._ Racial Discrtmination an the
United States (Pettigrew. 1976).
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by rigid ability grouping across various sub;
jects. Such grouping is often based on
achievement and IQ tests standardized only
on majority samples. And ability grduping is
increasing in American schools,, even
penetrating down into the primary grades.
Some grouping by subject is, of course, neces-
sary; Algebra 2 must follow Algebra 1.

Rather it is the across-the-board classification
of students into "dull.," "average," and
"bright" that not only tends to segregate by
race and social class bfit_through labeling sets
the aspirations of both teachers and students
in concrete and produces self-fulfilling
prophecies of achievement.. Told they are
dumb and treated as if dumb, all but the most
rebellious and self-confident pupils become, in
fact, dumb.

Thus school systems, such as those of
Sacramento, California, and Goldsboro, North
Carolina, that maintained classrooms of
heterogeneous ability through more open
classrooms and team teaching have .tended to
demonstrate the most encouraging achieve-
ment effects of desegregation. By contrast,
systems such as Riversicle,.California, which
increased its use of ability grouping with the
onset of desegregation, have tended to show
the most disappointing results (Pettigrew et
a_ l.,1973):

(4) School services and remedial training".
must be maintained or increased with the
onset of desegregation. Typically there is no
reduction in local funds but an overall
sit:crease due to narrowly conceived Federal
guidelines for ,Title I monies under the 1965
Elementary and Secondary Education Act.
Actually the act does not expressly forbid
Title I funds for children from low-income
families from following the children on the
bus to the desegregated school, for so-called
compensatory education and desegregation
are most effective when they are combined
rather than heated as opposite alternatives
(U.S. ComMis4on on Civil Rights, 1967).

(5) Desegregation should toe initiated in the .

early grades. Racial isolation is a cumulative
process.. Its effedts over rime on children of
both races make' subsequent integration in-
creasingly more difficult. Separation Ileads
them to grow apart in interests and values.



Coleman (1966) showed that black children
who had begun their interracial schooling
the first five grades evinced higher achieve-
ment test scores (Coleman et at., 1966; p. 332).
And specific studies in Hartford, Connecticut,
Ann Arbor, Michigan, Newark-V.erona,:' New
Jersey, Bridgeport-Westport, Connecticut,
arid4Riverside all show the best achiiiement

.
gains for those who begin desegregation in
kindergarten and the first grade (Pettigrew et
al., 1973), The Coleman data also indicati that
the most positive attitudes toward having in-
terracial classes and blacks as close friends
are found among white children who begin
their interracial educution in the earliest.
grades (Coleman et al., 1966; p. 333).

Following the assassination of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., in April 1968, a series of in-
terracial confrontations and conflicts erupted
in many biracial high schools. Some observers
immediately interpreted this strife as
evidence tliat desegregation "cannot work,"
that it "only leads to trouble." Yet a diametri-
cally opposite explanation is more plausible.
This interracial conflict typically involved
black and white students who in the earlier
grades had attended largely uniracial schools.
The hostile students, then, were unfortunately

1 living what they had been taught; that is,
their first 8 years of schooling taught them
that segregation was the legitimate American
norm and did not prepare them for harmoni-, ous interracial contact in high school. It was
not desegregation that "failed." Rather it was
racial segregation in the fOrmative years that
had "succeeded," as it has throughout our na--,
times history, to develop disti ast and conflict
between Americans of different, skin colors.

(6) The need for interracial staffs is critical.
Another correlate of the high school strife fol-
lowing Dr. King's murder underlines the im-
portancp of black teachers and administrators
in the public schools. One study has ,shown
that high school disruptions during 1968-1970
occurred far less often when the black staff
percentage was equal to or greater than the,
black student percentage (Bailey, 1970). To be
sure, .there are more positive reasons for the
developrhent of throughly interracial staffs
than the prevention_ of conflict. Genuine in-
tegration among students' may be impossible
to achieve unless the staff furnishes an affir-
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mative model of the process. Black students
report a greater sense of inclusion and in-
volvement when blacks as well as whites are
in authority. In at:iition, black and white
teachers learn the subtleties of the process
from each other under optimal intergroup
contact conditions interdependently work-
ing toward common goals as equals under
authority, sanction (Allport, 1954; Chapter 16).

There is growing evidence, too, that the
role of the principal is decisive in generating
an integrated climate within a school. This
fact suggests that it is important Snot just to
have an interracial mix of teachers but a mix
of administrators as well. . .

(7) Substantial, rather than token, minority
percentages . are necessary. Tokenism is
psychologically difficult for black children.-

Without the num rs to constitute a critical.
mass, black s dents an come to think of
themselves as an unwanted appendage, and
white students can Overlook the black
presence and even perceive it as a temporary
situation. But once the minority percentage
reaches about 20 percent to 25 percept, blacks,
become a significant part of the school to
stay. They are now numerous enough to be
filtered throughout the entire school strut- ,,

time, on the newspaper staff and in the honor
society as well as in the glee club and on
athletic teams. Substantial minority represen-
tation, of course, does not guarantee inter-
group harmony, but it is clearly a prerequisite
for integration. Not surprisingly, Jencks and
Brown (1972) find in a reanalysis of Coleman
Report, data that schools with 25 percent to
50 percent black enrollment seem to teach
their black pupils more than those with 1 per-
cent to 25 percent black . enrollment. Token-
ism, then, appears not only to exact a heavy
psychological cost from black . children but
may hold fewer academic benefits for them in
addition. ..

(8) Finally, race and social Class must not
be confounded in the interracial school. When
the white children of a biracial school are
overwhelmingly from affluent, middle-class
families and the black children are
overwhelmingly from poor, working-class
families, the opportunities to develop integra-
tion are severely limited. Suchconfounding of
race and class heightens the probability for
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conflict, Much of this conflict may be
generated by value differences between the
classes, but in race-conscious America such,
class conflict is typically viewed as race con-
flict. To meet this eighth condition for the
development of integration, the inclusion of
working-class white pupils and middle:class
black pupils is essential. The crucial group in
shortest supply are the middle-class blacks,
though their absolute numbers have expanded
about 14 times since 1940. The middle-class
black, child, then, should be seen as an invalu-
able resource for lowering the correlation
within biracial schools between race and class.

IV. Demographic and Housing
Trends

The fundamental racial trend in population
and housing is well-knov.T.. It can be capsuled
'by saying that the central cities are getting
rapidly blacker as suburbs continue, to expand
with whites. But within this wide brush
stroke are a number of detailed trends and
phenomena that are relevant for the post-Mil-
liken era in civil rights.

Black Americans have in 30 years trans-
forined from a rural to an urban people; four-
fifths were rural in 1940 and four-fifths were
urban by 1970. Blacks, in fact, are now more
urban than whites (81 percent to 72 percent
in 1970). This growth has taken place largely
in the Nation's largest central cities at
precisely the time these cities were undergo-
ing massive suburbanization of their white
populations. The overuse and misuse of the
"white flight" notion overlooks that what is
odd 'about the American post-World War II
residential patterns was not development of
the suburlis by whites but the intense system
of discrimination that prevented blacks from
following them to the suburbs. Other industri-
al nations have witnessed comparable rates of
suburban growth in-their metropolitan areas
since World War II without racial motivation
being involved.

Some observers, such as ex-President
Richard Nixon, would minimize the role of
blatant discrimination in excluding blacks
from the suburbs and' emphasize economics,
But this is an insufficient explanation. On
economic grounds alone, many metropolitan
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areas, would have abbost the same proportion
of their metropolitan blacks in the suburbs as
of their whites. Thus, the 1970 U.S. census,
(1972) provides the following illustrations: in
metropolitan Chicago, 54 percent of the
whites live in the suburbs compared with only

percent of the blacks though 46 percent of
the area's blacks would be expected to do so
on economic grounds alone; in metropolitan
Detroit, the_ comparable figures are 73 per-
cent, 12 percent, and 67 percent; in
metropolitan Washington, D.C., 91 percent, 20
percent, and 90 percent; in metropolitan Min-
neapolis, 58 percent, 6 percent, and 49 per-
cent; and in. metropolitan Baltimore, 58-per-
cent, 5 percent, and 1, percent. These data
suggest that black America's economic gains
in recent years combine with the considerable
range of housing in the suburbs to constitute
a substantial potential for,a black demand ford
suburban housing. Such a. conclusion is sup-
ported by an abundanc"e of survey data that
indicate black willingness. to reside in racially

"mixed-neighborhoods (Pettigrew, 1973).
This suburban potential in the future may,

not, hoWever, be met with interracial re-
sidential developments. Proportionately, the.
tiny black population in the suburbs grew.
faster during the 1960's-than the white popu-
lation in the suburbs. But much of this
growth took the form of either. "mini-ghettos"
(e.g:,(Dontlac, Michigan) "or the spillover of ex-
panding central city ghettos into :.the
"suburbs" (e.g., East Cleveland, Ohio). Salt-
and-pepper residential patterns in the sub-
urbs are not as prevalent as commonly
thought. Nonetheless, even these mini-ghetto,
developments are. usually easier -to service
with interracial `schools than the massive
black communities of central cities. And there
was some significant rise during the 1960's in
black suburban _populations in . such
metropolitan areas as Washington, D.C., Los
Angeles, and New York Citythough only 20
percent, 11 percent, and 17 percent, respec-
tively, of even these area's.blacks resided out-
side the central city by 1970.,

The past prevention of the natural growth
of a_ black suburban population. has more
Severe consequenees for 'public school
desegregation than the total population
figures suggest. This is true for three



reasons. First, white families with school-aged
children in metropolitan areas reside in the
suburbs more than white families in general.
Now only about a third of such families live
in .central cities, contrasted with over four-
fifths of Metropolitan black families. Second,
racial differentials in, fertility cause black
communities to be markedly ydunger than
white ones. Moreover, presently declining
black fertility ratios will not alter this racial
age difference substantially for some years.
Third, priVate and parochial schools remove
large numbers of mostly middle-class whites
from urban public school systems. In Philadel-
phia, around 60 percent ;,.f all school-aged

t whites attend Roman Catholic schools; in St.
Lou' and Boston around 40 percent do so.
Andlicince only about 6 percent of black
Americans are Roman. Catholic, blacks are
grossly underrepresented in parochial schools.
Private schools are less of a traditibn in 'the
South, though their enrollments have now
grown to roughly 5 percent of the region's
School population.

The housing separation of the races is in-
tense within as well as across central city
boundaries. Taeuber and Taeuber (1965)
showed that by 1960 the housing segregation
index for the country's central cities had
reached an astounding 862; that is, six-
sevenths of all the racial segregatimi possible
in fact existed, with 86 percent of all blacks
required to move from largely-black to large- '
ly-white blocks before a random racial pattern
would result. No other residential segregation
pattern between two major segments of
American society approaches this figure. For
ex ple, social class indices and white ethnic

dices of housing segregation are generally
only half as large. Racism, then, in the form
of malplanned govdrnment programs and bla-
tant real estate discrimination (Pettigrew,
1975), provides a uniquely intense example of
residential separation.

Nor is this apartheid arrangement subsid-
ing substantially (Sorenson, Taeuber, and
Hollingsworth, 1974). During the 1950's and
1960's, very modest reductions in housing
segregation did occur for the Nation's central
cities as a whole. Yet the median 1970 index
for 34 Southern cities was still 91i- for 12
Border cities, 87; fgr 53 Northern cities, 81;

for 10 Western cities 81. In any of our lar-
gest central Cities, the, degree of racial
segregation in hous)ig remains almost as ex-
tensive as it can possibly get. Dallas has a
1970 index of d.-Chicago and Houston, 93,
Los Angeles, 91, and St. Louis and Cleveland,
90. In fact, there is little variation across
major cities. The least segregated include San
Francisco (75), New York (77), Washington,
D.C. (79), and Minneapolis-(80).

The significance ef..these housing segrega-
tion data for school segregation is gauged by
the cqrrelation,between them across central
cities. Farley (1974), finds this relationship
much closer in the North than the South, in

.part because there is more Northern variance
on both indices. The 1970 correlation betiveen
the housing and school segregation indices
across firrikorthern urban districts is 0.53 and
across 0 Southern urban districts is only
0.27. Several interesting points arise from this
analysis. For one thing, both relationships are
somewhat reduced by a few medium-sized ci-
ties that effectively desegregated their
schools despite high ley& of housing separa-
tion (e.g., Berkeley, Providence, Harrisburg,
Pasadena, Asheville, and Charlotte). For
another, both correlations reveal that the con:
nection between housing and school segrega-
tion is not as close asfopularly believed. Once
squared, the coefficients of 0.53 and 027 in-
dicate that only 29 percent of the North's
urban school segregation and only 7 percent
a.,the South's is accounted for by residential
segregation.

This demogr:aphic ,perspective prepares us
now to tackle the riddle advanced by Justice
Potter Stewart in his important, if perplexing,
Concurring opinion.

V. Social Science and Justice
Stewart's "Metropolitan

- eriteria" ,

Justice...Stewart, in joining the fOur Nixon
appointments to the high bench to form a
majority in Milliken v. Bradley, left a
loophole open' for metropolitan, remedies in
the future that has received considerable
legal attention and discussion recently.

This is not to say, however, that an inter -dis-
trict' remedy of the sort approve4 by the
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Court of Appeals would not be proper, or
even necessary, in other factual situations.
Were it to be shown, for example, that state
officials had contributed to the separation of
the races by drawing or redrawing school dis-
trict lines,"; by transfer of school units
between districts*** or by purposeful, ra-
cially discriminatory" use of state housing or
zoning laws, then a decree calling for transfer
of pupils across district lines or for restruc-
turing gf district lines. might well be ap-
propriate.

Stewart also pointedly emphasizes that he
detected no findings made in the district
court "concerning the activities of school offi-
cials in districts _outside the city of
Detroit***" or "that the differing racial com-
position between schools in the city and in the
outlying suburbs was caused by official activi-
ty of any sort."

The interpretation of these "metropolitan
criteria" set down by the, crucial "swing".
Justice is complicated by a number of con-
siderations. One Must remember that the two
metropolitan cases to reach the Supreme
Court, Richmond, Virginia, as well as Detroit,
did contain considerable material along
several of these lines of evidence. For exam-
ple, the record of the Richmond cage, in which
Justice Stewart apparently also rejected a
metropolitan remedy, was replete with
evidence concerning naked discrimination
against blacks seeking housing in the two in
volved counties (Henrico and Chesterfield).
The Richmond case also demonstrated dis-
criminatory activities in the past by school of-
ficials in these outlying counties. Stewart
might have considered this proffered evidence
to be insufficient proof; but we have no way
of judging the standards of proof he is requir-
ing for his "E'riteria."

Recall,- too, the extrtme degree of housing
segregation by race that typifies the Detroit
metropolitan area. Only 12 percent of the
area's blacks live in the suburbs, and they
constitute only 4 percent of the suburban
population. (Yet even this small segment is
concentrated in three communities Highland
Park, Inkster, and Pontiac. Many of Detroit's
suburban communities are nationally infamous
for their near-total exclusion_of their black

. fellow citizens. Hence, Dearborn and Dear-
born Heights are listed in the 1970 census as

I A-
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having just, .two black families each when
7,487 would have been expected on the basis
of family income; Allen Park (1,490 expected),
Lincoln Ilark (4224 expected), and South Gate
(1,279 expected) had only one black -family
each; and at least nine additional Detroit sub-
urbas in 1970 had four or fewer black fami-
lies.

The role of social science in theeting
Stewart's "criteria" is-made harder by-a
.titularly spuziling footnote inserted by the
Justice. Directing his remarks to-his "Brother
Marshall," he writes:

It is this essential fact of a predominantly
Negro school population in Detroitcaused by
unknown and perhaps unknowable factors
such as in-migration, birth rates, economic
changes, or cumulative acts of private racial
fearsthat accounts for the "grpwing core of
Negro schools," a "core" that has grown to in-
clude virtually the entire city.

There are many 'aspects of human societies
.whose causes are "unknown and perhaps unk
nowable." But the tight, unremitting con
ment of urban blacks over the past -cep-

-I-dry within the bowels of Am cities is
not one of them. In fact, most social scientists;_
who -specialize in American race -relations
would agree, I believe, that housing segrega-
tion is one of the better understood processes
in our realm of study. So well is it understood
that mathematical models that usefully simu-
late the process and its consequences for edu-
cational, employment, and income inequities

. have been widely developed (Pettigrew-, 1973,
1975). Apart from what this startling state-
ment reveals about Justice Stewart's
knowledge of the relevant social science
evidence, it is also self-contradictory. Having

. declared the preponderance of black pupils in
the Detroit city schools to be "caused by unk-
nown and unknowable factors," Stewart
proceeds nevertheless to provide an illustra-
tive list of what his lay theory leads him to
view as important "in- migration, birth rates,
economic changes, or cumulative acts of
private racial fears." One could cynically read
this bizarre footnote to mean that the Justice
much prefers his own private social "theory"

. to solid social science evidence.
On a broader level, three interpretations

have been advanced to explain Justice
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Stewart's position. None of these ee are
mutually exclusive; all of them may be cor-
rect. The importance of metropolitanism tO-
the viability of American democracy and its
dependencT upon gaining majority support on
the Supreme Coult make it worthwhile, then,
to discuss briefly these three interpretations.

First, it. is maintained that the metropolitan
cases reached the high court at the wrong
time and under the worst possible political cli-
mate. Justices, goes this ,reasoning, are
human, too; they are politically sensitive, read
the newspa d remember who ap-
point a em. they realize the post-civil-

g is era. reaction is in full swing, that Pre-
sidents now openly flaunt racist beliefs while
Congress busily passes antibusing riders on
educational funding bills. They may also even
fear the possibility of antibusing amendments
to the Conititution. In such a climate, it is ar-
gued, legal concerns fade in the wake, of
political realities. Justice White, in his blunt
dissent, forcefully advanced this explanation
for the majority's ruling:

Today's holding, I fear, is more a reflection of
a a perceived public mood that we have gone

far enough in 'enforcing the Constitution's
guarantee of equal justice theft is tlie
product of neutral pripciplei of law. In the

, short run, it may seem to be the easier course
to and* our great metropolitan areas to be di-

,' vided up each into two citiesone white, the
,other blackbut it is a course, I predict, our
people will ultimately regret. I dissent.

Second, many observers belieVe that the
Detroit case- and its proposed remedy were
simply so massive in scale as to scare even
those who might otherwise look favorably
upon metropolitan solutions. One of Justice
Stewart's key summary sentences appears to
support this view: "The Courts were in error
for the simple reason that the remedy they
thought necessary, was not commensurate
with the constitutional violation found."

There are, however, reasons for believing
that this interpretation is too simple. The
Supreme Court could have remanded the case
back to the district court for further hearings
on a limited metropolitan, scheme. Indeed, it
could have at Stewart's insistence as swing-
manchosen from a wide range of inter-
mediate steps as opposed to outright rejec-

tion. There is also the Richmond case to cop -
sider. There the scale was only about an
eighth of Detroit's: 105,000 students attend
public school in the contested three-district
area Moreover, About 753000 of these stu-
dents were being bused prior to the case,dand
metropolitanization would have reduced _this
number to about 65,000 while vastly extend,
ing school deshregationr` This is a critical
point that separates the metropolitan thrust
from simply more busing, and we shall shortly
return to it. In any, event, according to the
"massive scale" interpretation of Stewart's
Milliken. opinion; Richmond, Virginia, should
have been an ideal case for the Justice to
have accepted, some form of metropolitanism.
But heapparently did not in the 4-4 deadlock
with Justice Powell not sitting.

Finally, there is the in
Justice Stewart was acting

...."theory."" If the "real" fa,
and perbaps unknowable,"
dicated, then it follows that
tenable as another. Conseq
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erpretation that
on his own social
rs. are "unknown
as Stewart in:.
ne "theory" is as

ntly, goes this
argUment, Stewart felt free to act on his per-
sonal social "theory'; of bow urban race reIX-
tions operate now in the United States. And
this at,peory", may well be influenced by much
of the current pseudoscience that appeases
white American consciences during this i;ost-
Reconstruction-like period. (Wattenberg's The
Real Majority is an excellent ekample of this
genre.) This "theory," boriowing from reveal-
ing parts of Stewart's .opinion, may consist of
the following chain of contentions:

A. Most, if not all, of the radar-separation
between central city and suburbs has been
brought about by "natural causes' largely
beyond the reach of the law. Blacks ave had
heavy in-migration into the central cities
where t opportunities, for the poorly edu-
cited haVe been concentrated; and their num-
bers swelled rapidly, too, from high_ birth,
rates. ,Whites have naturally sought better
and more expensive housing in the suburbs;
and their rising economic prosperity allowed
thenVto dp so in far greater proportion than
blacks.

*,

.

"This interpretation has been most persuasively advanced by
William Taylor, now of Catholic University and former 'Asa
director of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. The follovnng
paragraph benefited front a discussion with Taylor, but he is not
responsible for my ,handling of the ides. A full statemdni from
Taylor will shortly appear In print
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.B. Oiejudice and discrinxination have been
involved in this;process, to be sure, but they
are largely manifested in "cumulative acts of

private racial fears." Again, such aces may
largely be beyond the. reach of the law.

C. The racial desdgregatia of the public
schools is importa\nt to prOvide within
established district lines on constitutional
grounds. But the special, problems raised by

. an overwhelmingly black school district within
central cities are not so severe as to justify
drastic remedies. After all, ack Americans
have made considerable p ess as a group
in the past two decades, an romise to con-
tinue to do so without metropolitanism. In-
deed, over time their movement to the sub-
urbs will eradicate the geographical disparity
without litigation.

D. Metropolitan remedies are drastic and
extreme. They will invariably lead to massive
increases in busing and administrative strue.:
tureboth changes likely to stir up further
an already aroused white America.

In short, Justice Stewart's concurring
opinion in Milliken seems to be undergirded
by a social framework that views residential
segregation across municipal lines as natural,
the school problems created by this housing.
pattern as not too serious, and the social
changes necessitated by netropolitan solu-

: tions as too extreme.
It is the contention of this, paper, however,

that virtually every link in this -social "theory"
can be challenged by social science research
as either flatly incorrect or , at best exag-
gerOd.To the extent that this "theory"

in fact, lie behind Justice Stewart's
reasoning, social science contributions in fu-
ture metropolitan litigation should center on
the counter-evidence. Consider once again
each central contention of the "theory."

A. gesidential separation is one of the least
"natural" processes to have developed in
American race relations since slavery. The so-
cial science research literature on the subject
has firmly documented that governmental
decisions, ,particularly those o? the Federal
Government itself, have shaped and deter-
mined much of the pattern we see today
(Pettigrew, 1975). Indeed, ever since the first
National Housing Act in 1935 each major in-
itiative in housing by the Federal Govern-

..
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ment, furthered racial discrimina-
tionespecially between central city and sub:
urb. Public housing, VA and FHA. mortgages,

rban renewal, 221D-3 and later 235 and 236
°using, model cities (with its, original

metropolitan stipulations carefully removed,
by Congress), even Federal highway construe-.
tion-each in its own way furthered the
process in a most unnatural way. Abrams put
in bluntly:.

** *the federal government, during the New
Deal period, not only sanctioned racial dis-

. crimination in hotising but vigorously ex-
horted it. From 1935 to 1950, discrimination
against Negroes was a condition of federal
assistance. More than 11 million homes were
built during this period, and this federal poliCy
did moil entrench housing bias in Amer-
ican netThg borhoods than ang-gaLnii-could undo
.by a ruling. It established a federally, spon-
sored mores for discriminatioh in the subur-
ban communities in which 80 percent of all
new hotising is being built and fixed the social
and racial patterns in thousands of new
neighborhoods. (Abrams, 1966, p. 517.)

State and..local govern' ments readily ex-
ploited these biased Federal programs and
distorted them' further as instruments for
creating housing apartheid. Lewi (1969) has
provided a brilliant analysis of how this was
done with over $5 million in Federal funds in
Gadsden, - Alabama. Real estate dealers,
licensed by the States, completed the process
by open advocacy of racial segregation, an ad-
vocacy that continues throughciut-the country
to this day.

The final part of contention "A" in the
"theory" concerning "economic changes" has
already been dealt with. We have noted that
economies(plays only a minor role in account-
ing for racial segregation in-housing.

B. The role of active prejudice and dis-
crimination has also been carefully docu-
mented by social scientists; and these findings
strongly suggest that this role is by no means
simply "cumulative acts of private racial
fears" that are likely to be beyond the arms
of the law. Rather they are quite likely to fall
clearly wittlin the terml of largely unenforced
antidiscrimination legislation now on the law-
books. For example, Johnson, Porter, and
Mateljan (1971) conducted a rigorous experi-
ment' to test the degree of discrimination in



apartipent rentals against both black and
Chicano couples in Los Angeles, They found a
statistically significant pattern of discrimina
tion which involved not only the availability.
of apartments. but the sizes of rents and extra
fees as well. Work done in Gadsden and Los
Angeles would not be convincing in a Seattle
case, of course. But these studies by Lewi and
Johnson et al. offer models of the kind of
research that can easily be done in any area
where litigation is being planned.

C. There is growNkrevidence in social
science that tke Courts 1954
judgment concerning ^tle jure 'public school
segregation"separate l facilities are in-
herently unequal"appities with equal force in
contemporary American society for schools
segregated, by race by virtue of the an-
timetropolitan character of our school district
lines. Moreover, black progress over recent
decades is by no means uniform across the
group. Wattenbergnot only exaggerates black
progrehs in The Real, Majority, but he vir-
tually ignores the growing polarization within
black America between the haves and the
.have-nots (Pettigrew, 1975). The blacks with
skills and access to equal educational opportu-

pities are, in fact, living proof of the gains of
the civil rights movement, and they are in-
creasingly moving ahead in terms of income,
education, and employment. But a large seg-
ment, perhaps a majority, "of black Americans
have not significantly,' benefited from the
gains of recent- decades. And -it-is -.this "other
black America, largely out of view of
whitesespecially whites on the Supretne
Court who constitute the immediate reeled
for sharp structural changes in American ra e
relations. There is still a serious race relatio s
problem in the United States, and particularl
in the cores of our major central cities. And
is a problem that is growing worse..We hav
already noted how housing segregation ts no
improving at any significant rate (at the 196
to 1970 rate,. racial desegregation in housi
would effectively take hold in about four o

five centuries').
D. Metropolitan remedies, if well plan ed,

need not be extreme and drastic. In fact, ey
have the potentiakof actually decreasin: the
"cost" of the racial desegregation process.
Medium-sized areas such as Richmon , Vir-

ginia, we have noted, can often reduce busing
with metropolitanism. This is a point that
deserves emphasis because it is neither obvi-
ous nor has it so far been ad'Vanced forcefully
by metropolitan advocates. It will not be true
for all metropolitan areas. Yet, by eliminating
the artificial restraint of district boundaries,
metropolitan approaches often make possible
new and efficient _means of transportation
planning that result in less busing for the
same degree. of desegregation. The demo-
graphic basis of this important phenomenon
lies in large black communities' having
reached the central city's boundaries; this ,
places bla near large concentrations of
suburban hites, since there is generally a
gradient ever-decreasing density of popula-
tion as one moves out from the urban core.

In addition, any concerns Justice Stewart
may have about the possible Kafka-like
enormity of metropolitan administrative ar-
rangements can also be eased by careful

itig. In the Richmond case, for example,
six or seven subdistricts with approximately
equal racial proportions were proposed in
place of the existing three districts. The new,

'metropolitan structure would have resulted in
smaller districts; metropolitan remedies need
not _translate into bigness and the threat of
Kafka. But this suggests that future cases in
Fedeial courts that seek metropolitan school
desegregation should pay more attention to
demonstrating the feasibility and viability of
this 'approach.

VI. Conclusions
This sociological view of the post-Mil /am

era in American race relations has led to a
number of conclusions concerning future ef-
forts and directions. In summary fashion, they
may be listed,as follows:

(1) There is much still to be accomplished
within the Alexandir v.' Holmes framework.
Some of the very largest cities in the United
States such as Loa Angeles, Chicago, and
Cincinnatimaintain public schools that are
virtually as segregated as they ever were and
also have enough whites to develop considera-
ble desegregation without metropolitanisni.
Easy to overlook, too, are a vast number of
smaller cities, such as Des Moines, that have

6 a,
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relatively small black communities but tight six-sevenths, of all of the possible housing
elementary sLhool segregation nevertheless. segregation by race in,America's central cities
For the Des Moines type locality, ideal solu- now exists. And this black-white separation in
tions are readily available with a minimum housing is roughly twice that of ethnicity and
of transportation and within central city social class: 'Sixth, this extreme degree of re-
-boundaries. sidential apartheid is SUbSidine SO: slowly that

(2) Desegregation is a necessary means to it would require at the 1960 to 1970 rate of
an end, but integrated schools are the final change about four tp five centuries to
goal. There is much to be done, both by edu eliminate it. Finally, the relationship across
cators and lawyers, in ensuring that those central cities _between housing and school
schools that have been desegregated have segregation is not as close as many believe,
every opportunity of evolving into integrated and it could be even less with the p,doption ofi
institutions. Toward that end, eight structural metropolitan approaches. Using dissimilarity
conditions of schools that seem to further in- indexes, only 29 percent of 'the urban North's
tegratibn were cited, including equal acess to and 7 percent of the urban South's school
resources, the avoidance of rigid ability segregation could be accounted for by indices
grouping and token ;ninority percentages, in- of residential segregation.L
itiation of the process in the early grades, ra- (4) This demographic perspective, together
daily Mixed staffs, and socioeconomic as well with direct. research evidence of racial dis-
as racial mixing. crimination in -housing through State action,

(3) 'Within the broad. trend toward black may constitute. an important contribution of
co cities and white, suburbs, there are a social science in later efforts to meet Justice s
nitmb.ar,., of demographic phenomena which Potter Stewart's:
Mu

"criteria" for inetroPolitan
st be kept in mind in viewing the postlfll. remedies. But there are -complications to tin-

' liken ere:Pirst,cipartiiiid across city *mph, derstanding Stewart's ,crucial, "swing" posi-
:ries ii,More A tivict.iori of blatant cliscrimini- titan. Some of what he calls for was, in fact,
,tiOn against blacks Moving, to .t.kc suburbs furnished in the Detroit and Richmond cases
than or "s6-called "white 'flight" SeCOnd which he apparently rejected. And suburban.
economic . differences between bjacks and. DetrOit affords a.nationally infamous illustra
siiiIiites:plai'Conlykinino-riole in this i.:!ichi t t.iciit-4, the blatant exclusion of black re-

, of blyks 'froni the subUibii. third much of '-* asident Koreover, Stewart's footnote that
the tiny, black;, population in the suburbs ,ciis.. describes the factors behind residential
foundin.either Mini gh-ettos or _COntignous 'ex. engregation by race as "unknovn an` perhaps
'tensions .9f, core, city ghettos rather than in ,,, ti imoytahK is particularly puzzling. Three
.salt7and:peliper paitrn. Pourtii,', the Con- ','"' inotelipretatai,ons are possible. the current
.:,Sequences for the Publiscii3Ools...oeih.ic* 4'4,4, J,,#11iimate is not conducive to new
.eparaiipn, across city lines are ficeASily.' more eddiA ,iy.?itistives, the scope of the Detroit
severe than the gross tiopulation iigti'tee .in;,, '' i nie yr., appeared too enormous, and Justice

_dicate Tb1S, is-true for three reasona.,,,..White':: SeteWart,.may,, have acted on the basia of his
families witi sChoolfaged 'children reside 'iliri1.1:;.:4 questionable social "theory." In the latter
the suburbs even more Cheri,, whiteS. p.;:?,,,ilintan0s, -social science evidence that
gerirt4 blAqks have A ,higher Wilt rate`..-4-ildl:

, ,rS 1iVe,11,, :40iiid that presented in the
thus form a young population with .disp.iit, ,ii:,:;,,,,' IT+ 4.!yi.. Richmond cases could be of help

f ,44uatelylarge numbers_ of sChoolgeil i inlatittemp,ts to persuade Justice Stewart
dren, and priv ate and parochial :;cliei4 'in ':1.0,..jpini'hi, font premetropolitan colleagues.
some areas remove large .numbers of middle.:." In..,optfly.thf..pthis paper has presented
ciassi white pupils ,from;,:tthe .14 school ;',' p4'0401ppba),,Osp for two types of future
population.. '. . . ./ .'''' id 3&atiOn,' adion:;c1n the one hand, it is

,,;t t , '.,'''.6 ' "---- ion t
_Pifth residential separation by, rape is M;.,.. :arqteir #1.4:prtber intradistrict efforts are

.,. tense within as well as lacrOSe central city ,.4,41.:'.131441Y.-iliede:d. Under the Alexander v.
..., , 1.. , ) , 4' ,

bounda ries. .Thanks to discriminatory . r
still

breakthroughs are
,.

egtate 'practices and goy ernmentek,progr Still iRipary both Avlong the largest of cell.
;, r , , -, .--,?. -*,

''':
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tral cities and among .smaller, Northern cities
with small black communities. In atItlaon,
strenuous effort is required to transform
merely desegregated schools into truly in-
tegrated ones. On the other hand, Justice
Stewart's invitation to test the limits of Mil-
liken v. Bradley must, be accepted. The demo-
graphic situation of today's race relations
points dramatically to the conclusion that
America will soon regress back to an earlier
stage in civil rights withbut metropolitan solul
tions. Hopefully,, social Science will be able to
contribute to thifi vital endeavor.
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CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. We would like to have a 10-minute swamrry of your main is-.
sues.

DR. PETTIGREW. Thank you. I appreciate the, invitation. I don't remember being at a
meeting where I knew half the people in the room.

I started off my paper by giving what I think to be eight major ways white America has
resisted school desegregation. I don't believe there was a conspIracy to figur this up. The
country shows its ingenuity by muddling through with continued resistance.

I think Milliken represents an eighth and in some ways the ultimate last ditch. Looked at
in this perspective, I.argue the degree of school desegregation we do have 20 years after Brown
is remarkabre, considering the barriers placed in its way.

I would disagree with my legal colleagues earlier who say Milliken was not a step back but
not a step forward. Legally, that may well be true. In a social science view, it is certainly not
true. Not to go forward in this direction (I agree with Joe Feagin) is a step lock. We will see
the figures in school desegregation decrease if we do not have a form of metropolitan remedy. I
will not give up on that. But I tried also to argue in my paper there is a great deal to be accom-
plished within the Alexander v. Holmes framework.

Some of the largest cities in the United States maintain public schools virtually as
segregated as ever. They have enough whites to develop complete desegregation without use of
the. stibUrbs. Look at Des Moines, ,Iowa. They have a small black community. Ten percent of the
school system is black. Yet they have tight segregation.

One of our firmest r_ eseaich findings is that elementary school desegregation has the most
effect. Tliat is the level where you can get the most effective desegregation in cities like Des
Moines with little trouble and little busing. You can have an ideal desegregation plan. We should
not leave out the Des Moines of Antfriea.

I argued within Alexander v. Holmes that there is a lot to be done at those schools that are
formally desegregated, but not ,integrated. I wotild like to Make a sharp distinction between
those two terms., We have a way to go in most desegregation .of the schools to make them in
tegrated. I think: in both social science and the law, there are a lot of improvements that hav'e
to be made to make effective integration come about.

There are eight structural conditions of schools that seem to further Integrationthat is,
positive interaction by race in the classroom beyond the simple racial mix. These conditions in-
dude. equal access to resources, physical as well as social status, the avoidance of token minori-
ty percentages, the initiation of the process in the early grades; racially mixed staffs,',and
socioeconomic as well as racial mixing. This final factor we, may not get through the courts, but
we should still press to have it.

Having said that, I have tried to specify in my paper a number of phenomena which must
be kept in mind from the demographic standpoint. First, apartheid across city boundaries is
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more a function of blatant discrimination against blacks' moving ihto suburbs than of so-called
"white fliAht." Second, economic diiierences between blacks and whites play only a minor role in
the exclusion of blacks from the suburbs. Three, much of the tiny black population in the sub
urbs is found in either mini-ghettos or contiguous extensions of the core ly rather than in salt

.
and-pepper patterns.

Fourth, the consequences for the schools of the racial separation /across city lines are ac-
tually more severe than the gross population figures indicate. This 11,true for three reasons.
White families with school-aged children reside in the suburbs even' more than whites in
general. Blacks have a higher birth rate. Although their rate is coming down rapidly, it is still
higher than that of whites. Finally, private and public schools remove large numbers of white
and middle-class children from the population of the schools. Roughly 60 percent of the school.
aged white children in Philadelphia attend parochial schools, 46 percent in St. Louis, and 40 per-
cent in Boston. You cannot forget. this parochial effect.

Fifth, the residential separation by race is intense within as well as across city boundaries.
Thanks to discriminatory real estate practices and government programs, six-sevenths of all
possible busing segregation by race we could have in America's central cities now exists. This
black-white separation is roughly twice that that you find for ethnics within white ethnic groups
and twice that you find between social classes. There is, in short, nothing to .compare with the
extrTne degree of black-white separation in housing.

Sixth, this degree of residential apartheid is subsiding so slowly it would require at the
1960 to 1970 rate of change (if that rate were to continue uninterrupted) four to five centuries
to be eliminated.

Finally, the relationship across central cities between housing and school segregation is not
as close as many believe. It could be even less with the adoption of metropolitan, approaches.
Using the dissimilarity index, only 29 percent of the urban North's and '7 percent of the urban
South's could be accounted for by indices of residential segregation. That is within central cities.
These figures would go up if you include metropolitan areas.

This demographic perspective in housing, together with direct research_evidence of racial
discrimination in housing through State action, I think may constitute an important contribution
of social science in later efforts to meet Justice Potter Stewart's criteria for metropolitan
remedies. But there are complications as several speakers have indicated to understand
Stewart's'swing,. or "flywheel," position. Some of what he calls for was in fact furnished in the
Richmond cases, which heTpparently also rejected.

I was deeply involved in the Richmond case. So, my judgment may be biased. It seemed to
me, however, th4 we made a good case of State involvement in housing segregation in Chester
field and Henrico Counties. What is he looking for there? Suburban Detroit affords a nationally
infamous illustration for generations of the blatant exclusion of blacks in residential areas. Con
sider orb o rn, Michigan. It has long been the classic exclusion of black people from suburban
living..

Stewart's footnote describes factors behind residential segregation by race as "unknown
and perhaps unknowable." That is particularly puzzling to a sociologist. There are a lot of things
aunhnown and perhapi unknowable;' but segregation by race in our cities is surely 'not one of
them.

.

Three interpretations.are possible of Stewart's position. They have been given before more
eloquently by speakers before me. First, the current political climate is not conducive to new
remedial initiatives, and, second, the. scope of the Detroit remedy appeared too enormous. I can /
not give significant weight to this latter. Richmond is one-eighth the size of Detroit. It is my
hometown, and it was put on earth by God for metropolitan education. It was not enormous. I
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believe it met all of Burger's objections on administrative grounds. The third interpretation, Bill
Taylor has ppecified. Justice Stewart may have acted on the basis of a questionable social
theory. I go farther and speculate that he read The Real Majority and made the gross mistake
of thinking that was science. -

Social science evidence can go well beyond that provided in the Detroit and Richmond cases
in, ari attempt to persuade Stewart to join his metropolitan colleagues. In case someone gets the
1,vrong,idea from Nabrit, there are quite a number of cases inithe works now that will put Mil-

.liken to some test. I hope social science can be a more positive contributor to the cases and
those like them that will come soon to test Milliken. Let me give a few quick examples beyond
what I have in my paper.

I agree with Dr: Gittell there is not necessarily a conflict between community control and
metropolitan remedies for community education. It depends on how you define "community." If ,

yoti define it as group homogeneity, there is a conflict. I would not define it that way.
But I disagree with the thrust of 'her paper, which seems to say metropolitan remedies are

likely to involve consolidation. They do not in my mind. There was no such suggestion in the
Richmond case. I believe that you can go the other way. I believe you can have smaller districts
than we now have under-metropolitan remedies. That means more local control, etc. In
Richmond, we would go from three to six or seven districts, each roughly 35 percent black.
Now, you have a 75 percent black central city with 9 percent black county systems. The new
seven districts would have been easier to have been locally controlled. We did demonstrate that.

It is also my opinion that the Richmond case would have reduced busing. I wish to speak
against what I believe to have become conventional wisdom which is incorrect. That is how bus-
ingmore of itand metropolitan remedies are one and the same. They are not. Distortions
have been brought about by the media. About 290,000 would-be bused in Detroit, 210,000 are
bused now. You have*.to subtract this figure to learn the case involved about 80,000 more bus-
ing. Under the metropolitan plan we suggested in Richmond, I believe something in the order of
65,000 would have been bused for a reduction of 10,000 from the present 75,000.

For many American cities, metropolitanism means more efficient planning. You_take away
the artificial limitation of that central city line. There are many white schools on the border of
the counties a few blocks from central city schools that are overwhelmingly black. SO, you don't
require any busing for them. You simply walk to schools in paired school arrangements. I think
that has been overlooked. I believe you cannot be antimetropolitan and antibusing without, in
fact, being a segregationist. In Richmond, that smokes you out. And it did there. That is the
kind of insights that I believe in the future social science could contribute. I hope Professor
Karl Taeuber is here and can elaborate, on

In summary, on _one hand I argued intradistrict efforts are badly needed under the Alex-
anderv7"1-1olmes framework. Urban breakthroughs are still necessary in the largesi central ci-
ties of the North and.West and among small Northern cities with,small black communities.

In addition, strenuous effort is needed to transform merely desegregated schools into truly
integrated ones. Justice Stewart's invitation,,which may be a siren sounding, to test the limits of
*liken must be accepted. In spite of pessimism, I think we have tor move ahead.

I disagree with the paper by the economist that, if the public is against it, we cannot move
in this direction.elieve if that had been the test we. would still have slavery. You cannot let
the public opinion polls govern your strategy at some point. I believe the criticalness of the
problem means that we cannot take a poll: The history of our race relations points to the conclu-
sion that America will regress back in civil rights without a metropolitan solution.

In this attack on Milliken, I hope social science will be able to contribute positively to the
endeavor.
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CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you very much. The first reactor is Oscar Cohen, inter-
group relations consultant, Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith.

MR. COHENThank you. I am glad Dr. Pettigrew referred to the difference between
desegregation and integration. It is an important question. If we are concerned only aboUt
desegregation, then the Milliken results must present a grim forecast. But the prognosis is
even worse if we agreethat integration is the ultimate goal.

Surely, a metropolitan system is desirable, not only with regard to education, but in relation
to housing, social services, transit, taxation, and other matters which I do not feel are uncon
nected with the Milliken decision.

My concern, however, is not primarily desegregation. It is the academic success of the child.
There can be unequal education in a desegregated school as in a segregated school unless in-
tegration is achieved. How many schools are really integrated i.lopen to question.

I would suggest that we are not paying enough attention to the question of truly integrat-
ing the minority child in the so-called desegregated schools. I agree that we have made -

progress, remarkable progress in desegregation. Integration is another matter. But my principal
concern and what I think should be the concern of this Commission, from which I Iope Milliken
Will not deter us, is the academic achievement of the child.

I think we had better take a rather good look at what metrdpolitanism may mean.
There are people who are simply racist and are not going to have their children in schools

with minority children. There are those who have other reasons for moving or removing chil-
dren from public schools, which I shall outline in a moment.

In the Detroit area, I understand that to carry out the proposed plan some suburban
schools woulcLbecome segregated. They would `have more than 30 percent black childrenand
this would be a remarkable switch. If the Milliken decision had been favorable, where would
the segregationists and others who object to having [minority] children in their schools go? Will
there be 'a move to the 'suburbs or other parts of the country?

Metropolitanism may not be the panacea that is claimed by some. I note industries moving
from cities and from suburbs to areas where the labor force percentages cause them no problem
with affirmative action. I am not referring to affirmative action generally, but that kind of affir-
mative action which industry feels causes harassment by the illegal imposition of quotas. I think
we should have a realistic look at the possible consequences of massive moves from the central
city, although. I am ardently in favor of metropolitanism. Incidentally, if metropolitanism causes
erosion of community control, there will be no tears shed in this corner.

I have indicated that families flee central cities for various causes. Obviously, one is racism.
I need not describe it.

I speak not only as one /who has traveled throughout the country to observe schools but
who has lived in and whose children went to schools in the central city where they were a small
minority. Parents are horrified and upset as a result of lifestyles and behavior of some students.
They are horrified at some kinds of language they hear that some. of the chlien express in
class. If it were not for obstenity restrictions, I might cite a few-examples.

When young people are beaten up in schools, robbed, and threatenedwhite kids and
minority kidsmany of those black and white kids are out of the school fast. When handguns
are sold in bathrooms, that flight is greatly encouraged. Again, I am not only talking about
white flight. When behavior of children renders learning almost impossible, parents are going to

' try to find ,places where they can learn.
It is my contention that, while we spend a great deal of time trying to achieve the goals of

metropolitanism, we have to take heroic measures to affect the schools where children are fail
_

ing; Without such achievement metropolitanism will fail.
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In this context, it is said that teachers should be accountable. But teachers alone are not to
blame .for academic failure and in the schools. Nevertheless, the educational achieve
ments in our cities can be improved. I believe there has to be a thorough retraining of educators

' teaching minorities and the par.
I do not mean the usaal kind of retraining consisting of the familiar courses and seminars.

Rather, I suggest a complete retraining led by those who have actually accomplished success in
the classrooms and in the schools. Moreover, I do not believe actual success can be achieved
without parental cooperation. This must be part of any retraining process and, if improvement
of academic performance is expected, methods 6f meaningful parental .involvement must be
found. Frankly, if there was not enough money for both bus drivers and buses and parent
liaison iiirsonnel, I would have difficulty m4ing the choice.

I intended to add a reference to the cdnznunity. But there are so many different communi-
ties in the same school areas speaking with different voices and power drives- that I find it dif-
ficult to place a community or whatever we call the community into this perspective. -

I would suggest that teachers and administrators should require certification to work in
schools in which there are substantial numbers of minorities. They would require special study
and experience. This would merit higher pay. I would send the teachers who cannot be so cer-
tified to the schools with middle-class.children.

I do not believe that the American Federation of Teachers is unmindful of the prOblem or
unconcerngd with the academic success of the children and should be consulted. We have had a
number of successes with experimental programs in various schools. One of the shortcomings of
foundation grants and Government contracts is that they are given to schools for a period of a
year or two. Then, they are dropped. The benefits are not replicated.

We need a permanent institutionalization of the successful techniques. It would take money
and lots of it. All throughout the country, there are oases of success in classrooms of minority
children. We should utilize the techniques and the people who have achieved this success.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. I don't like to interrupt, but the 7 minutes has gone by and a
little more. If you could wind up, we will get into ainore informal discussion.

MR. COHEN. I was going to go into teachers' 6,9lleges, but I will conclude by thanking you
for your courtesy. I want to repeat that, while doing 'everything we can to achieve integration,
we must not be deterred from our principal objective.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you very much. We are happy to have with us Mr. War-
ren C. Fortson, attorney for the Atlanta, Georgia, school board, substituting for Di. Benjamin
Mays. Would you please gi;,,e us your comments on Dr. Pettigrew's paper?

MR. FORTSON. Thank you. Let me give you Dr. Mays' personal regrets..1-le found that at
80 you don't bounce back from an operation as rapidly as he thought he would. It was a per-
sonal disappointment to me that Dr. May is not here. I have worked with D1. Mays fol. nearly.,
4 years. To work with Dr. Mays is to be in the shadoWnf greatness. I think Dr. Mays is a living
example of the tragedy of segregation in the South. Many, many, young white children in the
South never had the opportunity to hear and learn of Dr. Benjamin Mays up until just a few
short years ago.

I read with considerable interest Dr. Pettigrew's paper. I confess to Dr. Pettjgrew and you
all that I did not:know unpl short notice that I was going to come here. I read it just before I
went to sleep last night. Was struck by one thing.

I want to say, this to you because I am going, to talk to you, in response to the paper,
primarily about the Atlanta school system. We have a lot of publicity as to how great that was.
We have only 15 percent white children in the Atlanta school system now. It is not hard to
draw up something-to make it look good with just 15 percent white children in our system..

1'
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We have also a Milliken case. We have a metropolitan case in Atlanta pending. In our case,
it is very interesting. There are some of the factors involved in this case referred to in some of
the concurring opinions of Stewart and other opinions in the Milliken case.

I personally used to be on a small Georgia school board. I served for about 5 years. I was
legal counsel to a smaller county school board. I have been legal counsel for the Atlanta school
system which is the largest in the State. Historically in the State of Georgia, we have con-
tracted between school systems for the education of children..

In the Americus, Georgia, school system, it pretty much gerSnte a college prep system. We
contracted and took in all of the students who wanted to go on to higher education. White-stu.
dents, it was at that time. For Sumter County, Georgia, they took most who wanted to go to
trade schools. Jimmy Carter, our Governor, was a product of that system and also the U.S.
Naval Academy. The fact is, we have many, many different contracts such as that and contracts
between different systems. That makes our position in Atlanta a rather unique one.

The courts have put a stay on that case. The title is Armour v. Nix. The court put a stay
on that case. They have now lifted the stay and. allowed discovery to proceed, giving the plain.
tiffs 90 days to point out where the case differs from. the Milliken case. It proves to be an in-
teresting history.

In reading Dr. Pettigrew's paper, a point of interest is he seems to be approaching with
specific questions raised by Milliken which he lists on page 5. The thought that comes to me is,
front my experience, what if Milliken hadheen decided in just the reverse?

One of the problems some members of the school board have had with the metropolitan
concept is that the city of .Atlanta, which is really a quite small .system in comparison to what is
known as metropolitan Atlanta, has less than one-half million people in the city.

In metropolitan Atlanta we have one Million and a half, you put the co' nipass point at five
points. That is a geographical center of metropolitan Atlanta in Atlanta. You draw the circle a
little bit.bigger. Some want to draw it. for nine counties. Some want e. Pick it. up and draw
the circle a little bigger, and you take in the first band of predord antly white schoolhouses
sitting around there. With a place like Atlanta continuing to grow nd the outmigration is not
just for racial reasons but also for, developmental reasons. s.

I have watched beautiful neighbOrhoods, solid white, completely obliterated and commercial
development go up in its .place. Those families did, not leave because of black. citildren coming in
but:because there was no place else for them to go.

s.
I have two items raised by Dr. Pettigrew which are most important. In the south, blacks

and whites grew up together. We have a pattern of interrelationship in our history that we can
draw on. I don't want to sound paternalistic. It is reality. The Northern places.dpn't have that
:to.draw on. . <

You all have rough sledding. ahead of you. What we have done in the South' is simply to
change reference points. I grew up in a rural area. t went swimming and hunting with black
children. I played with black .children. With all deference to problems about differences in
lifestyles, our lifestyles were the same. We went to the movie house together. They could not
come and sit downstairs with me, but I could gooupstairs with theni. When I went up there with

.
them, that was quite a teat.

I have a black law partner. He was Trefty much educated up here in the _Northeast. He
came in complainiiig,to me. We represent the school board, county. We teamed up. You have a
black one and a white one. He complains about having to correct his., children at home because of
some of the lingo they were bringing gine from school from this teacher.

"Prentis, the problem with you is you were educated up in the Northeast, That teacher is
talking just like I talk." What I am. saying is, they are real. They are real in Atlanii, Georgia.
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I am not making light. Sonie of the problems of lifestyle and violence are some things I
think we are afraid to talk openly atout, I happen not to have been a Johnny Come Lately in
Southern desegregation or integration. I was outspoken when it was not popular to be out-
spoken. You were called a nigger lover if you were outspoken in the South on racial matters.
Now, you are a racist if you say anything that in any way may reflect that black folks ought to
take a good close look at some of the problems arising in integrated situations, particularly in
bigger places like Atlanta --the' shaking down of kids for money, the knives and guns that are a
problem. To what extent it goes on I am not real sure. We have made some studies in the At-
lanta system.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. I don't like to interrupt. We are beyond the 7-minute time
limit.

MR. FORTSON. As a result of those studies, we have found there are actually far fewer
reported-instances than one would think from what we hear.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Dr. Pettigrew, in reference to your eight points of the
design (which you indicate that you did not want to call a design) aimed at cutting back on the
Brown decision, I would ask you this. Would you reexamine it? I have concern that actions
which ham-pered_or slowed what progress we have made were not accidental. This whole
prOcess is necessarily a part of our domestic, policy. I read your points and, as I read them, I
came out with a feeling that there probably was a design to slow. or avoid desegregation. I will
ask my other questions. Do you think metropolitan desegregation would have helped in'Boston?

DR. PETTIGREW.,On the first one, I agree, Mrs. Freeman. As we are old friends of many
years, you are baiting me a little. I have naiural paranoid tendencies of my own. But now that
you have removed the restraint, yes,. I believe a great deal of it was by design. I believe
segregationists did not necessarily sit _down and work it out, but they knew how to take the re
sistance that was certain to emerge in the country and fashion it into a pattern and design. I
don't see how you can really argue with that.

On the second point, yes. I believe there are actually few cities, except for the ones with
very small opulations such as Des Moines, that cotild not benefit from metropolitan remedies. I
am not saying onsolidation. I believ e Boston i s one of those, for reasons that are not-always as
sharp as in other cities. It is not so much that the percentage of black students in the system,
which is roughly 38 percent, cannot be accommodated within the city limits...In Boston, it is the
difference in quality of schools.

We have two of the best public schools systems in the United States which are imaginative
and innovative in Brookline and Newton. They are nearer the black community than many parts
of BostOn. We have in Boston a tragically bad public school system. It is not just tragically bad
for blacks but also for whites. That is some background to some of the upset of some of the
parents. There is a distinct feeling in South Boston that the Boston schools have been cheating
their kids. Here is action to do something for black kids. Who is doing something for me lately?

I think a metropolitan approach to the problem could have, in fact, built-in incentives for
the very white parents screaming obscenities in front of the South Boston High as much as it
would do for black children. I have never seen desegregation and intemtionior justblack peo-
ple. I think it is just as important for white people.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Mr. Ruiz?
COMMISSIONER RUIZ. Dr. Pettigrew, your critique was eloque.ntly stated. Much of the

real power constituting state action in California is not by public officials. I mention it because
it is far away from the East, pause we don't have exactly the same problems. It gives us a
point of reference. Because of our local initiative, we have "people power."

,
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We cannot blame our State officials to the extent Detroit has been able to do. Perhaps that
is a reason why the up ancicoming Pasadena case for desegregation where the Federal court
held that given "apartheid" there is an affirmative duty to equally educate. irrespective of
"culpability." Do you think if the concept of apartheid segregation by happenstance, either with
or without design, is considered the same as de jure segregation, a ,giant step forward would
take place?

DR. PETTIGREW. I am sorry 9

COMMISSIONER RUIZ. De jure is when a State official as we know
DR. PETTIGREW. I don't see the question. ., ,
COMMISSIONER RUIZ. Assuming there is a separation or de facto residential or curricu-

lar education, without culpability. Could the fact that this existed without culpability require
state action as an affirmative state action to ,do something about cross-metropolitan busing, etc.,
just from the realon there is a separation?

DR. PETTIGREW. I am not a lawyer. You are. On one point, I thought that was what was
in Baker v. Carr. I thought Tennessee was not shown to have designed the Nashville lines to
discriminate against urban voters. It was their failure to readjust the lines for 60 years that
caused the imbalance, that was discriminatory. I, thought it was an argument that equally ap-
plied in this situation. I take it from Milliken, the Court is not prepared.to extend that principle
yet.

The second part of your question, if I understand it correctly, is a point I have to confess I .
believe social scientists and lawyers haye been in disagreement about for many, many years.
That is the distinction between de facto and de jure. _

That is a nice legal distinction, but social scientists never understood it. There is nothing we
know about in merican race relationships that could be called de facto. As I understand what
state action is u der the 14th amendment, it is an extremely broad thing. We have never stu-
died all the so-called de facto segregation. To the extent we have had the(opportunity to do it,
we always come up with things which in my eyes are clear de jure segregation.

With my close friends and constitutional lawyers that I have the .good fortune to kick
around with, I have looked at this over the years. We have literally never seen evidence to sup-
port the notion of "de facto."

COMMISSIONER RUIZ. That is the reason you understood perfectly well what Commis-,
sioner Freeman was talking about, about the foundation of it all being designed. .

DR. PETTIGREW. I think after the mutual link there was clever exploitation.
COMMISSIONER IiIIIZ. That is not particularly in agreement with what Mr. Fortson had

said. with respect;to lack of design insofar as his jurisdiction had. 2
,

MR. FORTSON. I am afraid you misunderstood me. I did not come across with la,c1 of,
design. I did not intend it that way.

.. /
VICE 'CHAIRMAN-HORN. I would ask all three of you this. In order to take advantage of

the Court's invitation and to help us draw up proposals as to liow to gather the evicil'eilce,, do you
feel it would be useful to have a national longitudinal study which would aseertainthe cognitive,
and 'noncognitive factors and the effects and results of the education being provided and the
change in :racial attitudes now occurring in our school system? Su h a study should include ,an
examination of the conimunity environment in which those scho Is opeiate and a look at the
procesS by which we have achieved, to whatever degree, desegregation leading to integration.
Would this be a helpful national-project? ' .

'". DR; PETTIGREW,, f lion't.:believe a yes'or no is appropriate. In general, ,social scientists
haye a biati towards' nore research. yes. I hm not satisfied by the present researck,.1think
there are many more important questions we have not uccessfully answered or addressed. Ifsuccessfully. . _s-c.

. ., .
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you are referring to the Rand roposal, I reacted to their proposal. It turned out to be more
favorable than the reactions many others. I would like to see it done. I would like to see
some putt of it modified or e minated, however.

Giving an example of what I mean, what we do not need moe of are general effect studies.
That is, does busing work or does it not? Does,Head Start work or does it not? There is no such
thing as Head Start, there are as many Head Starts as there are programs. To ask that global
question, I think is idiotic.

The relevant question, which is seldom addressed and what we really need to know, in-
volves processwhat programs work and which don't and why. What are the _differences
between where integration is working and where desegregation is failing? What are the dif-
ferences between such schools?' How 'might we get a remedy? .

It seems the traditional effect.studies never accept Brown. Brown hopefully is here to stay.
Taking that, the real question to ask is, how do you mate it work? Social science does not ad
dress what is justice. That is the legal process. What we can address is how to make it work.
We can do that.-

I would hope we could do it better than we have done it in the past. My answer is, yes, -sir.
Iffyou ask me a further question, I will answer even though you did not ask it. What kind of
priority,yould you give this educational research as opposed to other research?

I might give it lower priority. It might be after housing, for instance. Marty Sloane is argu-
ing the control importance of housing. It is the area that has not moved at all. It will be 400 or
500 years before we eliminate residential segregation by race at the present rate. Researchwise,
we have the techniques for working on it well. Professor Taueber is the leading person working
on that. We know how to do it but there is a great bit of work to be done.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. this is what concerned me and that is why I advocated that a
national longitudinal study occur over a minimum of 5 years. We need a good data base from
which judgments can be made rather than many, diverse 1- or 2-year studies which are in real

Nomparilig apples and oranges.
DR. PETTIGREW. I could not agree more. The Rand proposal is, I think, an excellent ex-

ample. It has a good discussion of the need for developing that data bank.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. I have one more question. Would you not agree that if we get

the data, we should Have a random sample of all schools in the United States?
DR. PETTIGREW. would agree.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Do yowhaveqeactions, you other gentlemen?
MR. FORTSON. In answer to your question, it would be yes. It is not necessarily to studies

of why it works but Iv' it has not worked. What concerns me the most is this business of
drawing circles bigger.

What we proposed to do about 2 1/2 year?;' o was to bring in as party defendants into the
Atlanta desegregation/case, which has now apparently been settled, the Planning and Zoning
Commission, the housing authorities for the city, and the Real Estate Brokers Association. We
bad a mass of documented information as to the patterns of racial discrimination among
brokers, growing out of hearings they had had. We wanted to bring all of these various agencies
and groups that,do contribute to the .problem. At that time, it was white flight. We found we
really were unwilling to operate.within'that one case.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING:Mr. Cohen?
MR. COHEN. I set a little trap, and the trap worked. In my statement, I referred to cer-

tain lifestyles, etc., in the schools. I did not indiCate that they were practiced by blacks or Puer-
to Ricans or Chicanos or any other group. There are plenty of whites who have the lifestyle to
which I referred. I believe there was.an assumption there were minority students involved.
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With regard to the study, who is going to use it? I have seen studies come and go. Unless
studies are going to be actually used in order to achieve specified results, the expenditure is not
one I prefer. My preference is for a study of those techniques which achieved integration and

-academic success which can point the way to how they were accomplished.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. My reaction to "who uses the study" is that if we based the

doing of a study on a definite answer to that question, we might never do it. If, for example, we

asked Gunnar Myrdal who was going to use The American Dilemma, he might never have done
it.

MR. COHEN. As professionals, I knew Myrdal was involved in the work. I knew whowas
going to use it. I knew how it was going to be used. I used it extensively. I think I can answer
that question regarding other studies.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. As I gather from an earlier example, you feel that in order to_
overcome the negative white image of the black that the group to bring together in terms of
desegregation leading to integration would Be the working-class white pupil and the middle-
class black pupil. Do, you see a combination also going the other way?

DR. PETTIGREW. What I have been saying is that you haih to take social class as well as
race into consideration. All of America, Oscar,. falls into your' trap. The "Black Board Jungle"
image of the black community is a perceptual reality to most white" Americans. You don't want
all working-class black kids and all middle-class white kids. You want some of all four.

I am not talking abotit precise percentages so much as a critical mass of all four. That
breaks up the correlation between race gnd class. The black middle class has increased since
World War IL It hat increased to about 40 percent of the group. In a city like Boston, it is lar-
gely established in the community. They are a very valuable source in breaking up that cbrrela-
tion, as are working-class white, students. The,metropolitan separation does not just separate,on
race. If anything, it more viciously separates on class.

I can pe ceive class mix, then, as another argument for metropolitanism. I made that argu-
inent in .he R hmond case.

;

V - ;IRMAN HORN. Dr. Cohen, I was most interested that you were going to start
on teac olleges. r am pleased to state that at California State University, Long Beach,-

No, 4
the faculty as required that prior to graduation all students in. the school of education !Mist
have a series of multicultural, multiAcial, bilingual experiences in wailing with...children. I feel
deeply about this. The universities and teachers' colleges haye been improperly preparipg many
of the teachers. I would like to hear your comments on that:

MR. COHEN. For 10 years I have,.been searching for a teacher training institute which on ;
a system-wide basis is preparing its teachers adequately upon graduation to be able.to teach
minorities and the poor. I wanted to putiligh, a book'on the'sqbject..1 have found none so far..

One of the problems is that the teachers at an academic institution are not necessarily re-
lated to the master teacher w ho succeeds in the classroom or the administrator here yoho has
actually had a successful school in the context of this discussion. I believe the student should
spend more time in the school classroom rather than the college classroom. Graduating students
should be perfectly comfortable in a ghetto school' setting or whatever. They would be prepared
to meet the situation as any technician would given any problem within his or her discipline.

CI IRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you. The agenda calls for us to resume at 2:15. Let's
plan to sta t promptly at 2:15.'
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AFTERNOON SESSION
C AIRMAN FLEMMING. Let us reconvene. Our next subject matter is the housing im-

plications of -Milliken v. Bradley. We have learned this morning that there are a great many im-

plications. I am grateful to Martin Sloane, general counsel, National Committee Against Dis-
crimination in Housing, for being willing to develop the fine paper he has prepared.

.
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Any assessment of the significance of the
Suprerhe Court decision in Milliken v.
Bradley95 must begin. with the plain fact that
plaintiffs lost. In this liinited sense, at least,
the case represents a setback to the cause of
schOol desegregation. flow muchmore serious
a setback Milliken represents depends, in
large part, on how broadly ,or narrowly future
courts interpret the decision. But in weighing
its significance from the perspective of the
limited time that has gassed since the decision
was rendered, it is important to keep in mind
the issues that were raised and what the
Supreme Court deCided. -

The concern of the Supreme Court in Mil-
liken was With remedy, What plaintiffs were
seekingand what the court and U.S.
court of appeals_agreed they were entitled

_ towas relief for, de jure school segregation
on a metropolitanwide scale, without having
to go through the enormouL effort of prdying
that each of the jurisdictift subject to the
order for, relief had committed -acts that
"affected the discrimination found to exist in
the schools of Detroit."96

If plaintiffs had prevailedand they almost
didMilliken, would have 'represented a
breakthrough of unprecedented. proportions,
at least measured by the practical standard of
results that could be achieved. For Milliken,
unlike many other important school
desegregation- -decidions of the past, could
have sparked' massive school desegrega); ,

tionand on a metropolitanwide scalein th4
many metropolitan areas in the country
where central city school enrollment is so
heavily minority as to make it unlikely that a

"94 SCt. 3112 (1974)
"At 3131.
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lasting remedy to de jure segregation can be
achieved within the confines of the, central.,
city alone. Further, its impact probably would
have been felt mostly in the North and West,
where de jure segregation in the form of
State and local requiring or authorizing
school segregation were lessfrequently main-
tained than in the Deep South." But the
Supreme Court; narrowly rejected plaintiffs'
lmsition, reversing both the district court and
the U. S. court of appeals in the process.

In a real sense, then, Milliken represents
not so much a setback, but the breakthrough
that did not happen. The &se is important
.more for what was not' won than for what
was lost.

Where are we after the Milliken decision
and what, are the problems confronting plain-
tiffs who, after proving unlawful segregation
in a central' city school system, 'seek lasting
and realistic relief? Relief limited to central
city schools alone, as 1p Milliken, is doomed to
failure not only in Detroit, but in a largMild
increasing number of metropolitan areas, of
which the Nation's capital is only the most ex-
treme example. These, central' city school
systems are heavily, often 'predominantly,
minority. While desegregation OR a central
city basis may distribute whitX and black stu-
dents equally throughout the city's schools, it
also' will have the effect, as in ,Detroit, of

"Such school segregation laws were 11y no means unknown to the
North. State statutes authorizing separate- but -equal public .
schools were on the books in Indiana until 1949, in New Mexico
and Wyoming until 1964, a in New York until 1938. In New
Jersey, separate schools for black children It'ere maintained well
,.into the gosh century. In Illinois, at least seven counties main-
tained separate schools for black children as )ate as 1962 and as-
iignet teachers and'principals on a racial basis. In Ohio, well into
the 1U-0's, there were cities Zvhieh maintained separate schools
for black stuaenta. U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Racial Isola-
tion in the Public Schools 42-43 (1967). .
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making the entire school-system identifiable
as a. minority system, accelerating white ex-
odus, and ultimately -exacerbating the
problems of racial isolation.

The solution, of course, lies, as the district
court and court of appeals recognized in Mil-
liken, in including' the predominantly white
suburbs in the order for relief. Experience
shows that while the distribution of popula-
tion by race in the Nation's metropolitan
areas has changed dramatically over the
years, to the point where a substantial
number of central cities are already or are
fast 'approaching majority black, the racial
composition of the metropolitan areas them
selves has changed little in the past 50
years." What this means is that school
desegregation on a metropolitanWide scale
gives strong promise of remaining stable,
while school desegregation limited to the cen7,
traj city does not.

Moreover, the" specter of massive busing
under a metropolitanwide school desegrega-
tion plan may be more illusory than real. As
Justice White pointed out in his dissent in
Milliken, desegijegation limited to the city of
Detroit would require missive transportation
involving the purchase of 900 school buses,
while the metropolitanwide plan would have
required only 350 buses."

If the Supreme Court rejected the idea that
suburban jurisdictions could be included for
purposes of remedy in a court 6ider for
desegregation absent any showing that their
conduct "affected the discrimination," the
question remains, what sort of conduct must

-` they be shown to have engaged in? In short,
what is plaintiffs' burden after
- A surface examination of Chief Justice
Burger's opinion for the Court would suggest
that plaintiffs' burden is to show' that State or
suburban school officials are directly responsi-

for the school segregation that exists in
the ce e city or for the concentration of
minority sc plchildren in central city schools.

"For ,example, the racial composition of the Washington, DA,
metropolitan area has changed very little since the turn of the
century, consistently remaining about 75 percent white and 25
percent black. The distribution of;.,the population by race, how-
ever, has changed dramatically so that today the population of the
District of Columbia is about,75 percent black, while the sur-
rounding subUrbs are generally more than'90 percent white:
"At 3138..

"lb

This would indeed impose a burden of proof
on plaintifs that is iirtuallg insuppo'rtable. If,

in a Stke like Michiganwhere it is clear
that education is a Stale, not a local, responsi-
bilitythe Court believed that State involve-
ment was not sufficiently direct and rejected
the principle of State responsibility through
the doctrine of respondent superior, only rare-
ly/ will plaintiffs be able -to show sufficient
responsibility 1:&;--State-- school officials to
satisfy the Court. FtirTher, suburban school
officials, who have as little as possible td do
with their central city covnterparts, can even
less frequently be found responsible ,for the
segregation in the central city school system.
And while State and suburban officials have a
good deal to do with the concentration of.
minorities in the central city, and its schools, it
is not school officials who have played the
major role.

Thus, the harshness of the burden -Which
the Court seems to place- on plaintiffs lies in
its narrow focus on the conitict of school offi-
cials alone. But a careful examination of the
various opinions suggests that the burden on
plaintiffs may be considerably less heavy than
that suggested. by the Chief Justice's opinion
and, in fact, is supportable.

For one thing; the Court was sharply di-
ivided,--4-1-4and the Chief Justice was not
speaking for a majority. The swing Justice,
Potter Stewart, made it clear that his inquiry
would extend beyond .the conduct of schbol of-
ficials alone, to other officials, including those
concerned with housing.

Justice Stewart pointed out that "an intex-.
district remedy of the sort approved by the
Court of Appeals would*** be proper, or even
necessary in other factual situations."0° The
two kinds ofdfactual situations specified*by
Justice Stewart as calling for or even requir-
ing an interdistrict remedy were. (1) where
State officials had contributed to the separa-
tion of the races by drawing or -.redrawing
school district lines, and (2) where there Thad
been ptirposeful, racially discriminatory use of
State houshig or zoning laws.101

A principal basis for Justice Stewart's con-
currence was his rejection of. Justice

r

"At 3132.
fluid.

io
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Marshall's contention that "Negro children in,
had been confined by intentional acts

of segregation to a groWing core of Negro
schools surrounded by a receding ring of
white Schools."102 According to Justice
Stewart: "This conclusion is simply not sub-.
stantiated by the ,record presented in this
case." 103 Justice Stewart went on to say:

No `record has been made in this case showing
that the racial composition of the- Detroit
school population or that residential patterns
within Detroit and in the surrounding areas
were in any significant measure caused by
governmental-activity*** [emphasis addedy

.

Justice Stewart conceded: "It is this essen-
tial fact of predominantly Negro school popu-
lation in Detroit***that accounts for the
'gro'wing core of Negro schools,' a 'core' that
has grown to. include virtually the entire
qty." 103 But under his view of the record in
Milliken; the phenomenon of a predominantly
black school population in Detroit was "caused
by unknown and perhaps unknowable factors
such as in-migration, birth rates, economic
changes, or cumulative acts of private racial
fears." 106"

The four dissenting Justices would have
upheld relief on a metropolitanwide basis
even without proof that the high concentra-
tion of black people and their children in the
city of Detroit was a-result of policies and
practices of the Stated its political subdivi-
'sions. The inference if strong that they would,
a fortiori, support such an order on a showing
that, the policie,s and practices of the State
and urban jurisdictions were responsible for
the exclusion of black people from the sub-

,
urbs And their resulting concentration in the
inner city.

Moreover, a fair reading,. of Chief Justice
Burger's opinion for the Court does not sug-
gest a rejection of Justice Stewart's position.
In an important. footnote, the Chief Justice
noted that the district court has' alluded to
policies and practices of housing discrimina-
tion by government and private parties in
producing residential segregation within the

r"At 3153.
IAt 9133, n..2.
14 Id
I id,
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Detroit metropolitan area. He pointed out,
however, that' the court of appeals had ex-
pressly not relied on this factor in affirming
the district court. "Accordingly," the Chief
Justice said, "in its present posture the case
does not present any question concerning
possible statei housing violations." 107.

Thus, at least, five of the Juitides (Potter
Stewart and the four dissenters) would be
likely to uphold metropolitanwide relief on a
showing that State and suburban offi-
cialshousing officials, not just school offi-
cialswere responsible for the high concen-
tration of minorities in the central cit And it
is possible that nine Justices nu: ' uphold
an order for metropolitanwide reli on such a
showing. At the least, the y ng four
Justices did not reject this po ion.

If this reading of the various opinions in
Milliken -is correct, then the burden on plain-
tiffs is not the virtually insupportable one of
showing that State or suburban school offi-
cials are directly responsible- for the school
segregation that exists in the central cify or
for the concentration of minority students in
central city schools. Rather, their burden
would be to show that the high concentration
of minority students in central city schools is
caused (to paraphrase Justice Stewart) by
"known" and "knowable" factors, that these
factors are not limited to the neutral ones
suggested by Justice Stewart"in-migration,
birth rates, economic changes or cumulative
acts of -private racial fears"but that the
State and its suburban political subditisions
bear heavy responsibility for the phenoinenon
(Of minority exclusion froin the suburbs and
their resulting concentration in the central
city.

What kind of evidence can 'be obtained to
meet this burden, assuming it is the, correct
one? There are a variety of governmental pol-
icies and practices which historically' have
contributed substantially to residential
segregation in metropoli n areas. 'the poli-
cies and practices descri a below are typical
of those followed by ate and local govern-
ments. Two caveats. First, it is unlikely that a
particular State or suburb will be found to
have followed all of these policies and prhc-

171it 3119, n. 7.



tices. Second, some of the policies and prac-
tices are not unlawful in and of themselves. It
is likely, however, that some, or even most, of
them will be found in virtually every case and
can be shown to be major cauges of re-
sidential segregation

1. Racial zoning ordinances.
In the early part of the century, many mu-

nicipalities, particularly in the South, enacted
zoning laws which required residential
segregation. These zoning laws were declared
unconstitutional as early as 1917 in Buchanan
v. Warley,"" but inany such ordinances were
discovered to, have remained on the statute
books as late as the 1950's. Undoubtedly, such
ordinances remain even today, and constitute
evidence of continuing discriminatory conduct
by the municipalities that maintain them.
More important, even 'in those instances
where such ordinances- have bee; InvMdated,
their enactment and maintenance in the past
helped establish the segregated residential
patterns which have persisted to-this day.

2. Racially restrictive convenants.
Following the Buchanan decision in 1917

outlaWing racial zoning ordinances, a new
form of institutionalized housing discrimina-
tion became popularthat of racially restric-
tive covenants. These covenants were private
agreements among neighb 'ng property
owners aimed at assuring ial homogeneity.
Unlike racial zoning o mances they provided
not merely for racial segregation, but for the
total exclusion of minorities from particular
neighborhoodsin many cases, from entire
communities. Also unlike racial zoning .or-
dinances, racially restrictive covenants were
not limited largely to one region of the
country but were rampant nationwide.

Their use became widespread during_ the
1920's and became especially popular follow-
ing establishment of the Federal Housing Ad-
ministration (FHA) in 1934. During the period
of great suburban expansion aft0 the end of
the Second World War, FHA, which was per-
haps the single most important factor respon-
sible for the sub-urban boom, was also the
strongest advocate of minority exclusion from
the suburbs.'" Although these covenants

'0'245 U.S. 60 (1917).
"For a discussion of FHA policy and practice on housing dis-
crimination during its early years, see 4 U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights, Housing Ch. 2 (1961).

.

were private agreements, they were given the
status of law through enforcement by State .

and Federal courts. Irk. 1948, the Supreme
Court, in Shelley v. Kramer"° ruled that
their judicial enforcempnt by State courts vio-
lated the equal protection clause of the 14th
amendment."'

FHA continued to advocate these covenants
for nearly 2 years following this landmark
Supreme Court decision. In February 1950,
FHA changed its position so that it would
refuse to insure mortgages on property carry- :
ing such covenants filed of record thereafter.
This new policy, however, did not apply to
covenants filed earlier. With respect to these,
FHA routinely continued to insure mortgages.

Racially restrictive covenants are one of
the most concrete factors responsible for the
exclusion of minorities from the suburbs,
many of which could not have been developed

6without assistance from FHA, the strongest
advbcate of these covenants. The fact that
-State and Federal courts stood ready until
1948 to enforce them in the same way they
enforced other "covenants running with the
land" placed the power of the State and the
Federal governments behind what otherwise
would have been private acts of discrimina-
tion. Enforcement of racially restrictive cove-
nants is perhaps the greatest and most
widespread example of governmental respon-
siblity for establishing and perpetuating all-
white suburbs. Moreover, in many cases they
remain on deeds, are read and taken seriously
as binding obligations by purchasers.12 .

3. Use of public improyentents to exclude
or displace minorities.

There have been a number of reported in-
stances in which suburban communities, con:
fronted h the prospect of housing in which
minorities ould live, have suddenly found
that they ne .ed the .land for some urgent
public purpose. Thus, in 1961, the virtually all.

"0334 U.S. 1 (1948).
fl, In s companion case, Hurd v. Hodge. 334 US. 24 (1948), the
Supreme Court ruled the enforcement of. such covenants by
Fedetal courts violated an 1866 civil rights law and was against
publip policy. ,
"' In Mayers v. Rulley, 465 F2d 630 (D.C. Cir. 1972), a US. court
of appeals held that the mere recording of racially restrictive
covenants by local cfficials Wu. a violation of Title VIII of the
Civil Rights Act of 1968. This suggests that for local officials not
to expenFe iluch covenants from existing deeds constitutes con
tinuing discriminatory conduct_
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white Chicago suburb., of Deerfield, Illinois,
condemned land on which integrated housing

,.was to be built for purposes of providing a
park. In the late 1950's, Creve Coeur, Missou-
ri, a white suburb of St. Louis, 'Successfully
condenined land on which a black family was
constructing a house. Again, the reason for
the condemnation was_ to provide a
playground and pars.

In some suburbs, minority enclaves exist,
often dating from the time that the suburbs
were rural areas."3 In a number of cases,
these black enclaves have been selected as
sites for a variety of public improvement pro-
jects. Frequently, these projects have been
funded under Federal programs, such as
urban renewal. The minority families are dis-
placed, often with no provision for their
relocation."4 In other cases, suburban commu-
nities have sought to satisfy their relocation
responsibilities by use of public housing in the
central city. As the Commission on Civil
Rights found in its January 1970 hearing in
St. Louis, -Missouri, the suburb of Olivette
planned an urban renewal project In 1961
which involved displacement of families, all of.

, whom were to be black. Relocation for these
black families was to be in low-rent public
housing in the city of 'St. Louis.113

4. Exclusion of minorities by excluding
subsidized housing. ,

Although the great majority of lower-in-
come people in the United States are white,
minorities ' are disproportionately over-
represented,among the poor. Subsidized hous-
ing programs, particularly public housing, are
viewed as programs that serve minorities."6
Through action and inaction, suburban ju-
risdictioiis have sought to exclude subsidized
housing, with the purpose or effect of exclud-
ing minorities as well. There are a variety of
ways in which they have accomplished this.

"For example, in Montgomery County. Maryland, such black en-
claves as Scotland and Kfngar date ba.k ty pre-civil war times.
"See:e.g., Norwalk Core v. Norwalk RelleVelopmvnt Agency,3/5
Fc.id 920 (2d Cir. 1968); English v. Town of Huntington, 448 F2d
419 (2d Cir. 1971). ,

"sHearini before the US. Commission on Civil Rights, Si. tonal
Missouri, January 14-17, 1970, 5647
'"This perception, at least regarding public housing, the oldest of
federallrsubsidized programs, has some basis in fact. In Cleve-
land, Ohio, for example, the waiting list for family public housing
is 87 percent black. The Jocal public housing authority in Cleve-
land, the Cuyahoga Metropolitan Housing AUthority (CMHA), has
jurisdiction that extends throughout the Cleveland metropolitan
area.

'436

(a) Failure to provide public housing. The
low-rent public housing program, like most
other Federal programs of financial
assistance, is not mandatory. State and local
governments participate in the program on a
vole tary basis. If they choose to participate,
they must take certain steps required by
Federal law. Chief among these are the enact-
ment of enabling legislation by the State and
the establishment of local public housing
authorities by the municipalities involved.
'Every State has enacted the requisite
enabling legislation. Many .municipalities, how:
ever, particularly those in the suburbs, have
failed to establish local public housing authori-
ties and thereby have excluded public housing
and the minority families who would live in
them. In some cases, State enabling legisla-
tion provides th t' a local public housing
authority may bui d public housing in an ad-
joining jurisdiction if such jurisdictions have
not established a I public housing authori-

, the suburbs of Chicago, Illinois, some
dev- suburban jurisdictions have established local

public housing authorities, which effectively
prevent the Chicago Housing Authority from
operating there, and then have kept them in-
active. No court decisions have been- rendered
on the legality of this conduct.

(b) Failure to sigil cooperation agreements
to permit construction of public Owing. In
some States, notably Ohio, State enabling
legislation permits central city public housing
authorities to build public housing in the sub-

' urbs as well as,in the - central city. Federal
law, however, requires that the municipalities
in which the public housing is to be built must
sign a. cooperation agreement, agreeing,
among other things, to a tax exemption for
the project and the provision of ordinary mu-
nicipal 'services: Thus, the suburbs may ex-
clude public housing by merely failing or
refusing to sign the requisite cooperation
agreement. In short, by doing nothing their
may keep out public housing and the minority
families who would live in it. This practice of
exclusion by inaction has been challenged un-
successfully in the Cleveland, Ohio, area
where the family waiting list for CMHA, a
public housing authority having metropolitan-

. wide jurisdiction, was 87 percent black."' The

"'Mahciley v. CMHA, 500 F.24 1081 (6th Cir. 1974). See also
Jahnes v. Toltrip Metropolitan Housing Authority, CA C4468
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Sixth Circuit' held, 'aintingother, things, that in
the absence- of any g4ideliee.*Itait racial dis-
criminaqiii:b$ oiib4rti.:t)i#Y were enti:.
'tied under Federal: lik'iti.,:d0de for them-
selves whether :0 tenter into Cooperation
agre ettieOsifoilmblk

(c) Site tenant assigiMzent.
For the first 25 'Years of Operitiini-if the -tow=
_rent public housing program, Federld offiCials
permitted local housing authorities to run the
program on a racially segregated basis. Most
communities took advantage of this option
and, in fact, built public housing projects that
were occupied exclusively by black or _white
tenants. The principal ways in which they car-
ried out the policy of segregated occupancy
were by maintenance of racially separate
waiting lists. Following the Supreme Court's
decision in Brown v. Boaid of Education"'
lower Federal courts uniformly ruled that en-
forced segregation in public housing was
unconstitutional."

Despite these rulings, the practice persisted"
throughout the country well into the 1960's.
Of particular importance is the fact that this
practice helped establish and harden patterns
of residential segregation. Further, it is im-
portant that the parties involved all are
governmental entitiescities, local public
,housing authorities, and the Federal public
housing administration.120

(d) Initiatives and referenda. Another way
in which suburbs have sought to exclude sub-

. sidized housing is by subjecting. proposals for
such housing to a vote of the electorate.' In
James v. Valtierra'" the Supreme Court of
the United States held that a California con-
stitutio,nal provision requiring a referendum
vote on public housing did not violate the U.S.
Constitution, absent a showing that the

(N.D. Ohio, filed Feb. 16, 1974), where lower income minority
potential residents 'of public housing brought an action against the
local housing authonty for failure to request cooperation ag
menu from the suburbs of Toledo.
1"347 U.S. 483 (1964).
"'See, e.g., Detipt Housing Commtsston v. Leons, 226 F2.41 180
(6th Cir. 196,5);Teyicard v. Public Housing Adminiihution. 238
F2d 689 (6th Cit. 1956), Gatttreaus v. Chicago HousltigAuthon-
ty, 296 F. §upp. Cr (N.D. IlL 1969).
"'Public housing has not been historically a program much
zed by the suburbs. To.the extent public housing has operated in
metropolitan areas it hs.s been largely a central city p
Therefore, it is unlikely that segregation in public housin by the
suburbs will often be a major factor m the confinement minori-
ty families and their children to the central city.
"'402 U.S. 137 (1971).

requirement was "aimed at a racial minority."
A case now pending challenges a similar
referaditin requirement adopted by the city
of Parma, Ohio, a suburb of Cleveland.'" The
major difference between this case and Val-
tierra is that the complaint here charges- the
municipality with a history of racial dis-
crimination.

(e) Use of discretionary authority to ex-
clude subsidized housing. The construction of
any housing in a community unsubsidized as
well as subsidizedfrequently depends on
certain discretionary decisions by local offi-
cials. Among these decisions are those per-
taining to applications for ,rezoning, for an in-
crease in the permitted density, permission to
hookup with water and sewer lines, and ap-
plications for building permits. In many in-
stances, suburban communities have exercised
their discretionary authority in a manner to
prevent the construction of subsidized hous-
ing in which minorities would live. These ex-
ercises of discretionary authcrity have been
challenged in court as racially di.Ariminatory,
in many cases successfully.'"

The key elements ut the successful .cases
have included: a past history racial 'dis-
crimination on the part of the defendant mu-
nicipality; a.finding that the effect of the con-
duct of the municipality fell with dispropor-
tionate severity on racial minorities; that, the
justifiiation for the conduct was flimsy; and
that the municipalities treated differently
proposals for housing that, would _serve
whites.

(f) Maintenance of zoning laws that exclude
lower-income housing. Many suburbs main-
tain zoning laws that exclude lower-income
housing and the minority families that would
live in it. These zoning laws accomplish that
result in one of two general ways: by
prohibiting or inhibitinga construction of cer-
tain type's of housing Aid-Iwould facilitate
residence by lower-incornrfittniliii, and by
imposing requirement's that necessarily in-,

inCornehus v. Cdy of Parma. (Need States v. City of Parma,
374 F. Supp. 730 (N.D. Ohio 197 appeakpend1ng.
"'See e.g., Dailey v. City of Oklahoma, 428 F2d 1037
(10th Cu. 1970) to:ternst of rezonin lication, Kennedy Park
Homes Assoc atton v. City of Lasko tut, New York, 436 F2d
108 (2nd Cir. 1970), cert. dented, 401 .1010 (1971) (withholding
of a building permit), Skilken v. Ci y of Toledo, No. C 74 202
(N.D. 'Ohio August 28, 1974) (den of platting and reftisal to
rezone).
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crease the cost of housing that may be built
to an amount that only the affluent can af-
ford:

Among the restrictions or prohibitions that
are typically imposed through exclusionary
zoniffk laws are the following: (a) absolute
prohibition against any-multifamily housing or
projects; (b) where multifamily. projects are
permitted, restrictions on the maximum
number of bedrooms (e.g., an absolute prohibi-
tion against units with three or more
bedrooms or a percentage ratio by which all
units in a multifamily development Allay not
exceed one or two bedrooms); (c) the imposi-
tion of a percentage ratio by which all mul-
tifamily units may not exceed the total
number of single-family residential units
within a community, (d) regulations that add
to the cost of multifamily housing (such as
requirements that electrical and utility lines
be -underground, -that each apartment have
central air conditioning and garbage disposals,
and that swimming pools and tennis courts be
provided); (e) absolute prohibition against mo-
bile homes; (f) excessive zoning for commer-
cial and industrial use; and, (g) requirements
that add to the cost of single-family housing
(such as minimum lot size requirements,
minimum interior floor size requirements, and
minimum frontage, requirements).

These zoning laws have been challenged
successfully in State court. in a number of
States.'" In those States- where successful
challenges have been brought, the decisions
have been based on-economic, rather than ra-
cial discrimination. The I courts have found
that these exclusionary zoning. laws have ex-
ceeded the \ zoning authority of the suburbs
provided in State enabling legislation and
have failed to satisfy the standard of promot-
ing the general welfare.

Failure to take .steps to encourage
minority residents.

In addition to conduct by the, sub-
urbsthrough action and inactionthat hp
tended to excluds minorities, suburbs have
often failed to seize opportunities that would

"'See, e.g., National Land and Inrestment Company v. Kohn,
215 A2d 597 (Pa 1965) (4 acre minimum lot. iize), Afehno
Borough of Glassboro, 28). A2d 401 (NJ. 1971) (reatrIct(ons on
apartment consteaction); Bristow v. City of Wooithoven, 192
N.W2d 332 (Mich. App. 1971, (ext)usion of mobile homes).
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alter their all-white image and encourage
minorities to reside there. For example, the
suburb of Parma, Ohio, a municipality of more
than 100,000 people, of whom only 50 are
black, has consistently rejected proposals for
the mildest form. of fair housing resolutions,
thus reinforcing the perception of blacks in
the Cleveland area that they are not .welcome
in Parma. By the same token propOsals for
subsidized housing in which minorities would
reside have been rejected in such suburbs as
Black Jack, Missouri, Evanston, Illinois, and
Delray Beach, Florida, in an atmosphere of
opposition to minority entry.

In short, in many suburbs where a choice
had to be made between a .cosse of conduct
that would' encourage mill city entry or
discourage it, the latter course has con-
sistently been taken. Although, in many cases,
no single action rises to the level of the il-
legality; the course of conduct is an tmportant
part of a mosaic in whiCh suburban jinisdic-
tiOns have successfully sought tot maintain
minority exclusion..

6. Discrimination by the private housing
and home finance industry.

The key elements of the private housing
and home finance industrybuilders, real
estate brokers, and mortgage lending institu-
tionshave all traditionally operated on the
basis of a restrictive housing market in which
the suburbs have been designated as havens
for whites. Although they are ostensibly
private, nongovernmental entities, all three
are closely tied and dependent on govern-
ment. Mortgage lending institutions are char-,
tered and closely regulated, by Federal or
State agencies. Builders have depended heavi-
ly on FHA and VA assistance in constructing
suburban-housing developments and have suc-
cessfully relied on suburban governments fOr
the necessary zoning changes, building per-
mits, water and sewer lines, and the like to
construct their. housing. Real estate' brokers
must secure a license from the State in order
to transact business. In some cases, as in
Michigan, the State real estate licensing agen-
cy traditionally included in Its code of ethics
provisions to the effect that brokers should
maintain racially homogeneous neighborhoods.
Earlier this year, it was disclosed that the
Florida Real Estate Licensing Commission, in

,
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its handbook' for brokers, still lauded the con
cept of...residential segregation.

Although there is considerable question
whether governmental involvement in the dis-
criminatory practices of the private housing
and home finance industry is sufficient for a
finding of "state action," government at all
levels has been guilty of some degree of affir-
mative encouragement of private housing dis-
crimination tend, at the least, passively 'per-
mitted this practice to tro on 'when it coidd
easily have been stopped. Further, it may be
immaterial that the residential :Segregation
results largely from, private, discrimination.
Just as local school boards may not build ex-
clusionary attendance areas on private racial
discrimination,123 so it may be 'that the State-
may not maintain school district boundary
lines that build upon the' segregated housing
market. Beyond this, private, housing dis-
crimination must be seen as part of an en-
tire pattern of minority exclusion from the,
suburbs and confinement to the . central
citya,, pattern in , which government and
private industry have been linked closely.

If the broader view .uf Justice Siewart that,
a showing. of -government responsibility for
residential segregation in metropdlitan areas
is sufficient to warrant .4n oilier for relief
that would encompass, the tubabs as well as
the central city, several qtiestions still re*in
to be answered.

First, how important a factor must govern-
mental conduct be in .establishing and per-
petuating -residential segregation? If plain-
tiffs'tiffs' burden is to demonstrate that the sub-
urbs are -entirely res,- ,nsible, the burden
again may be insupportable. Justice S,tewarty
however, indicates that the ,burden may be
less onerous. At one point ,in his concurring
opinion he suggests that the test is whether
segregation was "imposed, fostered, or en-

.-

' couraged by the state or its political
subdivisions."'" At another point, he suggests
the test of whether the segregated residential
patterns were tin any signifiaantHineasure

. caused by governmental activity?' 11, Vtirther,

n$SCe Breicer v. School Board of City of z.roork...1'i sif;1151,?397
F2d 31 (4th Cir. 196F9.

""At 3133.
"nil.. n.2.

,

Chieustice Burger indicates that the test is .

whether the conduct of the suburbs "affected
the discrimination fotina to exist in the
schools of Detroit" [emphasis'added].

Under these tests, admittedly imprecise,
plainjiffs' burden is something less than a
demonstration of total governmental responsi-

. bility, but:something more than a showing of
trivial or inlubstantial impact. precise
definition will have to be determined on a
case-by-case basis.,

SeCond, 'to what extent must each and ,
every elemeni, of the governmental conduct
which admittendly caused or, fostered, the re-
sidential segregation be unlawful in 'itself?
For example, the mere failure of suburban ju:

to provide public hOusing in which
lower-income minorities could live, whether
through failure to establish a local public
housing authority or refine! to ;sign coopera-
tion agreements to peirnit other local public
lioitsing authorities to bail, has not been held,
urildvfille.'2,1? Yet, such Conduct clearly has the
effect if not the purpOse,, of maintaining
minority exclusion. By "the same token, it is
doubtful whethei State or subtibari inliolve-
inent in discrimination by the private housing
and home financial industry, through licensing
of brokers or the 'inere ?toning of land for
uses by a disCriniinatory builder, is sufficient
to constitute "state action" for purposes. of ah
violation of tle- equal 'protection clause of the
14th amendment..

In my 'View, the ethreehhold,problem for -,
plaintiffs is not that of provng thatoll of the
conduct of the State or subUrba is unlawful,

.

but the more basic one of demonstratft to
the Court that ,the residential seglegation
ithat ;exists in metropolitan areas is not

. caused, in Justice Steivart's words, "by unk-
nowt.' and perhaps -unknowable. faders," 13°
that the bland 'assumption .thit 'residential
segregation is the result of neutral, imper-
sonal factors beyond the control of govern-
ment IS totally wrong, and that government at
all levels is heavily, and even decisively, '

plicated as a major causal factor- Thus, the,
principal burden oil plaintiffs is that of edu-

?eating the Court to, the realities of the catides
of residential-segrdgation.

`lr'Sco Mallet,/ v. CMHA, empm.
'6'At 3133.n. .
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Further,'the swing Justice, Potter Stewart,
does not specify that the induct must be un-
lawful. For Justice SteWart, it is enough if the
State or its subdivisions `imposed, fostered,
or encouraged' segregation 137 or caused it "in
any significant meastire."13z" This language
falls short of suggesting a requirement that
each. and every aspect of the suburbs' conduct
must be unlawful,133- In addition, while some
individual acts of commission or omission may
not 'be unlawful. when viewed in isolation, "
they may well be seen as part of a pattern of
unlawful, racially discriminatory conduct'
when considered in the context of all other
acts of the suburbs. -

Thus, I have some confidence or at least
hopethat the burden on plaintiffs is not to
show that each and every act of commission
or omission by, State or suburban govern-
ments must be ih itself Unlawful; but, rather,
that the totality of their conduct constitutes a
Major cause of the residential segregation.

Third, must plaintiffs demonstrate as a con-
dition- to securing metropolitanwide relief that
each of the jurisdictions they seek to include
in the school desegregation plan has main-
tained policies and practices that have caused
residential segregation? If 'so, plaintiffs' bur-
den may agahl be virtually insuppo4able, at
least in those metropolitan areas where a
large number of jurisdictions are involved-134
The effort of investigation to obtaih evidence
of complicity by a large number of suburbs
may ,well tax the limited resources of typical'
plaintigs and their attorneys beyoud their
capacity. Further, it is possible that even the
most exhaustive investigation would fail to

in At 3133. '
n:

"'Chief Justice Burger does indicate that there must be a con-
stitutional violation, but this in the context of a focus limited to
the conduct or school officials alone. Id. at 3127. As noted earlier,
if the Court's attihtion can be directed to the fact that the
States maintenance of school distnct lines Is imposed on a pat
tern of segregated housing, this may be sufficient to satisfy the
Chief Jiiidices standard; ,
'min Detroit- there are 86 -School district& that make up the
mbiropolitan+area and 63 suburban school districts were. to be in-
eluded in the metropolitanwide desegregation plan.

90.

disclose ,sufficient evidence by the one or two
suburbs that are the key to effective
desegregation. Here too, the answer is uncer-
tain, though the Court does suggest that
blameless suburbs should not be included in
the order for relief:

It must be borne in mind, however, that in .

Milliken, the Court was dealing with a ,
metropolitan school desegregation plan that
involved 53 suburban jurisdictions plus the
city of Detroit. The Court stressed the logisti-
cal, fiscal, and other complexities that would
be involved in a plan of that magnitude,1
Mr. Justice Stewart also stressed "the dif-
ficulty of a judicially supervised restructuring
of focal administration of schools."136 Thus, it
is lilcely; that one Of the considerations that
went into the' Court's -ruling that in the
absence of proof of State or suburban respon-
sibility for the segregation found to exist in
Detroit the suburbs could not be includedpin.
the order for relief was the Court's fear that
affirmance would lead to an administrative
and liolitical nightmare.

What this suggests is that it would be, at
the least, unwise to confront, the Supreme
Court itrurediately with another case inv
ing a desegregation plan, applying to a large
number of suburban jurisdictionscertainly
without ,solid evidence that each of them, in-.
dividually and collectively, eondtitutecl a
causal factor in the segregation. By the same
token,, ,a case 'involving a metropolitanwide
plan for relief, that applies to only one or two
subufban kumsdictions would offer two im-
portant advantages. First, it would make it
easier, to prove responsibility of the included
suburbs for residential segregation (if that is,
in faCt, required). Second, le would ease the
Court's concern over the *administrative and
political problems that a. metropolitanwide
desegregation plan would entail and begin the.
proc4ss of demonstrating to the Court that,its
fears are - useless. .
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CHAIRMAATLEMMING. 4...Vthii time I will recognize Mr. Sloane. I ask him to brief us
oli

.
his paper. Harold Flenatig.and ghsTaeuber will react. ..

1

SLOANV,e ,have'hegrd several warnings this morning about listening to the call of
the siren. 'Experience settyvs you shOuld be careful about sirens, especially when their song is
sung in footnotes. That is what we have here. Heavy reliance pn the concurring opinion, of
Jiistica, Stewart. I suppose we all tryAo be optimistic. Being in civil rights, you have: to be op-

.

timistic. Rut I find Ms textual cgminents on proof of segregation somewhat incomprehensible.
State housing laws, I, don'tnow what he has in mind. Literally, it does not make too much

sense in States delegate authority to municipalities. In a footnote, Justice Stewart makes a
statement about "unknown and lierhaps unknowable" factors. Then, in the same footnote, he
ticks off She causes Of residential segregation. All are neutral, impersonal factors beyond the
control of States and lopalities. A4.I,recall, Justice Stewart is the author of a fine opinion in
Jones v. Mg.* which herd, on the .basis of an 1866 civil rights law enacted under the 13th

. amendment, that all housing discrimhiation is barred. I find it difficult to understand how the
author id' that opinion-could come to the assertion that the causes of residential discrimination

,

are unlinowjh'incl unknowable. In the same footnote, however,,lie refers to other factors and we
seize upon these as reason for optimism.

Justice Stewart. said no record has been made showing that the racial composition of the
petroit school population or that residential patterns within Detroit were caused by government
activity. That is fine. If wb can take him at face value, our burden is to show that residefitial
patterns within Detroitand the surrounding areas were in fact in significant measure caused by
governmental activity. (

,If the Chief Justice's opinion is,taken literally, the burden placed on plaintiffs in the school
decision is unsupportable. Sustice Ste4art taken at face value, makes the btirdn supportable.

Well, what ado we have in the way of experience on the extent to which State and suburban
governments can ,be found to hive been a casual factor "in any significant measure" for the re-
sidential Segregation that exists in metropolitan areasthe absence of minorities in the sub-

-0

urbs? Their confinement to the central city and the resulting heavy minority enrollment which
'makes desegregation extremely unlikely within the confines of the central city?

1\ii my paper, I have gone through as many different kinds of practices in which suburban
gOvernments have been .heavrily involvred that I can think of. While these are fairly' typical in .

A

terms of my eXperience, you are not going to find every one df these policies and practices in
operation in every suburb or every metropolitan area.. .

Secondlyand this may cause difficulty when I get to questions laternot all of these
practices haye been4found to be illegal by courts. There is,a thiid caveat I did not mention.
Some of these 'practjces,are unique toparticular paits of the country' 'and some of, them vary insome
their relative importance in terms of Ming a causal factor of residential segregation.

The firsiaetice:.is an example of the two last caveats,
6
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They are found largely in the South and Border States. And they are a central city
phenomenon. These are racial zoning ordinances, which were quite prevalent at the beginning of
the century. In 1917, these zoning laws were held unconstitutional. 'They. keep turning up, how-

.
ever. .

In Buchanan v. Warley, the Supreme Court held that ordinances requiring racial segrega-
tion were unconstitutional. I suspect we can find these on the municipal books. In any case,
they were a factor in establishing the patterns of residential segregation largely in the cities of
the South and of Border States. Once those patterns were established, they tended to be per-
petuated. This is one big difference between schools and housing:

In schools, at the end of the academic year you say "everybody out" and you start over
next year. You don't do that in housing. You don't say, "everybody out in the street. Get your
furniture." -Once the residential pattern is established, it tends to perpetuate itself. ,

The second is racially restrictive covenants. These exist on a national scale. They, have been
a profound factor in the establishment of all-white suburbs. These covenants, which are private
agreements between neighboring landowners, exclude people by race ur national origin. They
became popular during the period of great suburban expansion. They were spread mostly by the
Federal Housing Administration, which began in 1934. Their enforceability was ruled uncurl:
stitutional by the Supreme Court in 1948, but they are still on the hooks. Indiiidtial
homeowners purchase houses. They examine the deed and the covenants they are supposed to
obey. They see its restrictive covenants still there. A lot of people take their promises very seri-
ously. A good many of the-m don't know this particular c6venant has no force of law.

This is a v ery important factor that can be found easily and could make very. good eqclence
of gov ernmental responsibility. While they %%Tie private agreements, they gained force becatIse
the State and Federal courts were quite willing to enforce them as a covenant-of the ;vas

The ,third is difficult to ferret outpublic improvement programs t either keep out
minorities when they want to get in ur displace them when they are already thei Fur sample,
in the face of a proposal for dev elopment of a racially integrated project, suddenly the mu-
nicipalities find there' is a crying need for a public improv ementThe park is the usual one. They
condemn the_land and keep out racial minorities. The other side of that is the example where
racial minorities already live there, generally as a historical fluke going back to pm-Civil War
days. Suddenly, there is a need for urban renewal. Out go the minorities.

In St. Louis, the relocation resource for urban, renewal in one suburt was public housing in
thegentral city. This will take digging. You may not find it in every municipality, but it is quite
prevalent. This is the subject of a good deal of fair housing litigaticin over, the last 5 years.
, next are the practices of municipalities, w hich keep out., subsidized housing kind, therefore,.

keep out racial minorities. It is the perception of a good many suburban municipalities that sub-
sidized housing means minority housing. To a large extent, that is not true. To some extent,
however, it is. There are a variety of ways the suburbs have excluded minorities by excluding
subsidized housing.. One way is not to establish a public housing authority. The nature of the
public housing program is that it is voluntary. The Federal Government offers the benefits, but
they du not have to be accepted. If no public housing authority is established nu blacks come in.

In Chicago, under Illinois State law, neighboring public housing authorities can operate in
an area which does not hav e a public housing authority. Municipalities establish a pyblic housing
authority which builds no public housing authority. That is enough. The neighborhood public
housing authority cannot operate there.

In addition, there is a requiMment under Federal law that the locality in which public hous-
ing is to IN built must sign an agreement ur authorizing resolution. One Way to keep out public
housing is to ignore a recaiest to sign a cooperation agreement or refuse to sign it.,This was
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challenged in Mahaley v. (2111/A: The challenge was successful in the lower court. This would
have been the kind of major breakthrough iti housing that Milliken promised to be in public
education. You had largely black public housing waiting lists. There was a need for public hous-
ing in the area. Therefore, the lower court held that the refusal was racially discriminatory. The
case was reversed. The breakthrough did, not happen. This practice is _not necessarily illegal
under existing law.

Long - standing causes of racial segregation. Until 1962, it was common practice for local
authorities with Federal acquiescence to select sites and assign tenants un an overt racially dis-
criminatory basis. It is not done overtly anymore. The pattern, however, developed over a

. .

period of 25 to 30 years and now perpetuates itself.
Another one used is initiatives and referenda to keep out subsidized housing. The Valtierra

case challenged the constitutionality of a State, referendum requirement for public housing. Un-
fortunately, that challenge was defeated in the Supreme Court. The Supreme COurt's opinion
seems to indicate fairly strongly that economic discrimination does not rise to the 14th amend-
ment violation.

We at 'NCl/110p involved in a lawsuit involving similar issues. The case has been going on
for several years. The defendant city, is almost all white. There are over 100,000 people there, of
whom only about 50 are black. This is Cornelius v. City of Parma. This is an example of what I
meant when I said subsidized housing is perceived as black housing. In this case, there was a
proposal for subsidized housing. The good people of Parma immediately thought black. They
passed two ordinances, the first requiring a referendum vote for subsidized housing. The second,
one placed an absolute limit on the height of residential structures -a height much lower than
you need for subSidized housing. We hope that we have a case that.is p. winner. We have, or at
least. allege, the element that Valtierra did not haveracial discrimination.

The 'referendum in Valtierra was not aimed at a racial minority. The record did not show it.
We claim that in Parma. it is aimed at a racial minority. We are still in court, having successfully
withsiCod procedural motions to dismiss.

Another, way in which localities keep out subsidized housing is through their authoritS, to
deny building permits and hookups for water and sewer. That authority is used, in effect, to say
no.

Final there is the broader area of zoning laws under authority that States have delegated
to localities. In many localities, zoning fits s exclude by imposing cost-increasing requirements,or
by prohibiting housing that lower-income people can live in. Some of these have been challenged
successfully in the State courts. If you challenge these laws, you de'n't have to show, racial dis-
crimination: It is enough to shOw they discriminate against lower-income people.

The failure. of municipalities to encourage minorities. We have had experience where a
number of occasions arise where there are 'choices the city can takea choice between taking
the step that will encourage minorities' o come in or discouraging their entry. The choide is
made. The city takes the choice of keeping minorities out.

Finally, the major factor of discrimination by private industry. The connection between
private industry and suburban govern' ments often is a tenuous one. In Michigan what you had
was the State real estate licensing board adopting. a policy .similar to that of the National As-
sociation of Realtors iii.fayor of racial homogeneity. I don't know if there are too many States
where you can find that,"although.a similar policy was found in Florida recently.

These, in brief, are the kinds of causes of residential segregation which involve government.
Some are not illegal under court decisions. The weight of these, however, adds up to a pattern
of governmental involvement that might. satisfy tewart's standard of government's being the
cause in any significant measure.
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There are several questions that remain that I am not in a position to answer right now.
The answer depends on subsequent cases. First, how important a factor must government ac
tivity be in causing racial segregation? Stewart uses two terms. One, government in any. signifi
cant measure caused it, and, second, the residential segregation was imposed, fostered, or en
couraged by the State or politicalsubdiv isions. It is vague, language, but language that lawyers:
are familiar wiih. It certainly suggests something less than total government responsibility ark4

something more than a triv al cause., Subsequent cases will help to define how much responsibili
ty there must be.,

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Could you identify those other questions?
MR. SLOANE. Not all of these practices have been found to be unlawful under existing

law. Must every one of these acts.be unlawful?
The third is, if you are dealing with a number of jurisdictions, as in Detroit, must you show

that each of these jurisdictions is in some way, responsible for the residential segregation that
goes on? s'

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you. I am happy to recognize another FlemingHarold
Fleming, president of the Potor,nac Institute. He will react for 7 minutes to this fine paper.

MR. tLEIVIING. Mr. Chairman, may I say that any confusion that arises between the two
of us is to my benefit. .

I have a concern about Martin's fine paper. If there are any local jurisdictions that have not
,, perfected the techniques of keeping out racial ()rifles, he has given glen a how-to-do-it

method. He has given us a masterly analysis.
It may he like dreaming the impossible dream, but our assignment i to make known the

unknoyable factor, to make it clear not only to Justice Stewart but to a gi'eat many other peo-
ple in this country, so-that they. will understand the basic causes of racial segregation.

We have heard in this presentation and several of the others a number of facts and circum-
stances that fly in the face of popular assumptions about segregation and desegregation. These
facts are an impressive refutation of the conventional wisdom. The trouble %s that almost
nobody believes them. Not only Justice Stewart and some of his colleagues, 414 many people

; who are opinion makers in this country, and who have a considerable influence in the shaping of
policy in the political life in this country, simply do not believe that there is no such thing as
purely de facto segregationthat segregation in housing and in schools is at bottom absolutely
attributable tb conditions created or abetted by governmental action.
. Those of us who have worked in this field long enough are convinced of this. But We have
not succeeded in convincing even the well-educated, public-minded people in this country ,who
are going to have to be,convinced, in my opinion, before we can get beyond the position taken
by the Supreme Court in Milliken.

I don't think you have to convert the whole American public or even a majority of it to
achieve this result. But I du think well read, v,ell-hiformed, articulate people must come to see
the realities as most of es here see them, and as they have been described here this morning,
before we can hope to see the Court take a position different from the one the majority took in

This is important to all of us. This Commission has done yeoman's work, particularly in the
field of school desegregation. It has not yet addressed itself in a major way to the complex way
in which residential. patterns in this country are shaped, and to the complex and intricate inter
play of forces that leads us into a more and more segregated pattern. I hope the Commission, in
addition to such .reports as may issue from this Conference, will plan and embark on a major
program of factfinding and public and official education in this area.

..
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I want to take my stand with those up here who profess to be optimistic. I would remind
you that it was not so long ago, when I- was in the South with the Southern Regional Council,
that what became the first successful voting rights legislation was introduced in Congress. Its
sponSors faced a problemhow to present persuasive evidence that there was, in fact,
Widespread voter, discrimination. This was back in the fifties when the evidence to most of us
seemed quite obvious. But it Was seriously and prsistently argued on the floor of the Senate
that there was no convincing evidence that discrimination existed, We had to assemble and com-
municate much public information to convince people that voting rights needed governmental
protection.

Those were simpler days. The evils were bigger and more satisfyingly identifiable. Yet, I
think we may be at a ,similar stage- now with respect to the interrelationship of segregation in
housing and education. We are faced with the old problem of self-interest operating on the
wrong side.

The trouble with the hntibusing position is the assumption that we can have it both ways.
President Ford and his predecessor have expressed themselves as opposed to busing on the

...grounds that it is artificial and that the natural way of achieving desegregated schools is
through open housing choices.

President Ford has not yet made clear his position pn housing policies, but former Pie-
,s'ident Nixon did. He opposed the use of Federal leverage to achieve an economic and racial mix
in suburban housihg because to do*-So would intrude on the autonomy of local jurisdictions.

would suggest that one cannot reasonably argue both ways.'If desegregated schools may
only; be achieved through residentia: patterns, then the power and authority of this country had
better be put behind housing desegregation. If that is not going to happen, let us as Americans
learn to live with busing as the penalty for being unwilling to desegregate our communities.

If we can get self-interest turned around so that it benefits a community to desegregate
, housing, or to join with neighboring jurisdictions in achieving a balanced educational 'program,

then we can get somewhere in this field.
I welcome the closer linkage of these two issues, of housing and education. The people

primarily concerned with educational integration have tended to steer away .fromrthe housing
issue as being less popular and less likely of solution than educational desegregatioL But we are
now coming to see the two tasks as being really one. They have to be approached together. In-
tegrated housing choices and integrated schools ultimately must go together. Until and unless
we can achieve that, schools must be desegregated in such a fashion as to prevent residential
barriers from permanently separating children on racial lines.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you very much. I am happy to recognize Professor
Taeuber, professor of sociology at the University of Wisconsin.

DR. TAEUBER. In the written version of the i:laper, Mr. Srane started with the state-
ment that the plaintiffs lost their Detroit. I .would like to side with the optimistic
speakers today and emphasize thar-thriiriginal case, which was a city case, was won handily.
We have demonstrated clearly that Northern school segregation is a product of illegal, Uncon-
stitutional action by State agencies.

Another impression that fosters pessimism is the view that all'of our central cities are
becoming predominantly black. This was a major issue in the Atlanta ease that has been
referred to several times today. It is true that Atlanta, Washington, D.C., and a number of
other cities are becoming very heavily black in residential proportions and more in their school
proportions. But keep in mind that a population group which is a small minority in the-total U.S.
population cannot become a majority in...all-a the central cities; The Nation has a very large
number of central cities and large numbers of white families live Ehere now and must continue
to do so for many years to come.
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School desegregation.policies and actions must confront a wide variety of school districts

and demographic settings. We should not try to lump them all together. We in this room per-
haps all know that racial discrimination underlies our segregated residential patterns and our
highly segregated school systems. One of our problems today is whether cancan prove what we
all know. -

,

Before the conference, reactors were sent all the papers and were admonished to resist the
base inpulse to comment'un papers other the one assigned. Mr. Pettigrew has ably reported on
some of the demographic background and on some of my published work on residential segrega
tion, and. I shall resist the base impulse to travel over the ground again. Rather I will follow a

10P

trail that Mr. Sloane has marked for us.,
Mr. Sloane emphasized that in recent years there is much more subtlety and concealment,

about discriminatory practices. Many of the major institutions and actors in the real estate hi
dustry are attempting to avoid actions that., with current laws and are now well known
to be illegal, while others are simply editing their language.and their minutes and better con
cealing their motives.

Let's go back to the 'period of restrictive enants, to the time when Federal housing
guidelines said openly that racial mixture was bad. uppose we use this earlier period, together
with the succeeding period of less openns ess but of no affirmative action to change past practices
or to overcome their segregative effects. r

Many governmental and private agencies had no thought that they should be responsible
for racial discrimination that resulted from their actions. Suppose we can prove all of this more
easily for the not:so-long ago past than for the present? Can we then demonstrate that that the
past does leave a heritage on the present? Can we document that current segregated patterns
were established during that period when these kinds ,of discriminatory actions were more
open? As a demographer more comfortable with numbers. than. with verbal documents, I put
together a few pieces of data for illustration. FHA and VA insurance provide a first example.

I went back to the 1950 census and found there were then about 2.4 million housing units
federally-insured under those two programs. The 1960 census showed 14 million mortgaged
owner-occupied housing units in the country, nearly 6 million of which vv ere insured by FHA or
VA.

Forty-six percentnearly half of the mortgage debt in the Nation was =tired under
those programs. This was in the period when the kinds of-evidence that Mr. Sloane was refer-
ring to can be developed more easily, than now.

Consider the 1960 data for blacks (and other "nonwhites") in single-family, owner-occupied
housing. Blacks geld 5.4 percent of all mortgages. Let's overlook what this says about lack of ac
cess to the homeowner housing market. Ins. tead, note that, of the more desirable mortgages,
blacks held only 3.7 percent of the VA-insured and only 2.5 percent of the FHA-insured. The
black share of the FHA mortgage market was half as great as their share of the conventional
mortgages. This was a period when the conventional mortgage market has been, shown to be
"highly discriminatory against blaCks.

The 6 million units insured under these programs constitute guile a large share by any-
body's standards. Certainly there was "significant" governmental involvement. These federally
insured units constituted in 1960 one-eighth of all of the housing, in the country, one-fifth of the
owner-occupied housing and about two-fifths of all of the mortgaged'housing.

These insurance programs were utilized throughout the Nation, in the cities as well as the
suburbs.. In,Detroit, 48 percent of mortgages were covered by these two programs, in Atlanta,
51 percent; and Sin Boston, 29 percent.
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Let's go to the issue of the heritalle of the past. The 1970 Census of Housing has two
highly pertinent questions.. First, "what yeir was the structure built?" Every household was
asked to report this. Of all central city housing, 34 percent of the units Were built in the forties
or,,fifties Forty-eight p ....ea were built befOre 1940. More thafn three-fourths of the housing
was built before 1960 Maily of us have the impression that suburbanization is a new
phenomenon, yet 28 percent of the housing was built before 1940 and two-thirds before 1'960.
These figures are roughly true for the housing occupied 1-.;i7 blacks also.

We Shave a perception that the United States population` consists of people who have no
roots. The Census Bureau reports that one-fifth of the people move every single year: What we
fail to perceive is that most families diiplay a high degree of residential stability during much

*of the life cycle. A second question in the 1970-Census.of Housing is, "What year did you move
into this housing unit?" For central city relidents, 14 percent reported they moved in before
1950, and altogether one-third (including renters) had moved in before 1960.

In'the suburbs, it was 19 percent in the fifties and 12 percent before 1950.,Nearly a third
had moved into their units prior to 1960 and a substantial propokion prior -,to 1950. These data
show that the heritage of the past is not simply an abstraction. Many of the people who made a
residential choice iq the 1930's, 1940's, or 1950's are still living in the same houses.

Mr. Orfield said that, if we leave things alone, it does not mean they will get better .or,
worse, but they will change. Demographically our society is always in a state of flux. Today the
urban black population is growing predominantly through natural increase, not migration. The
children of those who moved to the cities in the forties and fifties are now forming their own
households and seeking housing. These people are responding in many ways quite differently
from their parents and grandparents. They hav e a different background and a different sense of
the way things should be. .

-Any large scale migration .pattern must come to an end, and the black rural-to-urban and
South-to-North, pattern has about run its course. The last few years we have had a marked
change irk, movement out of the rural areas. We have a change in patterns of interregional
migration. ,Metropolitan growth has +slowed down tremendously. From 1970 to 1974 there was
net out-migration from metropolitan areas. The counties peripheral to .metropolitan counties
were grov.ing faster than the metropolitan counties and faster than the more remote counties of
the Nation. . .

4.. 4.4r
The locations of housing, schools, and jobs are intricately tied together. These locations are

changing with forces both knowable and unknowable, forces w thin,uur control( and some'oUtside
;of our control.

The version r. Taylor presented of the Cai.isesof our current, racial dkvision" is I believe,
held by many peo le, regardless of whether it is in accurate descriptiOn of the views of particu-
lar members of t e Supreme Court. In essence, it on .among the Na-
tion'stion's leaders.

As Mr. Pettigrew emphasized, most of these social trends are aniOg those topics about
which social science dues have knowledge. I believe that further proiriison school desegrega
tion depends on more than the course of litigation. The Commission and scholars must work
with renewed vigor on their task of educating the public about thidreality.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING: Thal you very much.-,CcOMM. isgiO'ner. Ruiz, do you have
: ,

question? .
COMMISSIONER RUIZ.' I would like to preface my,imestipn directly to Martin Shiane

with A statement of background to focus better upon the question which I am going to inter
pose. I have been intrigued by the evolutionary proCe which limy be taking place. AS you
know, I am a California Chicano, Mexican American.'
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I was born in East Los Angeles, baptized in the old plaza church where my mother and
father were married adjacent to Olvera Street, which was the birthplace of the City of the An-
gels. I was there before the white Anglo or the black arrived in greqt numbers and watched the
pueblo grow into a megalopolis. . .

1 have obserwed the demise of the Chinese exclusionary act in my State. I have experienced.

the enactment and repeal of laws that prohibited.Japanese from owning real estate. I have ob-.

served segregation of Mexican Americanfichoolchildren based upon a lay. in California that they
had Indian blood, and I. was instrumehial--- in working for the repeal of that law in my State.

California never joie,practiced de ju llly 'State-impusea ,.segregation against the blacklegally
Atierican.... . . v ...

I, was practicing law when restrictive racial covenan _and real pro y contracts were for- . ,
mulated against Sews, Orientals, Indians, Mexican Athe ans, Blacks. When the restricth e.

covenant laws were repealed, it made me get rid of m library an matters of restrictive
State .covenants because the laws became irrelevant ect to that. . . . ,

Noy; we come to Milliken v. Bradley. I have ,listened to various definitions of learifed per-
PN'151sons as to the Milliken. implications. In those ins tances where the experts hate*seemingly

agreed upon definition, there is a dispute as to the application of what has been defined.
The rules set down by Milliken appear be plain and intelligible. The major premise

adopted by all nine Justices of the Supreme Court is a tritt one howevera .premise on which
all reasonable men will continue to have different opinions. That premise is called "official state
action: If we define "state action" as limited to the official acts 'of the Governor, the State
legislature, the State board of education, and local school boards, I think we are going to stay
and remain oir dead center.

. f will say this.. The raw power of what constitutes "state .action" in my lexicon is local
e customs and not' State officials.. It is more discernible in my State where we have the,

.
- "referendum," where much of the "state action" comes from communities and not the officials of

the government, the State legi.slaturekthe State board of education, or local school boards.
Mr. Sloane, do you feel-it is necessary for "state action" to limit involvement to State offi-

cials and heads of State systems of education? What to our court decisions relate on whether
official State conduct is .necessary as a condition to the exercises of equitable remedies in the
field in which you hay.e expertise? / / .

MR. SLOANE. The State acts in a variety of ways. The 14th amendment is addressed to
the State. The State is responsible for the actions of its own creati s, including its political
subdivisions. On initiatives and referenda, again the State acts in v ous mks, such as passage
of statutes by legiaation, adoption of ordinances by city councils actions of the Governor or
mayor:It can act, also through the people. But courts are somew t reluctant to enjoin the hold.
ing of a referendum. / i /

..

Everyone here 50 years ago would have bee'i straining ghtilf to support initiatives and
referenda. Courts are jeluctant to enjoin the holding of refereddurn unless it is clear the
results would be unconstitutional. The courts have had, o tro3bIe entertaining, lawsuits chal
lenging initiatives or referenda already held. The case Reiti&n v. Mulkey invohred proposi-,
tion 14 adopted through an Initiative measure in Calif 'a. It would have embodied in the State
constitution the right to racial discrimination in ho ing. .It was ruled unconstitutional by the
U.S. Supreme'Court. ,

a
, ...,

COMMISSI(DR RUIZ. Let us suppose the city council we have passed law seek-
ing desegregation. You will admit that that is "s to action:'?

MR. SLOANE. Yes.
COMMISSIONER RUIZ. Supposing on a referendum the people of the community over-

rule State action? That is my inquiry. Is t still."state action"? ...
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MR. SLOANE. Yes. The State and its political subdivision tan act in a number of ways, in-.
eluding through voting of the electorate.

1 CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Mrs. Freeman? .
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. You have cited several poAsible practices and policies for

local government. My concern is the extent to which, over the years, our system of jurispru-
dence has placed the burden fur remedial action on the victim. We blame the victim and we put
the burden on the victim. .

I would like to hear your comment on the extent to w hich the State, in the exercise of its
power under the so-called concept of New Federalism, has a duty to come in the beginning
when local communities are undertaking or liave indicated they are going to undertake a. pro-

,ject., to what extent they might take the initiative as a part of the duty of the government.
Illiould you comment on that? Is there a theory that we should: develop?

MR. SLOANE. I can comment in the limited context of fair housing litigation. I mentioned
this new area of litigation that has developed over the lak 5 years Involving challenges to exclu-
sionary land use practices. This did not develop by accident. It is a direct result of events that
occurred iii 1968. What happened in 1968 was w e suddenly had a sweeping Federal fair housing
law, a sweeping Supreme Court decision, Janes v. Mayers, which barred racial discrimination in

all housing. Most important, we had the 1968 Housing and Urban Development Act, which
established massive new programs of subsidized housing which could operate freely throughout
the metropolitan area. Suburban jurisdictions nu longer had the veto power over subsidized

-
housing that they previously had. . ,

What had been lurking in the backgroundexcluSionary land userose to the fore as a
prominent obstacle to achieving Open access of housing to minorities. In litigation challenging .

these exclusionary land use practices, a number of which I have mentioned, in every case I
know offs an esssential pa.rt of the prayer for relief is a request for an order requiring the
municipality to undertake an 'affirmative program of comprehensive relief.

The way you get that is by showing they have done something /wrong in the, pasts It is now
conventional legal wisdom that the obligation of a municipality found guilty of unlawful conduct
is not just to stop what it is doing, but to correct the effects of its past discrimination. Absent a
showing that the State or locality has done something. wrong in the past for which it must
atone, there is no affirmative obligation on the State or its political subdivisions. If they have
not been shown to have done anything wrong, their, obligation is merely to maintain a neutral
posture.

, ,

Now, that may suggest more than it means. All you lave to do is look at any governmental
body, whether Federal, State: or local, and you will Old they then have been guilty of dis-
criminatory conduct. The Federal Government, after ears of actually advocating racial dis-
crimination in housing, maintained a posture of neutra

t
y from 1950 until 1962. If builders and

developers: who sought FHA help wanted to discrim nate, that was okay. If they wanted to
practice fair housing; that was okay.

I
F Now, FHA had been a formidable factor influen ing, policies and practices of housing dis-

crimination and establishing patterns of residential sefregativn. Therefore, its obligation is More
than to maintain a policy of neutrality.

In short, you have to show the governmental ddy has done something or caused a re-
sidential pattern.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. I an disturbed that governmental bodies all too often treat
.

their responsibilities differently. in matters inv. olv inf race. Usually, government accepts its duty
and nobody has to ask them about it with, respect to mattes involving the general population.
In the field of race relations, we shift the burden and have to force attention to the issues.
What is it that we can do to eliminate this double' standard?
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MR. SLOANE. You are right, Mrs, Freeman. I think, howeier, that the answer must Come
from somebody other than a lawyer involved primarily in litigaiion. The answer lies in the kind
of political pressures necessary to force government agencies Federal agencies in particu-
larto gdt off the dime, not wait for complaints, but to come in and undertake 'Massive com-

.
pliance.efforts. . i,

,
If you want to take them into court, my feeling is that prospects for success are not ter-

ribly good. Agencies have wide discretion in civil rights "enforcement. The courts are not likely

thatto interfere, absent some showing that the agency or governmental body has done Something in
the past for which they should be required to atone.

/
i

CHAIRMAN FLEMIVIING. Mr. Horn? I "
. VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. When Mr. Sloane was distant staff director, we learned that

1.;.

his work was of high quality. Thus, I willnot ask him many questions. First, however, I would
like to ,staff to secure and place at this point in the ,haring a copy of the FHA policy in the
thirties which & been referred to as encouraging some of this discrimination. When I asked

the staff to find this some years ago, it took an awful long time to pin the matter down.
[Two publications of the Federal Housing AdrhiniStration (FHA) called for. discriminatory

'.practices:
FHA Underwriting Manual (with revision to June 1, 1935), section 310, stated: "Important

among adverse influences besides those mentioned above are the following: Infiltration of inhar-

monious racial or nationality groups." i .

FHA Underwriting Manual (with revisions,,to,February 1, 1938), section 951, stated: "If
the children of people living in such an area are compelled to attend schools with a majority or a
considerable number of pupils representing a far lawer level of society or an incompatible racial

element, the neighborhood under consideration will prove far less stable and desirable than ifconsideration
dthis condition/ exdid not exist .

s4
.

Second,/I would like to ask Mr. Sloane his estimate or judgment as to how-much of the

movement towards the suburbs has been- actuidly "racially caused." Was the movement the
result ofran individual personal decision or beeause -of a conscious government policy? Do you
have any government estimates of what we are talking about? I am including all the suburbs of
America. We have a demographer in the group. He may have a feel for this. People were in the
suburbs before blacks were in many of the cities:* ,ohs . .

/DR: WAEUBER. That is a question that statistics don't answer. I would go in the light you

g\ve. Boston was suburbanizing around 1800. The suburban trend is not only in the U.S., but it

is worldwide. .
If you take away race as a motivating factor, how much would be left? Well, most of it

would be .left because most of our sucial4rends, individual decisions are overdetermined. There

are far more causes than there need to 1:e. If you ask. people why thty move, they say better
schools. .If you show they had better schools, may they would say something else. There are

many, many reasons -- space, living styles, cost, Federal' subsidies to. homeowners that don't go

to renters, and that.sort of thing. .

As you take a universe, there are a lot of cities where there is no real black population. I

am from Madison. The entire county is being filled up with people. One can't show often specific

white flight from race. There are neighborhoods' where there is a very rapid turnover`One Can

say there are racial factors in that particular mote at that particular time. It entails racial COM-

Olication
tt

s, I don't see race as a principal cause. .

MR. FLEMING. I obviously cadnot answer that question, but I can raise another. It seemsca{{not
the two sides of the coin are white flight and black stagnation. To what extent are racial

factors keeping blacks out of the suburbs? I guess that you are asking the converse of that:
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What makes whites flee tu the suburbs? For our purpose, both questions are equally relevant.
If blacks were in the suburbs, too, in some reasonable proportion, would the question of white
flight really arise?

. MR. SLOANE. I w ould ask, the question the other way around. My own feeling is that the
reasons for suburbanizatiun cannot be determined statistically, they vary. While racism is un-
doubtedly a factor, `it is hardly the only factor. I would not list it all that high.

It is a resultperhaps here, Justice Stewart's phrase is aptof unknown or unknowable
causes. The problem is not so much that the suburbs are ,being populated, but that not
everybody is free to go. I did a cursory study some years ago, looking at metropolitan areas
over a period starting in 1900.

In a good many, the racial composition of the metropolitan area has not changed by more
than 1 or 2 percentage points over a period of 70 years. Washington, D.C., comes to mind where
the population of the metropolitan area has been roughly 75 percent white to-25 percent black
throughout this period. What has changed dramatically, in no other place as much as in
Washington, is the distribution of the population by race. In 1900, the Maryland and Northern
Virginia suburbs and the District all had roughly 75 percent white population and 25 percent
black. Now, it-is completely turned around. The Maryland suburb of Montgomery County is 95
percent Ilaitp to 5 percent black. Some of the Virginia suburbs are the same.

But the movement towards the suburbs is caused by factors that don't have to do with
race. The problem is not how du we stop this movement, but how do we let all people have ac-
cess to living in the suburbs if they so choose. I don't choose to live there, but I can see where
some people would want to: '

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. You mentioned quite correctly the psychological influence of
restrictive covenants even though they might have been legally overruled for a generation. I re-
call buying a home in Northwest Washington in 1963 and insisting that a disclaimer be put on
the deed because it still carried those restrictive covenants. There was great shock when I
asked that this be done. I happened to has e been a Republican. Apparqntly, the only other per-
son who had done it at that time was the son of a Democitatic Attorney-teneral. What can be
done by the way of class action suits, a law,etc., to wipe out that invidious type of language
from the records kept in the courthouses of America;

MR. SLOANE. For many years,' that was a troublesome q,uestion. We have, something
going now. The Supreme Court, in 1948, ruled Jhat the covenants were unenforceable. The
Court also declined to rule whether they were void. In ;fact, the covenant later was used suc-
cessfully as'a defense in an action against a cemetery owner.

There was a, recent decision by the U.S. court of ap.peats, Mayers v. Ridgleywhich held on
the basis of Title VIII that for the recorder of deeds of the District of Columbia to record these.
racially restrictive covenants was a violation of 4itle VIII. It is a fairly prestigious court. I have
some confidence that 'similar cases around the kuntry would have the same result. That is one
way of getting rid of them.

.VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. I thought my colleague Ruiz was leading towards a broader
base. Let me give you an analogy in the National' Collegiate Athletic Association in order to set
rules for the conduct of athletes. When a student athlete commits- an infraction of the rules
which could mean a loss in eligibility, the NCAA has a committee,on infractions which makes
findings.A:he NCA.A, as an association, has not directly punished the transgressor. That is the
obligation of the member institution, if it wishes to remain in good starding. Since the NCAA is
headquartered in Kansas City, various cases have gone to the Federal courts. The question has
been. Was there sufficient State action involved in the acts of this national association which
consists of both ,prhate and government colleges and universities tu invoke the 14th amendment
to assure the protection of an individual's rikhts under that amendment?,
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Without phrasink my question precisely, what I annagetting at is. Do yousee an extension
of State action under the 14th amendment beyond the official acts Comn)issioner Ruiz men -
toned of the Governor, legislature, and public bofolies, beyond the electorate which is obviously
functioning as an agent of the Stafe? If it were all State agencies, you would have a clear cas ".
When you get into the mixed, area of private and public groups in an association, you get
Federal judges making different decisions.

MR. SLOANE. There are SPITit cases where even though the entity is,involved not in strict
terms government, if it performs a governmental function, it would be held to the same stan
dards. One case _involved a privately -owned company' town which discriminated against
Jehovah's Witnesses in a home. Alt1Jugh it was privately owned, it functioned as a municipality
and its conduct was held unconstitutional.

Another line is possible antitrust .violations. There is a case in Pennsylvania that I think is
fairly solid where the board of realtors denied access to the multiple listing service and denied
membership to a local group of fair housers. The Pennsylvania Supreme Court held that they
'must offer access to the multiple listing service on the basis of antitrust violations. They were a
monopoly. They controlled all the listings in the area. They could notAderly accete to others.

Those occur.to me as possible legal avenues.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. If you had a, neighborhood group, as Mrs. Freeman has said,

-the fact the State did not act when it had a positive duty to act, one could argue that comes in
under State acts and a lack of affirmative action.

Could you do the same with citizens'.associations that don't have the functions of govern-
ment? Perhaps the opportunity for attitudes, etc., and stretch it that far, so citizens by not posi
tively -acting in term's of fair housing and furthering the constitutianal right can be enveloped
under a broad inclusive concept of state action?

MR. SLOANE. We don't have to rely entirely on the Constitution. We have a nice Federal
law. A lot of States, including your own, have a State fairs housing law. These laws affect
private groups whether acting as a government or not. You don't have to rely entirely on the
14th amendment. The Federal laws reach most discrimination. -

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you all very, very much. I will turn now totO the economic
implications. Our next speaker is Walter Williams, professor of economics at Temple University..
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Minority Education:
.

Some Economic Questions
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. Temple University

(Not for quotation Without permission of the author. Opinions expressed are those of the author and do not necessaray
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Investments in human capital are a critical'
determinant of individual lifetime earnings. "7
Various studies have shown that differences
in formal education received by Negroes ex
plain an important part of the black-white
earnings differential.'m Racial discrimination_
in labor markets has been documented as hav-
ing a significant effect on income earning op-
portunities of minorities. Less widely docu-
mentdd are certain market entry restrictions
such as licensing and price-fixing laws which
'weigh -} eavily on Negro earning potential:

This paper will attempt to draw together
the above factors along with issues involving
independent political jurisdictions in order to
focus on the delivery .of education to residents
of inner-city areas. Unchallenged implicit and
explicit assumptions and propositions about
minority educition which have acquired axio-
matic status will be examined. It is hoped
that the discussion will help crystalize
questions and issues that currently are too
vague to permit effective contemporary social

'Npolicy to improve overall welfare of minori-
ties.

An initial point of departure might be to
ask questions concerning the goal of education
policy concerning blacks. In, this regard, at
least two separable questions emerge: (1)
Should blacks be eaated where whites are
educated and (2) Should blacks receive educa-
tional opportunities similar to whites? '39 The

"'Activities engaged in which augment future earnings constitute
investmek in. human capital. Formal and informal education and
onthe-job training are three chief methods of augmenting human
capital.
"3" Investigators disagree on the magnitude of income differences
related to educational differences. See Giora Hanock, "An
Economics Analysis of Earnings and Schooling," Journal -of
efumati Resources (Summer, 1967); W. Lee Hansen, "Total and
Private Rates of Return on Investment in Schooling." Journal of
Political Economy. 190-I).
' The Supreme Court and popular discussion consider it axio-
matic that (1) implies (2) and vice versa, viz., 4illn the field of .
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question boils down to, does school `integration
necessarily guarantee equal educational op-
portunities for blacks and do equal educa-
tional opportunities for blacks necessarily
require integration?

Evidence which tends to-support the argu-
ment that integrated schooling is not a suffi-
cient condition for improvements in Negro
education comes when education is considered
as a multiplicative function of background
variables and formal education.H° That is,
parents' education, income, and a host of
other variables reflect real differenegs.in the
quantity and quality of investments made in
the home. These investments made in the
home raise the absorptive capacity for chil-
tiren to use such. as formal edu-
cation, made outs e of the home. "' 42 There
is also 'evidence that integration is not a
necessary condition for black academic excel-
lence. For example, as far back as 1899 Dun-

.

bar, an all-black high school in Washington,
D.C., ranked highest in citywide academic

tests given in both black and white schools.
Dunbar's graduates included Benjamin 0:
Davis (the first black general), William Hastie
(the first black Federal' judge), Robert C.
Weaver (the first black U.S. cabinet officer),

public education***septrate educational facilities are inherently
unequal." Brawn v. Board of. Education (1954).
v.` When we postulate that a relationship is multiplicative as opposed
to additive, we mean something like the following: (Educationds a
function of household education times fdmal (school) education,
i.e., Eii11,,F,). E is critically dependent on both H. and P. If Ifs
happens to be zero, no matter what is done to F. the left hand term
is always zero. On the other hand if the relationship is additive:
E (H.+ F.), then oven if H. is zero E can be increased by raising
F..
"'Such household investments may include: nutritious diet,
adequate sleep and rest periods, atleq-uate space, music lessons,
correct grammar spoken, cultural excursions, assistance with
homework, scholastic models and encouragement, ad infinitum.
"'Jarne§ S. Coleman, "Eqiial Schools or Equal Students," Public
Interest (Summer, 1966), pp. 70-75.



'Charles Drew (discoverer of blood plasma),
and Edward W. Brooke (the first black U.S.
Senator since Reconstruction). 143

This suggests that school integration is not
pambigiously shown to be either a sufficient
or a necessary condition for excellence .in
black education and, further assuming Shat ra-
cial, integration per se is not a direct goal of
public education policy, attention will now be
focused on what maybe considered as "gut"
issues pertaining to black education."

The fact of the business is that there is a
high degree of correlation between low family.r
income, race, and poor quality education."5
Accepting this reality, along with increasing
public 'resistance to busing and interdistrict
school desegregation, forces us to renew our
focus on ways to increase the capacity of cen-
tral cities to deliver higher 'quality education

"to their residents, an increasing percentage of
which are Minorities.

The reduced capacity of central cities to
deliver high quality education in part is due
to the high/concentration of poverty in central
cities relative to their surrounding suburbs.
The high concentration' of poverty in central
cities can be in part explained by the growth
process of urban areas. Urban areas tend to
have the oldest houses and hence the
cheapest houses. Also urban central areas
tend to have, with their relatively efficient
transportation system, the easiest access. to
jobs. All of this means that poor people will
be ttracted to an urban central area because
it h relatively cheaper housing and more
jobs }} }than any other one area.

As more and more. poor people take up re-
sidence in an area there is the observed ten-
dency foi: city tax revenues to decrease rela-
tive to the demand for city service's. That is,
the city finds that an increasing percentage of

--its citizens are contributing a smaller amount
to the city coffer while demanding more and
more of city services, Therefore, if the city is

'''Aside from InteRration nut being a necessary 'condition for
black academic excAnce at least in the case of Dunbar, neither
was elaborate physical facilities and large amounts of financial
support.,See Thokas Sowell, "Black ExcellenceThe Case of

. Dunbar.Migh School,", The Public !Merest (Spring, 1974).
'Other black schools with excellent academic records include
New Orleans schools such as McDonagh 35, St. Augustine, and
Xavier Prep.
"Later discussion will focus on policy measures with respect to

. education that will weaken this correlation.
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to Anance an equal level of services from a
smaller, per capita tax base (assuming that
they receive no outside compensating aid),
they have to tax themselves at a higher rate
than do their suburban neighbors.

This response of cities to dwindling
resources tends to exacerbate its problems.
Namely, increasing taxes sets up forces to
make matters worse in the next period. In-
dustries, trades, and higher-income individuals
find that they are able to improve their-lot by
moving to other political jurisdictions where
the tax rate is lowed and government services
are higher. Thus, selective migration by those
who contribute to the fiscal surplus speeds
the erosion of the central city tax 14se.
Further erosion of the .tax base automatically
sets up forces for further migration and con-
tinued erosion of the tax base. Older cities
with, their large concentrations of im-
poverished ethnic minorities are under great
pressure to spend more and more resources
toward income redistribution."' Thus they
are faced with a painful dilemma: the more
they spend on the poor, the more they set up
fiscal pressures which may drive out the non-
poor, therefore undermining the tax base
which provides services for those who remain
in the city. 148 If they attempt to protect the
tax base by policies that are less distributive,
they may fail in their fight against poverty.

The problems that cities face are to a major
extent compounded by the presence of inde-
pendent political jurisdictions. In other words,
these political jurisdictions offer people the
opportunity to opt out,. as it were, of the city
"club" and join the suburban club where it is
more, probable that those who do.dot pay for
local public services are effectively excluded
from enjoying the use of those services. Aside
from the mere presence of other political ju-
risdictions, city fiscal problems are exacer-
bated by public .policy at the Federal and

1"A fiscal surplus is realized when the value of an individual's
tax contribution is greaer than the value of the public service
that he uses- A fiscal deficit occurs when the individual's tax con-
tribution is less than the value of services used.
''A significant portion of income redistribution occurs at the
Federal and State levels, however, cities redistribute income
through contributions to public assistance, hospitals, and cluuay
etc.
um It would be too strong a statement to my that taxes alone
cause migration, the whole geographical amenity set is in-
dividually evaluated
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State level which subsidizes and reinforces
movement to suburban communities.

In the housing area, United States tax law
favors homeowners by not taxing
.homeowners on the imputed net rental value
of the' t homes, it allows them to deduct
against their otiter income interest payments
and local property taxes. Such a tax saving is
greater in the higher marginal tax bracket,'
i.e., richer homeowners benefit more tlin
poorer homeowners. Another public policy
biased in favor of higher-income people is the
Federal intlenention in the mortgage market.
This happens through the Federal Housing
.Administration's (FHA) program of mortgage
guarantee. The effect of the FHA program
'has been that of reducing dow.npayments and
the monthly payments required for new
owner-occupied housing. The program -has
been administered in such a way so as to en-
courage homeownership 'in the newer subur-
ban areas, which has had a net effect of
hastening the flight from the cities.

Highway construction programs have had
massive locational and growth effects.
Highway co Struction has lowered the colrOT
traveling b een the centrahOty and its en-
virons. Therefore, public subsidies for
highways and intercity rapid _transportation
favor those who live long distances from the
center. The distance to work for the
nonwhite, low-income -commuter tends to be
much.shorter than that for the white, high-in-
come commuter.'49 Therefore, rapid transit
systems such as' San Francisco's BART and
the proposed Metro system in Washington,
.D.C., have the net effect of redistributing in-
come in favor of the rich and stimulVng sub- 4
urban migration. It is interesting to note, as
an aside at this juncture, that while the above
public policies of subsidies which benefit sub-
urban residents have no explicit racial intent,
the effect is to foster and hasten homogeneous
grouping by race and income class.15°

Along with the decentralization of the
metropolitati population has gone job deem.,
tralization. (See tables 1 and 2.) In Northern
and Eastern sections of the United States
belAreen 194$ and 1967 the percentage change
in employment in the central city was (-) 8.3

""Martin Wohl, "Users of the Urban Transportation Services and
Their Income Circumstances." nark (punted p tionuary 1970%

pp. 21-43.
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while that in the suburbs wigs 112.5. In the
South and West the corresponding percentage
changes were 65.9 and 200.15' These data,
along with data showing population shifts,
demonstrate that the outward movement of
jobs encourages and is encouraged by the
simultaneous outward. movement of the popu-
lation. The suburban relocation of businesses,
aside from population shifts, has been induced.
by other factors such as lower land rents,
low eLtaxes, and, perhaps just as impOrtant,
lower suburban crime rates. 152

Though job opportunities and higher quality
public goods exist in the suburbs, the poor are
.effectively denied access to these opportuni-
ties. This comes about, to a large extent,
through policies that fall under the rubric of
"exclusionary zoning." Poor people can be
kept out of the suburbs by provisions in local
zoning, requiring, for example; that to con-
struct. a single dwelling the house must be,
say, 50 feet frotn the street and 50 feet from
the ,adjacent property. This has the effect of
requiring a larger parcel of land 'which costs
more than smaller parcels. Some communities
hav local ordinances banning the construc-
tion of multiple unit dwellings. Others, have
ordinances specify ii the minimum square
footage fpr a single dwelling. All of these or-
dinances, singly or in combination, have the
effect of excluding poor households from sub-
urban communities.

A number of motives may explain exclui
sionary practices. An important motive is the
desire to exclude those who contribute to the
fiscal deficit; i.e., those who do not pay their
own way in terms of taxes. This motivation is
very strong, since local goyernments bear -a
significant share of their public services.
Another motive for exclusionary zoning is the
desire to maintain certain community at-
tributes such as open spaces, low-riSe
buildings, etc. Though, today, zoning policy

personally, an always amazed at civil rights organizations
and court obliviousness to and support of these kinci. of policies
and others which foster racial inequality.
'See, U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census. of Business. 1948 and
1967; Census of Population. 1970; Census of Afanufactiors, 1917

and I9(7.
'12See. Small Business Administration, Crime Against Small
Business Report, transmitted to the Select Committee on Small
Business, C.S. Senate (Washington, D.C. Government Printing
Office. 1969).



TABLE 1

DECENTRALIZED EMPLOYMENT AND POPULATION

WITHIN SELECTED

Six Largest SMSA's in
- North and East

Manuf4cturing

METROPOLITAN AREAS

Employment (000)
- 1948 1967 -

Central Citiei 2,386 2,019'

Outside Central Cities 879 1,642

Retail

Central Cities 1,066 908

Outside Central Cities 358 801

Wholesale

Central Cities 640 599

Outside Central Cities 66 243

Selected Services

Central Cities , - 508 692

Outside Central Cities' 88 271

Total Four Industries

Central Cities 4,600 4,218

Outside Central 'Cities 1,392 2,957*

Populition (1950) (1970) 1.

Central' Cities 17,038,000 16,119,000

Outside Central Cities ... 8,306,000, 17,064;000

Sources : U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Manufacturers
Business, 1948, 1967 ; Oensus of Population., 1950, 1970.

does not.have an explicit racial exclusionar3L
intent, it has a racial effect to the extent that
race is highly correlated with income.'53 This,
incidentally, makes public policy quite dif-
ficult. It raises important constitutional
questions regarding free association among
individuals, to group together and ,tax them-

"These policies are "racial" only to the extent that minorities:as
a percentage of their population, are more highly represented
among the poor. On the other hand, nearly all of the suburban
poor are white, suggeiting the presence of explicit racial d13.
crimination in housing.

, 577.192 0-LT - 75 =

Percentage Change
1948-1967

15.4

86.8

14.8

112.4

: 6.4
247.6

36.6

207.6

8.3

112.5

(1950-197'i)

5.4

1115.4

1947, 1967; Census of

selves for the purposes of providing public
goods with certain attributes.

People's preferences for public goods as
well as private goods differ., However, the
overall ramifications of these differenc,es in
taste are not the same. For private goods, it
pays the individual to enter the market to
exchange with people wyose tastes differ
from his own. This allows him to realize a

greater level of satisfaction. flovvever, in the
case of, publicly produced goods, it pays him
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Six Largest_ SMSA's in
Stiath and West

TABLE 2

DECENTRALIZED ,,EMPLOYMENT AND POPULATION

WITHINSELECTED METROPOLITAN AREAS

Employment (000) Percentage Change
19U-196719U 1967

Manufacturing3

`Central 'Cities 400"

Outside Central Cities 294 ,(

Retail

1
Central Cities 352

Outside Central Cities 160

Wholesale

, Central qties .... ...... 198

Outside eentral Cities 38

Selected Services

Central'-Cities 130

Outside Central Cities 36

Tqtal, Four Industries

Central Cities .1,079

Outside. Central Cities '528

765

923

458

.376

25.3

128

314

.\ 154

91.6

1,790

1,582 .

30.0

134.6

28.0

242.1

141.9

325.8

4.69
199.6.

Population

'Central Cities

Outside Central Cities

(1950)

4,973,00a

4,092,000

(1970) -j*

7,358,000

9,167,000

(1050-197o)

48.2

124.0

Sources: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Manufacturers 1947, 1967; Census of
Business, 1948,1967; Census of Population, 1950, 1970.

to associate only with persons whose tastes
are similar to his own. This is true because
with publiC goods there is a collective sharing
of the burden and if he associates with people
With ihnilar tastes is less likely that budget
and expenditure decisions will be offensive to
his or his associatirinterests.

Thus, it becomes economically efficient for
people with similar effective demands for
public goods to group (reside) 'together. The

lOg
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presence Of independent political jurisdictions
facilitates the coresidency of people with
tas similarities. In effect, the choice of com-
munity becomes a method for the registerink
of tastes. for public goods, i.e., households
"vote on their foe for public goods.l5`
Therefore, the presence of different local
political jurisdictions allows households to

"'See Charles M. 'llebout, "a Pure Theory in Local Exiiendi-
tures," Journal ,J,,f l'olitteal Economy (October, 1956).



achieve budgets optima for the cons6mp-
tion of pul2lic goods. For exainplethe
pitsserree-- 1111 I lacin rent

most high-income _residents .gone, the city is
financially able to provide a lower level of
ublic services but on the other hand it, can

boast that its citizens receive equal - shares of
public goods.' -

Optimizing fiscal strategy may require the
presence of certain inequities. These inequi-
ties may be necessary in the tax-sharing pol-
icy,- -e.g., violation of the "ability- to-pay' prim:
ciple. Or the inequities may involve dif-
ferential distribution of public goods. In other
words, optimizing fiscal strategy may not per-
mit the development of norms which apply to
all neighborhoods. Such fiscal strategy which
preserves the fiscal be of the city by
unequal treatment of unequals may benefit
low-income groups who initially seem to be
harmed. For example, it may be good fiscal
strategy to provide higher qUality schools,
better lighted streets, and higher property
rights protection in high-income areas.

Another potential fiscal strategy which
deserves attention involves methods whiCh in-
crease the cost for individuals to set up inde-
pendent political jurisdictions. This strategy
requires that: the city fully take into con -
sideration its monopolistic powers. in the
provision of certain publicly producedLgUds.
If those who consider setting up independent
jurisdictions are made aware of the costs of .

making purchase arrangements with the city,
they may reconsider. This strategy has direct
implicatidns for city, pricing of water, sewer
line connections. extended, police ana fire ser-
vices to suburban communities.

Other strategies to increase the fiscal sol-
vency of the city involve appropriate exclu-
sion measures such as user charges for cur-
tural amenities such as museums, symphonies,
parks, and theaters. These measures should
be taken so that suburbanites who are not re-
sidents cannot benefit from - city scrvices
without contributing to the city's tax base.

To summarize What we have said so far, ra-
tional or effective fiscal' strategy for urban
areas requires explicit recognition of the
presence of suburbs. This means that the
political coalition, th formulates city policy
should take into accou91 the trade-offs

"Therefore, the city officers are faced with the,age-old question
of whether an unequal share of something is better or worse than
an equal share of consklerably less. -

budgetary allocations for schools allows those
, who .do not place a high value-on school ser-

vicese.g., senior citizens, businesses a
larger measure of choice. Thus, the presence
of multiple local authorities makes it easier to
resolve conflicting prefeiences for public
goods.

Thus far in our discussion, we have
highlighted some of the issues relevant to the
relationship between the central city and its
suburbs. What is shown is that there is a sig-
nificant interrelationship between central ci-
ties and their suburban communities. This
boils down to the fact that in their policy
decisions urbinareas must take into full- ac-
count the policy decisions and reactions of
suburban communities. Therefore, any urban.
policy which seeks to increase the provision of
any publicly financed service must have as
its immediate objective function the creation
of a fiscal surplus. lss This means that people
who contribute to the generation of a fiscal
surplus must be kept within the city. If peo-
ple who contribute to the fiscal surplus are
observed migrating to suburban communities,
the urban fiscal strategy has failed.

In other words, ration-al fiscal (tax-
sharing schemes and public, service distribu-
tion schemes) require that consideration be
given to suburban migration of high-inCOme
citizens and thereby recognize a trade-off_
between wealth redistribution and tax base to
carry out that redistribution. These fiscal
strategy considerations are quite independent
of who (high-, middle -, or low-income, black or
white) niakes up the dominant political coali-

*\ tion. Rational fiscal strategy pertains tosrthe
city's solvency; it has nothing to do with
ethics Concerning "justice" or "equity." For
example, consider a city's fiscal strategy hav-
ing equity asits objective; say, equal distribu-
tion of public goods. If, .in, the attempt to
achieve its equity objectives, the city manages
to induce its 'high-income residents and busi-
nesses to migrate to the suburb, thereby
eroding the fiscal base of the city, .what can
be said about,. the giial? Quite possibly with

"'See note 146.
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between various policy objectives. That is, to
assist its low -income minority population it
must fully understand the behavioral charac-

,

having to purchase a $30,000 or $46,000 house
which in all probability may be well outside of
his financial capabilities. In other words, he

teristics of its higher-income nonminoritx,
population. When formulating policies to im-
prove the delivery of services to the poor, the
city leaders must ask what will be, the effect
of this policy on the nonpoor population which

rotes to the fiscal st.teplUSIOW
many neinpoor people will find it beneficial to
migrate? Will the tax base that they take
with them be replaced through Federal or
State grants? Leaders must, ask: Will this pol-
icy to aid the poor be effective? The answer
requires evaluation of both short term and
long term effects.

What is seen, by some, as a disadvantage of
independent pplitical jurisdictions is the
unequal constitution of certain public goods
in the metropolitanwide area. The Milliken v.
Bradley case is one such case in point. The
proposed solution was to reduce educational
inequalities between jurisdictions by reducing
the autonomy of the jurisdictions surrround-
ing Detroit; i.e., through interdistrict busing.
The point to be considered in the following
paragraphs is whether busing is the most ef-
fective remedy for educational inequality.

Let' us begin the discussion by comparing
the ch6ices between public and private goods
for the low-inbme resident of our urban
areas. By virtue of the fact that a person is
poor means that he will be forced to consume
a lower quality of son goods. But with
private goods he will have a relatively large
choice 'spectrum. For example, if low quality
cars are sold in his neighborhood, he has the
option of going to another store in perhaps
some other neighborhood and purchase higher
quality cars. He may pay a higher price which
will require him to do without other goods,
It

but the point is that he has this freedom to
tailor his budget. On the other hand, suppose
the same individual wanted' higher quality
cars. He may pay a higher price which will
require him to do without other goods, but
the point is that he has this freedom to tailor"-

,his budget. On the other hard, suppose 'the
same individual wanted higher quality educa-
tion for his children. !qiv en, the presenteduca,
tion system, he otliszl have, to move to
another community wlich would entail his
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has little or no_effective choice of schools. He
has to send his child to the school in the id-
eality in which he-resides. 157

To understand how' low-income families
may be given more effective choice the
consumption of education requires at least a
bdritf discussion of some of the .issues sur-
rounding its delivery. There are a number of
legitimate justifications for,public, subsidies to
primary and secondary education; primary
among these are that the benefits of educa-
tion exterift beyond those actually receiving
the education and that a child'sifuture income
potential should be independent of his current
wealth: However, a dear distinction must al-
ways _be made betWee-n public or collective
fina*ing of education and public production
of education. The one does not necessarily
imply the other. They are two separable is-
sues as can be seen in the following example.
Cities may provide municipal buildings
through taxes levied on their citizens, but sel-
dom do ,cities ctually build- the buildings.
They generally I ve the construction to the
private sector. I other words, they publicly
finance the building but allow the actual con-
struction to be done by private firms.

This distOction betwpen public financing
and public 'production is crucial to the un-
derstanding of education issues because popu-
lar public opinion always, unquestioningly, as-
sociates public financing of education with
public operation of education or production.
Hardly"ever are questions asked ,concerning
the comparative efficiency of a publicly
financed but privately operated education .
system.

The public school systems in most inner-
city areas have been objects, of chronic com-
plaint for many years. Given the nature of the
service that they produce, it is inevitable that
they .be under attack. Minority youngsters
leave the system with what constitutes a
fraudulent education.'" The typical city

3 7 If lOw-income minorities were forceki to consume private goods
only from gores in their neighborhoods they %mild be much
worse off. Social observers should ask themselves: Why is it that
in poor neighforhcods one observes some high quality cars, some

gh quality 'clothing. sons; high quality food consumption, etc.,
ut no high quality schooh?

'"This serves to exacerbate already complex social problems; e.g.,
dues a graduate fail to, get hired because-of incompetency or ra
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response is to plit more resources in the form Another feature of the voucher system is
, ,

'of physical plants and. teachers into the *At MotNated by profit incentives: .school.
systemyet the disparities remain and per aarninioratjra voukt be Jnore_eoneernettwith_______,=_
haps get worse. '5° pleasing latents (clients) because they would ,i.,,f,;.. ,

The effective solution to the education 1.1,e- effectively penalized if they did not. Mtn',:tproblem in urban areas is one that gives . Teachers-in such a system would be Paid ac-
parents greater control over' the 'education of . cording to Merit. Those that. could not! attain

,..their child. 'The control. should be of such a die level of competence.required by the pail.
na ore at e.in vi paren. vely titular privaie school would be fired.'53

.low'cOst, Can penalize incompetent educators. Another feature, of a Privatelylrua school is
In other words, an effective system foredu- that the school manager could, without first
cation: would permit a parent, who saw t consulting a remote central authority,. tailor
his child was not being educated proper , tide

lia
education programs to suit differences in

choice of placing his child in another school. learning abilities between children. He would, -
Such a method has been proposed but also, "haife control as to.what type students

never widely considered.16° This system, in its and what type problems his school could most
purekLarm, would have the State issue to adequately cope With. For example, it has
parents education vouchers sufficient to cover r been reported that in many schools in many
educition costs.'6' States and localities would classes up ,to 60 or 70 percent 'of classroom
no longer operate schools. Private enterprise time is spent on discipline. Ilowdv6rthe per-
would take over 'thehe operation of schools. - tentage of children causing the disciplinary
Parents would then be permitted to fiend - problems is relatively small. DueZtfo the- fact

., that administratorA cannot expel the problem
44' itiidents (short of some, extremely bizarre oc-
ion -,cterence), less education is received by the
ta. 'tionproblem-students.
at Another feature of the voucher system is
a .' that it addresses itself to and simplifies cer-
a tamp legal issues that have plagued the courts.

California's Serrano v. Priest raised issues
concerning equity 'matters. pertaining to varia-

tion. For example, a Negro living in the inners tions in .per pupil ieducation expenditures. A
city can, if he decides to/sacrifice, 'consume \ statewide voucher system providing equal
the same kind of car or suit that a rich subizr-.

1 ypucher amounts per pupil would seem to be
banite consumes. But he cannot as easily \ a 'simple remedy towards the correction of in-
under the present system provide the same % equalities. In sum, a voucher system would,

iheir children to ally of the private school
It is natural 'to expect that some pri
schools will provide higher quality educe
than others and charge more than the S
voucher allotment. This, of course, means t
high-income people will tend to consume

f

higher quality education than lower -into
people. But some poor people would stand
better chance of getting higher quality educe

kind of education for- his child that the high-
income suburbanite child consumes. Under
the propoied voucher system he has the op-
tion of- foregoing other things and adding to
the voucher. 1."

dal discrimination? This is a difficult question to answer given
the nature of public education received by minorities
"'One might note that public schools in middle- and high-income
areas do the "job" and ask, why can't inner-city. public schools do
the same job? It seems to me that public school...pi the inner city
are increasingly bong asked to take on the function of parents,
which lies beyojd their prhductive capacity.
"'Milton Frie&an, Capitalism and Freedom (Chicago: Universi-
ty of Chicago Press, 1962), pp. 85107.
"11 The vouchers could not he redeemed for items qtlir than tui-
tion.
° Note that with .the food stamp program, as opposed to the old
government surplus food programs, pour people have more choice
over, the lOnds, of food received and the kinds of stores to shop.
i.e.. they are better,able to achieve budget* optima.

.

e the, control of education out of the hands
administrators and teachers and put effec-

ti e control over education in.the hands. of the
client; i.e., parents.'"

Ciuite simply, a good deal of problems faced
by Minorities are explained by, the fact of

'°The problem with tisiCher salaries now is not that they are no't
high env* but that they are too uniform and rigid. That is, in
competent teachers Are overpaid and competent teachers are un-
derpaid. This brings up the poiht why teacher's unions would re-
sist this kind.of proposal specially talented persona are always a
minority. `,

'"Positions taken against a voucher system that have came to
the attention pi' the writer, essentially boil down to the assertion
that parentii-do not know what, is in the best interest of their all-
dren or parents should not have the effective choice as implied in
a voucher system. Dissenters usually argue that only educators
know what Is best for educators. Would not Ibis later position
also justify the election of .fosse James as town sheriff? ,

111
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poverty. Poverty, itself, is
by individuals either ha
that is highly valued' by t

the main
g nothing

e market or

used
o sell
raving

something to sell but not/ lzaving acces to the

amount o human ca ital em-
t terally sole by in-.O The first is

bodi4rif the individu7 through ccirmal and
informal education. Tile second is solved by
improving individual /access to he market
througltthe removal Hof artificial arket bar

Tiers, The .latter, free ma6et ent 4 as a. mea-
sure, to promote radial equality nd equality
..of opportunity, has been latel ignored by
both the courts and civil rights o ganizations.

Licensing and franchising s represent,
one kind' of artificial market r striction. The
law prohibits individuals from lying a .trade
unless they are first given pe ssion from a
State authority which is usually controlled by
incumbents in the, trade. lateen ing laws effec-,
tively allow incumbents to lei late out of the
market their, potonfial, com titors (it is .a
form of collusion against po ential sellers).
Requiring a license to practice7 a trade
generally permits the use of personal at-
tributes such as race, sex, or national origin to
play a greater role as entry criteria.

That licensing has a racial effect can be
easily seen if we compare, say, taxicab owners
as a percentage of black population in
Washington, D.C., versus, say, Los Angeles or
Chicago or New York. In Los Angeles there
are no black-owned cab companies. That city
has granted Yellow Cab Company an exclu-
sive franchise which permits no other cabs to
operate within the city limits.,New York per-
mits other cab companies to operate in the
city limits; however, a "medallion" .or ermit,
which has been known to, cost a hi as
$30,000, is first . required per vehicl . In
Chicago and Baltimore a similar permit costs
in the neighborhood of $14,1e to $18,000.
Compare 'these figultes with entry costs in
Washington, D.C., of approximately $500, plus
an automobile. The taxicab Business is a
financially lucrative business requiring a rela-
tively lovv skill, and education level. A numbgr
ofother economic activities potentially availa-
ble to minorities are thus circumscrib4d by
certification or licensing requirements, e.g.,
cosmetology, beer or whiskey. distribution; etc.
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Another; Rarket entry restriction having a
deleterioui- effect, on Minorities is laws that
govern the conditions under which a person
may sell his labor. Foremost among these
lavis is the minimum wage law. The minimum
wage law hhs, effects that are especially
harmful to minorities. 11;irst, it reduces the op-
portunity for personae, _especially minority

.youth, to gain meaningful' education; i.e., On-
the-job.education. Minimum wage laws create
this effect by making it unprofitable for em-
ployers to hire people whose output is not
worth the.minimum wage. For example, if the '"r
prospective, job candidate's output is only
$1.-the employer can paylhat amount to
start and ,,thereafter increase ,.wages as
productiyity increases,. The minimum wage
law in effect says that, if one's. output is not
worth $2.00 per hour, he is not worthy of a
job.

The minim wage law contributes to re-,
"dal discriminati n in hiring, That Is, if an em-
ployer knows t at he must pay $2.00 an hour
no matter who e hires, he is more likely to
indulge his racial preferences. '65 To attack tire-.

minimum wage law normally brings raised
eyebrows because most think of it as a moral
or ethical prerequisite to employment. The ef-
fect, hence, istla.rgely ignored and its intent is
praised. However, even the intent of the
minimum wage law can be questioned. Con-
sider that some suppose that low-skill labor is
a substitute for high-skill labor. For example,
an object could be made either by hiring one
high; skilled worker or three low-skilled won
kers. If the daily, wage is $13.00 a day per
low-skilled and $37.00 a day for a high-skilled
worker, the firm seeking to minimize costs
(maximize profits) will hire the high-skilled
worker, since labor costs are $37.00 compared
to $39.00. The high-skilled worker may im-
prove his wealth by lobbying for a minimum

"wage in the trade. Of course his stated
motivation will be that of "fighting 4worker
exploitation," . providing a "living wage," etc,

mil Black teenage labor force participation in 1940 exceeded that of
white. in 1960 a 75 cents an hour minimum wage was established,
black teenage labor force participation firopped, and black
teenage unemployment rose to 20 percent bleier than white. In
1940 black teenage unemployment ran around ir Kreent m gaud
times; now, it runs around 24, percent. See, Finis Welch, *,

"Minimum Wage Legislation in the United States," 4cononitc
Inquiry (September, 1974).
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Suppose his lobbying brings the legislation of.
a' $20.00 a day legal minimum. The high-
skilled worker can now demand $59.00 a day
and still retain his job, wherein that would
not have been possible before the enactment
of the law. /

This example beenines more than a pedantic
device when one asks,

the
are the. major lub-

biers for increases in the legal minimum? The
answer turns out to e labor unions. Then the
question becomes; .y are labor unionscso in-
terested in ing the minimum- wage,
particular ly in view of the fact that most, if
not-all,/of their members earn wages far in
excess , of the proposed minimum?' Are labor

4!!nionsOo have had a long history of disc
krirclOateri against blacks and other minori--

somehow now concerned with their well-
' b '66 It is doubtful.

It seems as though a primary emphasis of
Iegh and civil Tights policy should be that of
guaranteeing free access to markets through
the removal. of artificial barn iers.'67 Such
removal would contribute significantly to the

,-;solution and. amelioration of some problems.
that. plauge Minorities.
:This paper has taken the position that

minorities suffer worst when resource alloca-
tion occurs through the political process. This
follows almost axiomatically when one con-
siders that in a majoritarian democracy politi-
Cal decisions reflect the Preferences ant per-
ceived interests of the majority and not
necessarily the minority. Successful political
'coalitions :,can be made between the- Negro
tininori6, and the white Majority on issues
that are either insignificant or on issues
where whites and, nonwhites hold similar
viewpoinls. Far example, Negroes could ex-
pect large-scale Northern white support
(popular ,and legislative) against the more
flagrant ' disenfranchise!hent in the South,

-such as public accommodation, voting rights,

1"1Further ,evidence of the ,effect of . setting minimum wages
carnal; when one looks at thecase of labor unions. in South Africa,
South Africa has job reservatio laws in the building indastry-
However, recently builder% have been ignonng these, laws and
hiring blacks. Blacks an paid .39 cents an hour, w Jule that paid to

, whites is $1.91 an hour. 4White workers seeing their jobs
threatened' have proposed an rtiaal pay for equal ,took law which

ukl retluire that blacks be paid the same wage as whites. See
Mohr, "Rightist South Africa 'Unions Assail Racial JO
etc pork Tones. November 28, 19T2.

t some mininrum wage str*one is unemployable

1

lynching, etc. These legislative acts have long
been a part of the Northerner's way of life.

On the other hand, I do not feel that popu-
lar national support On issues such as interdis-
trict school integration, open occupancy hous-
ing, and forced neighborhood integration is
forthcoming. This is because the majority do
not perceive these measures as being in their
best interests. The Negro, now, muk look-to
the marketplace to iinproye his relative stand-

, ing in society. Several characteristics of the
marketplace that contrast significantly with
the polling Place have wide implications for
minorities. (1) In the marketplace power is
more evenly 'distributed (a dollar is a dollar).
(2) Costs and benefits are an individual affair;
'people can offset certain costs through_
pensating' 'variations. ',(3) Individual
preferences for race are paid for by, the per-
son haing such preferences. By contrast in
the national polling arena individual e.annot
affect behavior unless he firs uences the
majority. In the politicalliena, one cannot 're-
gister the intensity of his preferences, since
he has only one vote to cast (if he wants more
of a private good, he can register the intensi-
ty of his preferences by offering moreitol-
lars)

Future strategy for minorities should con-
stitute measures that remcive artificial bar-
riers to market entry. These measures - in
their simplest form would require strict ad-
herence to the U.S. Constitution and Bill of
Rights or maybe an amendment to the Con-
stitution such as. "All States and all in-
dividuals or groups of individuals *shall be
prohibited from interfering with all voluntary
exchange between two or more consenting in-
dividuals."
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CHAIRMAN FLEMMJNG.. Professor Williams, would you please summarize the principal
points in your ;ape., and then we will turn te;"the 'reactors.

D.R. WILLIAMS. I will be very brief on my points. On the issue of minority education, I al-
ways ask myself, what are the (implicit goals having to do with public policy and minority educa
tion? I think we have to seriously ask, is our objective integration so everything, looks nice, or is
our objective high quality education Tor minorities?

It strikes, Me that the one does not necessarily imply the other. The integration does not
necessarily imply high-quality education fur minorities. Segregation 'does.not necessarily imply
low-quality education for minorities.

There is evidence that I will briefly comment on that blacks uft other times in our history
and currently have made great strides in education in essentially all black institutions. DAbar
High School was one such institution before the Brown v. Board of Education decision, and
after that the quality of education at Dunbar went down dramatically. There are several schools.
in New. Orleans that have great track records on minority education. It seems that it is possible
to have high-quality education in all -black schools.

Notions that make me think that integration will not necessarily imply high-quality\ educa-
tion come when you ask what the production function for education looks like. If you think
there is a multiplicative relationship among variablet, one realizes, for example, that education
is a function of household education times formal education. If household education is zero, you
can raise formal education without. hming at impact on total education of the individual. The
evidence that I seeand I am not an expert on educationsuggests that integration is not a

sufficient condition for high-quality education for blacks. I think, since we have that kind of
evidence, we. are forced to ask the question whether the cost of attaining school integration is
worth it ii. terms of payoffs. I think we need to ask ourselves instead, how can inner-city areas
increase Their capacity to deliver high-quality education? What forces us to ask this? What is
the optimal fiscal strategy for Inner-city areas in terms of getting the resources to pioduce
high-quality education?

I prepared quite a bit of material on fiscal strategy, but I think I am going to summarize it.
We have to create a fiscal surplus. That is, we have to .devise ways of keeping highlncome peo-
ple in the city rather than forcing them to flee to the suburbs.

There are several ways to force people to flee tope suburbs. One wa), is to pursue ,,t policy
of ,"equity." That means cities ark faced with the dilemma as they try to engage in more and
more redistribution of income'. Th y set up the circumstances for high-income people to leave
the city. As high-income people aye the city, it lessens the city's capacity to engage in income
redistribution. So, a city manager is faced with a very difficult dilemma that forces him to
recognize in his policies the presence of independent politicaLjurisdictions.
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There are several policies that I mentioned in the paper thia city managers cir do in order
to keep highincome people in the city. One might be perhapkto ignore certain kinds of equity
norms and try to not to pursue global equity norms. For oviample, in Washington when t lived
here, many people complained about the building of the Kennedy Center. They said that the
Kennedy Center was.for high-ihcome whites.

.
,

'We want to provide high-income people with the kinds of things to keep them in the city if
we can benefit from their contribution to the tax base. Another way that the city can improve
its resources to deliver high-quality edUcation is engage in monopoly, prices or resources. Many
cities supply water and electridity to subur'ban areas. They can exploit their monopoly position
by perhaps charging higher prices. 0 ..

I want to really talk about the Rosi-1:tion of the minority person in the marketplace versus
the polling. That forces us to look at ducation policy, namely, in the way that we produce edu-
cation. . - i .,

What we would like to throw out to this ,audience is a sugg' estion'that was made by Milton
Friedman at the University of Chicago. He suggests that one way of dealing with the education,
problems of minorities is to have a vou, her system. That-is, let the-State divide up per capita
expenditure on education and let the S te,,give part nts a voucher, and we get rid of public
production in schools. The benefit of a vou her system As it would put:power in the hands of the
parents instead of in the hands of the sch officials. .

.,

Parents would have choice. It would also deal with the problem of unequal financing or
schools. For example, in the State of Michigan, if vouchers were given to each parent, nobody
could say minorities are given unequal educational financing by the State. -A--

Finally,, in the paper, I point out near the end quite simply the problems of'minorities have
to deal with, namely, the problems of poverty. What is the cause of poverty? Poverty is perhapS
caus d by two things. A person' may hare nothing to sell. Another reason is he may have
some ing to sell,. but he is not allowed to sell, it. A classical example of the latter cause of
poverty is certain kinds of restrictions - placed on market entry. . . .

nix. example, if we look at Washington, we will see a lot of black-owned cab companies.
Look at Los Angeles. You don'f see any. In Chicago, you see a few. WBaltimore, you see a few."
Somehow in Washington, there are a number of black-owned cab companies. You might ask, are
blacks more ambitious in Washington than elsewhere? The answer 1WouId have to be no, then
why? For example, in Los Angeles, Yellow Cab has an exclusive franchise to operate in the city.
In New York, one has to shave a $29,000 medallion to own a cab. In Baltimore, $14,000, etc. In
Washington, it turns out pp you need is $250 and a car.

It seems that the Civil Rights Commission, people wild are concerned with the problems of
minorities, might be concerned with these kinds of issues where, the-State or government has
acted or people have been able to use the government in suclvitPaY as to mhximize their own
wealth. One can always improve his wealth positiOnIf he can eifc4le his competitors.

Another example- of violations of peoples' constitutional rights is `the minimum .wage law. I
think that the.minimum wage law is the most antiblack Ia'w on'the books in the United States. I
would need. a chalk and blackboard to go through that'cOmpleSely. Let's try guilt byr'association.

. in South Africa, they have job reservation laws in the construction industiz. Recently in South
Africa, there has been a building boom. Many of the contractors ignored' this law and are hiring
blacks. The wage blacks are getting is 39 cents an hour; whites are getting $1.91. The labor
union, rhich is white, is upset by this competition. They have lobbied for an equal pay for equal
work law. If they get wages of blacks up to W91 an hour, it would pay the employer to dis-
criminate against blacks. The ultimate effect of minimum wage would be to lower the cost of
employers' indulging their racial preferences.

..
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Another effect is in 1941 the black teenage labor force participation rate was greater than
that of whites. With each increase in the minimum wage law, the labor force participation rate
of blacks went down. The effect of the minimum wage law has been to deny black teenagers
market entry. That means they have been denied meaningful education, such as on-the-job.,
training. , .

> One thing I would like to say is that, even though the stated intention of the minimum -.

wage is not to discriminate,against minorities, its effect is to foster discrimination. A's far as I
an econcerned, I don't care about good intentions, I care about effect._ 't.-

I .would like to say this. A major focus of the civil rights effort of minorities should be to
take the decisionmaldng out of the. political arena. When decisions are made in the political
arena, they are made by majority rule. I suspect majorities will have their interest at heart.
Minorities will always get, injured the most almost, by definition. In, terms of the whole educa-,
Lion bit, I would ask you to make the following kind of empirical test. when you walk around
the ghettos in Washington, North Philade.lpiia, and New York, ask yourself the following
question: How come I See more nice cars in the ghetto, some nice houses, and some people are

',,consuming sotne nice food, but no nice schools? .
.....)

The ans*er has to do with the following. How are Cars and clothing distributed, and how .

are schools distributed?' Schools are distributeti b the political mechanism, and tars and
clothing are distributed by the market mechanism. Whenever the minority, enters the majority
game, he is apt to lose.

CHAIRMAN FLEM1a. Thank you very muck'Professor. Williams. .
.

%, '' 4I will now recognize as the first reactor Jeralyn Lyle, assistant professor of economics at ,
American'University. c

, .Orr

..5.

DR. LYLE.Thank you, Dr. Flemming. I am no longer with American University. I am now
with the, Inter American Development Bank. I have to say to you, my comments represent my
personal scholarly reactions to Professor Williams' paper an do not represent any position of

.the Inter-American Development Bank . .
l

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. That will be duly noted'in the record.
DR. LYLE. I have three basic reactions to your paper, which I find well written. I am very

surprised about your being enamoured of,the market Mechanism and our principle of harmony
of interest in pursuit of one's own voluntary way of exchange.

We do such things as try a voucher system for education in the United States or eliminate
the minimum wage. I would like to focus on this particular idea as'a solution to minority
economic inequality, niaybe in an effort to refute your position. I will point out to you, as you
said at the end of your statement, when one is in the, minority, and is not trading with the smile
comparative 'advantage that the other person trades, with, we don't expect to be successful in
the market we trade in.
. In education, I think it may well be a voucher system could accomplish'a lot of objectives

-relating to education, but,, none of the education that has to do With ininoiity people's special
concerns:

I think the papercould be greatly strengthened by fu er treatment of whether there is a
relationship between viewing education purely as a consumer g which is what the. voucher
system would du, and generating some sUrt of equal quality or education among:the various con-
sumers of it in'this particular' economy. I sec no relationship at.all. Ikkhink a voucher system has
some strengths, none of them having any relationship whatever that I can see to racial equality
and quality of education.

t
One of the results that might be very troublesome for us in this country would be a ten-

dency to make education more commercial than it has already become that is, to play into

Pi r
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what has been a great tendency for business schools and law schools to turn out people who are
not so much scholars or who really have not leatined a particular cultural and intellectual tradi
tion but packaged for what employers in society seem to want. I am concerned,with a voucher
system as to what it word do with curriculum more than equalizing inequalities.

The argument that we can strengthen minority equality objectives by elizninating the
minimum wage I find, astounding. There are about 50 million'citizeits'of this economy who are
economically active, who work full-time year round,-, but who are earning less than $4,000 per-
year per family. That is, there,are large numbers of working poor people. A whole lot of those
people are minority persons.

To eliminate, the minirritim wage may enable people to get off memployment and ilkt on a
o

working income. I Would rather be on unemployment and have 'it extended to make the same
thing Lean get in low -wage employment. I think the elimination of-that would add to the ranks
of the working poor. It would not do anything to change . income distribution between the races.

So, those are iny. two reactions to-the whole idea of making the system more marketable or
interesting. A lot of the laws we hive that are especially economic laws wefe written tq1/4.,
mitigate the viciousness of the market, where people who start out in a weak_ bargaining posit
tion end up in a weaker position. The minimum wage is certainly one of those laws.

My next reaction to the paper is that it is interesting, to worry about problems of what we
can do to change characteristics of individual entrants into the labor force, such as creating
more equality in education.

I'find the tone of the paper is based on a misperception about the structure of the Amer-
ican economy. The structure of the economy is such that a great deal of changing of economic

equality rests in, getting leverage over the multinational corporation employers, who are the' en-
gine of econonfic growth in the United States and, in fact, in the industrial world. I think a
major concern now and the next, several decades is a displacement in the domestic labor force as
multinatiionals move their operations from ..pis country to elsewhere and buil We have
problems that will affect. the employability and income and earning power of minority laborers
in'ore .than any other group in this, particular displacement process t) is. going on. They will be
the first hurt and the worst hurt in this process. '

Thirdly, I think the paper overemphasizes the microeconomic frameWork for 'analysis and
overlooks the most compelling macroeconomic concerns of our day. The first compelling concern
is the phenomenon of the international corporation as a major source of jobs and economic
security. Second is the overwhelming problem of global inflation. I think that to eliminate the
minimum Wage, which does all of those things which, provide an income floor to workers who
are often kept out of the most promising positions, is very, very dangerous, especially in a
period such as the one we are entering into. I would like to hear you talk about the
macroeconomic implications of your particular suggestions. Thank you.

CHAIRMAN FLE1VIMING..Thank
[Dr. Mabel Smythe, vice president of the Phelps-Stokes Fund, was unable, as scheduled, to

attend the conference as a reactor. She submitted the following commentary:] ev

Jn reacting to Pitfessor Williams' thought-provoking paper, I should like, at the risk of
some repetition, to focus the analysis on one aspect of Milliken v.iradley. its impact toward

.isolation of the central city from its suburbs and reinforcement of the image of that city as an
impoverished minority community, with a future of declining employment and capital, as con
trasted with that of the suburbs as predominaritly white, middle-class areas of growing employ
ment, rising land values, and increasing economic activity in general.

Milliken offers precedent for emphasis on discrete arbitrary barriers in a situation which is
clearly a continuum, with the fringes of the center blurring into the nearer suburbs without'\
118
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sharp demarcation. The Milliken emphasis on boundaiies- fosters artificially rigid separation, ac-
celerating the proiess of capital drain, job flight, and industrial removal to the suburbs. The
sociopsychological separation of the two populations reduces the ability .of economic institutions,
government, and schook to provide adequate contact and experience with a variety of industrial
and commercial opportunities, it reduces the likelihood of attracting '\new industry and en-

. courages persons with higher levels of Akins and abilities to move over th line into the suburbs,
leaving behind a pool of unskilled andsemiskilled with less opportunity associate with those
whose skills are more saleable. ,

The fact that opportunities for higher- wage.einployMent will be perce ved al greater inilie-
suturbs can be expected to exert strong pressur 3 on skilled, educated, ambitious wof-,
kers-.,- minority as well as white to leave the cent/ 11 cities behind, Altus accentuating the
ec=onomic class division between city and suburb..../t is ti. is separation by

,"thus

class this
division into haves and havenotsuhick poses the greatest c.; reat of economic stagnation far our
cities:Economic class isolation can be expected to:
L Depress the rate of growth or even foster a decline in the value of commercial properties in
the center city.
2. Erode furtherat an accelerated ratethe tax base to support essential city services,
without which the maintenance .of even declining industrial and commercial operations will be
impossible. Thus the remaining economic institutions, middle-classresidetts, and landowners
will increasingly bear a heavier share of a budget saddled witlica growing proportion of unde-
remployed, unemploy ed, and otherwise dependent people, unable to develop a viable economy
within the fiscal restraints imposed by the barrier between city and suburb.
3. Reduce Xlie attractiveness of the city as the locus of a diverse pool of eghployable people with
a wide range of skills, abilities, and background experience.
4. Increase the proportion of persons who, while working in the city,, live tiside its center and
thus use city services without contributinttlly to the cost of those services.
5. Reduce the opportunities of the potential working population of whatever color to develop in
the direction Of.skills readily marketable in modern industry and commerce.
6. Reduce the capacity of human c(evelopment programs to provide role models, employment ex
perience, training in.new careers, and aspirations associated with new industries growing up in
the suburbs rather than in the central cities.
7. Increase the distance city dwellers must travel to get to places of employment, thus increas-
inE the competitive disadvantage suffered by city workers seeking suburban jobs.
8. Facilitate the use of middlerclass minority (increasingly suburban) populations as beneficiaries
of government home loan programs and itax incentives as emonstration of the "nonracial"
basis of their effects. (It is conyeivable that this process agelerate the recognition that.
class bias is the culprit to be conquered.)
9. Spread the area in which the economic rewards for maintaining real estate, controlling crime,
and providing adequate public services are diffiCult to demonstrate, thus discouraging the battle
against blight, further reducing the tax base, and accelerating the drain of invested capital from

. the central city.
10. Erode the economic basis for provision and maintenance of adequate housing and distribu-
tion of food, clothing, and other essential geod4 and services? thus raising :the cost of these to a
populatibn unable to pay. ,
11. Tip the scale in favor of economic dependence as the above processes make economic viabili-

-
ty increasingly difficult.

The above discouraging picture is..deliberately oversimplified, it does not examine counter.
tendencies which modify each of the above, for the reason that, we are interested in the impact
of Millikenarid that impact is not on the side of optimism.
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once again, responsible economic judgment must proclaim the invidiousnesi of the isolation
ofeconumically vulnerable people from the mainstream of employment and capital accumulation.
We are unforgivably blind if we fail to see that the greatest victims of this kind of isolation will
be not those who are forced into economic stagnatiOn and dependency, but our economic' society
as a whole. Our economic system may well be unable to withstand the socioeconomic time bomb
already ticking away in Our central cities. We fail to dismantle that bomb at our peril.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. We will turn now to Professor Charles Clotfelter, assistant
professor of economics at the University of Maryland.

DR. CLOTFELTER. In his paper, Professor Williams suggests three strategies for coun-
tering the economic effects of the gilliken decision. Let me briefly state what I believe, to be
the problem posed by the Court's decision and then discuss these strategies.

Some of the most important economic problems faced in 'U.S. urban areas stem from the
extreme degree of racial and economic segregation which characterizes these areas. These
problems includt unequal access to public services (this includes public schools), the segments
tion of the market for housing, and the separation of minority residential areas from the grow
ing job opportunities in the suburbs. Three causes can be cited for this segregation.

First, natural or neutral econo *c causes such as increases in income and the decentraliza
tion of employment have operated t ugh the market to encourage suburbanization. Second,
private firms and, individuals, including some bankers and realtors, have used,Their economic
power tq discourage minorities from guying houses in suburbs. Third, government actions -such
as highway construction, intone tax subsidies,. zoning, FHA practices, and restrictive cove
nantshave encouraged the sub bai fization ite families.

In addition to these public policies-, the-,fiscal d arities between cities and suburbs brought
by suburbanization tend to ,prodUce still more suburbanization, thereby aggravating the

original disparities. A special sort of government-produced disparity is created by limiting
desegregation efforts to central cities alone. Since whites appear to prefer predominantly white
schools, these 'disparities induce suburbaniiation, thus increasing the concentration of minority
students in city schools. . tt.

In Milliken, the Supreme Court has dictated that the artificial racial disparities betWeen
most city and suburban school systems must remain, further advancing the process of racial
separation., So the question is, what can be done, given the prospect of such suburbanizationin.
ducing disparities? /

Professor Williams' first set of suggestions is aimed at redwing the flow of whites to the
suburbs by making more favorable the tax-public service package of noddle -class families in
central city,, thereby reducing the fiscal disparities between city and suburbs. Short of Federal
or State grants, central cities can achieve this only by forcing suburbanites to pay for city
benefits they. enjoy ore by sacrificing equity in the distribution of city public services for the
sake of keeping those middle-classrlaxpayers. The latter possibility raises a difficult question. Is
keeping a given number of middle-class families- in the central city worth keeping regressive
taxes or stopping short of full central city school desegregation?'

The second strategy suggested in the paper is, of course, an educational voucher scheme,
the subject of increasing discussion and even Social experimentation. A. p4ncipal advantage of a
voucher system is that it would foster competition, and presumably efficiency, in education. But,
unless voucher payments are heavily weighted pro-poor and adequate guarantees of open enroll
ment are obtained from participating schools, a voucher program could well result in more racial
and economic segregation of schoolchildren than now exists. This is assuming integration is our
goal. And if schools were required to admit. a certain proportion if minority students, would the
extent of ability tracking be limited within these schools?
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Professor Williams' third strategy,involv es broader economic reforms aimed largely at, the
labor market. Since those reforms really' fall outside the purview of this conference, I will not
discuss them except to make one point. Like the voucher plan, these reforms embody an appeal
to competitive capitalisin as the best protectiOn for minorities, a position forcefully argued by
Milton Friedman in Capitalism and Freedom.

Yet, while it may be quite true that government actions have played a significant role in
worsening the plight of minorities, it is not necessarily true that the absenCe of government will
make, them better off. For unbridled capitalism is not necessarily the cumtitive capitalism .

Friedman describes. One ne'ed' cite only, examples of market power and intimidation which hale
been used to enforce residential segregation, or the style of White economic domination
described in John Dollard's Cate and Class in a Southern. Town. " 4

In short, coercion is possible without" government even though governoent is impossible . .
without coercion. This ponit needs to be emphasized when government is singled out as the
main target. , .

, . I
Yet, I think the point made by 'Professor Williams is very important. We ought to search f

for ways to structure incentives so that private voluntary actions contribute to socially desirable
,

goals. Too often, government actions have pointed incentives in the wrong direction. -

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you much.' - .., 4

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. I would ask Mr. Williams this. Even though revenue sharing is .00..,

a political process rather than an economic process, it does lead to some degree of decentraliza-
tion and, local decisionmaking. That is what I think advocates of the market process would be
hoping to achiev e, v, here people can make their own choice in terms of their self interest rather
than the majority self-interest. Do you feel that revenue sharing, as such, is a useful conpt
that ties in with isome of your philosophical views?

. DR: WILLIAMS. I think revenue Sharing does bring decisions down to a more local level.
It is not the Washington people that are making local decisions. I think that it is a move in the
right direction. .

.
. ,

the economic data nowVICE CHAIRMAN HORN. How well satisfied are, you with
..,

gathered by the Federal Government? Do you feel this material is v aluable in determining the ,

intended and unintended consequences of various public polities? Is it sufficient on showing the
,way these policies affect minorities on matters such as the minimum wage?

DR. WILLIAMS. The minimum wage controversy has been going on for a number of years.
One problem is it is hard to get good data. On a theoretical Basis, I think economists can say
something about: minimum wage and its effects. One can ask perhaps the kind of question I
asked in my paper. That is, who are the majof lobbyists of the minimum wage? It turns out the
major lobbyists are labor unions. One may say, why are they lobbyists for increased minimums
when their wages exceed the minimum W age? These institutions have had racist policies in our. ,..",.
country for a number of years. iirhy are they ,now concerned with the minorities" I don't know.. ..
how you would answer that kind of question. I would thinI. that they are not concerned. ..

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. I wonder if there are particular types of questions, data, and
surveys 'that perhaps we need to have to get at your question rather than to continue simply
wit w,hat is now collected by the Bureau of Labor Stalistics?

. .

R. WILLIAMS:OneVas to determine the elasticity of the demand for labor to \be able to ,

tell the effects of the minimum wage lay. --how dues labor demand respond to changes in price?
..--,...........CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Mrs. Freeman? -

pr osalfor using educational v (Archers. I believe there are tWo questions. Does-the proposalsal for
IONER FREEMAN. I would like to address, my questidn to pr. Williams'COMMISS

the educational v oucher cuiltemplate that this program would be established by buards of educa-
tion, at the State and local levels, together with teacher organizations? ..
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DR. WILLIAMS. On the purer and stricter form of the voucher, it does do that. One would
get the production of education into private hands. It is hoped that or argued it would increase
the efficiency of the production of education. ,

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. bees it contemplate that schools will' be built by ariy,
private builder or department store or sonOthing?

DR. WILLIAMS. I would. imagine so;14\at'is3116 way I read it. ,
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN, It might be administered like food stamps possibly?
DR. WILLIAMS, I guess so. Most poor" people perteive themselves as being better off with

the food stamps as. opposed to what, tlieSovernment offered from, Government surplus. Now
with stamps they can travel to diffeivrit parts of the city and different stores. They have a lot
of choice.

COMMISSIONER .FREEMAN. I thought ,c.f the food ,stamps. I was trying to figure out
your analogy. When I go to the supermarket, it is there. I could not see from.your example how
one gets a school built.

DR. WILLIAMS. Maybe a lot of people won't agree with me and I imagine Dr. Lyle would
not agree, but I look at education as just another good. A good is something that brings one

. satisfaction.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Are you referring to a good and a product in the same way

as you would a quart of TRU
DR. WILLIAMS. Yes.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Milk is ahead right now.
DR. WILLIAMS. The point is the veucher system makes school officials more responsive

to parents. Now the only persons that a teacher has to please are her colleagues, the principal,
and the board of administration and lastly the students. The quality of education that blacks
have now demonstrates that the students come last in terms of the objectives of the school
system. Under the voucher system, the parent could effectively fire incompetent teachers.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. The reason I was confused is, under thel stamp pro-
grams, it is the head of the company that fires the clerk.

DR. WILLIAMS. No. The customer fires the clerk.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. In what city? Where?... -
DR. WILLIAMS. If all customers did not go to Safeway-anymore', that store would be but

of business, They would be fired. The puwer is in the buck. If you hold the buck, you hold the
power. You might not hold as many bucks as Rockefeller, but they are equal. Rockefeller's buck
is the same..

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. I want to make a point. I think there is a difference.
DR. WILLIAMS. His dollar has a picture of George Washington on if just as my dollar. He

has many more.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. I have a problem making a link with the voucher and . .

getting an education for that child. Who puts up the structure? Who determines the c lum?
DR. WILLIAMS. Just like any other prjvate school,
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. You would eliminate the public school system?
DR. WILLIAMS. I would. In the strictest form, it says eliminate the public school en

the public finances education, it does not imply that it must be publicly produced. A city may
want to build a building for city hall. You don't see the city worker producing it. Even though
the city finances it hires a contractor. That is the most efficient way of doing this. We have
to'make clear distinctions between public financing and public production.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Is that not a political decision?
pR. WILLIAMS. Yes. , 4

1,
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COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. That is where I misunderstand you. I thought you said you
wanted to remove it from a political, decision? ,

DR. WILLIAMS. Public financing is a pOlitical decision,,,liVe may politically decide whether
it is to be publicly produced or not It can be publicly financed or not publicly financed. It just
may be produced privately more efficiently than publicly.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Thank you.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Competition would be put into the public system, they mould

have to be responsive?
DR. WILLIAMS. Yes. Public officials now, in general, are responsible to their higherups,

not parents.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Your assumption is, if it i2 private, it is going to be respon-

sive? \
DR. WILLIAMS. It may be.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Is it not your assumption that competition will give, the in-

dividual the c1 -ice of securing the best deal for his money? If the people want the public
schools to start getting responsive to the population, the; they can get the voucher?

DR. WILLIAMS. Yes. If they are getting crIppy education, the alternative is to buy a
$40,000 home in the suburbs which majclie outside their ability. With a voucher system, they

. ,can bring in this element of competition. .
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Mr. Ruiz? .

COMMISSIONER RUIZ. On the question of economics, I asked the question of Mrs. Gittell
whether Chicanos in East Los Angeles preferred to segregate themsel;es rather than be gob-
bled up by the surrounding community. She said that she, did not know. She thought it was
economics. She gave the right answer. In East Los Angeles; you hve an ethnic minority that
sacrificed political power and autonomy for fear that a newly'-organized municipal corporation
would not allow, them to cope with city fisCal problems. It is a defeatist attitude that has
plagued Chicanos since 1948. Poor homeowners prepared to continue to live in squalor than to
pay more just for living. It is astounding as the elimination of minimum wages to give them
their opportunities to continue to live in .squalor.

"'" The observation of Jeralyn Lyle of power of multinational corporations and their influence
in favor of local corporate bodies to the advantage of poor people elsewhere does not hit home
either except in a very .inderect way in, East Los Angeles. We have a vicious circle here
someplace. There may be a rekttionship between local minimum wage laws and international
corporations. But I think they have to be tied together in the field of international commerce
and ennflict of laws.

I would like to see 4 +hver written on the subject of international commerce as it affects
wages in the United States. I know it is raising havoc in the garment industry in order to ac-
commodate the Japanese market. Jeralyn Lyle, how to do international corporations affect
wages in the United States?.

DR. LYLE. Can I have time to write that?
COMMISSIONER RUIZ. NO. You are an economist.
DR. LYLE. If I knew the answer to that, I would write a good boOk on that.
COMMISSIONER RUIZ. Can you give me a 5-minute afiswer?
DR. LYLE. I can "guesstimate" it. I have not yet studied it. There are a lot of very good

economists in this country and other countries Who are studying this question with respect to
this next w he floor and the wage fluor .of other industrial countries because we are aware that
the Arabs will own most of the treasury bills, and we are aware that the Japanese will super-
vise in the next 50 years.

)0'
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What the effect will be I think is to generate some transnational flows of labor. We already
see the dev elupment of a transnational white-collar group of workers whose main identity is
with the company they work for rather than the country that they come from.

The impact on the wage floor is a very special question that I am not willing to say
whether it would make it higher or lower. It would depend on whether the economy was in a
boom or bust period and the economic relationship to the economy.

I am of the opinion that Ray Vernon at Harvard is right. I have enjoyed his book_
Sovereignty At Bay where he argues that nations like the United States, like Japan cannot pass
labor legislation or tax legislation that will hav e the ,impact that the legislation is designecl4o
have because of the increasing use by multinationals of transfer pricing And cross-subsidization,
making it possible to move capital and labor fairly quickly. .

So, I would say that I don't know what the effect would be. One effect, hOwever, and the
only one I will predict is Congress cannot control the effect by changing the 'minimum wage
law. I defer to my colleague.

DR. WILLIAMS. I would respond to Miss Lyle this way. When one says that we are going
to place a minimum wage of $2.00 for some activity, what is that saying? That is saying. that, if
you are not working or if you cannot produce $2.00 worth of output, you don't deserve to be
working,. tlfat is, you should be unemployed if you cannot produce $2.00 worth of output.
Through minimum wage legislation I can destroy all the commissioners' jobs, if I said the
minimum wage for a commissioner has to be $70,000

COMMISSIONER RUIZ. We work for nothing; we are volunteers'
DR. WILLIAMS. Suppose you are earning $40,000 or' $45,000. I impose a minimum wage

law. You would be unemployable. Anybody is unemployable at some wage. I think it is arrogant
of us to say either you get $;.00 an hour or you don't deserve to work.

CHAIRMAN' FLEMMING. Mr. Beggs?
MR. BUGGS. You proceed from the assumption, as you phrase it, that racial integrationris

not a difect goal of public educational policy. You indicated before that statement that you did
not believe integration is a necessary requireMent for educational excellence. .

You use, as a single example, Dunbar,High School. I suppose it would not be too difficult to
suggest that, even before there were public schools for blacks, Mr. Dunbar himself probably
never sass the inside of any .school. There are people who, because of their own inherent value
and worth and ability, rise above, the crowds.

Suppose we assume, for the purpose of your paper, that educational equality requires the
integration of schools. That is the basis upon w hich we haN e called this conference. What would
that do to your paper?

DR. WILLIAMS. Nothing., 1 would say the voucher system would probably produce
integration than most other systems.,

MR. BUGGS. II was a firm belieVer in the, voucher system fof about 5 minutes, when it
became evident to me that more bigots would prefer that system to the present school system.

DR. WILLIAMS. They would be chosing for the wrong reason. I will'aik you this. Are you
saying when you say integration is necessary, .is that statement the same as saying that it is no_ t
pOssible for blacks to achieve high-quality or excellence without the presence of whites?

MR. BUGGS. Of course not. I am saying the evidence, as demonstrated ever since this Na-
tion has been a nation, is there no such thing as equal education where the races are separate.
In the desegregation of. schools that we are now attempting to implement, whenever whites
move into black school:, .-.11 kinds of good things happen. Trees are planted on the campus; walls
are painted, poor lighting is taken out and fluorescent lighting is put in; in place of one
microscope more than 120 are put in. Moit people are concerned about quality education and
equal education.
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ICE CHAIRMAN HORN. The* witness is saying if you can get assured equal financin.g
some mg is likely to happen.

Dk...:WILLIAMS. I was going to respond similarly to Mr., Bugs' remark You find more
mi...-roscopes, not because of the presence of whites bid. because of the prRsence of bucks. Whites
don't get mi:oioaco*. ties. It is bucks. .

MR. BUGGS. We have private academies that have developed because of people not want-
ing blacks to go to schOols with their children. We have asked IRS several times, not to classify
them as nonprofit schoqls eligible for tax breaks,but we still have those kinds of schools.

As a resuli.of desegregation, they do not Seem to be in the rhood for integration. Why do
you think the voucher system would#ange that? There is tliefact of discrimination, the fact of
racism, the fact of 'bigotry. If you discount the facts, you might be right

DR. WILLIAMS. I don't understand -your question. With the voucher system, a simple
stipulation. All schools eligible to cash in vouchers must accept them from anyone.

MR. pi.JGGS. Who is going to "do it., HEW? "..
DR. WILLIAMS. Whoever 'enforc it. ,
MR. BUGGS. Dr. Williams, you talking about food stamps that come through the mail.

They are not the same as,a.n institutio
DR. WILLIAMS. How would one insure under a voucher system a black parent could en

roll his student in a_ private school? The only requirement would be that similar to the GI bill.
schools must accept qualified applicants.

MR. BUGGS. A, group of black people could probably set. a grand and, glorious school. The
problem is that education goes farther than what happens within the walls of the schoolhouse.
It is a process of socializing as well as educating. It attempts to bring people to an understand
ing and a consciousness, to develop a situation and a system, so that individuals, regardless of
who they are,' will understand and appreciate eaillWother.

If Jw,e separate people out, if we build 10,000 §chools for black children and 10 times that for
white children, we are separating this Nation more than we ever did before. We are saying that
integrated schools are important in terms of an educational process.

But more important than schools is society. itself. The school is an institution which offers
an opportunity to exercise an influencelii bringing people'tbgether or in separating them. I say
the voucher system has the inherent capability and surety of separation.

DR. WILLIAMS. So does the public school,
BUGGS. That is right, as we now operate'. them.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. The Chairman will have to say, I am sorry to interrupt. We do
have one other area to cover before adjournment. I think Professor Williams and members of.
the panel have donefi great job.

Next is the presentation implications for desegration centers by Gordon Foster, director
of the Florida School Desegregation Consulting Center at the University of Miami.
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The Detroit, decision by the Supreme Court
ontained few direct implications for the .27

segregation centers, now some*hat
e phernistically but correctly captioned

neral assistance centers" and funded by
..t

the U.S. Office of Education under the Bu.
rea of Equal Educational Opportunities. This
Was because most of these centers, with the
exec tion of four Or"five of the early ones
estab fished in the South, have not been sig-
nifi tiSr involved in working with school dis-
tricts 4.r. courts on actual plans for
dese ating schools. Since there has been
consider ble confusion about the, role of
desegre tion centers, however, I will take:
this Opp._ _urity to review th'eir historical and
contempor ry functions. 'I will, thereafter, be
aptaking f in my own role as an expert wit -
ness in de iregation litkation '",and as a
consultant t many school systems and pUblic
and prglate gencies, both North and South,
concerned wit the 'desegregation.-integroLion
t_srOcess.

I perceivP th
be concerned b
the Milliken _lee

.*

Civil Rights Commission to
adly with the effects, that
ion plight have on future

school detegregati n efforts and particularly
on those efforts ik relation to metropolitan
areas. Does the decision sound a death knell
for urban desegreg4 ion? Will it make the
'realization of quality ntegrated education an
impossible dream for ost of our urban stu-
dents? Will the gains t t have been made to
date.particularly in the Southbe reversed,
moving us closetto compgte racial and ethnic

.separation and a divide society? I will
review, briefly the legal an educational goals

""Metro eases: Detroit, Richmond, and Wilmington; potential
metro crises. Dayton, Grand Rapala Memphis, Philadelphia, Hart-
ford, andlilnlock (Missouri)/
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for desegregation and the strategies and
technique§ usei:Ittles far to .move toviarci
these goals; d' the particular, problems
associated with urban desegregation and the
relevance of metropolitan remedies, and
present some estimate of the decision's effect
on these phenomena as well as on the future
of desegregation generally.

The Role of Desegregation Centers ,

Title IV of the Civil Act of 1964 in
section 403 authorized the Commissioner of
Educatio'n upon request-to. provide technical
assistance to public school districts in the
preparation, adoption, and implementation of
plans for the desegregation of their schools.
Technical assistance was further defined as
helping to cope with special educational
problemsoccasioned by desegregation. In sec-
tion 404 the ComMissioner was authorized to
set up inservice training programa or in-
stitutes for school personnel so'Abat they
might be able to deal more effectively with
these problems. Under these two proVisions
*What is now the Florida School Desegregation
Consulting Center at the ,University of Miami
in Coral Gables was funded in the fallof 1965,
and contracts or grants were soon made to,
other Southern institutions of higher educa-
tion to set up similar centers in each State.

The Miami center prepared ,a desegregation
plan for one of the six administrative areas of
the Dade County (Miami) schools in 1967 and
for the Duval County (Jacksonville) board in
1968 after it had been ordered by the district
court to request center assistance.'" With the
pressures for desegregation expanding from

'one Duyal board had to vote several times before it could get a
majority to agree to do what the court had ordered.
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both HEW and the FecterMrirts about that
time, particularly following the Alexander v.
Holmes decision "° which ruled that boards
should desegregate -noiv and argue'-';',0out it
later, a few centers became actively` iivolved
in 'preparing plans. 171

With Abe change of national administra-
tio4, however, all HEW-prepared plan's
became subject- to review, a Washington
committee, 'which was more attuned to the
political winds of the new "Southern Strate-
gy i' than to legal or educational ..:eonccrrx.
Center activity in plan7making ground to: a
sudden halt in Memphis in early January of.
1972 when a team that had been assisting the
.1,44phis board under court direction was re- '41
ile4d from further participation in -the, case
by Judge McRae because of new guidelines
from the Washington Equal Educational Op-
portunities Office, which prevented the team
from making any objective recommendations
or iron a team plan.'

Technically, centers can still serve in an ad-
visory capacity to school 'boards on desegrega-
tion plans, but they may no longer fulfill the
valuable function of absorbing some of the
political heat and community ire generated,
against both the school syStem and the dis-
trict court in the desegregation process. The
Miami center is currently, for eitample; giving
advisory services to the Broward County (Ft,
Lauderdale) schools on the possibility of
'changing their present plan to make it more
'effective educationally while maintaining its
level of desegregation, The Midwest center at
the University of Missouri is assisting several
communities in its four-State area to prepare
for anticipated desegregation on the aszurr.;
don that if they proceed voluntarily on their
own initiative the and results educationally
would likely be superior to those arrived at
under outside constraints. This would help

_school boards in these communities, actually
live up to their historic role as described by

-.Mr...Chief Justice Burger in

nAlexand4.r v. Mines Counq Board of ,Phecation369 U.S. 19
(1969).
"The Miami center was requested to assist in most of the
Florida districts and in fulfilling these requests eventually
became the target of political criticism from the Governor and,a
Florida Congressman who labelled the center "a beehive of balan-
cers and bussera" and requested an investigation of its activities
by the General Accounting Office.

No .4 traditiOn in public education is more
deeply tooted than local control over the
operation of schools;***Vt] affords citizens an
opportunity o participate in decision-inaking,
permits the structuring of school programs to
fit local needs, and encourages
."easperimentaticin, innovation, and A. healthy .
competition for educational excellence." in

The major concern of 'Me IV centers has
always been either to help prepare districts
for desegregation (mostly in the North) or to

'help them deal with educational matters in
desegregated schools, including disciPline,
testing, grouping for instruction; reading,

dership, human relations, bilin-,

ex-

e
tkicurricular)ectivities, transportation, ad.

trativ
goal education, and the him. 173

Furthermore, centers can fUnction only at
the plea,sure of area educational agencies,
since their services, by regulation, have to be
reqiiested. While the center network has been
expanded to all parts of the country in an-
ticipation of Northern desegregation, ,the

ttiunits o rating, in areas _where substantial
desegregation has occurred will continue for
some' time to serve an invaluable function
assisting school districts to move toward true

//Thisintegration is not an automatic success
story that takes place in the year or -two fol-
lowing desegregation but requires a sustained
effort on the part of all participants in the
educational business.. .

Goals for Desegregation
It may be helpful in discussing goals of

degegregation to differentiate between legal
and educational objectjves. '.

"Milliken V. Brruilei (42 LW at 5257). It may be that the
phenomenon of local control, as well as the neighborhood school,
is more mythical than factual. Educational researchers, as well as
courts, have found that local control is rather ephemeral,' given an
inadequate property tax base, a locked-in minority district, State.,,
constitutional and legislative-regulations, or some combination of
the above.
"Problem arising in these areas are commonly referred to as
"second generation desegregation problems," but this is an inaccu-
rate designation: They are usually .regular educational concerns
which have been exposed for the first time or exacerbated. by The
desegregation process. For example, a racist teacher in a
segregated school is not thought of as a serious blem but
becomes one in a desegregated' setting. It is ridieuk, believe
that such problems are caused by desegregation,ih are nothing
more than dyiflinction.s of the educational chine which
becomes abrasive in a desegregated situation.
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Legal Objectives

The legal objectives 'of desegregation are
simple and direct where illegal segregation
has been established: 174 to dismantle the dual
'school system. A plan must accomplish max- -
imum desegregation to the end there will be
no black schools, no white schools, but "just
sChools.". Any one School within the context of

1 a total school system cannot be racially in-
dentifiabl except for good reason. The plan
should make every effort to achieve the
greatest possible degree of desegregation tak-
ing into account the practicalities of the situa-
tion. The_ test of a plan is that it promises
realistically- to work, and promises realistically
to work now. In addition to desegregation in
pupil assignment, the plan Must speak to uni-
tary procedures in faculty and staff, assign-
ments, pupil transportation, site selection and
construction policies; extracurricular activi-
ties, and school services. Carried fo a logical
conclusion, these affirmative measures to
remedy- past discrimination would have the
same effect as a statistically 'random assign-
Ment of pupils and school personnel in terms
bf 'race. This would not constitute racial
balancing but would simply make for assign-
ments within a nonidentifiable .racial range.

Effect of Milliken decisir.---These legal
objectives could be feasibly realized in most
urban areas following the Detroit decision
which, in fact, is generally supportive in this

,,regard. That is, children could be reassigned
to t1"-e, schools in the city of Detroit by Sep-
tember 1975 in such manner that individual
schools would not be racially identifiable and
the present duality of the system could be
dismantled. Children M the Wilmington,
Delaware; elementary schools could be reas-
signed so that the two predominantly white
schoilsi(which could now be described for all
practical purposes as private white schbols in
an 84 percent black public system) could be
made racially nonidentifiable. In like manner,
desegregation in scores of urban districts
could be started or completed with no viola-

" Mr. Justice Powell m Kr MCS tconcurring in part and dissenting
in part) argued that "whenever public school segregation exists to
a substantial degree there is prima fade evidence of a constitu-
tional violation by the responsible schoorbiaird." Were this the
total Court's conclusion, legal objectives would be identical for all

-/sstems, North and South. Keyes v. School Board No. 1, Denver,
/ 413 U.S 189 (1973).
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tion to the Milliken decision: Philadelphia,
Miami, Cleveland, Cincinnati.; Atlanta, Dayton,
or Grand Rapids, to name a few.

The catch with all this, of sthirse, is that,
within the context of several large
metropolitan areas that include majority blacjc
cities such .as St. Louis; Nev i` Orleans, and
Wilmington, both Miter-city and suburban
schools would remain racially identifiable' as
long as desegregation was confined to district
lines; it is alleged that the legal (and educa-
tional) objectives to be gained;frnm the single
district desegregation would thus be lost. It isdistrict
argued further that ` the l'Snall minority of
'whites left in some cities would immediately
move- to the suburban schools, leaving vir-
tually all-black systems. .

On the other hand, it would seem just as
logical to desegregate the few schools that
are identifiably White in an 85 percent black
system as it is to desegregate the identifiably
black schools in an 85 percent white system.
If it is discriminatory to maintain majority
black or - Chicano schools in a predominantly
white ,sy5tem, it would seem equally dis-
criminathry to allow whites to maintain their

-"own schools in majority black systems like
Atlanta and Wilmington.

Educational Objectives 1,
,

The legal goals for desegregation may be
relatively clear, but a definition of the Na-
tion's educational goals in this regard is much
more difficult. The national confusion is 'illus-
trated by the Florida electorate, which in the
spring of 1972 had the effrontery to cast a
majority of straw ballots for desegregation on
the one hand but,' at the same time, dis-
avowed the use of any busing to achieve it. In
the ttate primary eleCtions Floridians cast
1,10 ,000 votes for and only 387,000 votes
against the question: "Do you favor an
amendment to the United States Constitution
that would prohibit forced busing and guaran-
tee the right of each studeirt to attend the ap-,
propriate public school nearest his home?"
This wa>3 a vote of 74 to 26 percent in favor
of a contitutional amendment against busing,
for desegregation and for assignment to
neighborhood schools. .-

On the -same day the Florida voters pre-
dictably, 'but illogically, cast, 1,066,000 votes
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for and 290,000 votes against the question.
"Do you favor providing an equal opportunity
for quality education for all children re-
gardless of -race, creed, or color, or place of

'residence and oppose a return to a dual
system of public schobOt" While this was a
vote of 79 to 21 percent in favor of equal op-
portunity, it is interesting to note parentheti-
cally that something like one-fifth of the
voters in Florida were against it.

In retrospect, this was a remarkably
satisfying day for the Florida voter as he was
able in one fell -swoop to go on record for
'desegregation, to vote against busing and for

,,neighborhood schools, thus denying the possi-
bility

,,,
of desegregaticin for many youngsters,

and to 'support Shaw's tenet df. "One
simpleton, one vote."

Many school systems exhibit similar confu-
sion in their policy pronouncements. All of
them have equal educational opportunities as
a stated goal and the inherent right of every

, student to go as far as his ability will allow in
the educational game. All systems support the
concept of a quality education for all clients.
At the same time, many of these same
systems will commit ''Vast amounts of money
and their own professional and legal Weft- to
maintaining segregated second-class schools
on the premise that desegregation is not a vi-
ablegoal for one reason or another.

Part of the confusion is, pf course, .at-
tributable to the lack of positive leadership.
While the goal of a desegregated education in
the public schools is the only alternative that

Lomakes any sense morally or educationallyas
well as legallywe have had dwindling sup-
port for this position in the past year or so.
Every time we seem to be making progress
the administration, some Congressman, a

black separatist in search of a political power
block, or a professor from Harvard will move
to put on the brakes.

While desegregation was providing a legal
remedy for constitutional violations; it was
also hoped it would speak to the following
educational objectives:

(1). Reduction of the ach ievement gap
between majority and minority students.

Riduction of racial tension.
(3) Preparation for living in a pluralistic

. society.

, (4) Provision in every school of reasonably
equal educational services and the potential,
for educational excellence insofar as race is
an inhibiting factgr.
National expectations were obviously

overoptimistic in regard to the potential of
the desegregation, process to meet these goals
in a short time frame and in a society plagued
by individual and institutional racism, there is
ample evidence to demonstrate, however,
that, in those systems where a conscientious
and intelligent attempt was made to make the
process work, significant results have been
achieved.

Put another way,. educ ational goals for
desegregation could be summarized in the
form of one objective;;10 desegregate the
school system in such Itshion that quality in-
tegrated education can take place in the shor-
test possible time frame. It then becomes the
educator's responsibility, support4d. by the
tvtal community, to see that the schools move
forward toward integration. A good
.desegregation plan, thus, becomes imperative
and requires meeting a number ofmriteria or
guidelines. The following list.ib noti exhaustive
but, rather, illustrative. "5

(1) Necessary adjustments must be borne
by the entire community; there must be
equitable and reciprocal treatment for both
majority and minority groups.
(2) Perceived Constitutional requirements
must be met.
(3) Economic feasibility.
(4) Transportation would be kept to "a
minimum in achieving the-greatest possible
degree of desegregation.
(5) Transportation would not be so great in
time or distance as to risk the health of
children and significantly impinge on the
educational process.
(6) Stable feeder patterns of children from
the elementary level to middle school and
then to high school would be utilized so
that, wherever possible, pupils could
proceed through school together from the
kindergarten to grade 12. "atto

"'See National Education Assohation school desegregation
guidelines for local and State education associations, Washington,
1974.

""This would not preclude pupils from two residential areas, in-
stead of one, going d*ough school together.
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(7) Participation of the total. community in
an advisory capacity in the planning process
where time permits.
(8) Provision for inservice training for all
role groups in the school system in ctiltural
content and human relations processes.
(9) Equitable and educationally sound pupil
transfer policies which do not dilute, the
desegregation process.
{10) Equity in curriculum offering,
Methodology, and content.
(11) Alternative_ instructional programs
which would be optional for individual stu
dents, especially at the secondary level.
Where time has allowed or especially in

voluntary desegregation activity, criteria fait
plans have been more carefully articulated.
These have been included on occasion in ac-
tual plans reviewed by courts, but

't
moreVgenerally are the concern of yostdesegrega-

tion educational strategies by the Schools. The
question of how many objectives can be Iri-%
eluded in a desegregation plan is certainly
debatable, but a'plan can'y only so rntA
baggage and the courts are reluctant to in-
struct a school board on educational matters
absent, constitutional considerations. The
courts may _confine their activity tq purely
legal issues, but to hold that school systeme
should not be held accountable On these mat-
ters is to belittle the role of education in our
society. It may seem an unfair burden to
professional educatorsan probably isbut
what other agency in our repertoire .can even
attempt such a task?

Effect of Milliken decision.Following Mil-
liken the chances for addressing these educa-
tional objectives of desegregation are greatly
reduced in a number of our larger cities. ,In
those many metropolitan areas that include a
city school system with a majority ,of minority
.students surrounded by suburban systems
that are predominantly white, there is little or
no likelihood. Judge J. Skelly Wright of the
United States Court of Appeals for the Dis-
trict of Columbia said recently: '77

If the Supreme Court should ever hold that
the mandate of Brown applies only within the
boundaries of discrete school districts, the na-
tional trend toward residential, political and

educational apartheid will not only be greatly
accelerated, it will also be rendered legitimate
and virtually irreversible by force of law.

In a few insthnces,lawyers may be able to
Ome forth with the proof required to justify
cross-district remedieS; bUt it appears that
the Cgirt has basically made a political deci-
siorF to abandon the major cities to their fate
with the belief that the remedies required
woula\be too great a shock for the American
public to countenance at this time.

If this is a correct assumption, it could be
argued that desegregation proponents should
concentrate their efforts fOr the foreseeable
future on the large number of districts that
could stillbe effectively desegrdgated withoUt
cross-district movement. The Milliken dect:
sion, while supporting this approach on the
record, more realistically may give a hidden
message that depresses desegregation activity
at all levels. Continuing efforts, to bring relief
in city districts like Corpus Christi, Knoxville,
Dayton, and Montgomery up to Swann78 and
Davis m standards have thus far been disap-
pointing.

Strategies and Techniques in
Desegregation

An overview of a zenerat strategies or
patterns that have morA or less fortuitously
developed in the desegregation process Will
now be presented along with the logistical
techniques for pupil assignment plans which
constitute the major part of any desegrega-
tion effort.

General Strategies

There was some hope early on that volunta-
ry desegregation efforts would be made by
school districts, but very few ever jelled and
they often had the threat of forced action in
the 'background. It is ,safe to say that no dis-
trict of any'size will be apt to move voluntari-
ly for desegregation at this time unless there
is a real threat of litigation or loss of funds.
Thus, the Office of Civil Rights, the Justice
Department, private plaintiffs, or an occa-
sional State agency like the Pennsylvania

'TMStvann v. Charlotte - Mecklenburg; 420 U.S. 1 (1971).
In Editonal, "Wrong without remedy." New IorA Tunes, July 28, ' »Davis V. Board of School Commissioners of Mobile County, 424
1974. 16-E. U.S, *3 (1971).
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Human Relations Commission are the only
sources of desegregation activity. The Office
of Civil Rights has been conspicuously silent
for the past several years; the Justice Depart-
ment ,surfaces once in a while in uncertain
postures, and State agencies are subject to
tremendous restraining pressures from their
enabling legislatures` This leaves a small band
of lawyers for 'private plaintiffs who are
generally overworked and underpaid but per-
sistent. At least five general strategies have
evolved from these groups over the years

'either to promote desegregation or impede it.
(1) Simple-to-complex.A supposedly ef-

fective strategy for any change in social
sysems has been to move from the least. dif-
ficult to the most difficult, to prepare
everybody along the way, to experience some
successes at the easier stages so that momen-
tum 'ban be gathered, and to secure popular
understanding beforehand through education
and ,pipiiiasion. t The "simple-to-complex"
strategy with some modification helped to
bring desegregation to the rural South and
many smaller city districts both North and
South, either partially or totally, by 1969.'
Lengthynegotiations were carried on; enforc-
ing agencies went the "second mile"; good,
faith. was Presumed, and freedom of choice
was the modus operandi, It became clear that
this strategy was only meeting modest suc-
cess and Would not work for the larger-sized
districts. Vurt'nermore, it could be said that
the litigation in Detroit violated this strategy
because plaintiffs had not yet dealt with a
system approaching this size , or racial
makeup, especially a Northern district.

(2) Do it now:The Court in 1968 and 1V69
became impatient with the ,deliberate speed
withWhich Southern districts were proceed-
ing and encouraged a change in strategies by
ordering remedies that worked to be effectu-
ated immediately.'" Empirical evidence has
strongly suggested that desegre don. is
much better done all at once than through
any delayed or step -by -step arrange ent.""
School superintendents have frequently said

'"'Green v. County School Rurnd, 391 US. 430 (1968) anal Aliur
ander v. Helloes 369-U.S. 19 (1969).
"" Theegony that Bostori is now going through can be accounted
for partially by the two -stage plan which 18 encouraging con
tined opposition from the population to be affected.

they would prefer to "get the jok.done, do it
right, and then get on with the busin1eLs of
education" (assuming, of course, that theiTe
convinced the job, has to be done). ,

(di White comfort. The major premise of
this strategy is that a sort of practical,
desegregation comfort level exists, beyond
which whites should not Ike expected to sacri
fice. Crain explained it in this way: 182

1. Blacks benefit from. attending majority
white schools, but there is no additional
benefit beyond a 70 percent white
majority.'

Whited benefit from interracial contact,
and a school must be at least 5 percent
black to provide such benefitS.
3. "Social and political eontraints make it in-
advisable to bring black students into all:-
'white schools in excess of 30% of the enroll-
ment. This is a conservative assumption. A
number of school systems have found that
schools which are half black are viable as
desegregated schools, and there is no edu-
cational research which demonstrates that a
70% white school is superior to a 50% white
school. However, it seems likely that were-
we to propose a figure below '70% white,
many school administrators and white
leaders would object." '84
(4) Share the wealth:This strategy is a

sort of second-stage Maneuver that is brought
into play by the majority group when it per-
ceives its majority ,being threatened, For ex-
ample, the school systems in both Richmond
and Detroit fought at great length in the
courts to avoid desegregation. Once the deci-
sion was made by, the local district court that

mi See R. L Crain and C. H. Ross ell, Etvd minty sehodl
desegavation plans statistically. Center for Metropolitan
Planning and Research, Johns Hopkins University, 1973, pp. 18-
19.

""Cf the arguments of the Norfolk (Va.) Board in Bremer (19(9,
1970) based on 17 educational principles. Brewer v. Norfolk, 308
F. Supp. 1274 E.D.( Va. 1969) and 431 F.2(1 408(401(4r. 1970).
1" Most white educational admildstrators school boards, an,c1

teachers will attest to the 70-30 white-black mix as the highest
possible black proportion allowable for good education. Cons
sequently, many districts will propose plans dispersing their black
students to white schools at about this level except for the sur-
plus blacks who are left in all-black schools. This is referred Co in
the trade as the "warehousing" technique, because the remaining
all-black schooLw are often large capacity, warehouselike struc-
tures in the middle of the ghetto. See Nor/boom and Carr.
Nartheross v, Afentplas, 489 F.2d 15 (6thCir. 1973), cert. denied,
410 U.S. 926 (1974); Can' v:Montgantery, 377 F. Supp. 113
Ala. 1974.) The Norfolk Boanl clothed a similar proposal in the
guise of SES considerations rather than racial ones, but the in-
tent was obvious (Brener).
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a remedy, wastin order, both systems joined
plaintiffs' forces in asking that neighboring
white districts "share the wealth" by accept-
ing minority students from the city. .

In the South Dade area of Miami the
unusual situation arose of white parents in
several desegregated schools agitating for
greater desegregation efforts by the school
board because they found their children in
schools less than 50 percent white. As a
result, other majority white schools that were
close at hand were added to the desegrega-
tion clusters, making the "share the wealth"
Strategy an effective force for greater
desegregation.

(5) Sue the State. Legal strategy has for
some time been swinging around to setting up
the State as the primary target in discrimina-
tory action. This is a logical development,
since authority for public education is vested
in the State and "local control" is more and
more under criticism as an accurate descrip-
tion of educational 'realities.

Effect of Milliken Decision

In terms of these general strategies what
does tlie Milliken decision have to say about
further desegregation efforts? Perhaps the
following.

(1) Litigation efforts should be concen-
trated in,smaller districts than Detroit.

(2) Litigation efforts should not count on
the "do it ,now" strategy; school boards are
back at the old game of avoiding 'September
action deadlines. Quality litigation becomes
again more important than speedy litigation.

(3) It remains important to press for a fully
desegregated system even in majority black
cities; at the same time, the minority that is

-in the numerical majority should exercise con-
trol and direction of the system. As long as
whites are permitted to maintain majority
white schools and control the educational
system, little press will be made for
metropolitan remedies.

(4) Voluntary methods of desegregation
(e.g., Metco) on a small scale should be sup-
ported in spite of their shortcomings, and, help
should be afforded cross-cultural educational
activities throughout the metropolitan area.
While these are not adequate solutions; they
keep the flame alive for long=range efforts.
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It should be clearly- understood, however,
that these activities will in no way serve as a
genuine stlatitute for desegregation.

Desegregation TechniqUes

There are a number of proven techniques
for desegregating schools and a number of
voluntary, optionfal methods' that have seldom
proved effective."5 In the North, the latter
have more often than not served as a form of
State-imposed segregation;

Redrawing attendance zone lines
(sometimes referred to as "reverse gerryman-
dering"), pairing and grouping (clustering) of
contiguous or noncontiguous schools, changing
feeder patterns from the elementary to Secon-
dary le% els, reassigning faculties and other
school personnel so that no school can be
identified racially on the basis of its em-
ployees, and adoption of certain site selection
and construction policies are ,all legitimate
techniques for- desegregating schools. The use
of transportation is, of course, often concomi-
tant to noncontiguous grouping practices.

Among the .less effective and sometimes
spurious optional methods are the use of op-
tional zones, open enrollment (freedom of cho-
ice), majority to minority transfers, magnet

-schools, cultural exchange programs (igcluding:
desegregation by television), me1/4(opolitan
plans transporting inner-city children tothe
suburbs, and open housing. .

Effect of Milliken Decision

No direct implication for any specific one of
these desegregation methods is evident in the
Detroit decision. However, it ,can be general-

,.
ized that:,

(1) The Pffirient utilization of desegregation
techniques will be inhibited because of the
restriction to distriCt lines. In almost every
metropolitan situation there are opposite-race
schools, school clusters, and communities jux
tapositional, allowing for maximum
desegregation with minimal effort.

(2) Recause genuine desegregation
techniques are more inhibited, there will be a
tendency to ,experiment with less effective
surrogates which will prove more expensive,

14See G. Poste r, Desegregating Urban Schools: a review of
techniques. Harvard Educational Review, 41 F'ebruary 1973, pp.
14-26.
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require more transportation in many cases,
and produce little or no meaningful
desegregation.'"'

Uriiitn Desegregation and
Metropolitan Solutions

-With the Swann " decision it appeared
briefly as though the legal gates were open
for substantial urban desegregation. In-
terpreted literally Swann, with some, com-
panion, 'cases,'" would have encouraged vir-
tually complete desegregation of all but a few
of the large city systems in the country, pro-
vided discrimination by official action could
first be proved. Several districts with over
75,000_ pupils had already been successfully
desegregated.

Constraintpn Urban Desegregation
In order-to understand why more wasn't

accomplished, at that time it is 'necessary to
list briefly some of the inhibiting facfors:

(1) Costs of city desegregation:=-With city
districts undergoing all sorts of financial woes
because of municipal overburden' and declin-
ing proPerly tax structures, the cost of
desegregation becomes more important. It
should he pointed out that school officials,
however, have made all sorts of exaggerated
claims abOut potential desegregation costs.

' (2) Neighborhood school mystique:--A
child's alleged right to attend his
"neighborhood school" has become a rallying
point against urban desegregation, even
though the courts have repeatedly denied this
prerogative.

(3) Fears about academic achieve-
ment. The questions of whether desegregal
tion serves to improve the academic achieve-
ment of minority pupils without impairing
majority pupil performance and whether the
degree of desegregation is a factor in this
process are repeatedly raised.

'"'For example, examine the costs, transportation requirements,
and desegregation results of Detroit's Magnet School Program
t19711, Detroit's Special Humanities Schools d972), the Memphis
Cultural Exchange Program supplemented by a "Personalized
,Educationsd Television Program (PET) utilizing modeim, space-
age communication technology," and the Boston Metropolitan
Planning Project (1973)."
"gnaws, v. Charlotte-Iteeklenbur, 420 U.S. 1 (1971)/
'"'Dams v, Motnte,20 U.S. 33 (1971); Green v. New kent County,
391 U.S. 430 (1968), and Alexander v. Hohnef, 369 U.S. 19 (1969).

(4) The busing phenomenon. Segregated,
housing patterns in cities usually require ad-
ditional busing. Of importance here is the fact
that many cities have never proyided children
transportation because they were not reim-
bursed for such, expenses, as were rural dis-
tricts. Here again the claims of school officials
and the public as to the amount of busing
likely to be required are usually grossly exag-
prated.

(5) , The national .administration: --It is
quite clear that the Nixon administration had
a very dampening effect on the national
desegregation effort, both 'in the judicial and
executive branches,

(6) Litigation difficulties:Some local cases
were poorly prepared; some local judges were
adamant in following higher court decisions;
and in many instances time, talent, or money
were not available to assist 'a plaintiff to
bring suit. ,

(7) City topographyThe physical
problems of some urban :systems in terms of
waterways, highways, railroads,- and natural
boundaries assume much greater significance
under a proposed desegregation plah than
they actually possess.

(8) City mayors. I have never heard of a
city mayor who supported the desegregation
of his city, although I'm certain there must
have been one someirheie.

Metropolitan Solutions

One les,son to be learned from the Southern
desegregation experience is the advaitage of
metropolitan solutions. Nashville, Charlotte,
and all districts in Florida, since they are
coterminous with county political units, are
metro systems, all afire fully desegregated ex-
cept Dade County (Miami). In a metro situa-
tion more options are available, for pupil as-
signments and, once made, a.i.desegregation
plan tends to stabilize population movement
that can result from uneven desegregation.

. There are numerous advantages to a metro
plan of school desegregation:

(1) The desegregation of pupils is easier,
with less transportation required to achieve
greater desegregat,ion. In cities like Grand
Rapids and Richmond, black city schools and
white suburban schools are vitually "across
the street" from each other.
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(2) A metro plan provides better "delivery
of services" to inner-city schools. When sub-
urban white pupils and teachers are assigned
to these schools, their very presence tends to
guatantee equal treatment.

(3) A metro plan, tends to lessen white
flight and to stabilize, communities, as there is
less and less reason to move because of
preferential school facilities.

(4) A metro system can reduce the inequali-
ty. of educational conditions that now exists
betvieen the suburbs and the inner City.

(5) Contrary to Mr. Chief Justice Burger's
belief that a metro plan in Detroit would have
resulted in a vast' new super school district,
all sorts of imaginative possibilities existed
for the governance of the metro system. A
metro system can result in a centralized-
decentralized form of governance with the
best of both worldscentral efficiency of
operation and a considerable amount of decen-
tralized control. Through pi system of interdis-
trict contracts all sorts of cooperative educa-
tional programs and support services could be
facilitated which would be beyond the reach
of individual districts. IrotiCally, the school
s ems the Detroit" metro area already
participate ex iVely in these interdistrict
arrawments.

EffectOf!' liken Decision
There ca be little doubt tilt the decision

in .Detroit has ternporatily set back all the ad-
vantages that might hav'e accrued from
metropolitan solutions to the constraints
against the desegregation of urban schools.

The Future of Desegregation in
Cities

While the Milliken decision cast a pall of
gloom over the total effort to desegregate
city schools,- there is still a wide range, of ac-
tivities that can be pursued by those who be-
lieve in the basic worth of the desegregation
effort. Several factors are operative in sup-
port of eventual metropolitan solutions.

(1) The Nixon administration has left the
country in a divided state as regards the
aesegregation of cities. Tampa and Ft. Lau-
derdale in Florida are desegregated complete-
ly; Miami is not. Nashville and part of Mem-

.
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phis in Tennessee are desegregated, Knoxville
is not. Nashville, Dayton, and Cificinnati are
all in the jtuisdiktion of the Sixth' Circuit
Court of Alyea's, Nashville is desegregated,
Cincinnat;.and Dayton Etre not. It iSiiiore like-
ly that titles not desegregated will be brought
up to comparable standards than that cities
segregated will return to a pre-Brown status.

,( ) The Necessity for, increased economy
an a better performance record in school

,4systems "continuously moves metro area
schools to greater cooperation in every phase,
of education, even occasionally including pupil
and teacher assignment. It makes little sense
in this day and age for city syStems like Cin-
cinnati and Dayton to be surrounded- by a
multitude of suburban districtsOne question
that needs answering is how large a schOol
system ought to be for maximum effective-
ness.

(3) Black political forces in the center city
and white economic power in the suburbs are
beginning to feel their way toward a plu-
ralistic concept of metropolitan accord. Atlan-
ta is a prime example. 189

This means -that white people in the suburbs
will-have to give up,their prejudices and the
blacks in the city .Arlave to give up their
selfishness about 'hot wanting to dilute their
powa in city government***

,
Right now we have 80- different governments
and 65 municipalities and 15 counties in the
metro-Atlanta area. No one could run a busi-

`ziessi, this way***[a metro government] is
necessary for the salvation of the future of
the city; as well as the state and this whole
part of the country.

In Summary
While not affected directly by the Milliken

ecision, Title IV desegregation centers have
a continuing yital role in assisting, ah-eady
de egregated schools to move toward quality
inte ted education, Legal objectives of
desegregation can still be realized, but the
chances of achieving educational goals in large
metropolitan areas are greatly reduced. Quali-
ty should come before quantity in further
litigation and be concentrated in smaller dis-4

'Commefits by business and government lenders at a September
.025, 1,974, /forum in Atbuita. The. Atlanta Constttutzon, Sept. 26,

1974, p. 22.A.
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tricts than Detroit, although the metro solu-
tion to urban desegregation should still be
%igorously pursued through the
sure can still be maintai
desegregation in majority blac
minorities should exercise ni

a

ourts. Pres-
d for, full
istricts, but
control and

/

'fp

1.

direction of these schools. Although. e
Detroit decision set back the --vdi to
prospect of metro solutions to urban
several forces both inside and outside of edu-
cation are operative in support of reaching
this end.
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CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Mr. Foster, we appreciate very much your.paper and the con-
tribution it has made to our thinking. We will be grateful to have a 10-minute summary of the
highlights.

MR:' FOSTER. Thank you, Commissioner. It is a..pleasure to be here, particularly on the
stand, with two such distinguished reactors.

The Detroit decision by the Supreme Court contained few direct implications for the 27
desegregation centers now somewhat euphemistically but correctly captioned "general
assist ce centers" and funded, by the U.S. Office of Education under the Bureau of...Equal Eau-
cation 1 Opportunities. This was because most of these centers, with the exception of four .or
five o the early ones established in the South, have not been significantly involved in working
with school districts or courts on ac ual plans for'desegregating schools.

Since there has been consider ble contusion about the role of desegregation centers, how-
ever, I will take this opportunity o review their historical and contemporary functions. I Will,
thereafter, be speaking from my own role as an expert witness in desegregation litigation and
as a consultant to many school systems and public and private agencies, both North and South,
concerned' with the desegregation-integration process.

In my paper I reviewed, the legal and educational goals of desegregation, strategies and
techniques to move towards these goals, and discussed the ,particular problems connected with
urban desegregation and the effects of the Milliken deaiion on -these phenomena.

Title IV of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 in section 40, authorized the Commissioner of Edu-
cation upon request to provide technical assistance to public school districts in the preparation,
adoption, and implementation for plans of the desegregation of their schools. At no time have
centers been involved in compliance activities.

The Florida School Desegregation Center at .Miami, which was funded in 1965, prepared a
desegregation plan for one of the six administrative areas of the Dade County schools in 1967
and for,the3:ouvil County (Jacksonville) board, in 1968, after it had been ordered by the district
court to .reqbest center assistance. The Duval boahad to vote several times before it: could
get a majority to agree to do what the court had ordered. .

With the pressures for desegregation expanding from both HEW and the Federal courts
about that time,-particularly following the ,Alexander v. Holmes decision which ruled that
bo*ards should desegregate now and argue about it later, a few centers became actively involved
in preparing plans.

Sholtly after the change of national administration, HEW plans became subject to review
by a Washingtorlommitte'. It was a political of review and not'subject to educational con-
cerns. There was HEW planning going on in Memphis when a team assisting the Memphis
board was relieved frpm further participation by U.S. District Judge McRae because of new
guidelines which indicated the team shold not prepare a "team" plan or make their own recom-
-mendations to the court.
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Centers can still serve in a advisory capacity in school board desegregation plans. They may
no longer fulfill the useful function of absorbing political heat generated against the school
system and the district court in the desegregation'process.

The Miami center is currently assisting Fort Lauderdale to make some changes in their
plans that would provide as much desegregation but holiefully would make for a better educa
tional system. The other and major concern of Title IV centers has been to help the desegregat
ing district in matters, such as testing, extracurricular activity', human relations, and the like.

The center network has been expanded to all parts of the country in anticipation of
Northern desegregation. The units operating where desegregation has occurred will hopefully
continue for some time and will serve an invaluable function of helping schools that are moving
towards integration. This is not an automatic process but requiresa sustained effort on the part
of al

It may be helpful in discussing goals to differentiate between legal and educational objec-
tives. The legal objectives of desegregation are simple where legal discrimination has been
established; that is, simply, to-dismantle the dual school system.

Legal objectives could be realized following the Detroit decision. That is, children could be
reassigned to the schools, in the city of Detroit by September 1975 in such a manner that in-

dividualtschoolswould not be racially identifiable and that dual structures could be dismantled.
Children in Wilmington (Delaware) elementary schools could be reassigned so that the two

predominantly white schools that are really like private schools in an 84 percent black public
school, system could be made racially nonidentifiable.

Desegregation could be "completed with no violation to the Milliken decision in scores of
urban districts. Philadelphia, Miami, Cleveland, Cincinnati, 4tlanta, Dayton, or Grand Rapids, to
name a few. Within the context of several jarge metropolitan areas that include major black ci-

ties, both inner city and suburban schools would remain racially identifiable so long as
desegregation was confined to district lines.

It was hoped that desegregation would speak to the following educational objectives. reduc
tion of achievement gaps, reduction of racial tensions, and provision in every school for
reasonably equal educational services and the potential for educational excellence.

National expectations were overoptimistic in regard to the potential of the desegregation
process to meet these goals in a short time frame in a society plagued by racism. I think there
is ample evidence to demonstrate that, in those,systems where a sincere attempt was made to
make the process work, significant results have been. achieved.

Tollovting MIlleken, chances for addressing these educational objectives are greatly reduced
in a number of our larger cities. In metropolitan areas,'inCluding city school systems where
minority schools ,are surrounded by Whites, there is little or no likelihood. Lawyers may tome
forward with proof to justify cross-district remedies, but it appears the courts have decided to
abandon the major cities to their fate.

There are at least five general strategies which I spoke to in my paper which have been
tried to impede desegregation or to promote it.. One is asimple-to-complex strategy with some
modifications which helped to bring about &segregation in the rural South and in many smaller
city districts ,there. Lengthy negotiations were carried on, enforcing agencies went the second
mile, and freedom of choice was the modus operandi. It was clear this would.only haye a Modest
success and would not Work in the large districts.

The second strategy was do it now. Empirical evidence suggested desegregation is better
done all at once than through-any delayed arrangement. School superintendents have often said
they prefer to get the job done, do it right, and get on with the business of education (assuming
they were: convinced that the job hato be done).
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the third theory is the "white comfort strategy. A practical desegregation comfort levelex-
its beyond which whites, should not be expected to sacrifice. Most white educators set a 70-
30 percent white-black mix as the highest allowable for good education. Consequently, plans are
made to disperse minority students to white schools e/cept for surplus blacks who -are left in
all-black schools. This is a "warehousing" technique because the remainning all-black schools are
often large-capacity, warehouse-like structures in the

from
of the ghetto. A good example is

Montgomery v. Carr. There was a similar proposal from the Norfolk board in the guise of SES
considerations rather than racial ones, but the intent was obvious.

The fourth strategy is to share the wealth. It is brought into play by the majority group
when it perCeives its majority being threatened. The 'school systems in Richmond and Detroit
fought to avoid desegregation, but, once a decision was made that a remedy was in order, both
systems joined plaintiffs' forces and asked the neighboring suburbs to share the wealth by ac-
cepting-miltities from the city.

A fifth strategy which is now in operation is to sue the State rather than the school board.
You will notice that all of the desegregation 'litigation presently inVOlves State action. This.is a
logical development, since authority for public education is vested in the State.

In terms of these five strategies, what does the Milliken decision have to say? One, litiga-
tiOn effort shouldhe concentrated in smaller cities than Detroit. Litigation should not counton
the do-it-noW, strategy. School boards are back at the old game of avoiding September 'action
deadlines. Quality litigation becomes again more important than speedy litigation.

It remains important to press for a fully desegregated system in major black cities. At the
same time:the minority that is in the numerical majority should exercise control and direction
of the system. As long as whites are permitted to maintain majority white schools and control
the educationaltsystem, little press will be made for metropolitan remedies.

Fourth, voluntary methods such, as Metdo on a small scale should be supported. Help should
be afforded cross-cultural activities throughout the metropolitan area. These are not adequate

,-
solutions. However, they keep the flame alive for long-range efforts.

These are not legitimate substitutes for desegregation. You cannot have quail integrated
schools unless you first desegre te. There are a number of proven techniquA-for desegregat-
ing schools and a nu optional methods that have more often than not served as, a form,
of State-imposed segregation. Redrawing attendance zonte lines, pairing sand grouping patterns

.

site selection and cozstuction are legitimate techniques. Among the less effective and sometimes
spurious optional methods are the use of optional zones, freedom of choice, majority to minority
transfers, cultural exchange praograms including desegregation by television, metropolitan plans
transporting inner-city children to the suburbs, and open housing;

No direct implication for any" specific one of these methods is evid\te in the Detroit decit
.sion. It can be generalized that the efficient utilization, of desegregation techniques will be in-
hibited because of the restriction tau district lines. In almost every metropolitan situation, there
are opposite-race schools, school clusters, and communities juxtapositional, allowing for max-

\ imum desegregation with minimum effort.
Because genuine desegregation techniques are more inhibited, there will be a tendency to

experiment with less effective surrogates, which will prove more expensive and require more
transportation in many cases and produce little or no meaningful desegregation.

There are a number of constraints in urban desegregation which I will note. The costs of
city desegregation, the neighborhoOd school mystique, fear about academic achievement, the
busing phenomenon, the national administration, the litigation difficulties, the city topography,
and the citymayoes.
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One lesson to be learned froni Southern desegregation is the advantage of metropolitan
solutions. Nashville, Charlotte, and all districts in Florida are metropolitan systems. All of them
are fillydesegregated except Dade County.

There are numerous advantages to a metropolitan plan. Desegregation is .easier with less
transportation required to achieve greater desegregation. Metropolitan plans provide greater
delivery of services. They lessen white flight and have a stabilization effect. They reduce the,in-

equality of educational conditions that now -exist between the suburbs and the inner city. Con-
trary to Mr. Chief Justice Burger's belief that a metro plan in Detroit would have resul
vast new super school district, all sorts of imaginative possibilities existed for the governanc

the metro'system.
There can be little doubt that the decision in Detroit has temporarily set back all the ad-

. vantages that might have 'actrued-from metropolitan Solutions to the constraints against
desegregatiVn closing, I wouid point out there are several factors in support of eventual
metro solutions, regardless of what happens. in the courts.

First, the country is in a divided state regarding the desegregation of cities. Tampa and
Fort Lauderdale are completely desegregated, Miami is not. Nashville and a part of Meinpliis in
Tennessee are desegregated, Knoxville is not, Nashville, Dayton, and Cincinnati are aV in the
jurisdiction of the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals, Nashville is desegregated; Cinoinliati and
Dayton are not. The cities not desegregated most likely will be brought up to comparable stan-

.

Secondly, the necessity for increased economy continually moves metropolitan area schools
to greater, cooperation in every phase of education, even occasionally including student and
teacher assignments. One qUestion that needs answering is -how large a school system ought to
be for maximum effectiveness.

Thirdly, black political forces and white power in the suburbs are beginning to feel their
way in some cities toward a pluralistic concept of metropolitan accord. Atlanta is a good exam.

pie
One final comment. There was a dialogue this morning on the Rand study,.with which the

Commission has been dealing, between Commissioner Horn and Dr. Pettigrew. I will say I think
the problem of the study is a lack of understanding on the part of the Rand people of what
desegregation in schools is in terms of legality. As it now stands, the Rand proposal is simply a
study of schools with biracial school population and has little or nothing to do with desegregated

schools.
CHAIRMAN FLEMIVIING. Thank you very,much. I first recognize Gregory Anrig, State

Commissione. of Education of Massachusetts. We are happy to hav,e you with uS here today. I
would appreciate having your reactions to Dr, Foster's paper.

MR. ANRIG. Thank you. I first would like to say this. For all of,us who are in good faith
trying to deal with the issues of equal educational opportunity, I think the role this Commission,

has played through the years, even with changing membership, has been one of steady and con-
sistent encouragement. I want to express my personal appreciation to ydu as members of the
Corrimission and to you as the Director.

When I was working in the Federal GOvernment, I had an opportunity in 1967 to attend a

meeting that was called by Peter Libasse, then head the Office of Civil Right's. Peter had
revised the HEW Title VI guidelines to apply for the first time to school districts in the North.

He thought it appropriate to bring in Northern and Southern chief State school officers to
review these guidelines. We met in the Commissioner's conference room and Peter explained

how these guidelines would affect Northern districts. A Northern State commissioner said he
thought it was unrealistic. We had to be deliberate about these things.
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A Southern State superintendent grinned from ear to ear. "I want to welcome. you
Northern saints to the 'company of us Southern sinners."

I come to you as a Northern "saint" who is going through the pangs of what Southern
"sinners" hav,,e gone, through. For all that attention which has focused on Boston, however, I
want to point out that there was anther city in Massachusetts, Springfield, that desegregated
this Year without-incident and without national news coverage.

The subject for discussion is the implications for desegregation centers of the Milliken v.
Bradley decision. I was in on the development of the centers as they first began. The kind of
objectives we had in mind were not in the brochure describing them ox9n the testimony before
the congressional committees.,These objectives were the following:

First, it was clear :11 our minds that along with Federal enforcement of civil rights laws.
should go Federal help. Second, in trying to do this in areas such as the South, it would be help-
ful to provide this help with indigenous people from the South rather than so-called
"carpetbaggers" from the North. There was sensitivity-from the summer of 1965 or 1966 when
a lot of law school graduate interns went South to negotiate on plans. That left a residue of
something less than-good feelings in the South.

The third objective was that this should be comprehensive help. This should not deal with
just training. The Title IV experience with training institutes for a number of years proved that
training separate from the actual carrying out of a desegregation plan would have little effect.
The best thing to do was to tie this training in. with development and implementation of a
desegregation plan. A fourth objective was to locate centers regionally on university campuses
where they would be more accessible and hopefully more insulated from political pressure..

These objectives were achieved during a period of time that I considered to be the centers'
heydayduring 1968, 1969, and 1970until the decision Mr. Foster referred q. I felt the objec-
tives were being achieved. We need to achieve them again.

_

,There were some incidental results as well. Centers developed an able core of people highly
experienced in the process of desegregation who could serve privately if not publicly as expert
witnesses in Court cases. Gordon Foster has done this with great distinction as well as others in
the audience here.

Secondly, there is a developing of a new generation of experts through training programs
which arc part of but separate from the centers in the university setting we have. There is an
excellent training program at the University of Miami, for instance, developing the next genera-
tion of. people who might be the expert witnesses.

Finally, a benefit was that the Federal Government had available to it flexible staff
resources when called upon fox extraordinary efforts in civil rights. They could draw upon this
manpower on dhort notice. I w viild point out that in,1969 the President decided to shift enforce-

.
ment of desegregation to the courts. The next day, there was an announcement by the Attorney
General to group cases together statewide and seek, single court orders. The U.S. Office of Edu-
cation was immediately faced with developing 22 plans in South Carolina, 43 in Louisiana, and
36 in Mississippi. .

This was done all at once. But we were able to draw upon the center staffs on very short
notice to help in that process. The process was successful. The end result was not. The implica.
tions of the Mary 1972 abandonment of the role of centers where plans are developed and
raining.is done in context of those plans were two short range and one long range.

On the short range side, it did this. It placed back on local elected officials the full burden
of developing and presenting a desegregated plan. The centers played a valuable role in taking
heat off Southern school officials. That proved to be a helpful thing. The superintendent would
.say, "'This is what. I think is the, best plan." The center would work out the plan and present it
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publicly. They would have names called. They would be able to go back safely to their campus
and the superintendent could pick up the ball and run with it.

A. second short range result' of the pullback was that training resources which had been
available to Southern districts were not to be available to Norther sistricts facing desegrega-.
tiOn.

A long range implication, and one where I hoped the centers would be at this point in time,

is the fact that, as we begin to get into more complex urban desegregation situations in the

North and South, Federal judges are left alone and without help to carry out the 14th amend-
ment requirements in these urban situations.

There now is no federally-supported expertise available, to judges directly to help them
carry out that responsibility. I believe in the North it would have been good if the Federal
courts had the same kind of help they had in the South. There is a need for a role similar to the
"master of the court." Someone who works for the judge, who is accountable solely to the judge
and who is knowledgeable and efficient in planning and implementing the process of desegrega
Lion. The university centers could have been a resource for such a master role. Unfortunately,
they are not.

In terms of the implications of all of this for Milliken, v. Bradley, I don't think there are
any' Let me talk about that.

I concur with the idea, the point that Gordon FOster has raised as far as what I see as the
next. steps. I didn't feel discouraged by the -Detroit decision until this morning when I heard
that the Legal Defense Fund is going to pull back from metropolitan litigation, I did not feel
Milliken was that discouraging. It says you have to go different ways, and you have to be
better at bringing the case forward. I think we can do it and I think we should.

I don't think the Milliken case was a turndown. That case was not strong enough to justify
that remedy. The case is not lost. We ought to look for better opportunities to advance the same
points in the future. Mr. Pettigrew's paper this morning was extremely encouraging. I urge you
to read it. There is evidence that can be presented that will come up with satisfactory conclu-
sions. I think that is a challenge, not something to back off from. We ought to be persistent.

While we are looking for a better case, there is an opportunity for political leaders to move

ahead on voluntary metropolitan approaches. This should be good impetus for breaking Bound
and to show it can .be done and that it ought to be done. J say this, because I think this is a
responailnhty not .sr much at the Federal level, but I do believe it is a,responsibility at the State
level.

State leadership and governments have an obligation to move as far as they can with volun-

stary programs until legal case law catches up with us and we find we can go further in that
area. I believe there is a role for university centers in helping States devise and implement
voluntary edu5Ftional programs. '

In Massachusetts, we have three on the way. There are 2,400*black children that get on the

bus each morning in Boston and attend suburban schools under a program called Metco. The
Governor and legislature recently approved almost $2 million for magnet programs in Boston
and Springfield to attract suburban and urban students on a desegregated basis. We received '
$1,1 million for Federal ESAA funds for a metropolitan planning project in the Boston area.
One result (.f this planning is the State board of education proposed 2 weekeago a voluntary
metropolitan educational programs bill, which we hope will 'be favorably considered by the
legislature this year. f

We can move ahead here without a court decision. I encourage State action in that
direction.
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There are two areas that are in need of,correction. There was an Emergency School Aid
Act "set:aside" for metropolitan planning. That set-aside was deleted through an amendment
sponsored by Congresswoman Green. I think that section should be restored. There should be
set-aside money t,, help districti in a metropolitan area, by their own decisions, to plan their fu-
ture.
. I think Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education A..t can encourage interracial
programs, including those across district lines. Because of the "concentration of funds".require-
ment, your must put those Title I dollars where you have. the most segregation in urban school
districts. They cannot be used in the areas where you have the most desegregation without
violating Office of Education "concentration of funds" guidelines. We should take a good con-
structive step backwards on that and turn to the former policy that Title I doBars, should follow
the Title I pupil wherever he goes.

Let me close by saying that I don't propose in any way that volimtary metropolitan pro-
grams are a substitute for de/egregation. Boston and Massachusetts must go ahead, as indeed
they have. Theso.programs can be valuable supplements, however, to open up future possibili-
ties. With that, I will lateral over to Mr. Panetta.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you very much. Next, we are happy to have Mr. Leon
Panetta. Hell air attorne.ynd former Director of the Office for Civil Right's, HEW.

MR, PANETTA. Members of the Commission, I deeply appreciate the opportunity to par-
ticipate in this conference. As one of the first to have left the Nixon administration, I take pride
and comfort in the fact when I come to Washington I don't have to report to Judge Sirica's
courtroom or to a probation officer.

I want to give you my compliments. I believe that providing this forum at this time is ex-
tremely important. As a result of the reactions to Boston and busing, as a result of the Milliken
decision, and as regardresult of the general political and educational and emotional confusion regar.
ing desegregation, this country again is faced with the decision of whether we are going to stick
by the commitment that Brawn made of equal education or whether we are going to retreat
film that commitment.

The fact is there is no middle ground, as politically comforelligias that might be. For 20
years in this area, people have been trying to find the nice middle ground of not having to ad-
vance but, also having to respect the Constitution and its,requirements.

The fact is ineffective desegregation can be as destructive as no desegregation at tn. Mil-
liken tries: to take the Middle ground. In so doing, I think it is a symbol of our times. Gordon

Dv,

Foster said that attitude was reflected in the vote in Florida in 1972. The people voted 79 to 21
ercent for the principle and goal of equal education. At the same time, they voted 74 to.26 Per-
ent in favor of a constitutional amendment against busing. The same is 'true in goyernment. As

Mitch said, watch not what we say, but rat we do.
, While the Government has stood for the principle of equal education and opportunity

through HEW and the ;Justice Department, it has acted against the means of achieving the goal.
In the Milliken ease, the Court has done the same thing.

I think the rhetoric of Milliken is to support the desegregation. It says segregation in
Detroit is, bad. It says there won't be an effective way of dealing with the problem in Detroit.

4 The reality of dealing with effective desegregition is that we cannot divide the principle or
the goal from the means. We cannot divide the problem or the right from the remedy, or
segregation from desegregation. Most assuredly, you cannot divide the work of the desegrega-
tion centers from strong and effective enforcement of law by the Federal Government.

The role of the desegregation centers was outlined in Title IV of the Civil, Rights Act. It
was to proVide technical assistance to public schools in the preparation, adoption, and implemen-
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tation of plans for desegregation of schools. It was not intended to provide.general assistance
nor was it intended to provide guidance in human relations problems..

The purpose was a tool for effective desegregation at the request of the district. The fact
was no district made the request fur assistance unless they were faced with some form of legal
pressure or compulsion to eliminate segregation. And the compulsion came from HEW pr the
Justice Department or from the courts. The voluntary efforts, as nice as they would be and as
comforting as they would be for all of ue, just don't happen that often, if at all.

At the Office of Civil Rights, we had a white- and black-hat approach to desegregation. We
would inform school districts they were in noncompliance with the law. OCR represented the
black hat of enforcement. The white hats, the educators of Title IV, would then go into We
system and develop the plans needed to meet the req4drements of the law. This was the way,
that most of the districts were dealt with in the South.

The desegregation centers and Title IV educaqirs came up with as many as eight plans in a
particular district to desegregate the system. roA plans wete presented to a school board to
decide which to put into effect. Even in private practice, I fipd,in negotiation wit Universities
that you can talk with them forever about Voluntary aCtio9 tut it is not until yott file a suit in
Federal court that you begin to sit down and work out theelements.

Title IV.made big advances when educators, would go into a system t6 develop these plans.
When politics were interjected into this process and planp had to be cleared by political commit-
tees, and when Title IV became a tool to be shot into Federal courts and pulled bacKit lost its
flexibility and effectiveness.

The desegregation centers are only as good ais the enforcement agencies that surround
then", the agencies that are there to back them up they are only as good as the flexibility pro-

,
videdtthem to come up with effective plans.- ,

These things that are said here today are of new or untested ideas. AS a matter of fact,
get the feeling I have been hew before. e have heard these arguments. We have gone
through this territory. We have done it r e last 20 years. The South is probably the greatest
experience that we can draw upon in dea ng with the future.

In 1964 when the Federal Government began to apply pressure under the act, the South
turned to "free choice." That is similar to what we talk about when we say voluntary efforts. In
1968 when the Green decision knocked down free choice, the districts asked for more time. In
1969 the Holmes decision said there would be no more time. You have to at, it now. When
things got tough again, the resistance turned to forced busing. In 1971 the Court via Swann
said busing is okay as long as you don't take.it too far. IC is a tool to be used in desegregation.

In 1974 the South has accomplished much of the task because of the work of the desegrega
tion centers and continued efforts in enforcement in the South' towards the goal we were seek=
ing.

Now, we have ,the Milliken decision. Milliken itself, for better or worse, can be played
within the courts. Lawyers can do that very well. But the issue is the psychological impact.
There are a lot of districts out there that are desegregating anI have gone through the process
and are now wondering if it was all worthwhile.

So, the question is, are we now at the point where we have to go through everything we
went through in the South in the Nuxth again? Are we going through the same code words used
for the last 20 years?

If ter'e is something Milliken recognizes, it is that in the North or the South, whether you
call it de facto or de jure, if you hive segregation, you shave to deal with it. You have to
desegregate. We cannot hide behiiid legalisms anymore in dealing with the problem.

The goal of desegregated education -in the ,public schools is the only alternative that makes
sense morally, "educationally as well as legally. That is what Dr. Foster says.
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You can read his approaches. We have the means. Men like Gordon Foster have worked on
different plans. They have different approaches to desegregation. Tliey have the means. It does
take more, including the moral leadership of the country, strong enforcement of the law, the
cooperation of educators. All of this will bring about the support of the community. .

There is a story that I often tell, that Jim Nabrit of the Defense Fund knows well,-about
the rabbi and the priest who decided to get to know each other better. They went to a boxing
match.

Before The bell rang, one boxer maderthe sign of the cross. Therabbi nudged the priest and
asked what it meant. The priest said, "It does not mean a damn thing if he cannot fight."

The point is this: Milliken blesses itself with the rhetoric of commitment but says we can
do less. I think it is up to the Government and this Co 'on and the people in this room to
make sure we do- more-in achieving equal education.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Tbank you.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Dr. Foster, I would address my question to the role of the

desegregation center, not just from the general standpoint of desegregation, but more specifi-
cally, its role in the implementation of a desegregation plan. Would you comment on whether a
center might have been effective in the Boston situation?

MR. FOSTER. Greg" can comment better on that.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. I am going to ask him, too. -

MR. FOSTER. Depending on the nature of the center and.the experiences it had and so
forth, I think the center could have been helpful in that sort of situation. Everything that is in-
volved in Boston we have experienced already in our center work.

There is nothing that would lead me to believe that the resources available to a center
could not be very helpful in Boston now. I thir Lk one reason they are surviving is probably the
efforts of the State commissioner, which would be similar to what a center dOes.

MR. ANRIG. If _there had been a center at the time the State board of education and I
were confronted with the fact we would have to develop the plan, we would have used it. The
Boston officials refused to ,develop a plan, we had N.) days to develop a plan within tight lirnita-
tions set by the State court.

I had three people on my staff who could work on this. If there had been a center there, we
could have expanded that. We could perhaps have been better able to get at the data. We
probably would have come up with a better plan. We also did not have a resource to turn to in
terms of teacher-parent trainingand indeed working with students. We have had meetings with
universities in the Boston area. We told them what they could and should do to help. They an-
swered that they don't have the money to do that.

The nearest center to us is Hartford. Because it is a general assistance center, tits not al-
lowed to work on desegregation plan development:

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING:Commissioner Horn?
VICE .CHAIRMAN HORN. Based on your experience as the director of this center, do you

have views you could share with.us as to what teachers need in terms of experiences to better
the school system and to be successful in either an interracial context or in an all-black school in

,
an 'urban-central city?

MR. FOSTER. I think they need' work on attitudes and content In terms of a pluralistic
society and different lifestyles and ethnic groups. They also need some hard knocks experience
in running a classroom.

It is true a desegregated classroom is different to run thapa segregated one. The biggest
difference the teacher has in facing a desegregated classroom is the problem of dealing with a
wide range of achievements and backgrounds, which they simply are not used to.
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Many teacheri used to think the 30 kids in front of them were exactly alike. They aren't.
The only way you can really? deal with any classroom for that matter is to move towards this
realization. Berkeley has a rule that teachers have to have, six academic hours or the equivalent
in multicultural content and human relations techniques. There is no magic in getting college
credit, of course, in terms of human relations and content in cultural diversity.

MR. ANRIG. We are looking at our certification requirements. My feeling, based on the ex.
perience I had with offering Title IV institutes before desegregation, is that trying to prepare a

.person before they are on the job' is_ difficult. There should be something on the undergraduate
level, but it is more important to direct help to teachers (malt/ley are on the job.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Am I correct. in understanding that, in Boston, you were
precluded from havingFederal funds available because of an HEW blockage placed on Federal
funds? . .

MR. ANRIG. Yes. There was a deferral of funds in Boston until after the judge's order. I
.

believe it was in August that the deferral was lifted. The point I made about the center is whit
I want to reiterate. Centers have worked with terminated school districts in the South. That
was not possible in Boston. I am not directing this negatively towards Mr. Goldberg, by the
way, but at the prevailing policy. . ,

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Presumably, he has no choice. Is it a wise-policy to always use
the nuclear bomb approach and shut off all funds to a district when conceivably by selec
tive allocation of funds you could have made progress in eparing teachers and staff, etc., in
order to have more successful desegregation?

MR. ARNIG. The Boston situation had gone on 9 years in negotiation with the State. The
State found it necessary twice before to cut off all State funds to Boston. In most cases funds
are terminated only when negotiations were exhausted and only the financial action is possible.
I think the history of Title VI enforcement indicates it was as a last result that the funds were
cut off. .

1.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Mr. Foster, you mentioned in your conclusion that you felt the
so-called Rand study --whicl the Commis-Sion has, requested as one Potential design in order to
get data as

;
to what is going on in American schoolslacked understanding of what a

desegreated school is. Would you define how you would pinpoint a desegregated school?
MR. FOSTER. The danger if they complete such a study is thiit it will not be a study of

desegregated schOols. Their definition is erroneous. The ,only way to define a desegregated
school is in the Context of the system within which you find the school. You cannot say that in
every school such and such a racial percentage results in a desegregated school. You have to re-
late it to the total.district where it is located.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. You have to go to the classroom?- - . .

MR. FOSTER. Yes, you do that also.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Mr. Foster, to try to implement the clear constitutional man.

date, do you not feel that it is important to desegregate American public education? The
question is, how we can successfully do it? Do you not think that it is important to have data to
know the intended and unintended consequences of our actions and to know the procesies which
seem to be more successful than others? To do this, don't we need to examine all schools, in

America?
MR. FOSTER. Primarily the legally desegregated and segregated one I agree with the

process study. It is important. It is - important to understand what works ancMhat does not. It
should not be done, however, in the name of desegregated schciOls. When s ething does not
work, you are not really studying desegregated schools versus segregated se cols unless you do
it in the context we mentioned.- ,

-VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Should we deal with just that?
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MR. FOSTER. I don't know why not,
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. You mentioned on page 4 Judge McRae on the new guidelines

from the Equal Education Opportunis Office. Do you feel it would aid your paper if perhaps
you furnished your guidelines and we inserted them?

MR. FOSTER. I would be glad to.,
tOn January 6, 1972, Herman R. Goldberg, Associate Commissioner for Equal Educational Op-
portunity, Office of Education, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Washington,
D.C., communicated these, guidelines in a letter to Dr, Josiah Hall, Florida School Desegregation
Consulting Center, 'University of Miami, Coral Gables, Florida. Text of this letter follows:
"We have received a copy of Jiidge McRae's letter to you of December 10, 1971, requesting your
assistance in helping the Memphis School District meet the requirements of his recent school
desegregation court order.
"You should of course, continue to assist the school district in meeting its, obligation to
desegregate, and for that purpose to work with thethool board and school staff. But Judge
McRae's order of Deceniber W has raised questions as to our proper role hich merit clarifica.-
tion.
"First, our authority to fund your activities is limited by the requirement that ybu act on behalf
of duly constituted school authorities. We du not have authority to render technical assistance to
others,. Under Section 403 of Title IV of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Pi. 88r352) the Division
of Equal Educational Opportunity on behalf of the CommissiOner of Education, 'is authorized,
upon the -application of any school board, State, municipality, school district, or -other govern-
mental unit legally responsible for operating a public school or schools, to render technical
assistance to such applicant in the preparation, adoption, and implementation of plans for the
delegregO.tion of public schools.' (emphasis added)
"Secondly, we have consistently -made clear throughout these proceedings that not only will we
render assistance as and when requested by school authorities, but also that the nature of our
assistance would relate to helping those authorities develop their plans for the desegregation of
their schools. The constitutional obligation is theirs to fulfill, as Judge McRae has clearly
pointed out. ,

"Our particular expertise lies in truly educational matters related to desegregation, i.e., pro-
grams directly affecting the quality of education in the classroom. Recent experience with

-assisting almost 1,000 superintendents and their staffs under the Emergency School Assistance
Program demonstrated that the Division of Equal Educational Opportunity best fulfills its role
by offering assistance primarily in programmatic areas that directly contribute to quality: educa-
tion, such as:

curriculum revision
-2teacher preparation and development programs

special community programs
student to student programs
pupil personnel programs

"On the other hand, our experience also indicates that in matters of logistics, such as school
..,Ljniildixf(capacities and conditions, zune boundaries, pupil assignment arrangements, teacher ab-

signments, peculiarities of local geography, transportation routes, traffic safety, etc., our person-
nel are handicapped by a lack of detailed knowledge of local conditions, The local school staff, or
the other hand, possesses both this knowledge and the combetence necessary to design the
required logistical arrangements. It follows that the mechanical tasks involved in the detailed
design of specific plans should not be carried out independendtly by the Division. This can best
be accomplished by the local school staff, we will, naturally, provide whatever advice they
request,
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"Therefore, in carrying out responsibilities to the school board, you should keep the above

,

"It is also our view that ,a locally developed plan, both because it is likelyto be more accurate
and because it es locally developed, is more likely to,,win the broad community acceptande which
is critical to any plan's

guidance in mind. It is, we believe, the best method by which we can assist local school authori-
ties to develop educationally sound and feasible desegregation plans."]

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. On page 8, you said, "If it is discriminatory to maintain majori-
ty black or Chicano schools in a predominantly white system, it would seem equally discrimina-
tory to allow whites to maintain their own schools in majority black systems like Atlanta and
Wilmington." What about the constitutionality of that': Do you think that would be held con-
stitutional.by the courts or is there more of an affirmative response of de jure segregation of
blacks than nonwhites?

MR. FOSTER. In,the purest way,'this statement would be true. In the ,present legal stan-
dard, it might not hold water. Most district judges perceive the black percentage as more impor
tant than the white. They dopot perceive whites as a problem in desegregation.

MR. PANETTA. I think he is correct
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. On page 17, you say, "Empirical evidence has strongly. sug-

gested that desegregation is much better done all at once than through any delayed or step-by-
step arrangement" Is that based on experienced or what?. .

MR. FOSTER. There are no particular studies. It has been evidenced in the South: It
worked mueh better in a place like Tampa where Judge Kreptzman, after coming out_ of his Vd
experience with the Governor in BradentOn, let the Tampa board know they might be held in
contempt if they did not come up with a plan in 3 or 4 weeks.

They decided he was serious. They did it. It has worked well in most senses. In Miami,
every year the community gets upset because they want to know what-is coming up this year,
and you ..ve the whole scene all over again. One case went smoothly. The other was a hassle.
The Boston situ tion is apparently not really a step thing. Commissioner Anrig might want to
speak to that.

VICE -CHA RMAN'HORN. Do you, Dr. Anrig?
MR. ANRIG. The footnote implied it was a staged plan. It was not. It was as far as 343.1

could go under State la0. The Federal court can go much further under Federal standardS.
VICE CHAIINAN HORN. My last question is this. On page 27, you say under subject

number two, "One question that needs answering is how large a school system Ought to be for
maximum effectiveness."

We have heard a lot of discussion On problems of community control in relation to
desegregation. This Commission was practically driven out of New York when we investigated
education for Puerto Ricans. Is It valuable to be. gathering political power in central ciiies with

a declining tax base? Is it better to decentralize? You have had a lot of experience:. Po you have

a feeling on that?
MR. FOSTER. There have been research ,programs, although, riot too scientific. I think they

indicated that when a city or district gets beyorid 75,000 mils you begin tO-getquestiOns as to
whether iris too large or not. The research was done at the University of Plotida.

Ironically, in Detroit under thee Roth Panel plan which was preparectthere were 17 clusters,
none of which would have had over 50,000 or 53,000 chkren. If a contractual arrangeptlirin had
been worked out fur governing the metropolitan plan for Detroit, assumi ng 290,000 pupil's is. a':
bad arrangement, the plan wourd have served to arrive at a better situation than, thy Pave

."-.
,

A ei letnow.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Do you have any feeling onthat, Dr. An"' rig?
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1 ' MR. ANRIG. Yes. There are areas where scholars, can be helpful. This is an area where
they have not been helpful. We recently had a commission study on adequate school district
size. With authoritative evidence, they came up with four different answers'

J.,The issue is not a magic number.- The key test is, how do the consumers or parents feel
zi,,,

about their-schools? Are there mechanisms where they are involved and that the schools indeed
Al
Al

are publiC and 'not controlled by professionals? Given the community that will be larger or
smaller, I would not look for a magic number. I would point out the 30 decentralized school dis-,
tricts in New York City, any one of those in theksixth largest school district in New York State.-;
We are talking about mammoth and large school diStricts.

n! CHAIRMAN FLE1VI1VIING. Mr. Ruiz? .

. COMMISSIONER RUIZ. I have contended that there may be curricula for Puerto Ricans
,

in a desegregated school, even though, racially, integrated. This goes to the definition of Alai is
meant by integration in public schbol,s. We have been talking aboUt black and white in 'Boston -

only. Does thig mean bilingual problems with Puerto Ricans have been .solved? If not, what is.
the principal problem front this bicultural point of view in Boston?.

<..

MR. ANRIG. In answering for Boston, the Federal case was originally brought on the com-
plaint of blac parents. The remedies, `however,:are being shaped to iriyolv, the non-English-
speaking population. That includes, Spanish, Puerto Iicaris, Chinese, and so forth. We have a
multicultural city. There are advisory councils being formed to advise the judge. On those are
repreiented the non-EngliSh,speaking groups'ai welt as blacks andwhites. "- ,

I ,am rather pleased to say Mdssaehusetts is' one of the feviStates,that has bye State action,
pasied a transitional bilingual education,, act. Bilingual, bicultural programs are provided to chil-
dren whose natiNe:langliage is not English.. Our pi4lezn still remains in the city of Boston. Our

, problem is to identify the youngster and to be sure the LS-provided to him or her.
COMMISSIONER RUIZ; I heard, a. statistic yesterday that you might or might not con-

firm. In these bilingual experiments and fundinIktilial,,education, there is more parental in-
volvement and astatisticjAbeginningto emerge with, respect to the staying power of the par-
ticular.siudents and less: involvement m, juvenile delinquency.

This seems to be an emerging statistic. It has ncit-been confirmed as yet. In "the_event that
'..does follow _through, I am inclined to believe that. the taxpayer, with respect to law enforcement...

...
and juvenile delinquency,: see a lot of strength in that auk, the value of this bilingual educa-, -.
tion,JDO you know. anything aboufAhat emirgingstati;tic? -- , . -:,,,., .t ' MR.'ANRIG. I can cqnfirm the fact that there is more parental involvement in the bilingual.-. .

, program than other piograms. On Ille, second, part, I cannot confirm .that. I can confirm that
there `v:ere only.. sien 'Spanish speaking.'"chifdren graduating from Boston high schools several.,, .- ..,-
years ago That number is, increasing now. In terms of holding payer, that ,is increasing. Ironi-.,-- , -,
calIY,"there is a pr;hlem.trestilting, froni..that. Our program Is a transitional bilingual education

fe'
act. Within 3 years, the childshould.be proficient. in English. But they like the teachers and the ,

"
program*: Nor do the teachers want to give'lip ,the....stud.ente:We run into Title.VI problems

s''-0-- then.: . .

CHAIRMAN FILEMMING: Well may I expresi to'tbe members of this panel and and of,..,.
the other panels the deep appreciation of 'the Commission for your time and thought in dealing .A f i.

i with these issues. I am pure everyone here 'knows that the., Civil Eights. Gommipsion is
thoroughly and firmly committed Ville concept our Nation must, continue. to implement

c .. .

tco 4...istitutionarright that all youngpeople.have for Adesegregated education.'_ .

This,waS reaffirmed by the,:e'Cmimissigi most recehely, when it responded to a reque,St from
Capito1, gig ti;.'''oinnwtt-41. legislation' that r** as .pendipg at the time and identified as
"antibilsinelegislatin. We chid ie. giOrk to t,. l t with a:Series'Of findings and une recommenda- .

tion'that all. Orthe legislatiOnle, 4featec. :
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When the Milliken v. Bradley decision was handed down by the Slipreine Court, the Com-
mission recognized that some basic issues were raised. The Commission felt that it had an
obligation not only to identify, those issues, butto develop a report for the President and for the
Congress, which would include" findings and recommendations growing Uut of those issues. We
felt that it would be extrentAb helpful to us, in developing such a report and in developing
findings and recommendations,"to have the benefit of...participating in the kind of discussion that
we have had today.

We all recognize that G-this Nation there are many, many men and women who have
devoted many, many years of coming to grips with these issues. Personally, I was delighted
with the responses received from those we invittld to develop papers and to serve as reactls.

May I also say that I am very conscious of the fact that throughout the day, right down to
now,,we have had listening in to this discussion many-, many members of what I think of as the
civil rights community. I think this says something in terms of the commitment of that corinnu
pity. We will- examine very carefully these papers and the comments made on these issues by
persons who have participated in the discussion. At some point down the road, we will submit to
the President and to the Congress our findings and our recommendations on these issues.

I do appreciate so much the various significant contributions that have been made td the
thinking of all of us. Do other members have comments?

COMMISSIONER RUIZ. I concur.
CHAIRMAN PLEMIVIING. Thank you. all very much.
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